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What are the conditions under which terrorist groups turn to party politics? Under
what conditions do political parties turn to terrorism? What types of political groups are
more likely to turn to or from terrorism? Answers to these questions provide new
insights into explanations for the formation of linkages between political parties and
terrorist groups. While political parties and terrorist groups are often differentiated by the
tactics they employ, empirical evidence shows that these political groups sometimes shift
tactics, making use of violent and nonviolent tactics either concurrently or consecutively.
Shifts between violent and nonviolent tactics occur when a political party supports,
creates, or becomes a terrorist group and when a terrorist group supports, creates, or
becomes a political party. Cases in which terrorist groups turn to party politics have been
addressed in the literature, most often in the form of case studies. Less attention has been
paid to the more numerous cases of political parties forming linkages with terrorist
groups. Both types of tactical shifts are under-studied and under-theorized. This
dissertation fills a gap in the largely separate literatures on political parties and terrorism
through an analysis of international-, state-, and group-level factors associated with the
v

formation of party-terror linkages and a discussion of the implications of these factors for
the construction of a more general theory of political group adaptation.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH DESIGN
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Chapter One
Introduction

Consider the cases of Hamas in the Palestinian territories, Hezbollah in Lebanon,
and the al-Sadr group in Iraq.

Each of these is a terrorist group.

Each has also

experimented with and, to some extent, embraced party politics. Hamas has transitioned
from a terrorist group abstaining from participation in elections into a political group that
engages in both terrorism and party politics. Similarly, Hezbollah is considered by many
to be a terrorist group; though, the group is also an influential participant in Lebanese
politics. The al-Sadr group is an insurgent group with a history of employing terrorist
tactics. In addition, this group is a relatively new participant in Iraqi politics and a
minority position holder in the new Iraqi government. Similar to Hamas and Hezbollah,
the al-Sadr group is one among many political groups alternating between the bullet (or
the bomb) and the ballot box1 and, also like Hamas and Hezbollah, employing both
violent and nonviolent tactics simultaneously.
These cases are particularly interesting for their transition from terrorism to party
politics, but they are perhaps more interesting for their continued use of violence. Is it
not something of a “nightmare scenario” for a political group to attain legitimacy as a
political party while continuing to act as a terrorist group?
Now consider the case of Sinn Fein in Northern Ireland. Sinn Fein is best known
as the political wing of the recently decommissioned terrorist group, the Irish Republican
1

This alliterative phrase and its derivatives, using the terminology of the bomb, the bullet, and the ballot,
are often referred to in discussions regarding the alternation between political violence and nonviolent
political participation.
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Army (IRA). The case of Sinn Fein would appear on the surface to be much like the
cases of Hamas, Hezbollah, and the al-Sadr group. Like each of these groups, Sinn Fein
is known to have worked within the same movement as the IRA. Together, Sinn Fein
and the IRA engaged in both party politics and terrorism prior to the eventual
abandonment of violence. What has received less attention is the origin of Sinn Fein in
the early 1900s as a nonviolent political movement. This occurred in advance of the
formation of the Irish Republican Army.

In other words, the violent roots of the

increasingly influential Sinn Fein party receive more attention than the nonviolent roots
of the earlier republican movement.
Consider also the case of Euskadi ta’ Askatasuna (ETA) operating in the Basque
region of Spain since the 1950s. As with the case of Sinn Fein and the IRA, the many
factions of ETA are often examined in the context of their status as terrorist groups.
Attention is given in the literature to the conditions under which these factions may be
conditioned to turn from violence and the policies or policing actions that may bring
about this transition. Also, as with the case of Sinn Fein and the IRA, less consideration
is given to the conditions under which the group turned to violence in the first place. For
ETA, this initial transition took place in the 1960s.
While there are obvious policy implications for an understanding of the
conditions under which groups turn from terrorism, it is at least as important to recognize
the conditions under which groups turn to terrorism in the first place. Consideration is
owed to cases such as the Progressive Unionist Party in Northern Ireland, the African
National Congress in South Africa, and the Communist Party of Peru, each of which has
undertaken the transition from nonviolent politics to political violence.
The above examples provide only a sampling of cases within the universe of
political groups alternating between violent tactics, such as terrorism, and nonviolent
3

tactics, including participation in party politics. The puzzle at the heart of this research is
not a question of whether or not political groups change tactics; cases of political groups
alternating between terrorism and party politics are well-documented and widespread.
There are more than 200 documented linkages between political parties and terrorist
groups occurring during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.2 These linkages, which
are referred to here as party-terror linkages, are found in more than eighty countries and
semi-autonomous regions located in all parts of the world. Party-terror linkages take a
number of forms. In some cases political parties or their factions support, create, or
become terrorist groups.

In other cases, terrorist groups create political parties or

transition into political parties. In many cases, both types of shifts take place. Political
parties may turn to terrorism before returning to nonviolent political participation.
Terrorist groups may turn to party politics only to later recommit to violent politics. In
many cases, political groups use violent and nonviolent tactics simultaneously. The
political parties and terrorist groups operating in Palestine, Lebanon, Iraq, Northern
Ireland, and Spain are only a few of the examples of political groups forming party-terror
linkages. Considered together, these examples provide plentiful evidence that political
groups change tactics.
Given this evidence, the existence of party-terror linkages can be taken as a given.
The real challenge is to explain why some groups change tactics while others do not.
Why is it that some political parties engage in violent tactics while others remain devoted
to nonviolent party politics? Why do a significant proportion of terrorist groups turn to
participation in party politics? What factors can contribute to our understanding of shifts
between strategies involving political violence and strategies embracing nonviolent
2

Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset, Terrorists, Insurgencies, and Guerrillas in Education and
Research (TIGER).
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political participation? What factors can help explain the many cases in which political
groups engage in both party politics and terrorism?
Furthermore, why do we see different, even divergent, types of party-terror
linkages occurring in the same state at approximately the same time? Why, for instance,
do we observe in Colombia the Patriotic Union (PU) and the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC) creating political parties, while a faction of the National
Liberation Army (ELN) formed a terrorist group? Similarly, in El Salvador, the People’s
Revolutionary Army (ERP) transitioned into a political party, while the People’s Armed
Revolutionary Forces (FRAP) formed a terrorist group.

In Germany the National

Socialist Action Front (ANS) became a political party, while the National Democratic
Party (NPD) formed a terrorist group and the Red Army Faction (RAF) supported a
terrorist group. What circumstances can help us to understand the nearly simultaneous
formation of the Irish National Liberation Army (INLA) as a militant wing of the Irish
Republican Socialist Party3 and the nonviolent Social Democratic and Labour Party
(SDLP), both of which occurred within a few years of the moderation of the Original
Sinn Fein and the creation of the Provisional IRA. How can we explain the SDLP’s
commitment to nonviolence, despite sharing a constituency with Sinn Fein? As these
cases show, political groups turning to party politics may coexist with or even compete
against political groups turning to terrorism. How can we explain this coincidence?
Similarly, why do we observe different types of party-terror linkages occurring
among groups espousing similar ideologies? The Communist Party of the Philippines
(CPP) was a political party that formed a terrorist group,4 while the Communist Party of

3

Conflict Archives on the Internet (CAIN), <http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/index.html>.
It is also interesting to note the case of the Argentine Anti-Communist Alliance, which was also a
political party that formed a terrorist group.
4
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Colombia-Marxist Leninist (PCC-ML) underwent the opposite shift, transitioning from a
terrorist group into a political party. In contrast, the Communist Party of El Salvador
(PCES) underwent a life-cycle transformation, transitioning from a political party into a
terrorist group before being reconstituted as a political party.

Nationalist-separatist

groups also differ in their tactical trajectories. The Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) and
the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine are examples of terrorist groups that
have implemented a range of nonviolent tactics through the creation of political parties.
By adopting a more violent strategy over time, the nationalist-separatist Euskadi ta’
Askatasuna (ETA) exemplifies the opposite type of party-terror linkage.
Finding answers to each of these questions is important.

Political groups

employing violent tactics are a cause of, as well as a result of, conflict. They threaten
peace and security; sometimes they threaten political stability.

Oftentimes working

outside of legal systems, they cause property damage and loss of life. In short, they
terrorize. Moreover, when violent political groups participate in party politics, they may
gain legitimacy despite their violent tactics.
Foreign policies aimed at promoting peace by promoting democracy and inclusive
political participation will benefit from an understanding of the conditions under which
political groups turn to party politics and the conditions under which political groups
remain committed to party politics, as well as the ways in which political groups can be
discouraged from turning to violent tactics in the first place.

These are important

considerations in diverse settings around the world, and no less so in familiar conflict
zones, such as those found in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Democracy promotion and

assistance would further benefit from an understanding of the types of political groups
that are most likely or least likely to make the transition to nonviolent political
participation.
6

Answering these important questions requires distinguishing the conditions under
which political groups form party-terror linkages from the conditions under which they
are less likely to do so. Answering these questions also necessitates an investigation into
the types of groups that are more likely to carry out these types of shifts. One central
contribution of this dissertation is the analysis of these conditions. Following from this
analysis, this dissertation generates insights relevant to developing theories of political
group adaptation.
This dissertation builds on the theoretical insights offered by Weinberg and
Pedahzur (2003) and Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008). These works provide a
starting point for theorizing strategic decision-making and political group adaptation.
Each of these works offers preliminary explanations for the conditions under which
political groups change tactics, as well as the types of political groups that are most likely
to change tactics. In Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger’s work, accounts of party-terror
linkages are differentiated based on the type of shift undertaken. Political parties turning
to terrorism are treated separately from terrorist groups turning to party politics. The
authors identify a number of hypotheses through a review of the relevant literatures and a
remarkably in-depth understanding of diverse cases. Each of these hypotheses is tested
and possible explanations are offered. What is missing in these works is an integrated
theory explaining the tactical shifts associated with the formation of party-terror linkages,
which accounts for the interaction of explanatory factors. This dissertation picks up
where these works leave off.

7

EXPLAINING POLITICAL GROUP ADAPTATION
The first step in advancing the understanding of political group adaptation is to
clarify the phenomena to be explained. Political group adaptation is an observable
phenomenon. Political groups are known to adapt over time. This adaptation is theorized
to occur in response to changes in the environments within which political groups operate
and to be conditioned by characteristics of political groups.
Political group adaptation is observable when political groups change tactics.
This adaptation may take a number of forms. The organizational structures of political
groups may change over time. Groups may shift from a more hierarchical organizational
structure to a more horizontal structure, or vice versa. Political groups may change their
political goals. They may shift from a more extreme position to a more moderate
position, or they may radicalize, becoming more extremist over time. Another type of
political group adaptation takes the form of shifts in tactics. Political groups may employ
a number of tactics in order to achieve their goals.
The analysis that follows is directed toward understanding the choice of political
tactics and, more to the point, the change in political tactics. This point of departure
necessitates answering two preliminary questions: What are tactical shifts? And, what
types of political groups engage in them?

What are tactical shifts?
Political tactics are tools used by political groups to achieve group goals. A
tactical shift occurs when a political group changes tactics. Changing tactics may involve
the addition of a new tactic or a change in the combination of tactics used by a group.
For the purposes of this project, the focus is nonviolent and violent tactics and, in
particular, between participation in party politics and the use of terrorist tactics.
8

Participation in party politics is a broad category of political tactics, which comprises a
variety of political activities. These include, but are not limited to, aggregating interests,
working to influence policy, and running candidates in elections. Terrorism is also a
broad category of political tactics, especially to the extent that there are numerous types
of terrorist tactics that political groups may employ. Both participation in party politics
and the use of terrorism are viewed as political tactics, which are employed for the
purpose of achieving political goals. Tactical shifts are observed at the point in time in
which a violent political group initiates participation in party politics (an example of a
nonviolent shift) and at the point in time in which a nonviolent political group initiates
terrorism (an example of a violent shift). Each category of tactical shift, both violent and
nonviolent, is further divided into subtypes. For instance, a nonviolent tactical shift
occurs when a terrorist group or a faction of a terrorist group supports, creates, or
becomes a political party. A violent tactical shift occurs when a political party or a
faction of a political party supports, creates, or becomes a terrorist group.
Both types of shifts create what can be referred to as party-terror linkages. Partyterror linkages take two distinct forms. One type of party-terror linkage occurs when an
association is formed between a political party and a terrorist group. A political party
may support or create a terrorist group. Similarly, a terrorist group may support or create
a political party. In each case, the political party and terrorist group are distinct entities;
though, they may share political goals, leadership, and membership. A second type of
party-terror linkage occurs when a political group adopts tactics typically associated with
a different type of political group. This type of linkage may occur in cases in which a
violent political group begins to participate in party politics while continuing to engage in
political violence, as well as in cases in which a nonviolent political group begins to use
violent tactics while continuing to participate in party politics. In these cases, a shift in
9

tactics represents the addition of a new tactic to the existing repertoire of tactics used by a
group.
Party-terror linkages are not maintained in all cases of tactical shifts. In some
cases, a tactical shift corresponds to the abandonment of one type of tactic in favor of
another. A terrorist group may abandon terrorism and become a nonviolent political
party. Alternatively, a political party may abandon party politics and initiate a terrorist
campaign, effectively transitioning into a terrorist group. In tactical shifts of this sort,
one tactic is replaced by another; violent and nonviolent tactics are not used
simultaneously. While these groups can be said to be linked, the linkage is historical. It
is not associated with the concurrent use of violent and nonviolent tactics. It is something
that occurs at one point in time, at the point when the tactical shift occurs.
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) recommend distinguishing between a
tactical shift and a strategic shift.5

As tactics are more narrowly conceived than

strategies, similarly tactical shifts are more narrowly conceived than strategic shifts.
Whereas a tactic is a tool, a strategy is a plan on how to implement tools for the purpose
of achieving goals. And, while a tactical shift is defined as a change in tactics, a strategic
shift represents a change in both tactics and goals.

A change in tactic does not

necessarily correspond to a change in strategy. When Hamas contested local elections in
2005 and presidential elections in 2006, the group added a new tactic to its tactical
arsenal. In this case, contesting elections represents a change in tactics, or a tactical shift.
On the other hand, participating in party politics did not correspond to a change in the
group’s main objectives. Hamas’ goal of creating an Islamist Palestinian state remains
essentially the same.

5

Rather, the group chose to pursue the same end through an

See Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008: 175, footnote 10).
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additional means.

Similarly, the example of the Provisional Sinn Fein’s ongoing

activities as an abstentionist political party and its later entry into electoral politics under
Gerry Adams represent a change in tactics. On the other hand, in the case of Sinn Fein,
the group’s goals have also moderated, reflecting what may be described variously as an
understanding of the movement’s limitations, the maturing of the movement and its
leaders, or war weariness both within the movement and among the movement’s
supporters. In this sense, the shift to party politics has corresponded with a change in
strategy, or a strategic shift. In short, a tactical shift is one part of a strategic shift. A
shift in tactics may coincide with a shift in strategy, as the example of Sinn Fein
demonstrates, or it may take place without a shift in strategy, as the example of Hamas
illustrates.

Bridging the literatures
Much of the political science literature treats political parties and terrorist groups
separately. Terrorism is, after all, recognized as an “illegitimate tactic” (Cronin 2006:
47). Participation in party politics, on the other hand, is the formal-legal means by which
political groups compete for influence within a political system. It is a core feature of
democracy. While these tactics are opposed to each other on a very basic level, a large
number of political groups are known to have used both, either consecutively or
concurrently.
At the risk of overemphasizing divisions within the discipline of political science,
it is necessary to consider the ways in which the structure of the discipline contributes to
the separate treatment of nonviolent and violent political groups. This separation results
in part from the division of the discipline into fields and subfields. The study of political
11

parties fits within the field of comparative politics, while studies of political violence and
terrorism fall more generally within the domains of comparative politics and international
relations.

Although research into political parties and political violence are both

undertaken within the field of comparative politics, the two topics typically fall within
separate subfields; moreover, when studied together, these themes are more likely to be
contrasted than compared. Furthermore, subdivisions within the field of comparative
politics along the lines of regional and country specializations may well get in the way of
the identification of common themes among political groups engaging in both nonviolent
and violent activities in a broader comparative perspective. Meanwhile, the study of
terrorism is divided between comparativists and international relations scholars, with
much of the work being concentrated within the field of international relations. Since the
study of political parties is not generally undertaken within the field of international
relations, this scholarly division of labor reinforces the separate study of political parties
and terrorist groups.
The separate treatment of political parties and terrorist groups within the political
science literature also results from the divergent conceptualizations of political parties
and terrorist groups and, in particular, from the relatively common practice of conflating
tactics with definitions. Despite designations of political groups as political parties or as
terrorist groups based on the tactics they most commonly employ, evidence shows that a
sizeable number of political groups use both tactics. Many political parties have used
violence and a large percentage of terrorist groups have engaged in party politics. In
some cases, one tactic is exchanged for another; however, in many cases, violent and
nonviolent tactics are used concurrently. In cases in which violent and nonviolent tactics
are used concurrently, political groups typically start out either employing violent tactics
or nonviolent tactics. Over time these groups undertake tactical shifts, adjusting their
12

repertoire of tactics to include both violent and nonviolent tactics. Moreover, evidence of
the consecutive use of violent and nonviolent tactics in a number of cases provides
support for the expectation that, in reality, many political groups alternate between
operating as political parties and as terrorist groups.
One notable side effect of the separate treatment of political parties and terrorist
groups is the relative absence of work investigating the conditions under which political
groups employ both types of tactics and the types of groups employing both types of
tactics. The work undertaken in this dissertation goes a long way toward filling this gap
in the political science literature.

Conceptualizing political groups
The unit of analysis in this project is the political group. Political groups may or
may not undertake tactical shifts. When they do undertake tactical shifts, they may do so
one time or multiple times. Political groups are defined as political organizations, which
seek to accomplish political goals. Political groups may use a variety of tactics in order
to achieve these goals. Political parties are the political groups that are most commonly
associated with participation in party politics. Terrorist groups are also political groups;
although, these groups are most commonly associated with the use of terrorism. This
conceptualization of political groups draws heavily from empirical evidence of the
existence of party-terror linkages. While the conceptualization of political groups is
neither at odds with definitions of political parties or definitions of terrorist groups, it is a
necessary abstraction from each of these terms. The necessity of this abstraction is due in
large part to the observable division between the literatures on political parties and
terrorist groups and the desire to pull these literatures together through the study of
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political groups, more broadly defined. Perhaps more importantly, it is due to the relative
dearth of theorizing about the varied activities of political groups and their capacity for
adaptation.
Political groups may employ a diversity of tactics, including those of a nonviolent
nature, such as participation in party politics, and those of a violent nature, including
terrorism. The assertion that politics are pursued through nonviolent as well as violent
means will not come as a surprise to political scientists, policy-makers, or the public,
especially those whose attention is drawn to the many environments within which both
nonviolent and violent contention are found.

Residents of established democracies

around the world are familiar with the institutionalization of nonviolent conflict and
cooperation among political groups, where peaceful transfers of power are the norm.
These same residents are also familiar with the notion and, in some cases, the reality that
many political groups employ violence in order to achieve their goals.

Within an

established democracy, these are often the extremist groups. In other contexts, including
developing democracies and non-democracies, where the rules of the political game are
not yet established, where some segments of the population are disenfranchised, or where
there is ongoing conflict, violent groups may retain considerable popular support.
While it is known that politics may be pursued through nonviolent or violent
means, assertions that political parties may employ violent tactics in their pursuit of
political objectives and assertions that terrorist groups may actively employ terrorism
while in other ways acting as a political party are more controversial. Some will argue
that, by definition, political parties are nonviolent. Others, or maybe the same, will argue
that any group that uses terrorism is a terrorist group and that all terrorist groups are
violent. While the assertion that terrorist groups use terrorism and are involved in the use
of violence will not be called into question, there are reasons, both conceptual and
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empirical, to doubt the assertion that political parties are by definition nonviolent groups
engaging in party politics.
Defining political parties as political groups competing in elections for the
purpose of influencing government and as groups that oftentimes aggregate interests
neither prescribes nor proscribes the possibility that political parties might also employ
other tactics, including those of a violent nature (Ware 1996: 3). Similarly, Sartori (1976:
63) defines political parties as “any political group identified by an official label that
presents at elections, and is capable of placing through elections (free or unfree),
candidates for political office.” Definitions of political parties, such as these, which
focus on interest aggregation and participation in elections, are insufficiently specified to
eliminate from inclusion under the umbrella of political parties those political groups,
which simultaneously employ violent tactics while aggregating interests or participating
in elections. Sartori (1976: 58-64) observes the ambiguity that is inherent in the use of
the term in his review of definitions of political parties and in his own, admittedly
minimal, definition. In fact, it seems that peaceful competition is more of an assumption
than a rule.6 In contrast to the popular perception of political parties as nonviolent
groups, many parties also employ violent tactics.
The same can be said for definitions of terrorist groups. Terrorist groups are
frequently defined by their actions rather than their organizational structure or their goals.
There are myriad competing definitions of terrorism (Schmid and Jongman et al. 1988: 56), perhaps as a result of changes in the meaning ascribed to the term over time (Hoffman
2006: 20-34).7

Reviewing the more than 100 definitions identified by Schmid and

6

See, for instance, the definitions of political parties outlined by White (2006: 6) and Sartori (1976: 58-64).
Schmid and Jongman (1988: 5-6) provide more than 100 definitions of terrorism. See also McCormick
(2003: 474) and Hoffman (2006).
7
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Jongman, et al., Hoffman (2006: 34) finds that many of the defining features of terrorism
are actually absent from definitions of terrorism. For instance, terrorism is not always
recognized as a strategy or tactic (not mentioned in 69.5% of definitions); it is not always
tied to a political group or movement (not mentioned in 86% of definitions); it need not
be symbolic in nature (not mentioned in 86.5% of definitions); it may not involve
violence (not mentioned in 16.5% of definitions); and it may not be political (not
mentioned in 35% of definitions).8 Similar difficulties are replicated with regard to
conceptualizing different types of terrorism. As an example, Crenshaw (2007) observes
problems with defining and measuring suicide terrorism. A lack of clarity with regard to
definitions of terrorist acts leads to a lack of clarity with regard to conceptualizations of
the organizations performing these acts.
If we define terrorism, as Hoffman does, as “violence—or, equally important, the
threat of violence—used and directed in pursuit of, or in service of, a political aim”
(2006: 2-3), the meaning of terrorism may be broad enough to include insurgency or
guerrilla warfare. Applying the limitation of violence performed or threatened by substate actors does not resolve this problem, as terrorism can be employed by the state in
the form of state-sponsored terrorism. Nor does the limitation of violence directed at
non-combatants resolve definitional inconsistencies, as non-combatants may be defined
as civilians or, alternatively, may be defined to include government employees and
members of the military who are not actively engaged in combat. One might ask whether
an entire society can be designated as combatant by the perpetrators of what would
otherwise be termed terrorism.

Variations in the labeling of combatants and non-

combatants open the door for equally numerous interpretations of what is and is not

8

See Hoffman (2006: 34, Table 1).
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terrorism.

Recognizing these definitional difficulties, terrorism is defined for the

purposes of this project as politically-motivated violence or the threat of violence directed
at non-combatants for the purpose of effecting a psychological reaction within a broader
audience (Schmid and Jongman et al. 1988). Drawing from this definition of terrorism,
terrorist groups can be defined as political groups that use violence or its threat for the
purpose of achieving political goals. Even more so than participation in party politics,
terrorism is recognized as a tactic, which can be used by a diversity of types of groups,
including insurgent groups, guerrilla groups, militias, states, and terrorist groups, as well
as political parties.
Nevertheless, although the definitions of political parties and terrorist groups
describe a particular set of tactics that is most commonly associated with these types of
political groups, neither definition excludes the use of other tactics.

If tactics are

understood as tools used by political groups to help them achieve their political goals and
if the definition of the group is separated from the tactics the group employs, then it is not
difficult to recognize that political groups may use a variety of tactics for the purpose of
achieving their goals.
In fact, political groups do use a variety of tactics. As evidence of links between
political parties and terrorist groups indicates, shifts between party politics and terrorism
are “by no means rare or exotic” (Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008: 29).
Documentation of more than 200 cases of linkages between political parties and terrorist
groups supports the conceptualization of political groups as organizations with flexible,
rather than fixed, strategies, as well as the recognition of participation in party politics
and terrorism as tactics, which can be separated from the definitions of the groups using
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them.9 Evidence of shifts between these tactics comes in a number of forms. Many
violent political groups have taken advantage of the sometimes complementary nature of
violent and nonviolent tactics.

Some terrorist groups create political wings.

The

Provisional Irish Republican Army has used its political branch, the Provisional Sinn
Fein (popularly known as Sinn Fein), to compete with other Catholic parties, Protestant
parties, and the British government in Northern Ireland; through a combination of tactical
flexibility and strategic adaptation, the group has experienced electoral success and
enhanced group unity (McAllister 2004: 140). Following a similar trajectory, Hezbollah
developed as a paramilitary force, competing in the Lebanese civil war and, at times,
employing terrorist violence (Weinberg 2005: 43-44). Hezbollah later turned to party
politics, competing in parliamentary elections and participating in the new Lebanese
government. More recently, Hezbollah has supported democracy in Lebanon through its
acceptance of a minority position, rather than its anticipated majority position, following
the June 2009 elections.10
Furthermore, divergent definitions lend additional flexibility to popular
conceptualizations of what is a political party and what is a terrorist group. Competing
characterizations of political groups such as Hezbollah, which is described in the media
as a “Shiite political, social and military organization that is officially regarded by the
United States and Israel as a terrorist group,”11 reveal that some political groups are
perceived differently by different audiences. The Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) in

9

See, for instance, Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008).
For details of this election, see Bayoumy, Yara. June 8, 2009. “Hezbollah accepts election loss, U.S.
backs allies.” Reuters. Accessed 22 December 2009 <us.mobile.reuters.com>. See also Slackman,
Michael. June 7, 2009. “U.S.-Backed Alliance Wins in Lebanon.” The New York Times. Accessed 22
December 2009 <www.nytimes.com>.
11 Slackman, Michael. June 7, 2009. “U.S.-Backed Alliance Wins in Lebanon.” The New York Times.
Accessed 22 December 2009 <www.nytimes.com>.
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Turkey is another example of a violent political group that has devoted increasing
attention to nonviolent political tactics.
Following the opposite trajectory, many political parties have pursued political
objectives through their alliances with terrorist groups or their creation of terrorist
branches. The original Sinn Fein aligned with the original Irish Republican Army in the
early 1900s. Former members of the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV) are credited with
giving support to Euskadi ta’ Askatasuna (ETA), which itself began as a pro-Basque
organization with a membership that has been described as a “coalition of radical youth
groups” (Shabad and Ramo 1995: 411). Initially a nonviolent organization, ETA’s turn
to terrorism occurred years after its founding, coinciding with democratization in Spain
and the achievement of some of the group’s goals (Weinberg 2005: 87; Shabad and Ramo
1995: 411-412). The origins of the Shining Path can also be described as nonviolent.
The group got its start in nonviolent politics (Palmer 1995), first as a discussion group
and later as the Communist Party of Peru in the 1960s, before turning to violence in the
1970s (Kushner 2003: 333-334). The turn to violence coincided with the group’s split
from the Communist Party of Peru-Red Flag (Starn 1995: 404). Following a period of
radicalization, the Shining Path transformed into a military organization and a terrorist
group (Palmer 1995). Other cases in which previously nonviolent political groups turned
to violence include the Catalan Liberation Front (FAC) and the Red Army Faction
(RAF).
Cases of parties turning to terrorism and of terrorist groups turning to party
politics expose the tactical flexibility of diverse political groups and lend interest to the
question at the center of this research agenda: Why do some political groups shift
between nonviolent political participation and political violence while others do not?
19

Studying political groups
It has been said that “a comparative analysis is only ever as good as the
classification behind it” (Burnham, Gilland, Grant, and Layton-Henry 2004: 68). The
combination within the literature of a tendency to equate political parties with a
commitment to nonviolent political tactics and a tendency to equate terrorist groups with
a commitment to violence suppresses the identification of similarities between and
connections among these groups.

Studying political parties and terrorist groups as

political groups offers a number of advantages.
First, the dichotomous differentiation between political parties and terrorist
groups is inconsistent with empirical evidence.12 There is a disconnect between the
definitions of political parties and terrorist groups and the reality that many groups both
participate in party politics and engage in political violence and terrorism, in particular.
Creating something of a false dichotomy in the categorization of political parties and
terrorist groups reinforces the separate treatment of these groups and discourages the
identification of similarities among them. A separate treatment masks similarities with
regard to the conditions under which groups change their tactics and conditions under
which tactics become more or less attractive. Treating these groups separately also
interferes with analyses of the role of organizational characteristics, which are shared
among diverse organizations, in tactical and strategic decision-making. On the contrary,
treating both political parties and terrorist groups as political groups is consistent with the
recognition of party politics and terrorism as tactics, which can be used by different
groups under different conditions. This treatment also allows for an examination of
tactical shifts between terrorism and party politics within a larger population of cases
undergoing these shifts. In addition, considering political groups more broadly defined
12

Weinberg (1991); Martin, Perliger, Pedahzur, and Weinberg (2008).
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supports an examination of the origins of diverse political groups. Many terrorist groups
can trace their origins to political parties. Likewise, a number of political parties can
trace their origins to terrorist groups. Because approximately one third of the terrorist
groups in operation since 1900 have documented ties to political parties,13 the unpacking
of this relationship is relevant to understanding not only the origins of these groups, but
also the organizational evolution and adaptation of these groups.
Furthermore, looking at political parties and terrorist groups as political groups
allows the researcher to move beyond ideal types, as designated by the most commonlyapplied definitions of these groups. Instead, treating political parties and terrorist groups
as political groups facilitates the recognition of real types and the identification of
similarities among them. Political parties are often recognized as political groups that
utilize nonviolent tactics, compete for popular support, aggregate interests, are supportive
of the political system, and operate transparently and publicly. In contrast, terrorist
groups are often identified through their use of violent tactics. They are associated with
representing isolated interests, assuming mass support or mass passivity within a target
constituency, being disruptive to political systems, and operating clandestinely.
Although the majority of political parties and many terrorist groups conform to these
ideal types, there are numerous exceptions. Some political parties employ violent tactics,
represent isolated interests, and are supportive of nondemocratic regimes. There are antisystem parties, extremist parties, and parties representing a minority group or minority
interest.

Similarly, some terrorist groups use nonviolent tactics, represent broader

interests, and are disruptive to nondemocratic regimes. Terrorist groups may receive
13 Information on these political groups is contained in the Terrorist Groups dataset and the Political
Parties dataset, Terrorists, Insurgencies, and Guerrillas in Education and Research (TIGER). The original
Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset shows closer to one half of terrorist groups having ties to
political parties (203 out of 430); however, some of these purported ties do not find support through more
in-depth case analyses.
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support from relatively large constituencies, though they may oppose the state and refuse
to recognize its legitimacy through participation in legitimate party politics. What is
more, some terrorist groups have turned to terrorism after being excluded from party
politics. The African National Congress provides an illustrative example.
Moreover, classifications of political parties and terrorist groups may be
contingent on the regime in power. As a result, regime changes may be associated with
changes in these designations. The line separating the two types of political groups
becomes blurred when political parties and terrorist groups undergo tactical shifts,
whether as a function of external catalysts (such as regime change) or internal changes
(such as moderation).
More to the point, treating political parties and terrorist groups as political groups
allows the researcher to take into account the reality that many of these groups are known
to have changed tactics. More than 200 political parties and terrorist groups are known to
have used both violent and nonviolent tactics. Many terrorist groups cross engage in
legitimate politics through their creation of political branches in order to participate in
legitimate party politics; others coordinate with political parties in order to influence
electoral outcomes or policy outcomes. The Irish Republican Army’s ties with Sinn Fein
represent one of the most well-known examples of this type of party-terrorism linkage.
Other examples of terrorist groups that have created political parties include the Ulster
Volunteer Force (UVF), the Ulster Defence Association (UDA), the Breton Republican
Army (ARB), the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia-People’s Army (FARC), the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), the Islamic
Resistance Movement (Hamas), and the Party of God (Hezbollah). Some terrorist groups
abandon violence and transition into political parties. The abandonment of the strategic
use of violence by the Irgun, the absorption of Irgun soldiers into the Israeli military, and
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the creation of the Herut party with the backing of former Irgun supporters and leaders
provides an example of this type of linkage. In addition to linkages between political
parties and terrorist groups, some political groups known to be terrorist groups also
provide social services to the populations that they purport to represent. Because they
provide such services, both Hezbollah and Hamas benefit from increased support within
their respective communities (MacFarquhar 2001; Weinberg 2005). These tactics also
enhance the legitimacy of the group as a representative of the interests of its target
population.

In addition, without abandoning the use of violence or undergoing a

transition into a political party, it is possible for leaders of terrorist groups or their
representatives to enter into negotiations with representatives of a government or third
parties on behalf of their organization or the population they purport to represent.14
Likewise, a number of political parties have utilized violence in order to achieve
their political goals. Weinberg (1991: 424) lists devotee parties and Leninist parties as
examples of groups that have used violence to achieve their goals. In a number of cases,
political parties have supported terrorist groups. The Front for the Liberation of the
Azores received support from the Socialist Party in Portugal. The Boricua Popular Army
received support from the Puerto Rican Independence Party. Alternatively, political
parties have created terrorist groups. The Turkish People’s Liberation Party created the
Marxist-Leninist Armed Propaganda Unit. The Lebanese Communist Party created the
Lebanese National Resistance Front.15 Factions of political parties have also become
terrorist groups. A faction of the Italian Social Movement became the New Order
terrorist group. A faction of the Communist Party of Peru – Bandera Roja became the

14

Of course, the more likely scenario is that representatives of the political wings of these organizations or
leaders, who cannot be directly tied to the use of violence, participate in negotiations.
15 These examples are cited by Weinberg (1991: 429).
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Sendero Luminoso.16 In several cases, political parties transition into terrorist groups
only to later reconfigure themselves as political parties (Weinberg 1991). Kach and
Kahane Chai in Israel, the Moslem Brotherhood in Egypt, and the National Military
Organization in Palestine exemplify this type of transition. The classification of political
parties and terrorist groups as political groups is consistent with the understanding of the
fluid rather than the fixed nature of political tactics (Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger
2008).
What is more, examining political groups, more broadly defined, allows the
researcher to avoid some of the biases associated with the labeling of these groups. The
designation of political parties and terrorist groups as distinct groups is sometimes
derived from a subjective view of domestic politics. Two biases are particularly relevant.
First, political parties and party systems are often expected to conform to a Western
model. In fact, pressures to conform to a single ideal type or a preferred model ignore the
political, social, and cultural diversity inherent in different contexts. By painting a
picture of politics in the image of the West, this preconceived notion of normative
superiority underestimates the influence of international diversity and differential
development on domestic politics. Second, the international state system is premised on
the principle of state sovereignty. This principle affords ruling regimes international
legitimacy; though, this recognition may not correspond to domestic legitimacy.
Designations of legitimate and illegitimate political actors may depend on the relation
between these actors and the ruling regime. In some cases, as the saying suggests, one
group’s freedom fighters may be another group’s terrorists.

The reality is that, if

terrorism is a tactic that can be used by diverse groups, the freedom fighters may also be
16

These examples are cited by Weinberg (1991: 430). There are 36 cases of factions breaking away from
political parties and creating terrorist groups.
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terrorists.

Following regime change, today’s terrorists may become tomorrow’s

democrats.
In sum, classifying political parties and terrorist groups as political groups allows
the researcher to steer clear of the value-laden categorizations of political parties and
terrorist groups and facilitates the identification of ways in which these groups are
similar, as well as some of the ways in which these groups are different.

The

conceptualization of political parties and terrorist groups as political groups emphasizes
the political orientation of political parties and many, though not all, terrorist groups.17 In
addition, identifying political parties and terrorist groups as political groups allows the
researcher to separate the identification of the group from the tactics the groups employ.18
Rather than defining political parties as political groups that utilize nonviolent tactics and
terrorist groups as political groups that utilize violent tactics, it is possible and, in fact,
practical to conceive of these groups as political groups that utilize different tactics under
different conditions.

This conceptualization facilitates the investigation of the link

between tactics and objectives, allowing the researcher to climb Sartori’s “ladder of
abstraction” and examine the phenomena of political group adaptation with more
complete information (1970).

At the same time, every attempt is made to avoid

conceptual stretching by limiting the designation of political groups to groups, such as
terrorist groups and political parties, that aim to influence domestic politics, by drawing
on an existing typology to disaggregate the groups according to distinct types of party-

17 Abrahms (2008) argues that rather than being motivated primarily by political goals, members of
terrorist groups are more interested in developing “affective ties” among members of the group. Despite
this view, it is apparent that political groups, which form party-terrorism linkages, are interested in political
goals. The important insight to be gained from Abrahms may be that terrorist groups that are tied to
political parties differ from those that are not. Trager and Zagorcheva (2005/2006: 94-95) also note the
relevance of the relative importance of political and nonpolitical goals in terrorist motivation.
18 Weinberg (1991) offers a critique of the definition of political groups based on their strategies.
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terror linkages, by focusing on each type of group at the point of its tactical shift, and by
highlighting the “presence or absence” of tactical shifts (Sartori 1970: 1044).
The conceptualization of political groups contributes theoretical leverage to the
project by looking beyond the separate categorizations of political parties and terrorist
groups and facilitating an examination of similarities among these groups.

While

climbing Sartori’s ladder does not guarantee more generalizable findings (Sartori 1970:
1041), a focus on political groups may make these findings more likely.

THEORIZING ABOUT POLITICAL GROUP ADAPTATION
The development of theories of political group adaptation is grounded within two
literatures. First, the conceptualization of political group adaptation draws from the
literature on party adaptation. Harmel and Janda (1994: 275) provide a useful starting
point for a conceptualization of political group adaptation. They define party change
broadly as “any variation, alteration or modification in how parties are organized, what
human and material resources they can draw upon, what they stand for and what they
do.” Appleton and Ward (1997: 342) narrow their study of party adaptation to party
innovation, which they define as “an attempt to introduce new organizational forms and
practice without precedent.” It is the innovative aspect of party adaptation to which
Appleton and Ward (1997) refer that is of key interest in the analysis of political group
adaptation.

Party adaptation as innovation occurs when a political party adapts in

response to changes in the environmental or organization (Christensen 1997). More
recent work by Martin, Pedahzur, Perliger, and Weinberg (2008) has focused on the
relative attractiveness of tactical options and the impact of strategy attractiveness on the
choice of tactics. Although party adaptation is distinct from party formation (Van Biezen
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2005), theories of party formation are also relevant to understanding cases in which
terrorist groups adapt in the process of creating or becoming political parties.
Like party adaptation, political group adaptation corresponds to changes in a
group’s organization, resources and objectives. These changes are often in response to
changes in the political environment. Unlike party adaptation, the study of which is
focused on a wide variety of shifts in tactics within the realm of party politics, political
group adaptation admits to a greater diversity of changes. This research focuses in
particular on political group adaptation associated with shifts between participation in
party politics and the use of terrorist tactics.
Second, the study of political group adaptation draws from the literature on the
causes, logic, and end of terrorism. The terrorism literature is diverse with regard to
proposing explanations for terrorism and its end. Much effort is spent distinguishing
between prerequisite causes and precipitating factors (Crenshaw 1981). It is an ongoing
debate whether terrorism can be tied to economic factors, such as relative deprivation
(Gurr 1971), political factors, such as the presence of democracy (Weinberg and Eubank
1998, 2001), or a combination of economic and political grievances (Esposito 2006). The
influence on terrorism of the presence of “terrorism hot spots” adds an international
dimension to the study of terrorism and an interesting point of departure for discussions
of the processes of diffusion (Braithwaite and Li 2007).19 Issues related to intergroup
competition (Bloom 2005) have been tied to the logic of terrorism. Despite these efforts,
explanations for the causes of terrorism remain as varied as the potential variables.
Explanations for the end of terrorism are equally as varied (Cronin 2006, 2009). While

19

See also Midlarsky, Crenshaw, and Yoshida (1980), Heyman and Mickolus (1980), and Hamilton and
Hamilton (1983).
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these literatures do not address tactical shifts directly, in combination they offer a useful
starting point.
Both literatures contribute to an understanding of political group adaptation. For
cases in which political parties form from terrorist groups, the literature on the formation
of political parties can be explored alongside the literature on the end of terrorism.
Similarly, the causes of terrorism literature can be used to understand the cases in which
political parties turn to violence.
There are a number of ways to “make a contribution to knowledge” (King,
Keohane, and Verba 1994: 16-17).

Filling gaps in the literature, questioning

“unquestioned assumptions,” and applying insights from one literature to answer
questions relevant to another are all ways in which contributions can be made. Given the
largely separate developments of the political parties literature on party formation and
adaptation and the terrorism literature on the causes, logic, and end of terrorism, one of
the most significant contributions of this project is the establishment of a point of
departure for bridging the two subfields through the analysis of tactical shifts involving
the main players in each literature—the political parties and the terrorist groups. At the
same time, this project provides a starting point for filling complementary gaps within
each of the literatures with regard to explanations of political group adaptation.
In addition to closing this important gap in the literatures on political parties and
terrorism, this work is centered on the questioning of at least two common assumptions
within the field of political science. First, this work challenges the assumption that
political parties are committed to the use of nonviolent tactics. This assumption has been
discredited. It is neither true by definition nor by example. Many political parties have
used violent tactics; some of these tactics have included terrorism. Second, despite
empirical evidence to the contrary, political groups are often labeled by the tactics they
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use at a given time. This labeling lends a sense of rigidity to tactical choices. In fact,
political groups are known to change tactics. These changes are observable and they
occur with relative frequency. Sometimes political groups shift between violent and
nonviolent tactics and oftentimes they use both tactics simultaneously.
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Chapter Two
Research Design

The design of this project reflects the state of the literature and research on the
topic of linkages between political parties and terrorist groups. Much of the current and
recent work on party-terror linkages, including much of the up-and-coming scholarship,
addresses one type of tactical shift—cases in which terrorist groups turn to party politics.
This body of research relies primarily on single-case studies or comparative case studies.
Because of the nature of case studies, much of this work is undertaken by region
specialists, limiting the breadth of case selection and the generalizability of explanations.
Few projects incorporate large-n analysis and, even among those that do, few can avoid
the numerous problems inherent in gathering and confirming data on clandestine entities,
such as terrorist groups. What is more, with the exception of a few key contributions,
very little of this work has been published as of yet.20 And, what has been published does
not offer an integrated theory of political group adaptation.
The research undertaken in this dissertation makes contributions that other
research does not. One major contribution is the combination of “within-case’ and
“cross-case” analyses, a design that is recognized as an exceptionally effective means of
“advancing theory testing and theory development” (George and Bennett 2005: 224).21
Analyses of cases are accomplished through a multi-method research design, which
combines large-n statistical analyses with more in-depth examinations of cases of tactical
shifts.
20
21

See, for instance, Weinberg and Pedahzur (2003) and Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008).
See also King, Keohane, and Verba (1994).
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This design benefits from what can be described as a “deep complementary
relationship” between small-n case-based research and large-n statistical analyses (Ragin
2000: 28-30). Whereas case studies are useful for identifying explanatory factors and
causal mechanisms through the study of individual cases and clusters of cases, statistical
analyses are useful for testing the relevance of these factors across cases and identifying
the cases that are consistent with hypothesized expectations and those that deviate from
these expectations (George and Bennett 2005: 34-35). In-depth case knowledge plays
two complementary roles. It provides information relevant to identifying patterns across
cases, while at the same time making it possible to use insights taken from one case or set
of cases in order to understand other cases (Ragin 2000: 28).22 While admitting to the
ways in which multiple research methods are complementary, it is also important to
recognize the differences between approaches (Bennett and Elman 2006: 474) and, as an
obvious extension of this point, the benefits of each.
The multi-method research design of this project enables the researcher to benefit
from both the complementarities of large-n analysis and case study approaches and the
differences between them. This design allows for the detection of patterns across cases,
as well as the identification of mechanisms within cases.

It provides a means of

answering questions regarding the conditions, causes, and catalysts that trigger tactical
shifts, which are based both on observations of how explanatory factors work within
cases as well as how these factors vary across cases. By drawing insights from diverse
cases, this approach allows for the identification of more general patterns. Similarly, the
multi-method research design allows for the recognition of differences among cases with
regard to the categorization of the dependent variable, tactical shifts, and for the
22

Alonso (2004) warns about using cross-case comparisons carefully in his delineation of the limited ways
in which the IRA and ETA are comparable and the ways in which the wrong lessons were transferred from
one case to the other.
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disaggregation of findings based on these types and their interaction with explanatory
variables. In short, this design allows the researcher to identify multiple causes for
tactical shifts. Through this research design, this project is able to reach beyond existing
work on single case studies and small-n comparisons of cases in order to achieve a
balance between breadth of applicability and depth of case knowledge. The potential of
this design is both a more general theory of political group adaptation and a more
accurate understanding of the explanatory factors associated with these phenomena.
A second contribution of this project is the attention given to examining
explanatory factors at different levels of analysis. The project accounts for structural or
institutional factors relevant to explanations of tactical shifts. Factors such as regime
type and stability are examined at this level of analysis. The influence of strategic
interaction among political groups, including issues such as outbidding or intergroup
competition and escalation (Bloom 2005), is also considered at this level of analysis. At
a lower level of analysis, the project offers consideration to group-level factors, which
may act independently or interact with environmental factors to influence tactical
choices. Group structure, ideology, and leadership are examined at this level of analysis.
At a more abstract level, this analysis accounts for international factors. These include
triggers outside of the domestic contexts within which political groups operate.
International factors may be relatively tangible, such as international aid or foreign
policies; but, they may also be largely intangible. Such influences on group decisionmaking may include the diffusion of ideas or learning.

In many ways, analyses

incorporating these more abstract influences return the researcher to the level of the
groups, which are the ultimate filters of information and the ultimate interpreters of what
is and what is not an attractive tactical choice. Moreover, by approaching questions of
political group adaptation with attention to factors at the international, state, and group
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levels, this research offers insights into the conditions that are most encouraging or
supportive of tactical shifts and the types of groups that are most likely to make these
shifts.

THEORY CONSTRUCTION
Theory construction proceeds in three stages.

The theoretical framework is

derived from three levels of analysis. Theory development takes place in three stages,
each of which corresponds with a different level of analysis. In particular, analyses are
undertaken at the international level, the state level, and the group level.
Theory construction begins with an examination at the international level. A
spatial analysis of tactical shifts is conducted for the purpose of identifying trends in
tactical shifts.

Instances of tactical shifts are identified in space and time and the

presence of tactical shift “hot spots,” both geographically and temporally, are examined.
This analysis serves a number of purposes. First, it may be possible to explain tactical
shifts by understanding the international context—waves of democratization,
decolonization, great power conflict, and changes in the international system represent a
few factors, which may account for clusters of tactical shifts in terms of both timing and
location. Second, it may be possible to explain tactical shifts as a function of learning,
emulation, or the diffusion of ideas from one group to others or from one cluster of
groups to another. Evidence of this sort will contribute to a better understanding of these
processes and their applicability to decision-making at the level of political groups.
Third, it is also possible to use clusters of cases to identify clusters of explanatory factors.
Factors such as political or economic development influence the stability of domestic
political systems, as well as the types of regimes prevalent within these systems. To the
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extent that clusters of tactical shifts correspond to the presence of these factors, it may be
possible to isolate explanatory factors relevant to explaining these shifts. Similarly,
clusters of groups may relate to a clustering of societies sharing similar cultures. States
in close proximity to one another are more likely to share similar cultural features than
states located farther apart. To the extent that spatial analyses reveal geographic clusters
of cases, it is possible to address questions regarding the existence of geographicallyidentifiable areas with specific ideological vulnerabilities, which may correspond with a
wider-spread use of violent political tactics, as well as questions with regard to the
presence of cultures of violence, which may reflect a spillover effect (an internationallevel factor) or the institutionalization of violence (a domestic-level factor). Moreover,
while an analysis of explanations for tactical shifts at the international level may appear
on the surface to be distinct from analyses undertaken at the state-level or group-level, in
actuality, analyses undertaken at the level of international factors and, in particular, a
spatial analysis incorporating geographic and temporal variations, informs our
understanding of the impact of factors at lower levels of analysis.

Furthermore,

information can be gathered on political groups operating in states or regions in which
one type of shift is more common than another and to use this information as a starting
point for establishing the conditions under which groups are more likely to alter their
tactics or adapt new tactics. These findings can also be used for formulating more
general statements regarding explanatory conditions, which may be applied to other cases
of tactical shifts.
Theory construction continues with an analysis of state-level factors.

These

factors are contextual. They may vary between states or among regions and they are
most useful for answering questions regarding the conditions under which political
groups are more likely to shift tactics. State-level factors allow for an analysis of
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conditions, which can be altered through policy processes, both of a domestic and foreign
nature. Despite the absence of a general theory of political group adaptation or a theory
of terrorist group transformation, there are a variety of literatures from which insights can
be borrowed for the purpose of hypothesizing causes of tactical shifts. These literatures,
including the literatures on party formation and adaptation and the literatures on the
causes, logic, and end of terrorism, provide insights into the reasons why political groups
form political parties, the reasons why terrorist groups decline and end, and the reasons
why political groups adapt. Organization theory provides insights into the ways in which
political groups, as organizations, adapt. The analysis of state-level factors takes into
account the timing of tactical shifts and the timing of changes in the political, social, and
economic environment. Changes in the environment are considered to be contextual
triggers.

In addition, the analysis of state-level factors takes into account how the

existence of opportunities, if not their change, act as prerequisite conditions for
explaining tactical decision-making and, potentially, tactical shifts.23
Theory construction continues further with the consideration of group-level
factors. This level of analysis takes into account the influence of group-level factors on
the likelihood that a political group will undergo a tactical shift. Examinations of factors
at the level of the group bring the level of analysis in line with the unit of analysis. The
groups are, after all, responsible for embarking upon tactical shifts. Political group
decision-makers determine which tactics are most attractive at a point in time and,
perhaps under constraints imposed by their organizations, ideologies, members, and
constituents, make decisions regarding the tactical trajectory of the group. While looking
within the group is difficult, especially on a large scale, many types of groups can be
23

Crenshaw (1981), for instance, discusses the relevance of prerequisite factors in explaining the resort to
terrorism.
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differentiated along the lines of highly-theorized factors, including ideology,
organizational structure, and group age. These factors provide a useful starting point for
the identification of explanatory factors and the formulation of a theory of political group
adaptation.
Case studies are also conducted at the level of political groups. The focus of case
studies is not limited to the identification of factors at any single level of analysis; rather,
case studies are employed in a way that bridges the three levels of analysis. Case studies
of individual political groups are employed throughout this analysis for the purposes of
drawing comparisons between conclusions derived from large-n statistical analyses and
corresponding and deviating cases of political groups that correspond with these findings
as well as those that deviate from them.

Case studies also serve a “heuristic” or

“hypothesis-generating” function for the purposes of identifying causal mechanisms that
can be used to make sense of broader statistical findings (George and Bennett 2005: 75;
Lijphart 1971: 692). The identification of causal mechanisms is especially important
given the expectation of complex causal processes. Tactical shifts are not presumed to
follow a single path; rather, the more realistic assumption is that there are many paths to
the same outcome. Furthermore, given subdivisions within the categorization of tactical
shifts, it is possible to understand how different types of tactical shifts may correspond
with different combinations of explanatory factors.
Moreover, by looking separately at different classes and categories of tactical
shifts, this analysis facilitates “typological theorizing,” or the identification of specific
conditions under which hypothesized causal mechanisms function.24 George and Bennett
(2005) describe “typological theorizing” as a tool for achieving middle-range theories,
24

George and Bennett (2005: 149) describe “typological theorizing” as a tool for achieving middle-range
theories, which “attempts to outline the conditions under which a particular causal mechanism has a
defined effect, and the different effects it has in different contexts.”
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which attempts to outline the conditions under which a particular causal mechanism has a
defined effect, and the different effects it has in different contexts” (p. 149). This type of
theorizing is particularly important in the study of party-terror linkages. There are many
different types of party terror linkages. Some linkages are formed by groups adding
nonviolent tactics to their strategic repertoires, while other linkages are formed by groups
doing the exact opposite, shifting to an increase in the use of violent tactics. Although
they are both tactical shifts and examples of political group adaptation, they are separate
phenomena. Furthermore, within each of these two broader categories are several types
of shifts. These shifts range from supporting a group to creating or becoming a group.
Third, much of the work on party-terror linkages focuses on case-specific or regionspecific studies.

Understanding the impact of contextual factors is an important

prerequisite for understanding the applicability of theories of political group adaptation
beyond particular cases and outside of specific contexts. In the selection of case studies,
special attention is given to comparisons of cases within the same state, which have
undergone different types of tactical shifts, especially in instances in which these shifts
reveal divergent trajectories with regard to the use of violent and nonviolent tactics.
These cases allow the researcher to hold some contextual factors constant and to examine
how changes in contextual factors similarly or differently influence the behaviors of
political groups operating within these environments.
In select cases, process-tracing is undertaken in order to identify complex causal
process and evaluate competing explanations. George and Bennett (2005) assert that
“process-tracing can eliminate some alternative explanations for a case and increase our
confidence in others” (p. 149).

Analyses of cases aid in the evaluation of rival

explanations and in the identification of the most important explanatory factors (King,
Keohane, and Verba 1994: 28-33).

Case studies are also useful tools for the
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corroboration or contradiction of hypotheses (Przeworski and Teune 1982: 4-5). Mostlikely and least-likely cases are identified in order to test the robustness of the models.
Deviant cases, when they are present, are analyzed for their contribution to the accuracy
and applicability of the theory.
The combination of a multi-method research design, the use of a multi-level
framework, and the inclusion of political groups operating within multiple regions lends
unique breadth to this project, while helping to keep the work grounded in concrete
examples.

Each of the three empirical chapters—Chapter Four, Chapter Five, and

Chapter Six—addresses one level of analysis. Chapter Seven draws from the insights
gained through analyses at each of these levels and offers an integrated theory of political
group adaptation.

THE TYPOLOGY
This research draws on an existing typology presented by Weinberg and Eubank
(1990) and later elaborated by Weinberg (1991). The typology provides a starting point
for the categorization of tactical shifts into seven distinct types of party-terror linkages, or
linkages between political parties and terrorist groups. In its original form, the typology
was presented as a way to categorize political parties and terrorist groups according to the
types of linkages formed between them. In this sense, the typology does not include all
possible types of tactical shifts; rather, it includes all actual types of tactical shifts. For
example, in the elaboration of the typology in the pages of Comparative Politics in 1991,
each type within the typology was tied to a sample case. These distinctions are especially
important given the expectation that different conditions will be relevant for explaining
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different types of tactical shifts.

The types included in the Weinberg and Eubank

typology are shown in Table 1 below along with an example of each.

Table 1: Typology of Political Party and Terrorist Group Linkages25
Type
Terrorist group creates a political party

Terrorist group becomes a political party

Political party supports a terrorist group

Political party creates a terrorist group

Faction of a political party creates a terrorist
group
Life-cycle transformation

Movement creates both a political party and a
terrorist group

25

Example*
The Provisional Irish Republican
Army (PIRA or IRA) created the
Provisional Sinn Fein following its
split from the original IRA (Northern
Ireland). ⃰
Although the group remains
militarized, Hezbollah has
transitioned into a political party
(Lebanon). ⃰
The Irish Republican Socialist Party
supported the Irish National
Liberation Army (INLA). ⃰
The Russian Socialist
Revolutionaries formed the Combat
Organization in autocratic Russia.‡
In Germany in 1966, a young faction
of the Social Democrats formed the
Red Army Faction.‡
The Basque movement began as a
nonviolent group, but has alternated
between terrorism and party politics
over the last several decades
(Spain).†
The Democratic Proletarians and the
Prima Linea each originated in the
Lotta Continua (Italy).†

Examples in Table 1 are drawn from four sources: (1) the Terrorist Groups dataset, ⃰ (2) the Political
Parties dataset,† (3) Weinberg (1991),† and (4) Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008). ‡
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As is evidenced by the types of party-terror linkages identified within the
typology, there is considerable variation with regard to the types of tactical shifts that
have been undertaken by political parties and terrorist groups. Types of tactical shifts can
be classified into two broad categories: (1) a shift toward party politics, and (2) a turn to
terrorism. The shift toward party politics includes cases in which a political party creates
or supports a terrorist group, a party faction becomes a terrorist group, or a political party
initiates a life-cycle transformation, becoming a terrorist group. The turn to terrorism
includes cases in which terrorist groups create political parties or become political
parties. Cases that can also be included in this category include those in which a political
party completes its life-cycle transformation from party politics to terrorism by remaking
itself as a political party.
While the typology provides a useful starting point for distinguishing between
different types of tactical shifts, it is important to clarify two points. The first is a
reiteration of the necessity of distinguishing the labels assigned to political groups from
the types of tactics used by political groups.

Recall two assumptions, which are

supported by empirical evidence. First, tactics are flexible rather than fixed. Political
parties and terrorist groups change tactics over time, in response to changing conditions
and changing group objectives and needs. Second, political groups may use both violent
and nonviolent tactics, either concurrently or consecutively. A political party may both
participate in party politics and perpetuate political violence, even employing in
terrorism. Similarly, a terrorist group is defined as a political group that uses terrorism;
however, this definition does not meant that a terrorist group does not also use nonviolent
tactics, ranging from the provision of social services to participation in party politics.
Furthermore, a tactical shift does not imply the abandonment of one tactic in favor of
another. It may be expected that a terrorist group may create a political party and still
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continue to engage in terrorism; however, it is also possible that a terrorist group may
become a political party, while continuing to engage in terrorism. In these cases, the
terrorist group may become a violent political party, a classification that may be either
temporary or permanent. In short, there is no assumption that a political group will
abandon one tactic in favor of another. Instead, a political group may simply add a new
tactic to its tactical repertoire.
Considering the first point, the typology reinforces the understanding of tactics as
flexible rather than fixed. Considering these latter point, however, the typology institutes
a particular bias.

The typology identifies tactical shifts with specific references to

political parties and terrorist groups. Although based on the understanding of tactics as
inherently flexible, the typology reinforces the designation of specific tactics to specific
types of groups. A shift by a terrorist group into a political party implies a shift to
nonviolent party politics. A shift by a political party into a terrorist group likewise
implies a shift to political violence. On the other hand, as with other types of tactical
shifts, the transition of a terrorist group into a political party is distinct from a transition
from violent to nonviolent tactics. Because political parties may also turn to terrorism
without abandoning party politics, these cases of violent political parties, or hybrid
parties caught within the “twilight zone” between terrorism and party politics, represent a
distinct type of case. Moreover, these cases may be represented within each of the types
of party-terror linkages delineated within the typology. Drawing from the typology, the
simultaneous use of terrorism and party politics is expected when a political party
supports or creates a terrorist group and when a terrorist group creates a political party.
Nevertheless, the simultaneous use of these tactics may also occur when a political party
becomes a terrorist group or a terrorist group becomes a political party. Regardless of the
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origins of the group as a terrorist group or a political party, there is a subset of cases,
which can be identified as violent political parties.
The second is a point about symmetry. It is important to note that the types of
shifts identified in the typology for political parties turning to terrorism do not match the
types of tactical shifts identified for terrorist groups. There are fewer categories of
tactical shifts from terrorism to party politics and the types of shifts differ slightly.
Rather than a limitation of the possibly types of tactical shifts, this is a product of the
empirical evidence. The absence of corresponding categories, such as terrorist groups
supporting an independent political party or terrorist group factions becoming a political
party, have been omitted from the typology, at least in part, as a result of examples of
these types of shifts not being identified.

This is an empirical issue, given the

connections made between examples of terrorist groups shifting to party politics and the
identifications of types within the typology (Weinberg 1991). In the case of life cycle
transformations, this asymmetry has been corrected. Over time, terrorist groups that had
become political parties have remade themselves as terrorist groups.

Weinberg,

Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) include in their analyses cases of terrorist groups shifting
to party politics and then reverting to terrorism, as well as the previously noted cases of
political parties turning to terrorism and then remaking themselves as political parties.

THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
The dependent variable is the tactical shift. A tactical shift is defined as a change
in tactics. There are many possible types of tactical shifts. The focus of this analysis is
on two tactics: participation in party politics and terrorism. Tactical shifts take place
when groups shift between these tactics, turning either from party politics to terrorism or
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from terrorism to party politics. Political groups are distinguished according to the
category of tactical shift they undertake as well as by the type of shift. Weinberg and
Eubank (1990) and Weinberg (1991) offer a typology of different types of linkages
between political parties and terrorist groups. Tactical shifts are identified according to
this typology.
Political parties turning to terrorism may do so by supporting, creating, or
becoming terrorist groups. Alternatively, factions of political parties may form terrorist
groups. Likewise, terrorist groups turning to party politics are distinguished according to
whether they support or become political parties. For the purposes of this analysis,
diverse types of political parties turning to terrorism are classified first as shifting to
terrorism and then according to the different types of shifts. Similarly, terrorist groups
turning to party politics are classified first within a single category and then as types
within this category. In addition, cases of terrorist groups are classified according to
whether or not they abandon violence when they shift to party politics. The political
groups engaging in party politics while remaining committed to violent tactics may best
be described as violent political parties. The large numbers of terrorist groups that shift
to party politics but remain violent are not actually a new type of violent political party;
though, their identification as such represents an extension of the typology presented by
Weinberg and Eubank.
The typology also includes cases of life-cycle transformations, which include
cases of political parties turning to terrorism and then remaking themselves as political
parties. This type is particularly interesting, especially to the extent that some group and
contextual factors can be held constant, aiding in the identification of possible
explanatory factors. Cases of political movements creating both political parties and
terrorist groups are similarly interesting. These cases allow for the holding of some
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environmental factors constant and provide an opportunity for identifying the ways in
which a variety of organizational features influence the divergent strategic trajectories of
political groups operating in the same context. These two categories of shifts each make
up fewer than five percent of the cases of party-terrorism linkages.
Instances of tactical shifts are identified by the years in which political parties
turn to terrorism or terrorist groups turn to party politics. The year in which a terrorist
group creates or becomes a political party is identified as the year of the tactical shift.
Similarly, the year in which a political party or its faction begins to support, creates, or
becomes a terrorist group is identified as the year of a tactical shift.
The reasoning for these distinctions lies firstly in recognizing variations within
the dependent variable and secondly in allowing for the possibility of different
explanations for different types of shifts. Different types of tactical shifts are expected to
have different explanations.

Distinguishing by categories and types helps in the

disaggregation of explanatory factors and in establishing the scope and limitations of
theories of political group adaptation. The reasoning for identifying the timing of the
shift lies in the identification of explanatory factors, which can be tied to this timing.
The typology is particularly important for theorizing about political group
adaptation. The preliminary expectation is that different models will be required to
explain shifts to violent tactics and shifts to nonviolent tactics. Although the conditions
under which terrorist groups incorporate party politics into their tactical repertoires are
not presumed to be the opposite of those under which political parties incorporate
terrorist tactics, the expectation is that different triggers or contextual conditions will
apply to each of these categories of shifts. In addition, cases in which political groups
commit to a change in tactics, which results in the use of either party politics or terrorism,
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can be expected to differ in important ways from instances in which political groups use
both tactics simultaneously.

THE ORIGINAL DATASET
The datasets employed in this research are managed by the Terrorists,
Insurgencies, and Guerrillas in Education and Research (TIGER) Lab at the University of
Texas at Austin.26 The original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset was
constructed with information taken from several sources, including Political Terrorism:
A New Guide to Actors, Authors, Concepts, Data Bases, Theories, and Literature
(Schmid and Jongman et al. 1988), the Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism
(MIPT),27 and the United States Department of State’s Patterns of Global Terrorism
report.28 Information on more than 400 terrorist groups is included in the original dataset.
Each of these groups has been identified as a terrorist group based on a strict definition of
terrorism. The criteria used for this definition are outlined by Schmid and Jongman et al.
(1988) and Hoffman (2006). These criteria are used by numerous scholars working in the
field of terrorism (see, for instance, Kydd and Walter 2006), and they allow for a
distinction between terrorism and other forms of political violence. Based on these
criteria, each of the terrorist groups included in the dataset is distinguished by its use of
violence against non-combatants or civilians in order to influence a larger audience for
the purpose of achieving political goals. While terrorist groups are defined as groups that

26

The development of this dataset has benefited from research funding, which has been awarded to the
TIGER Lab by the Department of Government and the Strauss Center at the University of Texas at Austin.
27 Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism, <http://www.mipt.org/>.
28 United States Department of State, Patterns of Global Terrorism annual reports. See, for instance,
Patterns of Global Terrorism 1985-2005 (Sabastianski 2005).
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use terrorism, they may use other tactics, as well. This includes participation in party
politics.
The original dataset includes a volume of information on terrorist groups and their
tactical shifts. Different types of tactical shifts represent variations on the dependent
variable. Of the 443 terrorist groups included in the original dataset, nearly half (n = 196)
have undertaken some type of tactical shift. Of these cases, slightly more than ten
percent (n = 61) of terrorist groups have made a transition toward party politics. More
than 30 percent of the terrorist groups included in the dataset (n = 135) have had ties with
political parties, which were initiated by a political party. These are cases in which a
political party turns to terrorism. The cases of political parties turning to terrorism can be
compared to the cases of political parties that do not turn to terrorism. Interestingly,
when compared to other political parties operating in the same contexts at the same time,
the number of parties shifting to terrorism is approximately ten percent of the total
number of parties.
Although the original dataset was the most comprehensive dataset on terrorist
groups of its kind, it was limited in several ways.

First, the dataset was largely

qualitative in nature. Terrorist groups and political parties were classified according to
base of operation, ideology, organizational structure, and political party relationships.
Information on regime characteristics, terrorist tactics, and the causes of the end of the
groups was also included. Despite this wealth of information included in the dataset,
many relevant details were omitted. Terrorist groups were documented as having ties to
political parties, but the names of the political parties were frequently missing. Dates of
shifts were identified, but the details of shifts were not systematically documented. No
documentation was provided for whether a terrorist group continued to use violent tactics
after forming ties with a political party. Similarly, documentation was not provided as to
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whether political parties continued to use act as political parties after turning to terrorism.
Some of these details can be inferred from the typology, which is consistently applied
throughout the dataset in order to classify groups according to party-terror relationships;
however, the typology does not directly address the continued use of violent or
nonviolent tactics, nor does it concretely address the concurrent use of violent and
nonviolent tactics. The formation of violent political parties, which may result either
from a terrorist group turning to party politics while continuing to act as a terrorist group
or from a political party turning to terrorism while continuing to act as a political party.
Perhaps most importantly, the original dataset did not include information on the political
parties that remain committed to nonviolent party politics. These are the groups that do
not turn to terrorism. These limitations impact the usefulness of the dataset for answering
some of the questions most central to the study of party-terror linkages, including
questions asking why political groups turn to and from terrorism. The original dataset
has been revised in order to deal with some of these weaknesses and in order to facilitate
more sophisticated analyses.
Revisions to the dataset have drawn from a variety of sources, including the more
recent edition of Political Terrorism (2008), the National Consortium for the Study of
Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) Global Terrorism Database,29
government websites and political group websites, reference books on political parties
and terrorist groups, and published case studies. Because of the clandestine nature of
terrorist groups, it is often difficult to obtain detailed information on the organizations,
their operations, and their membership. Great care has been taken at each stage in the

29

National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) Global Terrorism
Database, <http://www.start.umd.edu/start/>.
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construction of the dataset to ensure that information has come from reliable sources and
that the information accurately depicts the political groups included in the dataset.

THE NEW DATASETS
The current study of tactical shifts draws from three original datasets:

one

Terrorist Groups dataset and two Political Parties datasets. Two of the datasets originated
from a single dataset, the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset.30
These include the Terrorist Groups dataset and the Political Parties dataset. The third
Nonviolent Political Parties dataset is original.
Improvements to the original dataset took a number of forms. First, party-terror
linkages were confirmed through an examination of each case in the original dataset. The
details were confirmed through studies of individual political groups. Investigating cases
required references to existing datasets and other print and online resources. One of the
products of this investigation was a reevaluation of the typological labels assigned to the
terrorist groups. On closer examination, some of the cases that were coded originally as
shifting to party politics were recoded as shifting to terrorism, and vice versa. Second, as
party-terror linkages were corroborated, the political parties with which the terrorist
groups formed linkages were identified by name. Third, the timing of the tactical shift
was tied to the year of formation of the party-terror linkage. Given the focus on tactical
shifts as the dependent variable, cases in which a single political group underwent
multiple separate tactical shifts are coded for each type of tactical shift. In some cases,
groups have completed their transitions between terrorism and party politics, leading to
new classifications. Finally, each case was investigated for evidence regarding whether
30

The Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset has been managed by the TIGER Lab at the
University of Texas at Austin.
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terrorism was abandoned at the time of the formation of the party-terror linkage, whether
terrorism was abandoned at a later time, or whether terrorism remained a component of
the group’s tactical repertoire.
The new Terrorist Groups dataset includes the universe of terrorist groups
operating from 1900 to 2005. Consistent with the original dataset, terrorist groups have
been identified based on the strict definition of terrorism used by Schmid and Jongman
(1988). Also as in the original dataset, terrorist groups have been categorized according
to the Weinberg and Eubank typology. Of the 443 terrorist groups included in the new
Terrorist Groups, approximately 14% have initiated ties with political parties (n = 61).
The majority of these are cases in which a terrorist group becomes a political party (n =
46). A smaller number are cases in which a terrorist groups creates a political party (n =
15). It is important to note that the abandonment of violence is not assumed in either of
these cases. Terrorist groups may create or become political parties without abandoning
terrorism as a tactic. In other words, terrorist groups may enter into party politics while
continuing to use terrorist tactics, some of them becoming violent political parties. As an
extension to the original dataset, groups are classified according to whether they continue
to use violent tactics after turning to party politics. These are violent political parties.
Among the remaining 382 terrorist groups, nearly one-third (n = 135) are cases in which
political parties initiate ties with terrorist groups. The terrorist groups supported or
created by political parties are also included in the Terrorist Groups dataset. Many of
these are also violent political parties.
Figure 1 shows the frequencies of types of terrorist groups identified in the dataset
according to the Weinberg and Eubank typology. Each political group in the new dataset
has been classified according to this typology and each classification within the typology
represents a different type of tactical shift.
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Figure 1: Terrorist Groups Dataset31

The Political Parties datasets also has its origins in the Political Parties and
Terrorist Groups dataset. While the origins are the same, the content and contribution of
this dataset are distinct from those of the Terrorist Groups dataset. The Political Parties
datasets include information on political parties with ties to terrorist groups, cases also
included in the Terrorist Groups dataset. In addition, the Political Parties datasets
include information on political parties without ties to terrorism or terrorist groups. One
dataset includes information on violent political parties. The second includes information
on a larger selection of political parties, most of which are nonviolent. This information
on political parties without ties to terrorism is included in the larger of the two Political
Parties datasets.32 This dataset includes information on more than 1200 political parties.
31

Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset, Terrorists, Insurgencies, and Guerrillas in Education and
Research (TIGER).
32 This dataset was compiled by researchers working with the TIGER Lab, primarily between Spring 2009
and Fall 2010.
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The dataset is not limited by region or time period. It includes political parties in
developed as well as developing countries. The political parties included in the dataset
operate in the same countries and at the same time as the terrorist groups included in both
the Terrorist Groups and Political Parties datasets. This dataset does not include the
universe of political parties; however, it does include information on political parties
operating in more than eighty countries located in all parts of the world. The time
periods are also comparable to those covered by the Terrorist Groups and Political
Parties datasets. This collection of political parties will allow for comparisons among
political parties that turn to terrorism and those that do not. The breadth of the dataset
will facilitate theorizing the causes and conditions for tactical shifts across diverse
contexts. Whereas much of the literature on political parties and terrorist groups has
focused on the shift from terrorism to party politics, by including cases of parties that turn
to terrorism, as well as those that do not, the combination of the two Political Parties
datasets makes possible a more sophisticated analysis of the reverse cases: political
parties turning to terrorism. The larger Political Parties dataset is used to construct a
random sample of political parties for the purposes of comparing parties with and without
ties to terrorism.
The Violent Political Parties dataset includes information on 135 political parties
with ties to terrorism. The largest number of these cases, nearly half, are cases in which a
political party forms a terrorist group (n = 60). Fewer political parties support terrorist
groups (n = 36). In other cases, factions of political parties form terrorist groups (n = 39).
The random sample of political parties is drawn from the set of cases of parties operating
in countries with terrorist groups at the time in which the terrorist groups were in
operation (initial random sample, n = 50). The random sample is weighted so as to
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proportionately represent the number of nonviolent political parties with the political
parties with ties to terrorism within the dataset.
The Political Parties datasets are an improvement over the previous Political
Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset in a number of ways. As with the Terrorist Groups
dataset, documentation is include for the name of the terrorist group with which the
political party has formed linkages and the year that the linkage was formed. This has
been accomplished through in-depth case analyses. Most importantly, the combination of
the two datasets provides information on political parties that experiment with terrorism
and those that do not.

Having both the violent and nonviolent parties allows the

researcher to avoid a dependent variable bias. The inclusion of nonviolent political
parties is particularly important for the purpose of comparing cases and identifying the
reasons why some political parties turn to terrorism and others do not. Figure 2 shows
the types of political parties identified within the Violent Political Parties dataset
according to the Weinberg and Eubank typology.

Figure 2: Political Parties Dataset33

33

Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset, Terrorists, Insurgencies, and Guerrillas in Education and
Research (TIGER).
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PREVIEW OF PARTS II AND III
In combination, the chapters that follow contribute to the construction of a
theoretical framework for the development of a theory of political group adaptation. In
Chapter Three I examine the literature on party-terror linkages and evaluate the theories
that have been offered with new data. In particular, I focus on the theories offered by
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) in their foundational work on the subject,
entitled Political Parties and Terrorist Groups. This work is widely recognized as the
most important and comprehensive work in the study of party-terror linkages. The
authors propose theories for shifts from party politics to terrorism as well as shifts from
terrorism to party politics.

They offer descriptive analysis, facilitating comparisons

between the subset of terrorist groups with ties to political parties and the subset of
terrorist groups without such ties. This work does not offer a general theory for political
group adaptation, but instead offers a number of hypotheses that are supported through
in-depth qualitative analysis. Although Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger have had a
monopoly on the study of party-terror linkages, a new crop of scholars is focusing on this
area of research. A few are working on explaining shifts between party politics and
terrorism.34

I also examine the works put forth by these scholars, comparing and

contrasting approaches to the Weinberg et al. work, and evaluating the fit of their
theoretical insights with the newest data.
For Chapter Three, I use the two new datasets, the Political Parties and Terrorist
Groups datasets, to test the theories that have been put forth in the parties-terrorism
literature. Although these datasets have their origins in the earlier work of Weinberg,

34 Most of the contributions to the party-terror literature are engaged in explaining different outcomes.
Few works focus on the dependent variables put forth by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008).
Research focusing on alternate dependent variables should be distinguished from works focused on
explaining why political groups shifts between terrorism and party politics.
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Pedahzur, and Perliger, the significant advances made to the original dataset, the creation
of the two separate datasets with information on political groups that engage in tactical
shifts as well as those that do not, the identification of data on political parties that do not
engage in terrorism, and the addition of new and more sophisticated dependent variables
allows for a more sophisticated statistical analysis than what has been achieved in earlier
work on the subject. While the original theories were tested primarily through qualitative
research methods and descriptive statistics, the new dataset allows for analyses of
variance and regression analyses. Most importantly, this exercise will allow me to
reevaluate the findings presented in the earlier work. Through this exercise, I identify
contradictory and counterintuitive findings pointing to discrepancies between the
theoretical expectations and the empirical reality.

These findings also provide an

opportunity to advance theorizing on the topic of political group adaptation between party
politics and terrorism. I conclude the third chapter with suggestions for further research.
These findings serve as the basis for the empirical chapters that follow.
In Chapter Four, tactical shifts are explored through spatial analysis. Trends in
the prevalence of tactical shifts are identified. Empirical findings are used to test for
regional variations in the strategic use of violent and nonviolent tactics and to isolate
potential explanations for findings of these variations. In this chapter, tactical shifts are
investigated primarily from an international perspective. In the process of exploring
regional variations through spatial analysis, this chapter speaks to broader questions in
the political science literature, giving particular attention to questions related to diffusion
and learning. What we might expect is to find cases of tactical shifts clustered in
particular time periods or in particular places. What we find instead is considerable
variations across both time and space. In this chapter, the focus is on the reasons why
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different types of tactical shifts are found taking place at approximately the same time
and in the same locations.
In Chapter Five, tactical shifts are examined in the context of the political and
social systems within which political groups operate. The level of analysis for this
chapter is the state. State-level factors, such as regime type and regime change, receive
attention within this chapter. Two main counterintuitive findings are explored in this
chapter. First, empirical analysis shows that tactical shifts are more likely to occur in
regimes with higher levels of democracy and higher levels of authoritarianism. Second,
tactical shifts from terrorism to party politics are more likely to occur in democratic
regimes; however, democratization need not coincide with tactical shifts.

Rather,

changes in regime type do not necessarily coincide with changes in political tactics.
Other possible explanations for these findings are explored.
In Chapter Six, the level of analysis moves to the level of the organization,
bringing the study of tactical shifts to the level of the groups undertaking these shifts.
Political group characteristics receive primary attention. The group characteristics that
are expected to provide insights into the causes of tactical shifts include ideology,
structure, size, leadership, and age. In order to understand the roles played by group
characteristics, particular attention is given in this chapter to groups operating in the most
recent wave of terrorism. Comparisons are made between the group characteristics
prevalent among current terrorist groups and those prevalent among terrorist groups
operating during previous waves of terrorism. This chapter rounds out the analysis by
focusing attention on the groups undertaking tactical shifts and those remaining
committed to a single tactic. The counterintuitive finding identified in earlier research
that religious groups, once violent, are more likely to remain violent is investigated. The
ability to compare political parties engaging in tactical shifts with those that do not
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provides more leverage on explaining this finding, especially with regard to explaining
cases in which religiously-motivated political groups remain committed to nonviolent
tactics. Also relevant is the counterintuitive finding that, in terms of numbers, there are
more cases of political parties turning to terrorism than there are of terrorist groups
turning to party politics. In addition, many of the political groups turning to party politics
continue to engage in violent tactics. Returning the study of political groups to the level
of the group is particularly useful for understanding why some groups shift tactics while
others do not.

This analysis is especially important when political groups choose

different tactics while operating under the same or similar conditions.
In Chapter Seven, the discussion turns to an integration of the insights gained
from analyses focused at the international, state, and group levels. It is in this chapter
that insights from the three levels of analysis are brought together for the purpose of
constructing integrated theories of political group adaptation.
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PART II: RETESTING HYPOTHESES
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Chapter Three
Turning to and from Terror35

INTRODUCTION
It is not surprising that the study of terrorism has received renewed attention in
the twenty-first century. In the post-9/11 era, political scientists, policy-makers, and
politicians have turned their attention to understanding international terrorism, its roots,
and its possible resolutions.

Much of this attention has focused on threats from

international terrorist networks and associated groups with Islamic jihadist objectives. A
great deal of this attention has been directed at the al-Qaeda terrorist network. Terrorism
is in some ways both broader and deeper than it once was. International terrorist groups
pose threats that extend well beyond their traditional bases of operation. Although
international terrorism remains the focus of considerable discussion and debate, the
investigation of international terrorist threats has underscored the relevance of terrorist
havens. This exercise has brought renewed attention to terrorism’s domestic face.
In fact, terrorist groups with interests and operations focused primarily within
domestic political systems are far more numerous than those with international interests
and operations. Terrorist groups with domestic political objectives are found in all parts
of the world. They are found in the Middle East and North Africa, but even more often in

35 This chapter has benefited from the input of Leonard Weinberg, Arie Perliger, and Ami Pedahzur.
Research related to this chapter was presented at the National Convention of the Western Political Science
Association in San Diego in 2008, at the National Convention of the International Studies Association in
San Francisco in 2008, and at the National Convention of the Midwest Political Science Association in
Chicago in 2008. This chapter has benefited from the thoughtful comments offered by the panelists and
members of the audiences following these presentations.
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Latin America and Europe. International terrorist networks such as al-Qaeda are the
exception rather than the rule in this sense. For the majority of terrorist groups, the most
appropriate forum within which to pursue group goals is domestic. They espouse a
myriad of ideologies. They often reflect politicized elements of the societies within which
they operate. They are not predominantly religious. Their ideologies can often be
identified along a left-right continuum. Many nationalist groups seek concessions from
the state government. Many left-wing groups and religious groups seek to promote the
application of a particular ideology, changing the way the state operates. Many rightwing groups seek to prevent or reverse change. Pressures for these demands are directed
at domestic political systems in large part because these are the systems they seek to
influence; these are these systems against which these groups hold grievances. In effect,
terrorist group ideologies often mirror those of domestic political parties; though, they
may be more extreme. Perhaps it is because of their ideological similarities to domestic
political parties, in combination with their local objectives and audiences, that many of
these groups find success masquerading both as terrorist groups and as political parties,
blurring the boundaries between legitimate and illegitimate, nonviolent and violent,
political action. In contrast, an international terrorist network such as al-Qaeda cannot
achieve its stated goals by pressuring for political change within a single state nor are the
group’s primary targets concentrated within the states over which the group aims to have
the most influence. This is not to say that terrorist groups operating domestically do not
also enjoy international backing or support. It is historically quite common for foreign
actors to support terrorist groups in their domestic operations, most commonly when the
foreign actor has a stake in the political outcome in a neighboring state or state of
strategic significance. The difference is that domestic terrorist groups maintain domestic
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political objectives and these objectives may be pursued through domestic political
systems, either through violent or nonviolent action.
Some attention has turned to these terrorist groups and to their domestic
operations and objectives, including the ways in which these groups garner and guard
their bases of popular support and to the ways in which they not only survive but also
sometimes find success in their competition with local governments. In this turn toward
the domestic political activities of terrorist groups, an interesting trend becomes apparent.
Some groups have achieved support and even success by shifting to party politics,
gaining popular support and enhancing group legitimacy through electoral competition
and, in the process, consolidating their positions as representatives of the people. Many
groups have accomplished this without disarming.
Recognizing this, many terrorist groups have deepened their roles in domestic
politics. Many of these groups blur the boundaries between political parties and terrorist
groups. Although the key players in these political dramas have changed over time, the
stories are eerily similar. Groups like the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA),
which has committed to abandoning violence, have moved gradually from this spotlight.
At the same time, groups like Hezbollah and Hamas have come into clearer focus. The
formerly violent PIRA has given precedence to the nonviolent tactics of Sinn Fein, while
Hezbollah and Hamas have only recently added participation in party politics. Both
Hezbollah and Hamas have transformed into political parties; though, neither has
committed to abandoning violence. Although they are relatively new in their roles as
political parties, they are not members of a new category of political groups. These are
simply among the newest violent political parties.
The lessons that might be learned from these groups are both the same and
different. Will the trajectories for Hezbollah and Hamas resemble that of the PIRA?
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Will the PIRA remain committed to nonviolence? Will Hamas and Hezbollah eventually
abandon violence? Answers to these questions are beyond the scope of theorizing, but
insights into the likely answers to these questions may be gained through a better
understanding of the conditions under which groups shift between terrorism and party
politics and the types of groups that are likely to make and complete these shifts. In other
words, in order to understand the likely trajectories of these groups, we must answer a
preliminary question: Why do political groups turn to and from terrorism?
The understanding of why political groups turn to and from terrorism has new
relevance to political scientists, policy-makers, and politicians. While violent political
parties are not new, the attention given to violent political parties has been enhanced by
the threats they pose to domestic and international security. Arriving at an understanding
of political groups and their shifts between violent and nonviolent tactics will help to
provide answers to broader questions regarding the causes of conflict and prerequisites
for peace.

If nonviolent political competition is to be viewed as something worth

promoting and violent political competition is to be viewed as something that should be
prevented, then an understanding of why political groups turn to and from terrorism
serves a useful point of departure. The propensity for shifts between terrorism and party
politics should also be considered in light of policies aimed promoting democracy and
democratization. It is in this environment that the study of domestic political groups and
their propensities to shift between terrorism and party politics has expanded in recent
years.
The analysis that follows provides answers to two related questions.

Each

question provides insight into why political groups turn to and from terrorism: What are
the conditions under which political groups are most likely to shift tactics, turning either
to or from terrorism, and what types of groups are most likely to undertake these shifts?
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Preliminary answers to these questions have been offered in the foundational
literature on the subject of linkages between political parties and terrorist groups. In this
chapter, I make four contributions to this existing literature. First, I offer an updated
review of the literature. I start with the foundational literature, its development over the
last twenty years, and its theoretical contributions.

I then survey the most recent

developments in the field with a particular emphasis on works that take tactical shifts as
the dependent variable. These studies must be distinguished from the more numerous
studies in the parties-terrorism literature offering explanations for the moderating effects
of political participation (Gunning 2004; Neumann 2005) or a group’s success with
changing tactics (Wiegand 2009), neither of which explain why political groups shift
tactics in the first place. I compare the insights offered in the established literature with
those offered in the most recent work on the study of party-terror linkages.36
Second, I employ two new datasets, the Political Parties dataset and the Terrorist
Groups dataset. Both datasets are more detailed than the dataset that was used in the
earlier work and are more expansive than the datasets used in other similar works. The
datasets cover a longer time span and offer more detailed information on a larger number
of cases.
Third, I reevaluate theories purporting to explain shifts to and from terrorism.
This paper picks up where Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) left off. I survey
their contributions to the literature and employ the new datasets in order to test their
conclusions.

I rely on quantitative analysis to retest the hypotheses that are most

amenable to this type of analysis. In many cases, I am able to do this with more
sophisticated statistical tools than have been used in the earlier research.

36

Much of this work is not yet published.
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Finally, I evaluate the conclusions drawn from these tests. I identify contradictory
and counterintuitive findings, and I make recommendations for further research.
Following these steps, I am able to make an original contribution to the literature on
party-terror linkages, which will advance our collective understanding of the subset of
political groups that alternate between the bullet and the ballot.

STUDYING LINKAGES BETWEEN POLITICAL PARTIES AND TERRORIST GROUPS
It was twenty years ago that Leonard Weinberg and William Eubank introduced
the political science community to the study of linkages between political parties and
terrorist groups. Weinberg and Eubank (1990) offered a typology of party-terror linkages
in the pages of Terrorism and Political Violence. They based their typology on empirical
evidence, casting the activities and even the definitions of political parties and terrorist
groups in a new light. They identified real-world examples of linkages between political
parties and terrorist groups and labeled these cases according to the types of linkage they
observed. Weinberg expanded the discussion in the pages of the July 1991 edition of
Comparative Politics, bringing the study of party-terror linkages to a new forum and, in
the process, offering preliminary explanations for shifts between participation in party
politics and the use of terrorism. The original typology identifies seven types of party
terror linkages. These include cases in which political parties support or create terrorist
groups, cases in which a faction of a political party creates a terrorist group, and cases in
which terrorist groups create or become political parties. The typology also identifies
cases in which political parties become terrorist groups and then remake themselves as
parties.

These are referred to as life-cycle transformations.

The typology also

distinguishes cases in which a terrorist group and a political party are formed out of a
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single political movement. The elaboration of this typology is foundational to the study
of party-terror linkages, offering a framework for distinguishing among the different
types of linkages entered into by political parties and terrorist groups and serving as a
stepping off point for theorizing about these political groups and their tactical choices.
While the debate may continue with regard to how to define and differentiate
between terrorist groups and political parties, the evidence that groups serve in both
capacities, either concurrently or consecutively, is difficult to dispute. This is a research
agenda that is built on observable evidence.
Linkages between political parties and terrorist groups take more than one form.
Terrorist groups sometimes turn to party politics, oftentimes without abandoning
violence. Political parties occasionally turn to terrorism, sometimes while continuing to
act as parties. While the example of Sinn Fein in Northern Ireland is relatively wellknown, its more distant history is not. The party began as a political movement with
organizational roots preceding those of the Irish Republican Army. The republican
movement was nonviolent before it turned to violence and later terrorism. The modernday Sinn Fein, also known as the Provisional Sinn Fein, was created by the Provisional
Irish Republican Army following a split in the republican movement. On the other side
of this split, the Official Irish Republican Army maintained ties to the Official Sinn Fein,
from which the Workers’ Party and, later, the Democratic Left were eventually formed.37
The Ulster Loyalist Democratic Party is also a political party in Northern Ireland. This
party is distinguished from Sinn Fein not only by its loyalist stance, but also by its
origins. The Ulster Loyalist Democratic Party was born out of the New Ulster Political
Research Group (NUPRG), a political think tank tied to the militant Ulster Defense
37

Conflict and Politics in Northern Ireland (CAIN), Accessed January 30, 2011
<http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/othelem/organ/uorgan.htm>.
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Association.38 Neither party is a ruling party in Northern Ireland; though, Sinn Fein
enjoys new successes as a political party currently devoted to nonviolent solutions to
republican demands. The Ba’ath Party, in contrast, was the ruling political party in Iraq
prior to state’s collapse in 2003. Now its members have reportedly turned to violent
tactics in an effort to upset the formation of a new Iraqi government that excludes them.
On the other side of the political spectrum, the Kurdish Democratic Party was organized
as a militia aimed at fighting the Iraqi government before it transitioned into a political
party and competed successfully in elections in 2005. The al-Sadr movement is another
former militia now competing with some success as a political party in Iraq. Each of
these groups exemplifies a link between a political party and a terrorist group. In some
cases, a terrorist group has shifted to party politics (Official Sinn Fein, Provisional Sinn
Fein, the Ulster Loyalist Democratic Party, the Kurdish Democratic Party, and the alSadr movement). In other cases, a political party has shifted to terrorism (Sinn Fein, the
Ba’ath Party).

THE LAST TWENTY YEARS
In the years since the introduction of the typology of party-terror linkages, there
has been relatively little published work published on the topics of political parties
turning to terrorism and terrorist groups turning to party politics. The most obvious
exception is the continuing work of Weinberg and his colleagues (Weinberg 1992,
Weinberg and Pedahzur 2003, and Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008).
In the second edition of the book, Political Parties and Terrorist Groups,
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) offer what can be described as the most
38
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comprehensive scholarly work to date on these questions. What they offer is an analysis
of party-terror linkages that is both inductive and deductive. They propose a range of
theories to explain why political parties turn to terrorism and why terrorist groups turn to
party politics. They hypothesize about the conditions under which groups shift between
party politics and terrorism and the types of groups that are most likely to undertake these
shifts. They propose theories regarding triggers for tactical shifts between terrorism and
party politics and test these theories through in-depth qualitative analyses of political
groups and political systems. Their use of descriptive statistics includes an analysis of
the contextual factors and group characteristics.

In their work, statistical analysis

precedes both the elaboration of possible explanations for tactical shifts and the
exploration of the relevance of these factors in particular cases.

Their descriptive

statistical analysis serves as an exercise in hypothesis-generation rather than hypothesistesting. The work is impressive with regard to the breadth of political groups and
political systems studied and the depth of analysis, and it serves as an essential starting
point for anyone wishing to understand linkages between political parties and terrorist
groups.
Despite the ambitious nature of their research agenda, the authors present their
work as a starting point in the process of constructing theories to explain shifts between
party politics and terrorism, not as a final word on the subject. With this in mind, it is
most useful to look at the ways in which this work can be pushed forward. One way in
which this research can be advanced is through data collection and coding. While the
dataset used in the Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger analysis was the most
comprehensive of its type at the time, its limitations and the implications of these
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limitations are worth noting.

The Political Parties and Terrorist Groups39 dataset

included information on terrorist groups, including those with ties to political parties and
those without such ties. Many of these ties were initiated by political parties and were
coded as such. This allowed for a distinction between shifts to and from terrorism. At
the same time, the dataset was largely qualitative in nature. Although the dataset was
rich in detailed information about the groups and their shifts, there were many cases in
which relevant information was excluded. In particular, the dataset did not systematically
tie political groups together. Terrorist groups with ties to political parties were listed as
having such ties, but details about the associated political parties were often missing.
Similarly, political parties were not treated separately and oftentimes the terrorist groups
with which they had ties were not explicitly identified.
The dataset did not include information on those political parties without ties to
terrorist groups. This is an omission that affects the ability to use the dataset to address
questions asking why political parties turn to terrorism. Although the rich qualitative
analysis compensates for some of the weaknesses in the data, a dependent variable bias is
still apparent in the choice of cases and in the attention given to explanatory factors. The
terrorist groups and political parties included in the analysis are examples of groups that
shift to and from terrorism. Groups that do not shift tactics are not the focus of their
work. Furthermore, the qualitative method as it is applied does not lend itself easily to
generalizing beyond the cases studied.
39

The Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset has its origins at the University of Nevada, Reno,
where it was constructed by a collaborative effort undertaken by Leonard Weinberg, Bill Eubank, and Ami
Pedahzur. It was later managed by the TIGER Lab at the University of Texas at Austin. The new Political
Parties and Terrorist Groups datasets, currently managed by the TIGER Lab at the University of Texas at
Austin, were developed from the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset. The original
dataset has been divided into two datasets, one including a sample approximating the universe political
parties with ties to terrorism and the other including a sample approximating the universe of terrorist
groups, some of which have turned to party politics, some of which have been formed by political parties,
and some of which have no ties to party politics.
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In addition, the original dataset did not include a separate listing for each tactical
shift. For instance, political parties going through life-cycle transformations, meaning
they shifted from party politics to terrorism and then back to party politics, were coded a
single time rather than two times.

Terrorist groups going through life-cycle

transformations, meaning they turned to party politics before reverting to terrorism, were
not explicitly identified in the dataset. These types of transformations can and should be
treated as separate shifts.

This treatment is especially important when it comes to

differentiating between the explanatory power of contextual factors and group-level
factors. For groups undergoing life-cycle transformations, some explanatory factors can
be held constant at the level of the environment within which these groups operate and
within the groups themselves.

THEORIZING “WHEN OPPOSITES ATTRACT”
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) suggest several explanations for why
political groups turn to and from terrorism. In most cases, the explanations are presented
in the form of single-factor explanations. The simplicity of some of these explanations is
not put forward as an attempt at oversimplification. Rather, much of the presentation
comes across as a careful attempt at theory construction, with the authors considering one
explanatory factor at a time. Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) analyze regime
characteristics and group characteristics. They identify regime type, strength, and change
as contextual factors related to shifts to and from terrorism. They identify party system
polarization as a factor related in particular to shifts from party politics to terrorism.
They identify political group structure and ideology as relevant group characteristics,
which are associated with the propensity of a group to shift to or from terrorism. They
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further hypothesize that terrorist groups will be more likely to shift to party politics under
conditions of democratization and that political parties will be more likely to shift to
terrorism under conditions of regime crisis, including crises of national integration, social
disintegration, or government legitimacy.
The question addressed in this analysis is whether the conclusions drawn from the
previous research will stand up to analysis with new data. I take the work of Weinberg,
Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) as a point of departure.

DERIVING HYPOTHESES
The hypotheses presented below can be divided into two categories. Those that
are context-specific typically answer questions regarding “under what conditions.”
Those that are group-specific typically provide insights into “what types of groups.”
Each of these categories of hypotheses helps us answer one of the questions guiding this
research. The hypotheses can also be differentiated based on whether they address
permissive factors or precipitating events. Permissive factors are favorable conditions or
group characteristics that facilitate shifts between terrorism and party politics.
Permissive factors are present when shifts take place, but they do not trigger these shifts.
Precipitating events can be understood as triggers for shifts to and from terrorism. These
are typically events that are upsetting to the status quo; they can be expected to precede
or coincide with a shift in tactics. Permissive factors help us understand the ways in
which conditions and group characteristics make shifts possible. They are less helpful in
explaining why the groups that shift choose to do so at a particular point in time.
Precipitating events are useful for understanding why groups shift when they do.40 Most
40

See Crenshaw (1981) for a discussion of permissive factors and precipitating events.
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of the theoretical insights I test from the Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) work
address permissive factors; though, the hypotheses include both permissive factors and
precipitating events.

Permissive factors
Although there have been claims among political scientists that insufficient
attention has been given to the relationship between regime type and terrorism, this is not
the case in the parties-terrorism literature.41 Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008)
hypothesize that the type of regime in place has an influence on the likelihood that
political groups will shift between terrorism and party politics (p. 34-36). Democracies
offer more opportunities for nonviolent political participation; therefore, political groups
operating in democracies will be more likely to pursue their political goals through
nonviolent party politics. Authoritarian regimes and partial democracies offer fewer
opportunities for political groups to achieve their goals through nonviolent political
participation. As a result, political groups operating in these environments will be more
likely to use violent tactics.

The logic regarding the use of nonviolent tactics in

democratic regimes is relatively straightforward; the logic regarding why political groups
shift under these conditions is less so.
Regimes can also be differentiated based on their relative strength. Established
democracies and established authoritarian regimes can be expected to have stronger states
and more institutionalized regimes governing intergroup competition than their weaker
counterparts.

Fully authoritarian regimes may also be more capable of repressing

political group organization and operations. Fully democratic regimes may be more
41

See, for instance, Choi (2010) and Brooks (2009).
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likely to have institutionalized party systems and established rules of the game, which are
legitimate in the eyes of the political groups and their supporters. For these reasons,
shifts between party politics and terrorism are expected to be more likely among political
groups operating in states with partial democracies or weaker types of authoritarian
regimes than in states with established authoritarian or democratic regimes.

Two

hypotheses are derived from these expectations.

Hypothesis 1: Political groups are more likely to shift tactics, turning to or from
terrorism, in states with weak democratic or authoritarian regimes.

Hypothesis 2: Among political parties that turn to terrorism, shifts to terrorism
will be more frequent in states in which democracy is eroding, weak, or
nonexistent.

Ideologies are expected to act as the filters through which political groups view
the world. They influence the positions taken by members of political groups regarding
moderation and compromise, the legitimacy of the government, and the attitudes of the
target audience. Some ideologies have more extremist tendencies than others. Because
political groups with more extremist ideologies are less likely to find common ground
with other political groups on which to compromise and because they are more likely to
be excluded, one tendency is for extremists to be less competitive in party politics.
Because extremist groups are less likely to view moderation as a viable alternative and
because they are more likely to view the government as illegitimate, they may be more
likely to turn to violent tactics, including terrorism. Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger
(2008) hypothesize that ideology matters: groups with different ideologies are differently
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likely to shift tactics. We may also expect for extremist ideologies to coincide with
polarized party systems. Political parties with extremist viewpoints are expected to be
more likely to turn to terrorism; terrorist groups with extremist viewpoints are expected
to be less likely to turn to party politics.
Political parties and terrorist groups are expected to differ with respect to
propensities for shifting tactics. Political parties of varying ideologies are expected to be
approximately equally likely to turn to terrorism. This expectation is related to exclusion.
For political parties, different ideological groups will be more likely to be excluded in
some systems than in others. The same expectation does not apply to terrorist groups.
Terrorist groups with religious or right-wing ideologies are expected to be less likely to
shift to party politics in large part because they are less likely to be willing to moderate or
compromise or, as Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger suggest, they will be less likely to
view the world in anything other than black and white (2008: 32).

Groups with

nationalist or left-wing ideologies are expected to be more likely to shift to party politics.
Especially for terrorist groups, extremist ideologies have an influence on perceptions
regarding the appropriate tactics to use in order to achieve group goals.

Hypothesis 3: Political groups with different ideologies are differently likely to
shift tactics.

Organizational structure is expected to have an impact on group decision-making,
which will in turn affect decisions to shift to and from terrorism. The influence of
organizational structure applies to terrorist groups and political parties.

Weinberg,

Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) hypothesize that political groups with hierarchical
organizational structures will be more likely to shift tactics than groups with horizontal
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organizational structures.

This expectation applies to shifts to and from terrorism.

Hierarchically-structured groups benefit from organizational advantages, including
centralized leadership, decision-making, and oversight; they are better able to adapt.
Moreover, groups with hierarchical structures will find it easier to align with other groups
with hierarchical structures.

Because most political parties have hierarchical

organizational structures, those that turn to terrorism are more likely to maintain their
hierarchical structures, perpetuate them in affiliated militant wings, or form ties with
other hierarchically-organized political groups.
The attention given to organizational structure is unique. Insights relevant to
theorizing about the influence of organizational structure are present within the broader
terrorism literature (see for instance Sageman 2004, 2008 and Hoffman 2008); however,
the focus of much of the discussion has been on terrorist networks—how networks are
formed, how the structures have changed over time, and how organizational structure
influences group effectiveness. With regard to statistical analysis, the main drawbacks of
hypothesizing

about

organizational

structure

derive

from

dealing

with

the

operationalizing structure and evaluating the organizational structures of political groups
based on this operationalization. With a dichotomous distinction, such as the hierarchical
and horizontal distinction used by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008), the problem
arises in part from the recognition that actual organizational structures may be more or
less hierarchical, rather than purely hierarchical or purely horizontal.

Hypothesis 4: Groups with hierarchical organizational structures will be more
likely to shift tactics, either turning to or from terrorism.
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Precipitating events
In addition to exploring a range of permissive factors, which facilitate shifts to
and from terrorism, Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) also offer insights into
some of the factors that precipitate these shifts. They identify regime change, especially
increases in levels of democracy, as a factor that triggers a shift among terrorist groups
toward party politics.
As an extension of the expectation regarding the likelihood that tactical shifts will
occur in states with democratic regime types, we might expect to find shifts to and from
terrorism to be more prevalent in political systems experiencing a change in regime type.
In particular, shifts to party politics are expected to be more prevalent in states
experiencing democratization, where democracy is not yet established.

Shifts to

terrorism are expected to be found more often in states experiencing regime crises. These
are the expectations presented by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger in their discussion of
regime characteristics.
The differences between processes of democratization and the presence of
democracy are important. With regard to democratization, it is important to acknowledge
the inherently upsetting impact of regime change. Although a political system may be
opening, the process of democratization occurs over a period of time and may become
stalled or be reversed. The uncertainty associated with the democratization process and
the competition for power and influence may have destabilizing effects on the political
system and may lead to conflict among the political actors.

Regimes undergoing

democratization

violence;

may

experience

more

rather

than

less

therefore,

democratization may be associated with an increase in violent intergroup competition
rather than a decrease.
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Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) identify crises of social disintegration,
national integration, and government legitimacy as potential triggers of shifts in tactics.
These crises are expected to trigger shifts from party politics to terrorism. Crises of these
sorts are not typical of established democracies; though, they may occur in regimes
experiencing regime change, including regimes going through democratization as well as
regimes experiencing democratic collapse or authoritarian regression.

Weinberg,

Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) tie crises of these sorts specifically to the adoption of
violent tactics by political parties (p. 34).

Hypothesis 5: Political groups are more likely to shift tactics, turning to or from
terrorism, in states that are democratizing.

Hypothesis 6: Political parties are more likely to turn to terrorism in states
experiencing crises, such as those associated with social disintegration, national
integration, and government legitimacy.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND NEW THEORIES
Despite the groundwork that has been put into place by Weinberg and his
colleagues, relatively little other work has been published offering explanations for shifts
to and from terrorism. This is beginning to change. A new generation of scholars is
tackling questions related to the decision to turn to and from terrorism, seeking to
understand the terrorist groups that turn to party politics and the political parties that turn
to terrorism.
Unlike today, the last twenty years was not a period of time in which there was
considerable attention devoted to terrorist groups participating in party politics. Political
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parties and terrorist groups may have appeared to be more mutually exclusive in the
periods before the appearance of the increasingly obvious contemporary exceptions that
openly embrace violent and nonviolent tactics, such as Hamas and Hezbollah. Perhaps
the definitional bias leading to the recognition of political groups as political parties only
when their activities correspond to those found in advanced democracies has run its
course. This would be a definition based on a conceptualization of an ideal that may
have seemed more real before the development of new democracies. This ideal would
not match a real view of political parties as they exist in some developing democracies, as
well as in some developed democracies. New democracies are taking different forms
than those found in the West as are the political groups operating within them. They are
sometimes less liberal, less unified, and less democratic. Many are less institutionalized.
There are many different political dynamics at play, perhaps as a result of differences in
political cultures or dominant political issues.
As political systems and political groups have changed, so have many of these
interpretations of what is and is not a political party. There are numerous prominent
examples of contemporary parties-turned terrorist groups and terrorist-groups-turnedparties. They have undertaken shifts to and from terrorism, though they may remain
committed to the use of both tactics simultaneously. These groups operate in some of the
most conflict-prone regions in the world and their activities continue to threaten peace
and stability both within and outside of their home countries’ borders.

The result has

been an increase in interest in the study of shifts between terrorism and party politics.
Given the increased attention devoted to the study of terrorism in the new millennium, it
is not surprising that the study of shifts between party politics and terrorism is now also
on the agenda of political scientists, policy-makers, and politicians. Nor is it surprising
that these interesting questions are being taken up by a new generation of scholars, who
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are turning their attention to understanding manifestations of party-terror linkages around
the world. Published and forthcoming scholarship on this topic is being fed by these
efforts.
Some of this work has been more focused than the earlier foundational research;
however, as a tradeoff it has been far less comprehensive. Much of this work has dealt
with types of tactical shifts, looking either at political parties turning to terrorism or at
terrorist groups turning to party politics, but not typically looking at both simultaneously.
As a result, the theoretical insights from the most of the recent contributions have been
more limited.

RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS
New work in this field falls into two dominant streams of research. One stream
offers insights into the ways in which violent groups can have direct and indirect
influences on political outcomes, with particular emphasis on electoral outcomes. A
second stream offers insights into the ways in which other factors, sometimes external to
the group and sometimes internal to the group, influence group decision-making
regarding the choice of tactics. While there are more contributions to the first stream of
research, this work is centered on explaining the byproducts of tactical shifts rather than
the tactical shifts themselves. It is the second stream of research that is most relevant to
this analysis.
The second stream of literature can be further subdivided into the terrorism and
parties literatures. The literature on political parties offers very little in terms of analyses
of party-terror linkages. Although the literatures on the formation of political parties and
political party adaptation seem to be the most likely to offer insights relevant for
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understanding the turn from terrorism to party politics and the adaptation of political
tactics, respectively, the available insights are severely limited by the absence in this
literature of references to terrorism. Given the thematic separation between the study of
political parties and terrorism, it is not surprising that there has been so little research on
political parties turning to terrorist tactics.
It is in the terrorism literature where the most insights into tactical shifts can be
found. The literatures on the causes, logic, and end of terrorism provide a useful starting
point for deriving testable hypotheses relevant to explanations for why political groups
turn to terrorism and the reasons why they abandon it. As with other explanations, these
also fall into two main categories: contextual factors and group-level factors. Contextual
factors typically include references to regimes and party systems. These are perhaps best
understood as factors that are conducive to shifts between party politics and terrorism
rather than as catalysts that cause groups to shift. A related area of work addressing the
causes of terrorism can be applied to understanding why political groups resort to
terrorism.42 In contrast, group-level factors bring the analysis down to the level of the
groups undertaking the shifts. Factors such as organizational structure, group age, and
ideology are well-represented in recent research on tactical shifts. Other factors, such as
group size and leadership also receive consideration in the terrorism literature.43 Other
explanations draw on individual-level motivations for terrorism.
It is worth noting that references to tactics and shifts between tactics are more
broadly conceived within the terrorism literature. Shifts in tactics often refer to shifts
among different types of terrorist tactics. The most prolific area of research related to

42

See, for instance, Clauset, Heger, Young, and Gleditsch 2010.
See, for instance, Cronin (2009) on the end of terrorism and Chai (1993) on limits in the abilities of
leaders of clandestine groups to implement tactical shifts.
43
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tactical shifts addresses the decision to shift to suicide tactics (Pape 2003; Pedahzur 2005;
Bloom 2005; Ayers 2008; Horowitz 2010). Considerably less work has been published
on questions related to the decision by terrorist groups to add party politics to their
strategic repertoire (Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008; Brathwaite;44 Bhasin and
Hallward45).
This situation is changing. A new scholarship is being developed on the topics of
violence and elections. Two working papers fall within the second stream of research
described above. Both explore the transition of terrorist groups into political parties and
both are unique in their focus on the tactical shift from terrorism to party politics as the
dependent variable.
In their contribution, Bhasin and Hallward (working paper under review) answer
the following question: “Why did Hamas form a political party?” Drawing from indepth case analysis, they argue that Hamas was acting strategically, recognizing that
competing as a party was a necessary tactic in order to have an influence on political
outcomes in the Palestinian territories. Furthermore, competing in elections was crucial
for showing that the group could replace its competitor, Fatah, as the representative of the
people. This was particularly important in the context of the peace process, against
which Hamas was opposed and in which Fatah was internationally recognized as the
representative of the Palestinian people. Winning the 2006 national elections was one
way of showing that Hamas had the support of the people and had, in fact, surpassed
Fatah in terms of popular support.
In his paper, Brathwaite answers a similar, though broader question: “Why do
some terrorist groups participate in the electoral process but not others?” Offering a more
44
45

Brathwaite develops related insights in a working paper.
Bhasin and Hallward develop related insights in a working paper that is under review.
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general theory for understanding the shift from terrorism to electoral politics, Brathwaite
argues that terrorist groups are more likely to enter elections when they are involved in
territorial disputes and when they are in competition with other groups for limited
resources.

In his statistical analysis he controls for contextual factors, including regime

type, economic development, and electoral institutions, and group characteristics,
including group age, size, and ideology. The contribution of this work is unique in its
generalizability beyond a single case, which is achieved in part through his analysis of
data on 89 terrorist groups operating between 1968 and 2006.

Underscoring the

relevance of a particular case in explanations of tactical shifts, Brathwaite also draws on
Hamas as an illustrative case study in support of his statistical findings.
The work of Brathwaite and Bhasin and Hallward builds on and is generally
supportive of the theories presented by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008). The
relevance of regime characteristics and intergroup competition is evident in the
explanations provided in each of these contributions.

The relevance of group

characteristics that can be generalized beyond a single case is evident in the Brathwaite
paper. Both of these works are focused on shifts from terrorism.
Almost no work has been done on the opposite type of tactical shift: political
parties turning to terrorism. A recently published paper is a notable exception for its
attention to this understudied theme. Danzell (2011) focuses on group ideology in his
explanation of the propensity for a political party to turn to terrorism. This work ties into
the analysis of ideology undertaken by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008).
In combination, it is apparent that much of the new work on party-terror linkages
builds on the foundational work. While the body of work is generally supportive with
regard to the key explanatory factors at the contextual and group levels, the theories
being offered are not derived from the theories presented by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and
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Perliger.

Rather than basing his theory on episodes of national integration or

disintegration, Brathwaite (working paper) studies transitions to electoral politics in the
context of territorial disputes.

Rather than explicitly explaining the relevance of

democratization to Hamas’ transformation, Bhasin and Hallward (working paper under
review) establish their case study in the context of a democratizing system.

EVALUATING HYPOTHESES
I now turn to an evaluation of the hypotheses presented as explanations for shifts
to and from terrorism by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008).

With the new

datasets I am able to replicate the descriptive analysis with the new and more
sophisticated dataset. In many cases I am able to apply more rigorous quantitative
methods than were previously attempted. I examine findings from this analysis in light
of the conclusions drawn in the 2008 book and the recent scholarship on the subject.
Findings supporting existing hypotheses bolster earlier theoretical insights; findings
refuting the earlier hypotheses provide insights into areas for further research. Attention
is given to the ways in which these findings correspond with or contradict findings
presented in new research on the topic. Through this analysis, I advance the study of
party-terror linkages by providing a stepping off point for the clarification of
counterintuitive findings and the construction of theories for explaining why political
groups turn to and from terrorism. I use this as a stepping off point for a discussion of
potential areas for further research in this growing field of scholarship.
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Regime type
Do regime characteristics have an effect on the likelihood that terrorist groups
will turn to party politics or the likelihood that political parties will turn to terrorism?
Quantitative analysis with new data provides some support for the relevance of regime
type in explanations for tactical shifts; however, an evaluation of the findings also casts
doubt on the explanatory power that should be accorded to regime characteristics.
Several measures are used for regime type. Polity scores taken from the Polity IV
Project are used to find measures that correspond to levels of democracy and autocracy
for the political systems within which each political group operates. These scores are
recorded for each instance in which a political group shifts tactics. For political parties
and terrorist groups undertaking shifts in tactics, scores are matched to the time of the
shift.

Five-year averages are calculated in order to take account of the levels of

democracy or autocracy in the years leading up to shifts to or from terrorism, in the years
surrounding these shifts, and in the years following these shifts. Because not all political
groups shift tactics, an average democracy-autocracy score is calculated from the
available Polity measures for each country for the duration of time covered in this
project. These measures are recorded for each political group, including those that shift
tactics and those that do not. This average serves not as an estimate of the current regime
type, but as an approximate indicator of past and present regime types for the political
systems within which these terrorist groups operate. The Polity IV Project identifies
three regime types—full democracy, partial democracy, and autocracy. Each of the
designations for these regime types covers a span along the continuum between full
autocracy and full democracy. Although actual Polity scores can change over time,
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average Polity scores allow for an estimation of the level of autocracy or democracy in
each political system over a period of time.46
Analysis undertaken with the new data supports the hypothesis that terrorist
groups are more likely to turn to party politics in political systems characterized by
partially democratic or weak authoritarian regimes (Hypothesis 1). Of the 52 political
groups that shifted from terrorism to party politics for which there are regime type
indicators,47 thirty-eight (73%) operate in political systems with average Polity scores
corresponding to partial democracy or weak autocracy.48 The majority of the groups
operating in democracies were located in partial democracies (63%). Terrorist groups
operating in partial democracies represent nearly half of the total number of terrorist
groups that shifted to party politics (46%). Interestingly, full democracies and weak
autocracies saw the same frequency of shifts from terrorism to party politics. No shifts to
party politics are documented in the strongly autocratic regimes.49

46

This approximation is particularly useful for identifying the regimes that are more democratic and those
that are more authoritarian. For regimes that have changed over time, the average Polity score will not
capture the direction of this change. What it will capture is a mid-range score for regimes that have been
less than fully democratic or less than strongly authoritarian during the period of time under study.
47 Some of the political groups operate in political systems for which there are no Polity scores. A very
small number of the political groups operate internationally without a home base for which Polity scores
are available.
48 These scores correspond with the Polity IV codebook designations for autocracy (-10 < x < 1), partial
democracy (1 < x < 7), and democracy (7 < x < 10). Autocracies have been divided into two classifications
along similar lines as those applied to partial and full democracies. Weak democracies Average Polity
scores corresponding to partial democracy and weak autocracy fall between occupy the middle measures on
the autocracy-democracy scale -7 < x < 7.
49 The lowest average Polity IV score for any political system in which a political group shifted from
terrorism to party politics was greater than -7.
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Figure 3: Terrorist groups shifting to party politics

Although the frequencies of tactical shifts give one impression, a consideration of
the number of groups operating in each regime type provides a different interpretation.
In reality, many more terrorist groups operate in democratic regimes than in autocratic
regimes. Nearly three-quarters (74%) of terrorist groups are found in democracies; these
are equally divided between full and partial democracies. The remaining terrorist groups
are found in autocratic regimes; though, only two percent are found in the most autocratic
regimes.
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Figure 4: Bases of operation

Taking the universe of terrorist groups into consideration provides a different
picture of shifts to party politics.

Frequencies of shifts give an impression of

considerable variations; the proportions of shifts provide a different impression. The
apparent variations in the frequencies of groups that shift tactics disappear when the
groups are disaggregated on the basis of regime classification. Shifts to party politics
occur in approximately 11% of terrorist groups operating in full democracies, 14% of
those operating in partial democracies, and 17% of those operating in weak autocracies.
When the number of terrorist groups is taken into account, the percentage of groups
undergoing shifts in each category of regime type does not vary considerably. In other
words, it is apparent from this analysis that differences in the numbers of shifts can be
explained in large part by differences in the numbers of terrorist groups operating in each
type of regime.
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Figure 5: Proportions of terrorist groups that shift to party politics under each type of
regime

While these descriptions provide some support for the coincidence of shifts to
party politics in weakly democratic regimes, these relationships do not hold up to more
sophisticated statistical analysis.

I use a cross-tabulation and a Chi-square test for

independence in order to test for a relationship between regime type and shifts. In this
way, I test for differences between the expected observations of tactical shifts in each of
the categories of average regime classifications and the observed frequencies of these
shifts. These tests consistently failed to achieve significance. This was true even when
different designations for regime types were applied.50

Applying a simple logistic

regression model to test the relationship between shifts to party politics and categories of
regime type also failed to achieve significance.51
50

Although there is an apparent

These findings hold, for instance, when the designations for partial autocracies and partial democracies
are defined more narrowly (average Polity scores between -6 and 6) and more broadly (between -8 and 8).
51 This also is true for different designations of regime types.
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coincidence between weaker regime types, in particular weakly authoritarian and
partially democratic regimes, and the incidence of shifts to party politics, these
relationships are not substantiated through more sophisticated statistical analysis.
From the perspective of political parties that shift to terrorism, preliminary
support for the relevance of regime type and, in particular, weakly democratic and
authoritarian regime types in explanations for shifts from party politics to terrorism
comes from an analysis of the 91 cases of political parties included in this analysis that
have undertaken this shift (Hypothesis 2). The majority (87%) of shifts from party
politics to terrorism takes place in regimes that can be categorized as partial democracies
(n = 49) and weak autocracies (n = 30). Only 13% of shifts to terrorism are found in
regimes with average Polity scores corresponding to full democracy (n = 12). As was
observed with regard to shifts from terrorism to party politics, no shifts from party
politics to terrorism are recorded in fully autocratic regimes, as designated by average
Polity scores.

Figure 6: Shift from party politics to terrorism
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This analysis does not provide a comparison between political parties that turn to
terrorism and those that do not. While this is a limitation at this stage, two points are
worth noting. First, tactical shifts do not appear to take place in strongly authoritarian
regimes. This is consistent both for parties that turn to terrorism and terrorist groups that
turn to party politics. In fact, strongly authoritarian regimes are not typically home to
either terrorist groups or political parties. Second, these phenomena take place more
often in countries with weaker autocratic regimes and partially democratic regimes. Far
fewer of the established democracies are home to this subset of violent political parties.
While we can expect to find political parties operating in established democratic regimes,
we may not expect that these parties will turn to terrorism. Often in these systems the
rules of the game are established both among the leaders of political party and their
supporters. We might expect to find a higher number of political parties present in partial
democracies, where the rules of the political game are less institutionalized and where the
political actors and their supporters have less information about their relative
competitiveness.52 This would be a reflection in part the evolution of political parties
into catch-all parties in these systems and in part a side-effect of established electoral
institutions and a history of political party competition on the number of parties within a
political system. Political parties in these political systems are still competing in order to
determine who will represent the interests of the people. Of the 42 political systems
housing political parties that turn to terrorism, it is notable that more weakly authoritarian
regimes are represented than any other regime type; though, partial democracies are
numerically a close second. This is consistent with the expectation that weaker types of
regimes will be more likely to house political parties that turn to terrorism.
52

See, for instance, Moser and Scheiner (2004) on the ways in which a lack of information can have an
influence on the number of political parties competing in elections.
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Figure 7: Number of countries with political parties turning to terrorism

What the analysis thus far has not addressed is the regime type in place at the time
of a shift to party politics. The regime type at the time of the shift is different from the
dominant regime type in place in a state. Quantitatively, an average Polity measure
accounting for the five years around the time of a shift to or from terrorism is much more
precise than the average Polity measure over a longer period of time. This is, perhaps,
where the potential discrepancy between theoretical expectations with regard to regime
type and the observations becomes most apparent. Looking at a five-year average of
Polity scores among political groups at the time of their shifts between party politics and
terrorism, it becomes clear that the overwhelming majority of terrorist groups shift to
party politics under fully democratic conditions, while the highest numbers of political
parties shift to terrorism under the fullest democratic and most authoritarian conditions.
These findings are counterintuitive and deserving of further explanation.53

53

These findings are explored in Chapter Five.
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Figure 8: Polity scores at the times of shifts between terrorism and party politics

Although the treatment varies, the relevance of regime characteristics is a theme
that carries over among the recent contributions to the parties-terrorism literature.
Brathwaite controls for regime type while focusing on the explanatory relevance of
territorial issues and group competition. Through case analysis, Bhasin and Hallward
(working paper under review) also deal with regime type, discussing Hamas’ decision to
engage in party politics in the context of nascent democratic institutions.

Ideology and extremism
Does ideology matter? Are groups espousing different ideologies differently
likely to turn to or from terrorism (Hypothesis 3)? New analysis suggests that this is the
case.
Terrorist groups are classified according to fourteen different ideologies. The
four ideological categories with the highest frequencies among terrorist groups are
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nationalist, religious, right-wing, and left-wing.

Groups are also coded as having

ideologies that are anarchic, liberal democratic, racist, anti-communist, anti-American,
anti-Israeli, anti-Semitic, anti-Cuba, anti-Turkish, and pro-animal rights. Many political
groups have more than one ideology; for instance, some are nationalist and left-wing,
others are nationalist and religious.
Nationalist groups include those concerned with promoting the interests of a
particular population, typically either an ethnic or a national group.

Groups with

nationalist ideologies often seek some level of group autonomy. Many are able to
organize and act effectively because their supporters are concentrated within a
geographic location; they often combine promotion of group interests with territorial
ambitions.
There are many combinations of ideologies present among the political groups.
While nationalist groups may represent a population that differs from others on the basis
of religion, this does not mean that a nationalist group is necessarily a religious group.
Groups classified as religious have objectives that are also religious. They may seek, for
instance, to impose a religious order on a political system. The Muslim Brotherhood is a
religious group; the Irish Republican Army was not.
Right-wing and left-wing groups are most often recognized as occupying
positions at the extremes of the right-left ideological continuum. Right-wing groups are
typically those that resist change. They are sometimes recognized for their fascist or
exclusionary perspectives.
communist ideologies.

Left-wing groups are most easily recognized by their

In the datasets used in this analysis, groups are identified

according to their ideologies, with as many as three ideologies coded per group. One
code is reserved for groups with no known ideology. Political groups are also identified
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on the basis of whether or not they have a particular ideology or combination of
ideologies.54
Looking first at terrorist groups, it is evident that groups with different ideologies
are differently likely to participate in party politics. Terrorist groups with right-wing and
religious ideologies are the least likely types of groups to engage in party politics. This is
true both in terms of absolute numbers and in comparison with other terrorist groups. Of
the 45 terrorist groups with right-wing ideologies, three (6%) engage in party politics.
Compared to other groups, right-wing groups have a much lower likelihood of shifting to
party politics. Of the 48 terrorist groups with religious ideologies, five (10%) engage in
party politics. Terrorist groups with left-wing and nationalist ideologies are more likely
to engage in party politics. Of the 118 terrorist groups with left-wing ideologies, twentyfour (20%) turn to party politics.

Terrorist groups with left-wing ideologies are

numerically the most likely to turn to party politics, in part because there are more groups
with left-wing ideologies than with any other ideology. Terrorist groups espousing a
nationalist ideology are less numerous; though, they are proportionately more likely to
turn to party politics than groups with a left-wing ideology. Of the 81 terrorist groups
with nationalist ideologies, twenty-three (28%) engage in party politics. In a comparison
with other types of political groups, nationalist groups have a much higher likelihood of
shifting to party politics. Because nationalist groups often have territorial aspirations,
their increased likelihood of shifting to party politics corresponds nicely with
Brathwaite’s (working paper) conceptualization of the “electoral terrorist” and his
argument that territorial ambitions factor into the decision to turn to party politics. It is
54 This is done with a dichotomous coding for the four most prevalent ideologies and for the combination
of religious and nationalist ideologies. Although the new datasets include a new coding for the ideologies
of political groups, facilitating the differentiation among ideologies and dealing with cases in which a
political group has multiple ideologies, the designation of the ideologies of political groups is taken
primarily from the dataset used by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008).
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interesting to note that the political groups within the subset of terrorist groups espousing
both nationalist and religious ideologies are almost as likely to engage in party politics as
the groups within the subset of terrorist groups espousing non-religious nationalist
ideologies (27%). A combined nationalist-religious ideology may go part of the way
toward explaining why the relatively small number of violent religious groups that turn to
party politics undertake this shift while the majority remain committed to violent tactics.
In other words, it may be the nationalist aspect of these groups’ ideology that leads them
to be more likely to shift tactics.

Figure 9: Ideology and tactical shifts

While the descriptive statistics provide an interesting starting point for
understanding the relationship between ideology and shifts from terrorism to party
politics, more sophisticated statistics are useful for determining the significance of this
relationship. I use a cross-tabulation and Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence in
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order to test for a relationship between ideology and shifts from terrorism to party
politics. This test identifies significant differences between the observed frequency and
the expected frequency of shifts to party politics for groups espousing different
ideologies. Testing the ideological groups one a at a time, however, I find that there is
not statistical support for relationships between shifts to party politics among terrorist
groups with ethno-religious, religious, and left-wing ideologies. Significant differences
are identified for groups with nationalist and right-wing ideologies.55
I offer a different type of comparison for political parties turning to terrorism. Of
the 95 political parties that have shifted to terrorism, twelve (13%) are religious, thirteen
(14%) have a right-wing ideology, twenty-two (24%) are nationalist, and 48 (51%)
espouse a left-wing ideology. Only two parties (2%) are both nationalist and religious.
Because these numbers do not account for political parties that do not turn to terrorism,
we cannot deduce from this information the likelihood that a political party with a
particular ideology will turn to terrorism.56
Despite these limitations, what can be said is important. What I accomplish with
the descriptions presented above, and what is most complementary to the work presented
by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008), is a comparison of the frequencies of

55

The null hypothesis that there is no difference between the expected and actual frequencies of shifts to
party politics among nationalist groups is rejected with 99.7% certainty. The null hypothesis of no
difference between the expected and actual frequencies of shifts to party politics for right-wing groups is
rejected with 95.9% certainty. It is important to note that because of the small number of cases with which
this analysis is dealing, changes in coding for a handful of cases can affect the certainty of statistical
analyses. Analyses based on the older version of the data would suggest that the finding regarding rightwing groups is not significant, just missing the 90% confidence interval. The analysis of nationalist groups
gives significant findings with both the older dataset and the new datasets.
56 I have said nothing, for instance, about the proportion of political parties that are represented by each of
these ideologies or about the number of political parties operating in the same political systems as each of
these groups. For instance, I have not detailed whether the twelve religious groups that turn to terrorism
are one percent or 100 percent of the universe of religious groups. Because of the volume implied by any
analysis of the universe of political parties, this analysis will be conducted on a smaller scale and will be
reserved for another installment in this analysis.
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political parties turning to terrorism with those of terrorist groups turning to party
politics.

This comparison is useful for delving into the roots of terrorist groups,

providing insights relevant to questions regarding from where they come and their
ultimate strategic trajectories.
Through this analysis I find that left-wing terrorist groups with ties to political
parties are about twice as likely to have these ties as a result of a political party turning to
terrorism as they are to have ties as a result of terrorist groups turning to party politics.
Among the 73 left-wing groups with ties to terrorism, 48 (66%) shifted from party
politics to terrorism and twenty-five (34%) shifted from terrorism to party politics. In
contrast, violent nationalist groups are approximately equally likely to have origins as
political parties as they are to have origins as terrorist groups. Although there are
approximately as many nationalist terrorist groups turning from terrorism to party politics
as those turning from party politics to terrorism, nationalist groups are proportionately the
most likely type of terrorist groups to turn to party politics. In contrast, terrorist groups
with religious or right-wing ideologies are more likely to have ties with political parties
not because they have moderated or shifted to party politics, but rather because
religiously-based parties and right-wing parties have turned to terrorism. In other words,
groups with these ideologies are more likely to add violent tactics than abandon them.
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Figure 10: Comparing group ideologies with shifts to and from terrorism

These findings are also relevant when considering the effect of extremist
viewpoints on the likelihood of shifts to and from terrorism. While each ideological
perspective may be associated with higher or lower levels of extremism, groups with
religious and right-wing ideologies are among the most extreme. Religious groups may
be the most likely to view issues in terms of black and white, without a “shades-of-gray”
middle ground. They may be thought of as appealing to a higher authority; and, they
often enjoy established bases of support. They also may not need to moderate in order to
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maintain the support of their audience; in some cases, moderation may result in losing an
audience. More often than not, these factors work against compromise and change.
Because groups espousing right-wing ideologies are typically less supportive of change,
they may also be unwilling to change in order to appeal to a broader constituency.
Furthermore, because of their extremist stances, they are also less likely to be brought
into a government.

Organizational structure
Does the organizational structure of political groups matter when it comes to
explaining shifts between terrorism and party politics?

Are political groups with

hierarchical organizational structures more likely to shift tactics than those with
horizontal structures (Hypothesis 4)?

Disaggregating the data on the basis of the

dominant type of organizational structure provides initial evidence suggesting that this
may be the case.
The coding for the organizational structure variable in the new datasets is
identical to the coding used in the dataset employed by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger
(2008).57 Borrowing insights from Mayntz (2004) and Arquila and Ronfeldt (2001),
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) classify organizational structure as either
hierarchical or network.58 The two types of organizations are differentiated on the bases
of command and control. Groups that are made up of cells operating primarily as
independent units and generally lacking a clear, unifying leadership are designated as
57

Again, the designations of some of the cases in terms of the tactical shifts they have undertaken have
changed as additional information has been coded on these cases. In some cases, groups have been
excluded in the new datasets because of lack of evidence of tactical shifts.
58 Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) use the term “hierarchial” to refer to organizational structures
that have top-down management, command, and control. In this analysis, I refer to this type of
organizational structures as hierarchical.
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horizontal. Groups with a centralized leadership that has control over the group and its
members are coded as hierarchical. For terrorist groups, the clearest distinction between
these two classifications is whether or not the leadership of the political group commands
and controls the operatives carrying out attacks (Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008:
32-33).

The dichotomous hierarchical-horizontal typology is a simplified view of

political group structures, but also an effective differentiation given the focus of this
analysis on strategic decision-making. Organizational structure is coded for 310 terrorist
groups. For the remaining terrorist groups, there is insufficient information to designate
hierarchical or horizontal organizational structures. Many of these groups are among the
more obscure and less influential groups.59
Of the 310 terrorist groups with codes for organizational structure, 70 percent are
hierarchical and 30% are horizontal. Among terrorist groups turning to party politics,
nearly 80 percent are hierarchically-organized. The remaining 20 percent are organized
horizontally. Of the eleven horizontally-organized terrorist groups that manage to carry
out a shift to party politics, the majority are coded as becoming political parties (n = 8)
and abandoning terrorism altogether (n = 7).
One of the counterintuitive findings from this analysis is that horizontallyorganized groups are able to manage shifts to party politics and also abandon violence.
This is inconsistent with the notion of a group lacking in central leadership and control
over violent operatives.

59

None of the terrorist groups with missing information on the structure of the organization have shifted
tactics. Very few of the terrorist groups with “unknown” organizational structures have shifted tactics.
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Figure 11: Organizational structure of terrorist groups and shifts to party politics

Looking only at the subset of terrorist groups that turn to party politics, I
disaggregate the data on the basis of whether the groups remained violent after their
shifts. While horizontal groups are more likely to abandon terrorism following a shift to
party politics, hierarchical groups are more likely to continue to use terrorism (n = 24).
One conclusion that can be drawn from this finding is that hierarchically-organized
terrorist groups are better able to shift to party politics and they are able to manage these
shifts while continuing to use terrorist tactics. In essence, hierarchical terrorist groups
manage to multi-task, using both violent and nonviolent tactics simultaneously.
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Figure 12: Comparing terrorist groups that remain violent and those that commit to
nonviolence on the basis of organizational structure

Looking specifically at the subset of terrorist groups that are formed by political
parties, I find a very similar distribution of organizational types as are observed among
terrorist groups that turn to party politics.

Close to 80% of these groups are

hierarchically-organized. This is not surprising given that political parties are typically
organized hierarchically. What is surprising is that more are not organized hierarchically.
The terrorist groups with which they are likely to form ties can be expected to have
similar organizational structures and to be subject to centralized oversight on the part of
the party.
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Figure 13: Organizational structure of political parties turning to terrorism

Using a cross-tabulation and Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence, I find a
relationship between organizational structure and shifts to party politics. The difference
between the observed frequencies and the expected frequencies is statistically significant.
I also find a significant relationship between organizational structure and ideological
groupings. Considering the interaction between organizational structure, ideology, and
shifting tactics, it is interesting to note that religious terrorist groups are more likely than
other types of groups to be organized horizontally. The highest numbers of shifts taking
place among horizontally-organized political parties are undertaken by religious groups
(16%) and nationalist groups (25%); although, the relationship is only statistically
significant for religious groups.60 Within the population of religious terrorist groups,
nearly 64% are organized as networks. While considering organizational structure and
ideology together may help to the lower frequency of shifts between terrorism and party
60

The category of nationalist groups narrowly misses significance (p = .061).
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politics among religious groups, it will not explain the lower frequency of shifts among
right-wing groups, the majority of which are organized hierarchically.

Democratization
New analysis also provides support for the relationship between democratization
and the likelihood of shifts to or from terrorism (Hypothesis 5). I test this relationship by
comparing the prevalence of shifts from terrorism to party politics in groupings of states
that are democratizing against the prevalence of these shifts in groupings of states that are
not actively democratizing.

Because tactical shifts are not observed in established

authoritarian regimes, I do not contrast the experiences of democratizing states against
those of established authoritarian regimes. The expectation is that regions with large
numbers of states experiencing democratization will also have a larger number of terrorist
groups turning to party politics.
I begin with a comparison across two groupings, the predominantly democratic
advanced democracies of the West and Japan and the democratizing states of Latin
America, for the period from 1955 to 2005. I borrow from the Minorities at Risk
classification for regions in order to designate which states are included in each of these
two groupings.
I choose to analyze Latin America for two reasons. Latin America is the regional
grouping of states with the highest number of shifts. Latin America is also the regional
grouping with the most obvious experience with democratization during the period under
consideration. States in Latin America experienced a sustained period of democratization
that began following the Second World War and accelerated during the late 1970s and
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1980s.61 Most of the states in the region experienced democratization during this time.
The majority of states experimenting with democracy in Latin America transitioned from
authoritarianism to democracy during this time. Because of this regional concentration of
states undergoing democratization, the frequency of shifts from terrorism to party politics
taking place in Latin America is compared with the frequency of the same type of shifts
taking place in a grouping of states that was not actively democratizing during much of
this time. This grouping includes the advanced democracies of the West and Japan.62
While democratization took place in parts of Europe and Japan following the Second
World War, this democratization took place earlier and was completed earlier than in
Latin America. The advanced democracies, including some of the later democratizers in
Western Europe and Japan, were primarily democratic during the period of
democratization in Latin America.
This comparison yields some interesting findings.

Whereas only 6% of the

terrorist groups in the advanced democracies shifted from terrorism to party politics
between 1945 and 2005, more than 15% of the terrorist groups in Latin America
undertook these shifts during this period of time. Latin America has also had nearly three
times as many cases of terrorist groups turning to party politics as are found in the
advanced democracies. The difference between the frequency of shifts undertaken by
political groups operating in a region populated by established democracies and the
frequency of shifts undertaken by political groups operating in a region populated by

61

For an overview of the timeline of democratization in Latin America, see Hagopian and Mainwaring
(2005: 3, Table 1.1).
62 Designations for these regional categorizations are drawn from the Minorities at Risk (MAR) Project.
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developing democracies provides some support for the hypothesis that democratization
contributes to shifts to party politics.63
Despite these findings, the evidence does not fully explain the phenomena. It is
apparent that shifts from terrorism to party politics in Latin America coincide with
democratization in the region (1965-1994); though, a similar coincidence is not found
among the advanced democracies. In the advanced democracies, shifts to terrorism do
not coincide with democratization, neither in terms of timing nor in terms of location.
While this does not mean that democratization in Latin America had no impact on shifts
to party politics, it also does not provide strong support for the theory that
democratization leads groups to turn to party politics. The locations and timing of peaks
in the frequencies of shifts in the advanced democracies suggests that other factors may
be at play. In the advanced democracies, shifts to party politics peak in the decades
centered on 1970 and 2000. These shifts take place in states that would be considered
democratic at the time.64 Differences between the Latin American experience and the
experience of advanced democracies may be related to different conditions or differences
in the political groups operating in each of these two groupings of states. These other
factors may provide more explanatory leverage than can democratization.
One possible explanation is ideology. Differences between Latin America and the
advanced democracies may be explained in part by ideological differences among groups
operating in these two groupings of states. In the advanced democracies, the majority of
shifts to party politics are undertaken by nationalist groups.

In Latin America,

approximately the same numbers of groups support left-wing and religious ideologies as
63

A Pearson’s chi-square test confirms that this relationship is significant, giving a high level of
confidence to this finding.
64 Cases of political groups shifting from terrorism to party politics are found in France, Germany, Japan,
Northern Ireland, Scotland, and the United States.
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nationalist ideologies. Another explanation may come from international factors. Some
of the differences between the experiences in Latin America and in the advanced
democracies may be tied to the great power competition, which fueled some of the
ideological conflicts that played out in Latin America during the Cold War.
The finding of variations in experiences with tactical shifts is apparent when
looking beyond a comparison between Latin America and the advanced democracies. In
comparison with Western democracies and Japan, the observed frequency of tactical
shifts from terrorism to party politics strongly suggests a relationship between these shifts
and regional classifications. It is also important to note that the proportions of political
groups shifting tactics in other regional groupings of states is considerably higher than
that observed in either Latin America or the advanced democracies. In the Middle East
and North Africa more than one out of five terrorist groups shifted to party politics. The
proportions in Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa are 26% and 38%, respectively. Although
states in each of these three groupings of states that also experienced some level of
democratization during the period of time under consideration, these are also regions with
comparatively less democracy and democratization.65 These findings do not account for
the seemingly contradictory finding of higher proportions of groups shifting to party
politics within regions that are populated by fewer democracies. This is especially
important to note in light of the explanatory power given to democratization in
explanations for shifts from terrorism to party politics.
While this analysis provides some interesting insights, it is important to note some
of its limitations. This analysis differentiates between a grouping consisting of states
with established democracies and groupings of states with more recent experience with
65

Although the findings are not significant for Eastern Europe and the former Soviet republics, it is
important to note that only five terrorist groups and one tactical shift are recorded for states in this region.
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democratization than is found in Latin America. This analysis does not account for
different trends with regard to democratization in each of these regions nor does it
differentiate on a state-by-state basis. It also does not allow us to rule out alternative
explanations either for the causes of tactical shifts or for differences in the likelihood that
tactical shifts will occur in each of these regions. Moreover, it is also important to
recognize the impact of small numbers on this analysis.

Figure 14: Frequency of shifts to party politics: Comparing Latin America and the
Western democracies and Japan

In summary, it is likely that democratization does not explain a number of shifts
from terrorism to party politics. Second, it may be that there are different causes for
tactical shifts in different political systems and that these political systems may be
clustered either geographically or developmentally. Further analysis is needed to better
understand the impact of processes of democratization on propensity of groups to shift
tactics in comparison with the impact of other factors, perhaps including those related to
regional variations.
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Regime crises
I draw on a variety of indicators in order to test theories associated with the effect
of regime crises on political groups shifting to terrorism (Hypothesis 6). I find indicators
offering information relevant to the durability, stability, and legitimacy of regimes from
data offered by the Polity IV Project and the Correlates of War datasets. These include
the presence of state failure, anarchy, and civil wars in the states in which the terrorist
groups operate. Each terrorist group is coded according to whether or not the group
operated in a state that experienced state failure, anarchy, or civil war.
State failure is one indicator of a crisis of disintegration and government
legitimacy. Political groups are classified according to whether they operate in states that
have failed. Among the 91 political parties included in this classification, eleven (12%)
operate in states that have failed. State failure is not a trigger for the majority of political
parties that turn to terrorism.

Figure 15: Political parties that engage in terrorism
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A more interesting finding is that the rate of terrorist groups turning to party
politics is considerably higher in countries with histories of state failure (nearly 20%).
One out of four terrorist groups operating in countries with a history of state failure has
shifted to party politics, as compared to one in eight terrorist groups shifting to party
politics in states without a history of state failure.66 What is more, this number is greater
than is expected. Using a cross-tabulation, I find that the difference between the expected
and actual numbers of shifts to party politics in states with histories of failure is
statistically significant (p = .024). It is possible that crises of disintegration trigger both
types of tactical shifts; though, the shifts may be triggered by different aspects of these
crises.

Perhaps, as Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) suggest, crises of

disintegration trigger shifts to terrorism, whereas the aftermath of disintegration triggers
shifts to party politics.

Figure 16: State failure and shifts to party politics

66

This can be compared with one out of eight terrorist groups shifting to party politics in states without a
history of failure.
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Tests for histories of anarchy produce the same results. Anarchy is also used as
an indicator of crises of disintegration and legitimacy. The measure for anarchy is highly
correlated with state failure (p < .001) and the findings on a case-by-case basis are almost
identical to those for state failure.
A comparison of the occurrence of shifts to and from terrorism in states
experiencing civil war also produces meaningful results. Correlates of War data on civil
wars is used to calculate the number of civil wars experienced in a state between 1946
and 2009. A dummy variable is also coded for each political group as an indicator of the
presence or absence of domestic conflict resulting in civil war in the countries within
which these groups operate.
Civil wars serve as an additional indicator of regime crises. While the violence in
civil wars is distinct from terrorism, the expectation is that political groups will be more
likely to turn to violence under conditions characterized by intense civil conflict, such as
that found during civil wars. The likelihood of the use of terrorist tactics is expected to
increase with this increase in the use of violence among political groups. In this way,
civil wars can act as triggers leading political parties to turn to terrorism.
Statistical analysis shows that a history of civil war is related to the likelihood that
political groups will shift tactics. Looking first at the frequencies of political parties
turning to terrorism, it is apparent that a majority of these cases take place in states that
have experienced civil war (57%). In this sense, civil war seems to be a better predictor
of shifts to terrorism than state failure or anarchy.
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Figure 17: Political parties turning to terrorism

It is useful to take a closer look at the distribution of shifts to terrorism in states
experiencing different numbers of episodes of civil wars. While the highest frequency of
shifts from party politics to terrorism takes place in political systems with no history of
civil wars, it is clear that more of the cases of shifts take place in political systems with
civil war experience. In fact, shifts from party politics to terrorism are take place in
political systems with varying experiences with civil wars; though, there is a decline in
the frequency of these shifts among states with the highest number of episodes of civil
war. States plagued by multiple civil wars can be expected to have political systems that
are sufficiently disrupted so as to limit the number of political groups that form as
political parties and, as a result, the number of political parties that shift to terrorism.
Furthermore, there is a relationship between experience with civil war and regime type,
with civil wars being more likely to take place in autocratic systems and partial
democracies.67

67

This relationship between civil war and regime type is statistically significant (p < .001).
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Figure 18: Number of civil wars and the number of political parties turning to terrorism

What is perhaps more interesting is the fact that the incidence of terrorist groups
turning to party politics is also related to the presence of civil wars within their domestic
political system. Terrorist groups are more likely to shift to party politics in states with
histories of civil war.68 This relationship is not linear. The proportion of terrorist groups
shifting to party politics is highest in states with several episodes of civil wars; though,
the proportion is increasing only to a point, with a peak at four episodes of civil war in
the post-World War II era. Political systems with higher numbers of civil wars (between
five and seven) are proportionately less likely to house terrorist groups shifting to party
politics.

68

The relationship between shifts from terrorism to party politics and the incidence of civil wars is
statistically significant (p < .001).
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Figure 19: The proportion of terrorist groups shifting to party politics

Why do terrorist groups shift to party politics in systems with significant crises as
indicated by histories with multiple incidences of civil war? The answer may be in the
initial causes and resolutions of civil wars. We observe terrorist groups in these systems
shifting to party politics as civil wars come to an end. The terrorist-groups-turned-parties
in Lebanon exemplify this type of shift. The reason for the decline in the incidence of
shifts to party politics as the number of civil wars increases may be related to
opportunity. Perhaps terrorist groups in the states with the highest frequencies of civil
wars have fewer opportunities to engage in party politics, either because the institutions
for such participation are absent or because there is insufficient time between conflicts to
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organize as political parties and engage in party politics.69 Another explanation may
relate to the legitimacy of the regimes in place between episodes of domestic conflict. In
addition to lacking longevity, they may lack legitimacy and stability. These factors,
separately or in combination, may impede the formation of political parties in these
systems.

Figure 20: Number of civil wars and the percent of terrorist groups shifting to party
politics

While there is evidence that political parties turn to terrorism in states
experiencing civil wars, a finding that is supportive of the theory presented by Weinberg,
Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008), it is perhaps even more interesting to note that terrorist
groups are more likely to turn to party politics in these same environments.

The

conditions conducive to tactical shifts from party politics to terrorism may also be
conducive to tactical shifts from terrorism to party politics. This finding suggests that

69

It is important to note one limitation of these analyses. I have accounted for the frequency of civil wars
and the presence of civil wars; however, I have not directly accounted for the duration of civil wars.
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political group adaptation, more broadly understood so as to include shifts both to and
from terrorism, may be more likely under some conditions than others and that these
conditions may be the same regardless of the direction of shift undertaken.

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A number of preliminary conclusions can be drawn from this analysis.
Descriptive statistical analyses have been generally supportive of Weinberg, Pedahzur,
and Perliger’s (2008) findings. Looking first at permissive conditions, I am able to show
that most shifts to and from terrorism take place in regimes that are partially democratic
or weakly authoritarian. Political groups with hierarchical organizational structures are
more likely to shift tactics than those with horizontal structures. Ideologies matter,
meaning that political groups with different ideologies are differently likely to turn to or
from terrorism. In particular, nationalist groups are more likely to shift tactics both to
and from terrorism, while right-wing and religious groups are considerably less likely to
abandon violent tactics.
Despite these findings, many questions are raised. If regime type is relevant to
explaining tactical shifts, then why is the relationship between the type of regime and
tactical shifts consistently shown to be lacking in statistical significance? Perhaps regime
type is only relevant under certain conditions, for certain political groups, or in
combinations with other explanatory factors. Perhaps a better treatment for regime type
would be as a control factor rather than as an explanatory factor, as Brathwaite does.
Furthermore, if a hierarchical organizational structure is important for explaining
shifts to and from terrorism, then why do one in five groups shift tactics despite having
horizontal organizational structures. More to the point, what can be learned about the
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ways in which organizational structure influences not only the propensity for a political
group to shift tactics, but also the propensity for a political group to add tactics rather
than substitute tactics? In other words, are hierarchically-organized groups more likely to
become violent political parties, participating both in terrorism and party politics?
Moreover, if ideology matters, what are the statistical tests telling us? Why are
nationalistic and right-wing ideologies tied to tactical shifts but not left-wing or religious
ideologies? What can be taken away from the analysis regarding left-wing terrorist
groups, the groups making up the largest proportion of terrorist groups and the groups
with the highest frequency of shifts to and from terrorism? Statistical tests show that leftwing ideology is not related to the likelihood of shifts form terrorism to party politics.
What about religious groups? The relationship between religious ideology and tactical
shifts is consistently lacking in significance. However, the evidence shows that once a
religious group uses terrorism, it is very unlikely to shift to party politics. This is an
interesting finding that needs to be further examined, especially in light of the
increasingly religious nature of modern-day terrorist groups. Perhaps the culprit is small
numbers, or perhaps religious ideology is not related to the likelihood of a tactical shift.
Further analysis is needed in order to understand the interaction between ideology and
shifts to and from terrorism.
Perhaps the answer is in the interaction of these factors; perhaps each of the
permissive factors identified by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger matters, but only in
combination. How can we disaggregate the contributions of these explanatory factors,
which are shown through descriptive statistics to have higher frequencies among groups
undertaking shifts to and from terrorism?
The precipitating factors identified by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger are more
tenuously supported. I am able to find support for the relevance of democratization to
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tactical shifts, but this support is fragile. It seems that democratization, like democracy,
provides only a partial answer for tactical shifts. And, more to the point, the answer
seems to be that democratization is tied to shifts to terrorism as much so or even more so
than it is to shifts to party politics. Why would we expect to find increases in the resort to
terrorism coinciding with increases in democracy?

Analyses of regime crises provide

similarly counterintuitive results. A state that experiences a crisis such as state failure,
anarchy, and civil war, each of which is an approximate indicator of a crisis of
disintegration and legitimacy, and in some cases a precursor of subsequent integration, is
also more likely to be home to political groups that shift tactics. What is quite interesting
in these cases is that the findings are in some ways the opposite of those expected. Both
types of shifts take place in regimes experiencing crises; however, the frequency of
political groups shifting to party politics in states experiencing these crises is higher than
the frequency of groups shifting to terrorism. Another point of interest is the finding that
relatively few of the countries housing political groups that shift to or from terrorism
have these crises. How can we explain the cases of groups undertaking these shifts
without the precipitating crises or without the precipitating democratization? What is
missing in these explanations? The exploration of many of these questions is the subject
to which this analysis now turns.

PREVIEW OF PART III
In the three empirical chapters that follow, I answer many of these questions. In
Chapter Four, I examine the presence of regional variations in the strategic use of violent
and nonviolent tactics.

This chapter allows me to take a look within the regions,

identifying trends that may explain the differences in tactical shifts undertaken by
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political groups operating in places like Latin America and the advanced democracies.
In Chapter Five, I delve further into the question of regime type. I examine trends with
regard to shifts to and from terrorism and the interaction between these shifts and regime
characteristics. In Chapter Six, I address the relevance of group-level factors, dealing in
particular with questions related to organizational structure and group ideology.
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PART III: THREE LEVELS OF ANALYSIS
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Chapter Four
The Geography of Strategic Violence: Regional and Temporal
Variations in Shifts to and from Terrorism70

Many terrorist groups have turned to party politics, either creating or becoming
political parties in an effort to incorporate legitimate party politics into their strategic
repertoires. Similarly, a sizeable number of political parties have turned to terrorism,
forming ties with terrorist groups and sometimes becoming terrorist groups in order to
pursue political objectives through violent means. Turning to or from terrorism is one
type of shift in tactics. Many political groups undertake these shifts, turning either from
party politics to terrorism or from terrorism to party politics, and frequently engaging in
both tactics simultaneously. These shifts take diverse forms and occur in all parts of the
world. Are shifts to or from terrorism more likely to occur in some places and at some
times than others? If so, what are the most probable explanations for these variations? If
shifts between terrorism and party politics are clustered across time and space, are
explanations for these shifts also clustered across space and time? In other words, are
there different explanations for shifts taking place in different places and at different
times? If not, what are the implications of this finding for the construction of a general
theory that has explanatory power across space and time? In this chapter I study shifts to
and from terrorism across geographic space and over time.

70

An earlier version of this chapter was presented at the National Convention of the Midwest Political
Science Association in Chicago, IL, April 2009. This chapter has benefited from the comments of the
discussant, members of the panel, and attendees.
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I pursue three objectives in this chapter.

The first two objectives include

determining whether there are variations in shifts to and from terrorism and, if so,
explaining why. The third objective is to explore the theoretical implications of these
findings for theorizing about these shifts in tactics.

THE PUZZLE
The diverse collection of terrorist groups and political parties that blur the lines
between participation in political violence and participation in legitimate party politics
form the backdrop for this analysis. There are many well-known examples of terrorist
groups engaging in party politics, sometimes abandoning the bullet for the ballot, and of
political parties turning to terrorism, sometimes later to return to party politics. Hamas in
the Palestinian territories and Hezbollah in Lebanon are two of the best known
contemporary examples. Each has added party politics to its strategic repertoire, and
each has done so without abandoning violence. The al-Sadr movement in Iraq, a group
of interest following its recent electoral successes, may be following a similar trajectory.
The Provisional Irish Republican Army is another well-known example. This group
abandoned terrorism in favor of participation in party politics, giving primacy to its
political wing, Sinn Fein. Basque Fatherland and Liberty (ETA), which is sometimes
compared to the IRA,71 began as a nonviolent political movement before turning to
terrorism.

Over the years, the group has supported political parties and has been

supported by political parties. Some of these parties, most notably Herri Batasuna, have
been censored and excluded from political participation for their affiliations with the
terrorist group.
71

After a long history of nonviolent resistance, the African National

See, for instance, Alonso (2004) and Sanchez-Cuenca (2007).
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Congress turned to terrorism as a response to the repressive Apartheid regime in South
Africa. Legalized in 1990, the group is now a nonviolent political party. Members of the
Shining Path always considered themselves to be members of a political party; though,
the group’s political activities were typically more terroristic in nature. The group was
effectively decapitated in 1992; however, new candidates claiming to represent the party
have surfaced after many years of inactivity.72
Political groups have undertaken shifts between terrorism and party politics at
different times and in different places. These shifts have taken place in all parts of the
world. Though some groups have shifted between party politics and terrorism in the
more distant past, their occurrence is most obvious during the span of the last fifty years.
There is diversity with regard to the contexts within which these shifts have taken place.
There is also diversity in the types of shifts that have been undertaken and in the types of
groups that have undertaken these shifts. When it comes to understanding the reasons
why political groups turn to and from terrorism, it is important to understand the extent to
which these shifts are similar or different across space and time. Can lessons taken from
groups operating in one region be applied to an understanding of groups operating in
other regions? Can an understanding of political groups operating at a given point in
time be applied to groups operating at different times? It is important to determine
whether shifts between terrorism and party politics in the newer democracies of Latin
America can be explained by the same factors as shifts occurring in the advanced
democracies of Europe. It is also important to establish whether the reasons that these
political groups undertake these shifts are similar to or different from the reasons that
72 As reported in the news during Fall 2010: MSNBC, September 30, 2010
<http://msnbc.msn.com/id/39444795/ns/world_news-americas>, and FoxNews, June 21, 2010
<http://www.foxnews.com/world/2010/06/21/followers-jailed-shining-path-leader-want-participateregional-elections-peru/>.
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political groups operating elsewhere, such as in the Middle East and North Africa,
undertake the same types of shifts. To what extent can an understanding of the African
National Congress be used to enhance an understanding of Hamas? Can lessons learned
from competing political groups in Northern Ireland, many of which have been involved
in both terrorism and party politics, be applied to an understanding of the political groups
competing in Lebanon? In other words, what can these cases tell us about the potential
trajectory of other groups working at the intersection of party politics and political
violence? What can we learn from groups that have shifted between terrorism and party
politics in the past that can help us understand groups undertaking these shifts more
recently, such as the al-Sadr movement in Iraq, or groups that are recently receiving
renewed attention, such as the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt? Alternatively, is the
tactical decision-making of political groups bound by the context within which the groups
are based to the point that explanations for their shifts to and from terrorism are not
applicable beyond their neighborhoods? We may ask whether it is reasonable to offer
general theories to explain shifts to terrorism and shifts from terrorism, or whether
different theories are more appropriate for dealing with the diversity of shifts and the
diversity of contexts within which these shifts take place.
Using the above observations and questions as a starting point, I ask and answer
two questions: Do shifts to and from terrorism vary across time and space? If so, how
can these variations be explained? I use the answers to these two questions to address a
third question: What are the implications of these findings for theorizing about shifts
between terrorism and party politics?
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TIME AND SPACE
This project draws on multiple sources of data, including information on political
parties and terrorist groups operating between 1900 and 2005. The data is disaggregated
in order to study variations across time and place. The timing of shifts between terrorism
and party politics is recorded, as are the location of these shifts. The locations of terrorist
groups that do not shift to party politics are also documented.

The timing: When shifts take place
The dataset used in this analysis includes information on political groups
operating at some point between 1900 and 2005. The largest number of political groups
shifting between terrorism and party politics has done so at some point during the fifty
years between 1955 and 2004. This span of time covers the most recent historical
contexts and allows for the identification of contemporary trends in the formation of
linkages between political parties and terrorist groups.
Variations across time are assessed through an analysis of the years in which
shifts between terrorism and party politics have taken place. In cases in which a single
group undertakes multiple shifts of the same type, the first such shift is documented. For
instance, when a terrorist group creates a political party and then becomes a political
party, the year of the first shift is recorded. When a single group undertakes multiple
shifts of different types, then the years of each shift are recorded separately. For instance,
two separate shifts are documented for political parties that undergo life-cycle
transformations, transitioning from political parties into terrorist groups and then
remaking themselves as political parties.
The analysis of variations over time begins with a look at when shifts between
terrorism and party politics have taken place. The period under consideration in the
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analysis of variations over time and space includes the years between 1955 and 2004.
These fifty years have been divided into ten-year time periods: 1955-1964, 1965-1974,
1975-1984, 1985-1994, and 1995-2004. The decision to divide the data in this way
serves two purposes. First, this breakdown provides a neat division of a fifty year period
of time into five equal time periods. Second, this division facilitates a grouping of cases,
allowing for an analysis of changes over time while smoothing some of the sporadic yearto-year variations in the frequencies of shifts.73 The frequencies of shifts to and from
terrorism are calculated for each of these ten-year periods.

The space: Where shifts take place
The analysis of variations across space is approached through the identification of
regions. Variations across space are studied though an analysis of clusters of countries,
many of which are home to groups that shift between terrorism and participation in party
politics. This is the study of regional variations.74
Studying regional variations requires borrowing to some extent from the field of
geography. Classifying states into regions often involves a designation based at least in
part on physical geography. One of the most obvious ways to look for regional variations
begins with the grouping of countries into regions according to their physical locations.
Based on this classification, states that are located in relatively close proximity to each
other are identified as belonging to the same region. As an example, countries in South
America might be grouped together on the basis of physical location, while countries in
73

Data on shifts from terrorism to party politics for the years prior to 1954 includes cases as early as the
mid-1800s. The dataset also includes information on some of the shifts that have taken place after 2004.
Shifts after 2004 cannot be grouped into a complete ten-year period. I offer the frequencies of shifts
occurring prior to 1955 and after 2004 for comparative purposes.
74 A second approach to answering this question involves the study of space, taking into account
geographical distance rather than borders. This is the study of spatial variations.
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North America might be grouped together for the same reason. This type of designation
is not without problems. For instance, in what regional classification would Panama
belong? Is Panama part of North America or South America or both? How should
Turkey be labeled? What about the Ukraine? Where is the line drawn between Europe
and Asia? In some cases, basing regional designations solely on physical location makes
it difficult to determine where one region ends and another begins. More importantly,
basing classifications on physical location ignores other, perhaps more meaningful,
designations, which may be accounted for by drawing insights from cultural, political,
and developmental geography.
Regions may be distinguished on the basis of a shared culture. This classification
removes some of the stricter physical limitations associated with location and helps in
determining the boundaries of regional groupings, even if these regional groupings are
formed initially on the basis of physical location. Countries located in relatively close
proximity often share cultural commonalities, which are influenced by shared histories,
traditions, and customs. These features may be associated with the formation of similar
norms and expectations with regard to government and politics. Designating regions on
the basis of cultural commonalities will most often capture physical geography as well,
given the physical proximity often associated with a shared culture, while also facilitating
the drawing of boundaries based on cultural similarities. A grouping based on culture
can help with classifying Panama, which is often identified as part of Latin America,
along with other parts of Central America and, arguably, Mexico. This type of grouping
of countries into regional designations is slightly less obvious when dealing with
countries such as the Ukraine, which is culturally divided. This type of grouping is also
less useful for classifying Turkey, which is located at the intersection of two cultural
groups. What is more, it may be difficult to differentiate the culture from the political
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culture. Turkey sits at the intersection not only of the West and the Islamic world, but
also at the intersection of a relatively more secular and democratic region and a less
secular, less democratic region. Turkey’s democracy and secular policies may place it in
one category, while its dominant religion may place it in another. What about differences
in levels of development? In this sense, is Turkey more European or more Middle
Eastern? The features that are most relevant when it comes to classifying Turkey likely
will remain a topic for continued debate.
As this example suggests, regions also can be distinguished according to the
political regimes and economies of countries. It is not surprising that countries with
similar political regimes and levels of economic development are often located in
geographic proximity to each other. In many cases, states with similar regime types also
share similar cultures. This is especially true to the extent that culture is a reflection of
shared historical legacies and traditions, which may also have an influence on or coincide
with political or economic development. And, to the extent that economic development
is tied to the development of political regimes, comparisons among these factors may
produce a number of coincidences among neighboring countries. Moreover, countries
located in geographic proximity to each other often have similar experiences with
political and economic development; they can be expected to share some cultural
similarities. In other words, one can expect to find a relationship between physical,
cultural, political, and developmental designations. These factors help to establish the
boundaries of regions.
The variety of geographical classifications can be tied to a variety of explanatory
factors. Theories of diffusion draw on physical geography. Theories associated with the
relevance of culture correspond to designations based on cultural geography. Theories
associated with types and levels of development, whether political or economic, are
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related to designations based on political and developmental geography, respectively.
Each of these factors can also be tied to theories of political change, including theories
regarding innovation through diffusion, the role of culture, the influence of institutions,
and the impact of structures. In order to test for regional variations without taking an a
priori stand on the relevance of a variety of explanatory factors, it may be necessary to
consider a combination of physical, cultural, political, and economic factors in the
designation regional groupings.75
Moreover, while there may be internal diversity within geographic regions and
among states sharing similar cultures, levels of economic development, and political
institutions, the assumption underlying an analytically useful regional grouping is that the
states within a region are more similar to each other than they are to states grouped
together in other regional classifications. A regional classification that accounts for
cultural, political, and economic factors will help to ensure that variations within regions
are less significant than variations between regions.
For the purposes of this analysis, states are assigned a regional label that is
consistent with the Minorities at Risk (MAR) Project’s designations for regions. The
MAR Project groups countries into six regions. Countries included in each regional
grouping share characteristics with regard to geographic proximity, cultural
commonality, and political development.76

Although economic development is not

explicitly taken into account, one can expect to find correlations between physical
location, political regime type, and levels of economic development. The six regional
designations recognized by MAR include Western democracies and Japan, Latin America
75

Avoiding this a priori stand on the potential explanations for shifts to and from terrorism is important
given the possibility that clusters of cases of shifts may be explained differently.
76 Although economic development is not explicitly taken into account by the MAR designations for
regions, some correlations between regime type and economic development can be expected.
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and the Caribbean, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), Asia, Sub-Saharan
Africa, and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. Alternative designations for
regions include the Major Episodes of Political Violence (MEPV) and Conflict Regions
1946-2006 coding and Samuel Huntington’s classifications of civilizations. The MAR
coding is simpler than the MEPV coding, which has nine regional designations. Dividing
cases into nine regions rather than six regions leaves many regions and many time
periods with relatively few cases, an outcome that is problematic for statistical analysis.
The MAR designations are also more appropriate for this analysis than the MEPV
coding, which excludes North America and divides the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) into separate regions. Moreover, the MAR designations correspond nicely to
Huntington’s civilizations without being driven exclusively by cultural differences
(Huntington 1993, 1996).
Each political group is assigned to a region in accordance with MAR
classifications. When a country was not included in the MAR dataset, physical location
and cultural characteristics were considered in the designation of a regional classification.

REGIONS
The study of linkages between political parties and terrorist groups involves the
analysis of two distinct types of shifts. One type of shift occurs when a terrorist group
turns to party politics. This shift typically takes one of two forms, with terrorist groups
either creating or becoming political parties. A separate type of shift occurs when
political parties turn to terrorism. This type of shift occurs when a political party or a
faction of a political party supports, creates, or becomes a terrorist group. Examples of
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each of these types of shifts can be found in diverse locations around the world and at
different points in time over the last several decades.
The datasets used in this analysis include information on 445 terrorist groups.
The Political Parties dataset contains information on 94 confirmed instances in which
political parties have initiated ties with terrorist groups. Transitions of this type have
occurred in 42 countries located in all six MAR regions included in this analysis. These
include eleven countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, nine separate entities in the
MENA region, eight countries among the Western democracies and Japan, eight
countries in Asia, five countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, and one country in Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union.
Most cases of tactical shifts involving political parties forming ties with terrorist
groups have occurred in Latin America and the Caribbean (30 cases), the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) (26 cases), and the Western democracies and Japan (twenty
cases). Fewer shifts from party politics to terrorism have taken place in Asia (eleven),
Sub-Saharan Africa (six), and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union (one).
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Table 2: Shifts from Party Politics to Terrorism
Regions, countries, and the number of parties*
Asia
Middle East and North Africa
Bangladesh (1)
Algeria (4)
Cambodia (1)
Egypt (1)
India (2)
Iran (2)
Indonesia (1)
Iraq (1)
Pakistan (2)
Jordan (1)
Philippines (1)
Lebanon (8)
Sri Lanka (2)
Palestinian National Authority (3)
Thailand (1)
Syria (2)
Turkey (4)

Easetern Europe and the former Soviet
Union
Romania (1)

Sub-Saharan Africa
Angola (1)
Ethiopia (1)
Malawi (1)
South Africa (2)
Zimbabwe (1)

Latin America and the Caribbean
Argentina (6)
Brazil (6)
Chile (3)
Colombia (3)
El Salvador (3)
Guatemala (1)
Mexico (2)
Peru (1)
Uruguay (2)
Venezuela (3)

Western Democracies and Japan
Australia (1)
France (2)
Italy (3)
Japan (2)
Northern Ireland (1)
Portugal (1)
Spain (9)
USA (1)

* The above listing includes all documented cases of political parties that have turned
to terrorism in the dataset. The earliest case documented in the dataset (19002004) occurred in 1930 in Romania. The latest recorded instance in which a
political party turned to terrorism occurred in Algeria in 1997. The central
tendencies for the shift years are centered on 1970-1971. The median shift year is
1970; the mode is 1971. The average shift year is 1970.9. Political parties that
may have turned to terrorism after 2004 are not included in the above listing.
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Instances of shifts to terrorism are also disaggregated according to the year of the
shift, or the year in which a linkage between a political party and a terrorist group was
formed. These dates are recorded as the year of the shift (shift year). Shift years are
grouped into seven time periods. There are thirteen documented shifts to terrorism
between 1955 and 1964, forty-six shifts between 1965 and 1974, twenty-two shifts
between 1975 and 1984, seven shifts between 1985 and 1994, and one shift between 1995
and 2004. Four shifts from party politics to terrorism occur prior to 1955; no shifts are
recorded as having occurred after 2004.77 The most comparable groupings are those
accounting for ten-year periods. Grouping cases into ten-year spans helps to round out
the curve and identify periods of higher and lower numbers of tactical shifts.
The Terrorist Groups dataset includes information on 59 instances in which
terrorist groups have initiated ties with political parties. These include cases in 29
countries located in all six MAR regions. With seventeen cases, or close to thirty percent
of the total number of cases, the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) has been home
to more instances of terrorist groups initiating ties with political parties than any other
region. The MENA region is also conspicuous for the unique concentration of shifts,
with these seventeen shifts occurring in only four countries. Nearly as many shifts are
found in Latin America and the Caribbean, with sixteen shifts occurring in eleven
countries.

Eight shifts from terrorism to party politics took place in four Western

democracies; two shifts took place in Japan. Ten shifts to party politics also took place in

77 The dataset used in this analysis includes information on a few cases of terrorist groups that have turned
to party politics after 2004. Because of the focus on a limited time period (1955-2004) and because data is
still being collected on the period following 2004, these cases are excluded from much of this analysis.
There are no cases of political parties turning terrorism documented after 2004.
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six Asian countries. Five shifts are documented in two countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Only one shift took place in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union—in Romania.
Grouping cases of shifts from terrorism to party politics, one shift occurred
between 1955 and 1964, seven shifts occurred between 1965 and 1974, ten shifts
occurred between 1975 and 1984, twenty-one shifts occurred between 1985 and 1994,
and eleven shifts occurred between 1995 and 2004. Three shifts took place in the period
prior to 1955. Five shifts from terrorism to party politics are documented in the period
after 2004.78
Table 3: Shifts from Terrorism to Party Politics
Regions, countries, and the number of terrorist groups*
Asia
Middle East and North Africa
Bangladesh (1)
Algeria (3)
India (4)
Lebanon (4)
Indonesia (1)
PNA/Palestine (7)
Pakistan (1)
Turkey (2)
Philippines (1)
Sri Lanka (2)
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union
Romania (1)

Sub-Saharan Africa
Angola (4)
South Africa (1)

Latin America and the Caribbean
Brazil (1)
Chile (1)
Colombia (4)
Ecuador (1)
El Salvador (2)
Guatemala (2)
Honduras (1)
Mexico (1)

Western Democracies and Japan
France (1)
Germany (1)
Japan (2)
Northern Ireland (4)
Scotland (1)
USA (1)

78

Information is being collected on shifts taking place after 2004. Because the period from 2004 to the
present covers a shorter period of time than earlier time periods, it is not directly comparable with the
earlier ten-year time periods.
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Nicaragua (1)
Uruguay (1)
Venezuela (1)
* The above listing includes all documented cases of terrorist groups that have turned
to party politics included in the dataset. The earliest shift from terrorism to party
politics took place in 1937 in Romania. Several shifts have occurred in 2005,
including terrorist groups turning to party politics in Indonesia, Mexico, and the
Palestinian territories. The central tendency of the shift years from terrorism to
party politics is less concentrated than the central tendency for shifts from party
politics to terrorism. The average shift year is 1986. The median shift year is 1990.
The year with the highest number of shifts is 2005. The standard deviation of the
shift years is nearly 15, meaning that the mode is just above the range covered by
the standard deviation.

VARIATIONS ACROSS SPACE AND TIME
Are there variations across space and time in shifts to and from terrorism?
Looking first at the frequencies of shifts over time, it is clear that there are variations.
The frequencies of shifts are not constant over time, nor are they sporadically increasing
or decreasing across time. For cases of terrorist groups turning to party politics during
the fifty year period between 1955 and 2004, the distribution of shifts approximates a
bell-shaped curve. The curve is centered on 1990, which is the median shift year. The
peak of this curve is slightly higher than might be expected in comparison with the
frequencies of shifts in the years leading up to and following the latter 1980s and early
1990s. This sharp increase and subsequent decrease may be suggestive of the presence of
a catalyst that encouraged strategic adaptation during this period of time. It is important
to note that the shape of this curve depends in part on the frequencies of shifts after 2004.
Because 2005 is the year with the highest number of shifts from terrorism to party
politics, it is possible that the shape of this curve will change significantly in the years to
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come. This may be due to the large number of shifts taking place in 2005, as well as to
the unknown number of shifts that will take place between 2005 and 2014 and afterward.
The period prior to 1954 covers a much longer time span than any other period (1900 to
1954). With only three shifts from terrorism to party politics documented as having
occurred during this earlier period of time, the left-hand side of the curve is consistent
with the shape of the bell curve.

Figure 21: Terrorist Groups Turning to Party Politics
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Figure 22: Political Parties Turning to Terrorism

A look at variations across time in shifts from party politics to terrorism reveals a
similarly-shaped distribution; although, some differences are notable between the two
types of shifts. First of all, the spike in the number of shifts from party politics to
terrorism occurs two decades earlier than the spike in the number of shifts from terrorism
to party politics. The central tendencies for the frequencies of political parties turning to
terrorism are centered on 1970-1971. The year with the highest number of political
parties turning to terrorism is 1971. The median shift year is 1970; the mean shift year is
closest to 1971. As with the spike in the occurrence of terrorist groups turning to party
politics, the spike among political parties turning to terrorism is slightly higher than
might be expected. Second, as with the frequency of shifts among terrorist groups
turning to party politics, the spike in frequencies of political parties turning to terrorism is
higher than would be expected with a bell-shaped distribution. For political parties
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turning to terrorism, this increase is noticeably higher than the increase observed among
terrorist groups turning to party politics. Putting the comparison in numerical terms, the
increase is 254% for political parties turning to terrorism as compared to an increase of
91% for terrorist groups turning to party politics. The decrease in the number of shifts in
the subsequent time period is only slightly more dramatic, with the number of shifts
among political parties turning to terrorism decreasing by 52% while the number of shifts
among terrorist groups turning to party politics decreases by 48%. Also unlike the cases
of terrorist groups turning to party politics, the incidence of political parties turning to
terrorism drops off in the 1990s, with no new cases in more than a decade. These
observations suggest the presence of a catalyst for shifts from party politics to terrorism,
which had a concentrated effect during the ten years centered on 1970-1971. In addition,
while there is no way to predict the future, differences in the frequencies of shifts suggest
that the incidence of political parties turning to terrorism may have run their course,
while instances of terrorist groups turning to party politics may continue to occur in the
future.
Shifting the focus to variations across geographic space, it is clear that some
regions have many more terrorist groups than others. The Western democracies and
Japan have the highest number of terrorist groups (n = 162), followed by Latin America
and the Caribbean (n = 106) and the Middle East and North Africa (n = 99). With a
count of nearly fifty, Asia has half as many terrorist groups as Latin America and the
Caribbean and the Middle East and North Africa and fewer than a third as many as the
Western democracies and Japan. Far fewer terrorist groups are found in Sub-Saharan
Africa (n = 18) and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union (n = 5).
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Figure 23: Number of terrorist groups79
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Looking at shifts from terrorism to party politics, it is apparent that there are
variations across geographic space. It is also apparent that the percentages of terrorist
groups shifting to party politics are not proportional to the numbers of terrorist groups
operating in each region. Most of the shifts occur in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) and in Latin America and the Caribbean. Although the Western democracies
and Japan have the highest numbers of terrorist groups, states in this region have far
fewer cases of shifts from terrorism to party politics. Only nine terrorist groups operating
in this region are documented as shifting from terrorism to party politics. This is just
over five percent of the terrorist groups that have operated in this region.

The

percentages are quite different for Latin America and the Caribbean, where just over
fifteen percent of terrorist groups have turned to party politics, and for the MENA region,
79

The figure shown here was created with the help of research assistance made available through the
TIGER Lab at the University of Texas at Austin.
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where closer to twenty percent of terrorist groups have made this transition. Asia has an
even higher proportion of terrorist groups that have turned to party politics, at twenty-two
percent (eleven out of 49 groups). The numbers of terrorist groups that have turned to
party politics are much smaller in Sub-Saharan Africa and in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union; although, the percentages in comparison with the total numbers of
terrorist groups are quite high. More than 27% of terrorist groups in Sub-Saharan Africa
(n = 5) turned to party politics. Although, only one group in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union has made the transition from terrorism to party politics, this is
equivalent to twenty percent of the total number of terrorist groups in this region.
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Figure 24: Number of terrorist groups turning to party politics80

Shifting the focus to political parties that turn to terrorism, variations are again
apparent across regions. Eighty-six political parties have had documented linkages with
terrorist groups. Several political parties engage in more than one shift to terrorism,
supporting or creating more than one terrorist group. These multiple linkages typically
occur at different times in the party’s life span. Eighty-six parties are responsible for 94

80

The figure shown here was created with the help of research assistance made available through the
TIGER Lab at the University of Texas at Austin.
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shifts to terrorism. Ninety-two of these party-terror linkages are assigned a regional
designation.81
The frequencies of political parties turning to terrorism vary across regions. The
lowest frequency is found in the Western democracies and Japan, where only eleven
percent of the terrorist groups have had party-initiated linkages to party politics. This can
be compared with the highest frequency of such linkages, which is found in Sub-Saharan
Africa (33%). Latin America and the Caribbean and the MENA region have similar
frequencies of party-initiated shifts (28% and 26%, respectively).

Figure 25: Terrorist Groups with Party-initiated Linkages

81 Some linkages between political parties and terrorist groups are international in nature. When the
activities of these groups span more than one regional classification, they are not assigned a regional
designation. They are instead classified as international. Such groups are a minority of terrorist groups and
of political parties with terror linkages.
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In addition to variations across regions, interesting insights can be made when
comparing party-initiated party-terror linkages and terrorist-initiated party-terror
linkages. First, the frequency of party-initiated linkages is higher in most cases than the
frequency of terrorist-initiated linkages. In other words, cases in which political parties
turn to terrorism are more numerous than those in which terrorist groups turn to party
politics. This is true around the world and across regions with the exception of Eastern
Europe and the Former Soviet Union.82
While this is true, the differences are not uniform. In the Western democracies
and Japan, the numbers of shifts from terrorism to party politics are considerably higher
than the numbers of shifts from party politics to terrorism. Nearly twice as many partyterror linkages are the result of political parties turning to terrorism in the West and Japan
(n = 18) as compared to cases of terrorist groups turning to party politics (n = 10). This is
a small percentage of the total number of terrorist groups operating in this region. The
proportions of shifts to terrorism and shifts from terrorism are comparable in Latin
America, with nearly twice as many cases of political parties turning to terrorism. In the
MENA region, the number of political parties turning to terrorism is approximately 150%
of the number of terrorist groups turning to party politics. The frequencies of parties
turning to terrorism are closely matched to the frequencies of terrorist groups turning to
party politics in Asia (n = 11), Sub-Saharan Africa (n = 6), and Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union (n = 1).
Second, a larger number of countries have had cases of political parties turning to
terrorism than have had cases of terrorist groups turning to party politics. At the same
82

In Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, two shifts took place: a political party turned to
terrorism and a terrorist group turned to party politics. In both cases, these shifts took place prior to the
Second World War and prior to the formation of the Soviet Union. These shifts are outside of the time
period that is at the focus of this analysis. Both of these shifts occurred in Romania.
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time, most of the countries that are home to groups undertaking one type of shift are also
home to groups undertaking the opposite type of shift. Almost all of the countries with
cases of terrorist-initiated party-terror linkages are also home to instances of partyinitiated party terror linkages.

The few exceptions are in Latin America (Ecuador,

Honduras, and Nicaragua) and the West (Germany), where terrorist groups turn to party
politics without corresponding instances of political parties turning to terrorism. The
most obvious differences within regions regarding the occurrences of party-terror
linkages are in the Western democracies, the MENA region, and Sub-Saharan Africa. In
each of these regions, several countries have had cases of political parties turning to
terrorism, but not cases of terrorist groups turning to party politics.83
What is more interesting is the coincidence of the opposing types of shifts within
most countries. Most of the countries with documented party-terror linkages have seen
both types of shifts. Of 45 countries with party-terror linkages, twenty-eight countries
(62%) are home to political parties turning to terrorism and terrorist groups turning to
party politics. This is particularly interesting to the extent that different political groups
turning to and from terrorism under the same conditions may provide support for theories
suggesting that political groups shift tactics as a competitive response to the activities of
their political opponents. Theories such as these have been applied to the study of suicide
terrorism,84 but are new to the study of party-terror linkages.

83

In the MENA region, Egypt, Iran, Jordan, and Syria have cases of political parties turning to terrorism,
but not of terrorist groups turning to party politics. The same is true of Ethiopia, Malawi, and Zimbabwe in
Sub-Saharan Africa and Australia, Italy, Portugal, and Spain in the West.
84 See, for instance, Bloom 2005.
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Table 4: Comparing the numbers of terrorist groups and party-terror linkages

Latin
Western
America
Democracies
and the
and Japan
Caribbean
Terrorist
groups
Linkages
initiated by
parties
(percent of
terrorist
groups)
Linkages
initiated by
terrorist
groups
(percent of
terrorist
groups)

MENA

Asia

SubSaharan
Africa

Eastern
Europe
and the
Former
Soviet
Union

162

106

99

49

18

5

18
(11%)

30
(28%)

26
(26%)

11
(22%)

6
(33%)

1
(20%)

10
(6%)

16
(15%)

17
(17%)

10
(20%)

5
(28%)

1
(20%)

Combining the analysis of space and time provides a more sophisticated picture of
variations in shifts to and from terrorism. The analysis that follows addresses shifts from
terrorism to party politics and shifts from party politics to terrorism separately for the
purpose of identifying trends in the formation of these shifts.

FROM TERRORISM TO PARTY POLITICS
An analysis of shifts from terrorism to party politics disaggregated on the basis of
the timing and location of these shifts shows that there are variations in the occurrences
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of these shifts both over time and across space. The figure below shows variations across
time and space.

Figure 26: Number of terrorist groups turning to party politics across time and space
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It is apparent that the timing of shifts varies between some, but not all regions.
Shifts from terrorism to party politics peak two decades earlier in the Western
democracies and Japan than in Latin America and the Caribbean, the MENA region,
Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa. This observation helps to tell an interesting story. In
terms of physical geography, the regional classification that includes the Western
democracies and Japan spans the globe, including countries situated within three out of
four hemispheres.

Development and democratization occurred earlier and more

completely in states in this region than elsewhere. One key identifying feature of this
region is its concentration of advanced democracies. In fact, states are classified as
belonging to this region more on the basis of political regime type than on the basis of
physical location. Political regimes in this region are institutionalized. In most cases,
democracy is the only game in town and political party systems are established. This is
also the region with the highest level of economic development. Earlier shifts between
terrorism and party politics in the West and Japan could be explained in part by the
earlier democratization of states in this region. The relatively low number of shifts
between terrorism and party politics that took place in this region as compared to other
regions could be explained by the institutionalized political systems, the presence of
advanced democratic regimes, and the relatively high levels of economic development.
Many of the groups that could use terrorism in an effort to achieve political goals have
other tactical options in the Western democracies and in Japan.
Moreover, the timing of many of the shifts that have taken place in the West and
Japan corresponds to civil rights movements. Of the ten documented shifts to party
politics, four occurred between 1965 and 1974. Three of the four terrorist groups were
paramilitary groups using terrorism and engaging in party politics in Northern Ireland.
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The fourth—the Black Panther Party—operated in the United States. These four shifts
took place during the ten-year period representing the peak in shifts in this region.
The countries in Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union also differ from
those in Latin America, the MENA region, Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa.

These

countries have had comparatively little experience with terrorist groups and even less
experience with terrorist groups turning to party politics.

Many political groups

employing violence in this region have done so with tactics other than terrorism.
Political parties in the former Yugoslav states, for instance, participated in the break-up
of Yugoslavia and the contest for control over former Yugoslav territories through armed
conflict in the context of civil war rather than through tactics typically recognized as
terrorism. In fact, only one shift from terrorism to party politics is documented as having
taken place in the region classified as Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. This
occurred in Romania in 1937. No shift has occurred in the post-World War II era. The
most likely explanation for the difference between countries in this region and others is
the communist and totalitarian past shared by Eastern European and former Soviet states.
Excluding the regions with high concentrations of advanced democratic regimes
and former totalitarian regimes, it becomes apparent that the frequencies of shifts from
terrorism to party politics in each of the other regions either peak during, or are centered
on, the latter 1980s and early 1990s. This includes Latin America and the Caribbean, the
MENA region, Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa. The most dramatic peak in terms of the
number of shifts from terrorism to party politics occurs in Latin America and the
Caribbean. Nearly seventy percent of shifts to party politics (eleven of sixteen) took
place between 1985 and 1994. The two-decade lag in shifts to party politics between the
West and Japan and other regions may be a reflection, in part, of later democratization in
some countries in these regions. Shifts from terrorism to party politics should be more
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likely in situations in which political parties have opportunities to compete for political
power and influence political outcomes. This is more likely in states with democratic
institutions than in states with nondemocratic institutions. The lag in shifts may also be
an indicator of the relatively weak regimes and more fluid institutions found in systems in
which the rules of the game are not yet agreed upon by the majority of the players. Later
shifts could also be related to lower levels of development, which may put strains on a
society, especially in systems with weak political regimes. Another explanation for later
shifts from terrorism to party politics may be related to the interactions of great powers
during the Cold War. This may be especially evident in cases in which one or the other
of the great powers supported political groups operating in a Third World country. The
timing of the end of the Cold War corresponds to shifts from terrorism to party politics by
a large number of groups in the latter 1980s and early 1990s.
Whereas Latin America and the Caribbean experienced a dramatic spike in shifts
from terrorism to party politics, other regions saw a relatively sustained number of
terrorist groups turning to party politics both prior to the 1990s and into the new
millennium. This is especially noticeable in the Middle East and North Africa, Asia, and
Sub-Saharan Africa.

With seventeen documented shifts, the MENA region has the

highest number of these shifts. The region also has the longest experience with partyterror linkages, with shifts spanning all five of the time periods included in the analysis,
as well as the prior (pre-1955) and later (post-2005) time periods. Whereas shifts from
terrorism to party politics seem have run their course in the Western democracies and
Japan and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, these shifts are continuing in
other parts of the world.
Looking within the regions with the largest numbers of shifts also reveals
interesting trends. Although sixteen shifts from terrorism to party politics are recorded as
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having taken place in Latin America and the Caribbean, in reality, all of these shifts take
place in Latin America. Nearly as many shifts have taken place in Central America (n =
7) as in South America (n = 8). The majority of shifts to party politics in Latin America
occurred between 1985 and 1994 (69%). All of the terrorist groups that turned to party
politics in South America did so during this ten-year period of time. Latin America has
had comparatively few cases of shifts outside of this ten year period. Three of the
remaining five shifts from terrorism to party politics in Latin America occurred in the
earlier time period. All of these were in Central America. The remaining two shifts
include the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity in 1996 and the Zapatista Army of
National Liberation in Mexico in 2005. Democratization and intergroup conflict appear
to be among the issues relevant to understanding shifts from terrorism to party politics in
Latin America.
The MENA region’s seventeen shifts to party politics also peak in the years just
before and after 1990. These seventeen shifts are concentrated in four countries and one
territory. One shift took place in North Africa, the remaining sixteen take place in the
Middle East. Eleven shifts took place between Lebanon (n = 4) and the Palestinian
territories (n = 7). Two shifts take place in Turkey and one shift took place in Iraq.
Intercommunal conflict, civil war, and democratization are among the issues relevant to
understanding shifts from terrorism to party politics in the MENA region.

FROM PARTY POLITICS TO TERRORISM
Shifting the focus to political parties that turn to terrorism reveals additional
variations across time and space. As with cases of terrorist groups turning to party
politics, instances of political parties turning to terrorism can be disaggregated on the
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basis of the time in which shifts take place and the locations of these shifts. One notable
difference between the frequencies of shifts to terrorism and the frequencies of shifts to
party politics is the coincidence of peaks in the four regions with the highest numbers of
shifts. Rather than occurring two decades earlier in the Western democracies and Japan,
the highest numbers of instances of political parties turning to terrorism occured within
the same ten-year time period for political groups operating in the Western democracies
and Japan and for those operating in Latin America and the Caribbean, the MENA
region, and Asia. The peak year for each of these regions coincides with the mean,
median, and mode for years of shifts to terrorism (1970-1971). Although the peaks in
frequencies of shifts from terrorism to party politics are different for the political groups
operating in Eastern European and the former Soviet Union and Sub-Saharan Africa,
these

regions have comparatively fewer cases of terrorist groups and of shifts to

terrorism. This tells us that there are fewer variations across regions in terms of the
timing of shifts to terrorism than there are in terms of the timing of shifts to party politics.
As with cases of terrorist groups turning to party politics, Latin America has the
most dramatic increase and decrease in the frequencies of shifts to terrorism. The MENA
region also sees a dramatic increase in the frequency of political parties shifting to
terrorism during 1965-1974; however, the MENA region differs from Latin America in
its more gradual decrease in frequencies during subsequent years.
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Figure 27: Number of political parties turning to terrorism

TURNING TO THE LITERATURE
Based on the above observations, what insights can the literature offer with regard
to variations in shifts to and from terrorism? As a matter of fact, most of the literature
does not directly address questions relate to these types of shifts. This does not mean that
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relevant insights cannot be gained from the literature; rather, this means that the types of
insights that can be gained may be more closely related to explanations for variations
across time and space rather than to explanations specific to variations in shifts to and
from terrorism across time and space. This evaluation of existing theories goes part of
the way toward filling the gap between the observation of variations in shifts to and from
terrorism across time and space and an understanding of the reasons why political groups
engage in these types of shifts.
Actually, relatively little extant research is directed toward explaining why
terrorist groups turn to party politics. Even less research offers insights into cases in
which political parties turn to terrorism. Although the literature does not directly address
questions related to shifts to and from terrorism, it is still possible to garner insights
relevant to understanding these phenomena. By focusing on the insights that can be
gained from the literature with regard to variations over time and space in the incidence
of shifts to and from terrorism, it is possible to draw some conclusions regarding these
shifts.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to evaluating four areas of theory, each
of which offers insights into variations over time or across geographic space. Because
these theories typically focus on different dependent variables, hypotheses relevant to
explaining shifts to and from terrorism are derived and tested in order to assess their fit
with observations. This exercise provides information regarding which of these theories
provides the most leverage for explaining shifts to and from terrorism and, in this way,
brings the discussion a step closer to answering the two questions at the heart of this
research agenda.
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Diffusion
Theories of diffusion include a variety of processes by which ideas and
innovations spread across geographic space. Processes of diffusion generally take time
and often spread first to locations that are close in terms of proximity and local
characteristics.
Theories of diffusion draw on a variety of processes in order to explain the spread
of ideas and innovations, including contagion, emulation, competition, and learning.
Contagion is one type of diffusion (Heyman and Mickolus 1980). Whereas diffusion is
better understood as learning from others’ innovations and adapting these innovations to
fit local circumstances, contagion involves the “direct modeling” of others’ innovations
(Midlarsky, Crenshaw, and Yoshida 1980: 276; Weyland 2005: 267).85 In contrast,
emulation, competition, and learning act as “drivers of diffusion” (Gilardi 2010: 650).
Diffusion as a result of emulation occurs only after an innovation becomes perceived as
“appropriate,” whereas diffusion as a result of competition signals the recognition that an
innovation is necessary in order to remain competitive and maintain access to resources
(Gilardi 2010: 661).

Processes of diffusion involve some type of learning through

observation (Gilardi 2010: 660). This learning takes place before adaptation, or the
adoption of an innovation.
As such, theories of diffusion tie political change to the spreading and sharing of
ideas and innovations and to their purposeful adoption and adaptation. Political actors
play a role in these processes. Because processes of diffusion take time, we might expect
to observe variations in adaptation over time. Also, because ideas and innovations may
be more likely to be observed in nearby settings, one might expect for innovations to
spread first to nearby locations. Similarly, because ideas are more likely to have similar
85

Weyland (2005: 267) defines diffusion as “the adoption of the same innovation in diverse settings.”
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meanings among similar populations and because innovations are more likely to be
applicable in similar settings, one might expect for innovations from one country to be
adopted in other countries with similar cultures, institutions, or other characteristics.
Coincidentally, countries with similarities of these sorts are also likely to be located in
relatively close proximity to each other. As a result, one may expect to find processes of
diffusion to lead to clusters of innovators within neighboring geographic spaces.
Within the literature on comparative politics, theories of diffusion have been most
often applied to the adoption of policy innovations86 and to the spread of liberalism,87
democracy,88 and electoral revolutions.89 Explanations for the spread of mass protests in
the Middle East in 2011 are also likely to draw on theories of diffusion.
Although there have been fewer applications of theories of diffusion in the
terrorism literature,90 some notable exceptions provide insights into how processes of
diffusion may be at work in the spread of terrorism and the adaptation of terrorist tactics.
The diffusion debate taking place within the terrorism literature got its start nearly three
decades ago between Midlarsky, Crenshaw, and Yoshida (1980) and their critics Heyman
and Mickolus (1980). This early debate was centered on the international spread of
terrorism as a contagious process. Focusing on terrorism in Latin America and Western
Europe over a relatively short period of time (1968-1974), Midlarsky, Crenshaw, and
86

See, for instance, Orenstein (2003) and Weyland (2004).
See, for instance, a special issue of International Organization 60.4 (2006), which includes analyses of a
variety of types diffusion, including the diffusion of liberalism (Simmons, Dobbin, and Garrett; Swank; Lee
and Strang), democracy (Gleditsch and Ward), and treaties (Elkins, Guzman, and Simmons).
88 See, for example Wejnert (2005) and Brinks and Coppedge (2006).
89 One example of the application of theories of diffusion to the spread of democracy takes account of an
apparent diffusion of electoral revolutions, many of which are known as the color revolutions, which
occurred in several Eastern European and former Soviet countries. See, for example, Bunce and Wolchik
(2006, 2006, 2007). Lucan Way (2008) offers a counterargument, suggesting the relevance of structural
factors in explaining the success and failure of electoral revolutions, which is answered by Bunce and
Wolchik in 2009, a debate taking place in the pages of the Journal of Democracy.
90 Most of the explanations for terrorism draw on structural, institutional, and psychological factors.
87
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Yoshida (1980) hypothesized a hierarchical contagion effect by which “less highly
ranked units” learn from “larger, more visible, and generally more respected units” (p.
272). Although they leave some ambiguity as to whether their “units” are countries or
terrorist groups,91 they suggest that terrorist groups operating in less powerful states learn
from those operating in more powerful states. In contrast to their expectation, they find
that contagion is neither present at all times nor is it always hierarchical. Diffusion is not
found in the earlier period (1968-1971). Moreover, they describe hierarchical contagion
within Latin America and inverse hierarchical contagion between Latin America and
other parts of the world, including Western Europe.
In contrast, Heyman and Mickolus (1980: 302) point out that the original
hypothesis of hierarchical contagion is actually upheld by evidence of contagion from
Latin America to Europe. According to these scholars, the terrorist groups operating in
Latin America were the most influential terrorist groups during this period of time,
making these groups the more highly ranked units (Heyman and Mickolus 1980: 302303).92
Another application of theories of diffusion to the study of terrorism was centered
on domestic terrorism and counterterrorism policies.

Investigating contagion within

countries, Hamilton and Hamilton (1983) find that reform is less effective at stifling
terrorism than repression: “Democratic, affluent, and well-educated states seem to have
particular difficulty in reversing terrorism, whereas autocratic, poor, and uneducated
countries do not” (p. 52). Hamilton and Hamilton’s most interesting contribution to the
91

Two of the criticisms of this research are the alternation between the state-level and group-level of
analysis and the attention given to the relative influence of the country rather than the relative influence of
the terrorist groups (Heyman and Mickolus 1980).
92 There is a risk of tautology in this reasoning. Did contagion take place because the groups in Latin
America were more influential, or do the groups in Latin America appear to be more influential because of
the appearance of a contagion effect?
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diffusion debate may be their finding that the contagiousness of terrorism as a tactic is
tempered by domestic institutions and the governmental responses typically associated
with these democratic institutions.

This finding suggests that even if processes of

diffusion are at work, local context still matters.
Two more recent works bring the study of the diffusion of terrorist tactics into the
new millennium. Braithwaite and Li (2007) use spatial analysis in their contribution to
the study of the geography of terrorism. The authors identify “terrorism ‘hot spots’,” or
the neighborhoods within which transnational terrorist incidents are more likely to occur.
Drawing from the earlier literature, the authors theorize a diffusion process by which
terrorist groups operating in close proximity influence and imitate each other. They
argue further that “hot spot” neighborhoods are places in which there are more
opportunities for observation, learning, and imitation (p. 288). The authors also argue
that the clustering of terrorist activities is tied to the expectation that terrorist groups find
it easier to operate within their home countries or from neighboring countries. The
concept of “hot spots” can be applied to our understanding of groups adapting by
observing groups shifting to and from terrorism and copying these groups. We might
also expect for this to work more easily in some places than in others, in particular in
locations where opportunities to learn and innovate are available.
Making a more recent contribution to the diffusion debate, Horowitz (2010)
examines whether suicide terrorism can be understood as an innovation and whether its
adoption by political groups can be best understood as the diffusion of a tactic.
Horowitz’s contributions to the debate come from his consideration of the interrelated
nature of terrorist groups and the relevance of organizational capacity for innovation.
These considerations form the basis of his adoption capacity theory, which he applies in
order to explain why some terrorist groups adopt suicide tactics (such as al Qaeda) and
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others do not (for example, the Provisional Irish Republican Army) (p. 60-61). These
findings are robust with regard to both learning and emulation, central features of
diffusion arguments, but with the caveat that some groups, as a result of organizational
capacity, are more “open to and able to adopt” this tactic than are other groups (p. 61).
Although he contributes to the discussion of processes of diffusion, Horowitz’s main
contribution is his explanation of why some groups are better able to shift tactics than
others.
Presumably, if diffusion processes are at work, we can expect to find some
political groups copying from others. In terms of shifts between terrorism and party
politics, we would expect to find innovative political groups shifting tactics earlier. The
subset of political groups that learn or copy from these innovators will shift tactics later.
Processes of diffusion are likely to occur first within a region, affecting similar groups
operating in similar contexts. Each of these factors—similarities among groups and the
contexts within which they operate—facilitates the learning and adaptation of
innovations. Depictions of shifts between terrorism and party politics that show evidence
of earlier and later shifts within and between regions can be interpreted as providing
some evidence of diffusion.

This type of trend is expected to correspond to the

hierarchical contagion described by Midlarsky, Crenshaw, and Yoshida (1980) and
supported by Heyman and Mickolus (1980). We can expect for the ability of groups to
innovate and the suitability of particular environments for innovation to have an impact
on processes of diffusion.

Hypothesis 1 (Diffusion): Shifts between terrorism and party politics will be
clustered within states and regions and among similar political groups. There will
be evidence of earlier shifts to and from terrorism and later shifts to and from
terrorism.
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Intergroup competition
Theories about the intergroup competition suggest that competition among
political groups influences strategic decision-making and contributes to strategic
adaptation. This adaptation may result in an increase in the use of violent tactics or the
addition of participation in nonviolent party politics. Intergroup competition ties into
diffusion arguments, especially with regard to the ways in which competition encourages
innovation through learning. Bloom’s (2005) outbidding thesis holds that intergroup
competition leads to an escalation of violence, and in particular the use of suicide tactics,
among terrorist groups that are in competition for the attention of a target audience.
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger’s (2008) bidding thesis suggests that political parties
distinguish themselves from their competition by appealing to the ideological extremes,
distancing themselves from the political middle ground and the median voter. They
argue that this is most likely to happen under conditions of party system polarization. For
Brathwaite,93 the “electoral terrorist” is most likely to surface in situations in which
terrorist groups with territorial ambitions are compelled to compete against other terrorist
groups for the attention of the population they purport to represent.

Accordingly,

intergroup competition figures strongly in the transition to electoral politics.
Theories of intergroup competition help to explain the presence of clusters of
political groups shifting between terrorism and party politics. These theories can also
help explain the presence of clusters of neighboring states that are home to political
groups undertaking these shifts. This is particularly true in cases in which neighboring
states have (1) multiple competing terrorist groups, (2) polarized party systems, or (3)
territorial contests. To the extent that these features coexist among many states within a

Brathwaite develops these insights in a paper, an earlier version of which was presented at the 67th
Annual National Conference of the Midwest Political Science Association.
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region or are present in some regions, but not in others, we might expect to find regional
variations in shifts to and from terrorism. Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008)
argue, for instance, that party system polarization in Europe contributed to the incidence
of political parties turning to terrorism in states in this region (p. 19-21). Territorial
conflicts are more likely to occur in states that are home to multiple identity groups.
While these states are not concentrated within a single region, some regions have more
occurrences of these types of conflicts than others. Furthermore, it is already apparent
that some regions house more terrorist groups than others, increasing the potential pool of
groups that can shift tactics in these regions.
Theories of intergroup competition provide more leverage for explanations of
behaviors taking place within political systems than between political systems.

If

intergroup competition is at work, we can expect to see political groups shifting to or
from terrorism as a means of distinguishing themselves from other groups. These shifts
will occur within individual political systems and may not be expected to spread to
neighboring political systems.

Theories of intergroup competition can provide an

explanation for the presence of clusters of shifts to or from terrorism within states. To
the extent that groups learn and innovate through competition with other groups, theories
of intergroup competition tie in nicely with theories of diffusion.

Hypothesis 2 (Intergroup Competition): Shifts between terrorism and party
politics will be clustered within individual states. These shifts will be clustered
within regions to the extent that states within regions share similar characteristics,
which have been identified as influencing the nature of intergroup competition.
The frequencies of shifts will also be clustered over time.
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Culture
When exploring regional variations, it makes sense to take a look at theories
drawing on the explanatory power of culture. If regions are distinguished on the basis of
cultural differences and if culture matters when it comes to explaining shifts to and from
terrorism, then regional variations in the occurrence of and explanations for these shifts
may be expected.
By their nature, culture groups tend to be clustered geographically. Countries
located in the same geographic neighborhood often share some combination of
experiences, including shared histories, political regimes, and religious traditions, which
may contribute to the formulation of local customs, norms, and expectations with regard
to politics and government. Mobile populations also contribute to the spread of culture
within a geographic space.
In fact, designations for geographic regions are sometimes dependent not only on
geography, but also on culture. This is especially true at the boundaries of regions.
Taking the designations for regions used in the MAR dataset as an example, it is clear
that several geographic regions are sub-divided on the basis of culture. Northern and
Sub-Saharan Africa are divided in part on the basis of Muslim and non-Muslim religious
traditions. Europe and Asia are also divided to some extent on the basis of culture, most
obviously with the drawing of boundaries for the Middle East. Countries situated at the
edges of geographic regions, such as Turkey and much of Eastern Europe, are placed in
one or another region on the basis of characteristics related to shared cultures.
Of course, there is no assumption that cultures are uniform throughout a region.
There is tremendous internal diversity within many regions, even when culture is taken
into account in the drawing of a region’s boundaries. This is perhaps most evident within
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Sub-Saharan Africa and within Asia. At the same time, this internal diversity can be
described as less significant in comparison with external diversity.
Arguing that “culture matters” indicates a belief that political outcomes can be
explained, at least in part, by the ways in which local cultures influence political actors
and have an impact on political outcomes (Lichbach 2003). Elkins and Simeon (1979)
describe culture as “‘setting the agenda’ over which political contests occur” (p. 131). In
other words, the assumptions are that culture conditions actors, in the process influencing
government and politics, and that studying the ways in which culture does this
contributes insights into explanations for political outcomes.94 Following from this,
either different cultures produce different outcomes or similar outcomes can be explained
differently because of the different influences of local cultures.
In their work on political culture, Elkins and Simeon (1979) distinguish between
the uses of culture for description and explanation. For culture to be used for explanatory
purposes, they argue, it must be considered “in conjunction with structural features” and
it must be taken up in comparative perspective (p. 131). Accordingly, a finding of
differences in shifts to and from terrorism across regions that are designated so as to
correspond with cultural groupings might provide support for cultural arguments. On the
other hand, differences in cultures may not be the only explanation for different
outcomes. Returning to the “agenda” analogy, Elkins and Simeon hold that culture may
limit the alternatives that are placed on the “agenda,” but not the selection that is made
from this agenda: “Other factors must explain the choice of a particular element from the
subset identified in that culture” (p. 131). In short, other factors also matter.

94

Though, they ultimately find these theories to be unconvincing (1996b), Jackman and Miller (1996a)
describe theories of political culture as the belief that “[c]ultural differences drive significant elements of
political and economic life.”
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So what can culture tell us about the propensity for a political group to turn to or
from terrorism? Schwartz, Dunkel, and Waterman (2009) identify four facets of what
they refer to as “cultural identity,” which are conducive to individual-level participation
in terrorism.

These are identified by the authors as “collectivism,” “religious

absolutism,” “familism,” and a “dichotomous (‘us-versus-them’) thinking” (p. 545-546).
In fact, none of these factors is unique to a single culture; rather, they may be present
among populations living in diverse cultures and may be differently present within larger
cultural groupings. Moreover, an “us-versus-them” mentality may be derived more from
social structures than from culture.
Much of the emphasis on culture has been focused on one particular element of
culture—religion. Moreover, much of the attention that has been devoted to religion has
been directed toward Islam. Since the rise of Hezbollah and Hamas, much of the recent
literature has focused on the relationship between Islam, jihad, and suicide tactics (Israeli
1997). Noting the historically religious nature of terrorism, Philpott (2007) observes the
resurgence of religious terrorism following the secular detour of the twentieth century.
This is what Weinberg and Eubank (2010) refer to as the “fourth wave [though not the
last wave] of terrorism.”95 Among contemporary terrorists, Philpott finds that Radical
Islamic Revivalists make up the overwhelming majority (91 percent) (p. 520). Rather
than tying radicalization solely to religion, however, Philpott associates radicalization
with suppression within Arab nationalist regimes (p. 522).96 Fox (2007) also notes the
increasingly religious nature of conflict in the twenty-first century.

He finds that

conflicts are more likely to involve members of the Islamic faith than members of other
religious groups. Wade and Reiter (2007) find that the Islamic faith is correlated with the
95
96

The authors suggest that religious terrorism is the latest, not the last wave.
But, as Philpott concludes, what matters is not just “religion,” but rather “religions” (2007: 522).
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likelihood that a group will resort to suicide terrorism. Venkatraman (2007) adds that
Islamic groups, including Revivalists, find support for the use of violent tactics in their
interpretations of the Quran. With that said, it is important to keep in mind that religion
may be used as an excuse for violence, even when it is not necessarily a cause of
violence. In short, religious groups may also have political motives (Sedgwick 2004).
Wittes (2008) adds to the discussion by differentiating between types of Islamist
movements—distinguishing the nonviolent groups from the violent groups and singling
out the violent groups that participate in party politics. Wittes points out that the use of
party politics serves a purpose. Terrorist groups can use party politics as a tool to “hedge
their bets should they ever need to put away the gun” (2008: 8).
Of course, religious extremism and terrorism are not limited to Islamist groups.
Rather, groups representing other religious traditions also have records of involvement in
political violence and terrorism (Rapoport 1984; Pratt 2010; Phillips 2010; Adam, De
Cordier, Titeca, and Vlassenroot 2007). De Soysa and Nordas (2007) find that Islam is
not the best predictor of violence; rather, countries with primarily Catholic populations
are more likely to have political terror than countries with large numbers of Muslims.
Rather than focusing on Islamic groups, Adam, De Cordier, Titeca, and Vlassenroot
(2007) turn their attention to Christian militants.97 They argue against identifying Islam
or any other religion as terrorism’s “main source of inspiration” (p. 963).
In addition to the theories drawing attention to religion, the subset of cultural
theories also includes theories about “cultures of violence.” These theories offer
explanations for the higher incidence of violence in some places rather than others. It is
possible that states within some regions share norms, which are more permissive of the

97

See also Pratt (2010).
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use of violence. These norms may have roots in experiences with internal or external
repression, ongoing conflict, or higher levels of violence. They may affect several states
within a region.
Speaking in a sense to the idea of “cultures of violence,” Midlarsky, Crenshaw,
and Yoshida (1980: 296) wrote:

“For all of these instances of violence, then, the

common element may be the presence of socialized norms of nonviolent behavior which
are eroded by time and exposure to violence until violence becomes a routine and
imitable process.” Based on this, is a “culture of violence” really a cultural factor à la
Huntington’s civilizations, or is it a type of culture that can coexist with a variety of
cultures? Are cultures of violence likely to be clustered within a region? The answer to
this question appears to be in the negative. Research in this area has identified “cultures
of violence” in diverse locations, including Colombia (Waldmann 2007), Northern
Ireland (Jarman 2004), and Kashmir (Stern 2000). These are places in which a number of
terrorist groups have been known to operate and some have been known to
simultaneously engage in party politics.
The research into “cultures of violence” is also interesting in the consideration
given to comparisons of the relative influence of cultural factors and alternative
explanations.

Waldman (2007) argues that cultural factors offer more explanatory

leverage for explaining violence in Colombia than economic factors. Jarman (2004)
identifies a “wider culture of violence” in Northern Ireland. This culture is viewed as
contributing to the nature of interactions between the population, paramilitaries, and
police (p. 420). Stern (2000) explains the origins of a “culture of violence” at the IndianPakistani border as a byproduct of Pakistani support for the religious schools that train
young militants. On the other hand, there is evidence that Pakistani society is not
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uniformly supportive of these policies (Spaaij 2010), possibly indicating the presence of a
divided society or the relevance of alternative explanations other than culture.
At the same time, these explanations seem to suggest a tautology: a culture of
violence exists in societies in which the use of violent tactics is widespread.

The

relevance of culture is not falsifiable in this form.
Another stream of research avoids identifying cultures as a cause of violence,
focusing instead on cultural differences within a society as a source of conflict. One
perspective is that conflict is more likely to occur between cultural groups. Huntington
(1993, 1996) may be best known for his prediction that conflicts would occur along
civilizational fault lines, largely defined on the basis of religion. Huntington would not
be surprised to find violence, sometimes in the form of terrorism, occurring in societies
divided according to religious affiliation—Lebanon, Israel and Palestine, India, Pakistan,
and Bosnia stand out as examples. Fox (2004), who investigates the increasing role of
religion in violent conflict, finds support for Huntington’s thesis.
An opposing stream of research rebukes these arguments. Gartzke and Gleditsch
(2006) cast doubt on the connection between cultural differences and conflict, labeling
the “conventional wisdom” as mistaken wisdom.98

On the contrary, they find that

conflict is more likely to occur within culture groups than between them.
Other research seems largely to discredit the relevance of culture. Competing
explanations draw on structure and conflict. Perceptions of deprivation are found to be
the most important predictor of support for political violence in Israel, a finding that casts
doubt on the notion that religion explains support for political violence independent of
psychological factors (Canetti, Hobfoll, Pedahzur, and Zaidise 2010; Zaidise, Canetti-

98

Rather than selecting on cases of conflict, Gartzke and Gleditsch test for the likelihood of conflict.
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Nisim, and Pedahzur 2007). Looking at Thailand, Croissant (2007) ties radicalization to
relative deprivation.99 Similarly, rather than focusing on Islamism, per se, Behr and
Berger (2007) emphasize the roots of Islamist terrorism in domestic political affairs.
If culture matters, then we would expect to find some cultural groupings to be
more susceptible to shifts to and from terrorism than others. If “cultures of violence” are
present, then we may expect to find the use of violent tactics to be clustered within states
with a history of other types of violence. With regard to religion, although some of the
literature seems to anticipate a relationship between Islam and conflict, there is also a
significant body of work tying other religious traditions to the use of violence. Of course,
it is important to keep in mind where cultural theories such as these fall short. It is
counterintuitive to explain a phenomenon that takes place in all parts of the world by
drawing on explanations that are purposely designated as local or regional. There is also
what may be described as a stronger literature emphasizing the relevance of structural
factors over cultural factors, including religion, and a growing literature examining the
impact of psychological factors, some of which are derived from structures.

Hypothesis 3 (Culture): To the extent that regions represent groupings of
culturally-similar states, different regions will have different experiences with
shifts to and from terrorism. These differences will be evident in the frequencies
and types of these shifts.

Hypothesis 4 (Cultures of violence): States with histories of violent conflict will
be more likely to have terrorist groups and more likely to have groups shifting to
terrorism.
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For a dissenting perspective see Fair and Shepherd (2006). Fair and Shepherd’s findings are not entirely
consistent with the relative deprivation argument given their finding that the poorest respondents, or the
most deprived, are actually less supportive of the use of terrorism.
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Arguing that culture matters is not the same as arguing that structures and
institutions do not.100 Even when culture provides part of the explanation for political
outcomes, culture does not typically stand alone. For Hafez (2006), culture provides only
a partial explanation for the use of violence, serving as one piece in a theoretical puzzle
that also incorporates rationalist and structuralist approaches. According to Elkins and
Simeon (1979), structural, institutional, and cultural explanations are complementary
rather than competing; however, cultural explanations should be considered as secondary
to structural and institutional explanations. While these explanations are often considered
as distinct, there is overlap between them. Almond (1960) introduced culture as a type of
structure. The definition of culture also overlaps with that of institutions. Both may refer
to regularized norms of behavior; though, cultural arguments can be used to understand
why similar institutions sometimes function differently in different contexts and why
otherwise similar political groups may act and react differently in different contexts.
This leads us to the consideration of a fourth theoretical perspective.

Institutions in the terrorism literature
What becomes apparent with regard to explanations for terrorism is the relative
absence of work looking into explanations for shifts to and from terrorism. The focus has
often been on explaining other outcomes. There is a considerable volume of literature
focused on understanding the causes of terrorism or the conditions under which terrorism
is used.

There is a somewhat smaller literature devoted to explaining the end of

terrorism. In much of the literature terrorism is operationalized as terrorist attacks rather
than by the presence of terrorist groups. Moreover, much of the attention is placed on the
100

See, for instance, Elkins and Simeon (1979).
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minority of terrorist groups that operate internationally. Very little of the research is
focused on the reasons why political parties turn to terrorism or the reasons why terrorist
groups turn to party politics, two activities that are largely domestic and have nothing to
do with the number of terrorist attacks.
Even within the research on political groups that alternate between terrorism and
party politics, most of the contributions have focused on explaining something other than
the shift to or from terrorism. Neumann (2005) explains the aftereffect of a shift to
electoral politics, focusing on how this type of shift reinforced the decision to abandon
terrorism in the case of the republican movements in Northern Ireland.101 Rather than
explaining the transition to party politics, Wiegand (2009) offers an explanation for the
success of Hezbollah’s transition from armed militant group to armed political party.102
Allison (2006) also focuses on a group’s success after its transition to party politics,
finding that a group’s success as a political party is directly tied to its earlier success as
an armed group. Gunning (2004) explains “attitudes toward peace and compromise.”
These attitudes may be related to a group’s decision to turn to or from terrorism;
however, attitudes are analytically distinct from activities; explaining attitudes only takes
a researcher part of the way toward explaining a group’s decision to turn to party
politics.103 Moreover, much of this work is based on either a single case study or a
comparison of a few cases. Gunning focuses on Hamas while Wiegand focuses on
Hezbollah. Neumann studies into the Irish republican movement with a clear emphasis
on the Irish Republican Army. Allison offers the broadest analysis, looking at several
101

Two components in this explanation are intergroup dialogue and public opinion.
Wiegand based her argument for this success on a combination of strong military capabilities and group
moderation.
103 For Gunning, the explanation for moderation is a function of a combination of group-level factors,
including “changes in leadership, constituency, and political culture,” as three key factors in Hamas’
decision to moderate.
102
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former terrorist groups that turned into political parties in Central America. Because of
these limitations in the terrorism literature, much of it is not applicable to understanding
the shifts that are the focus of this research agenda.
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) offer the most thorough explanation for
why political groups shift to and from terrorism. In their work, regime type and party
system polarization figure prominently. An analysis of regime type and party systems is
first and foremost an analysis of institutions.104

These institutions are more likely

conditions conducive to shifts than causes of shifts. Whereas party system polarization is
quite difficult to measure and compare across cases, even through the use of proxy
variables, regime types are more easily measured and compared. Moreover, regime types
vary across space and over time.
The study of institutions and, in particular, regime type, fits nicely with the study
of regional variations. This is especially true to the extent that regions are defined on the
basis of political regimes, as is the case with the Western democracies and Japan, and to
the extent that regions defined either geographically or culturally also may have relatively
little variation in dominant institutional forms. The Middle East and North Africa, for
instance, is a region composed predominantly of authoritarian states. Latin America is a
region composed primarily of states that democratized over the last few decades. In the
case of postcommunist states, there is considerable variation in postcommunist political
regimes, but less variation among former communist states in terms of the presence of
terrorist groups and shifts to and from terrorism.
In short, institutions vary across states. It is possible to identify broad variations
among institutional constructs. Institutions may be correlated with a variety of factors at
104

It is important to note that while party systems are institutions, party system polarization may double as
a structural factor.
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the level of the state, including political culture, history, and level of development. The
observation of regional variations in political institutions is more likely to the extent that
states with similar cultures, histories, and levels of development are grouped within the
same regional classification.
Some research suggests that democracies will be more likely to have terrorist
groups (Eubank and Weinberg 1994);105 though, Brooks (2009: 785-786) points a
cautioning finger, highlighting the lack of consistency in findings regarding the
relationship between access to nonviolent political options and the use of terrorism. The
presence of terrorist groups is a prerequisite for the presence of shifts between terrorism
and party politics. Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) argue that weak regimes
with democratic features are more likely to be home to political groups that shift tactics.
In particular, they argue that terrorist groups will be more likely to turn to party politics
in weak democracies and less likely to do so in strong democracies or strong authoritarian
regimes.
Other research suggests that democracy and democratization might work against
terrorism (see, for instance, Briggs 2010). Most of this research is not applicable to an
understanding of shifts to and from terrorism because of its focus on terrorist incidents
and transnational terrorism rather than terrorist groups (see, for instance, Chenoweth
2010).

Hypothesis 5 (Regime type): There will be a relationship between regime types
and shifts to and from terrorism. To the extent that regime types are clustered
within regions, there will be regional variations in the frequencies of these shifts.
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See also Parker (2007) and Savun and Phillips (2009).
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TESTING THE THEORIES
Each of the four areas of theory presented above would explain variations in shifts
to and from terrorism in different ways. The hypotheses derived from each of these
theories offer a starting point for evaluating the fit of the theories to the empirical
evidence. Each is considered in turn.
Before continuing, one caveat is worth noting. The analysis below will not
provide a definitive answer as to whether each theory can explain shifts to and from
terrorism. Answers of this sort require in-depth case analysis. What is accomplished in
the analysis that follows is an assessment of whether or not the theories could offer an
explanation for variations in shifts to and from terrorism. This information can be used to
evaluate whether or not these theories are a useful starting point for further exploration of
these shifts and their causes.

Diffusion
Turning first to theories of diffusion, is there evidence to support the hypothesis
that processes of diffusion are at work when terrorist groups turn to party politics and
when political parties turn to terrorism? In other words, is there evidence that political
groups shift tactics because of the diffusion of ideas and the adaptation of innovations?
Is there evidence that political groups learn from each other? And if so, to what extent
does diffusion explain the shifts between terrorism and party politics that have occurred
around the world? In order to get a start at answering these questions, I begin with an
analysis of the five regions that have more than one shift from terrorism to party politics
occurring between 1955 and 2004.106
106

The states in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union are excluded both because the region has
only one such shift and because this shift occurred prior to the timeframe that is the focus of this analysis.
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Reviewing the distribution of shifts grouped into ten-year time periods, it is
possible to interpret the earlier spike in the frequency of shifts in the West and Japan as
evidence of early innovation. The later spikes in the MENA region, Sub-Saharan Africa,
and, most notably, in Latin America and the increased number of shifts in Asia might be
interpreted as at least partial evidence of the diffusion of this innovation within regions as
well as across regions.

The assumption underlying this interpretation is that these

innovations are undertaken first by political groups operating in the West and Japan.
These innovations are then being adapted by groups operating elsewhere in the world.
The necessary follow-up question is whether or not this interpretation makes sense. Were
the political groups operating in the West and Japan sufficiently influential so as to have
an influence on the operations of political groups in other parts of the world? What about
the diffusion of ideas and innovations between the groups operating in other parts of the
world? And, what about groups learning from each other and adapting within regions?
In order to answer both of these questions, it is necessary to trace the shifts within regions
as well as across regions.
The earliest spike in shifts from terrorism to party politics in the post-World War
II era occurs in the region designated as the West and Japan. This spike is produced by
shifts undertaken by four political groups, three in Northern Ireland and one in the United
States. The Provisional Irish Republican Army was the first terrorist group to turn to
party politics in the West in the post-World War II period. This shift took place in 1970
following the split of the original Irish Republican Army into two factions. Following
this split, the Provisional faction remained committed to violent resistance while
maintaining a political wing in the form of the Provisional Sinn Fein. The Official Irish
Republican Army, ironically the faction more interested in pursuing the political route,
turned to party politics a bit later, in 1972. Although several groups engaged in both
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terrorism and party politics in Northern Ireland in the early 1970s, it is important to note
that Sinn Fein was not born at this time. Sinn Fein and the Irish Republican Army had a
long-term association prior to these shifts. These were mature groups. The 1970s
marked the end of an era of unity within this republican organization sparked by a
disagreement about the tactics being pursued by the group. This led to a split within the
organization, the formation of two groups and a shift in party-terror tactics. The Ulster
Volunteer Force (UVF), representing the loyalist population, followed suit in 1974. The
Ulster Freedom Fighters, also loyalists, made a similar transition a few years later in
1981. These shifts may be the result of processes of diffusion within Northern Ireland
with loyalist groups learning from and copying the innovations of republican groups.
The Black Panther Party’s turn to party politics in the United States differs from
the shifts undertaken in Northern Ireland. Whereas the groups in Northern Ireland have
enjoyed some longevity, the Black Panther Party has not. The Black Panther Party,
though a party in name, did not run its own candidates for election. Rather, the party
supported a group members’ bid for the presidency under another party’s name.107 Also
unlike the groups in Northern Ireland, the Black Panther Party’s tie to nonviolent party
politics was much more tenuous and short-lived. In comparison to the centrality of
loyalist and republican movements to politics in Northern Ireland, the Black Panthers’
impact on politics in the United States was more limited. The party abandoned violence
in 1971 following Eldridge Cleaver’s unsuccessful bid for president and had relatively
little impact on politics afterward.108
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An official within the party, Eldridge Cleaver, ran for President of the United States on the Peace and
Freedom Party ticket in 1968 (Schmid and Jongman 2008: 684).
108 Schmid and Jongman (2008: 684).
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The subsequent ten year period also preceded the spike in shifts to terrorism in
other parts of the world. In addition to the Ulster Freedom Fighters in Northern Ireland,
ties were formed with political parties on the parts of the Breton Republican Army in
France and the National Socialist Action Front in Germany. It may be reasonable to
suggest that the Breton Republican Army learned from the Irish Republican Army. This
group was pursuing minority group interests in France much like the Irish Republican
Army was doing in Northern Ireland.
What impact might these examples have had for groups operating in other parts of
the world? Were the terrorist groups in the West the models for other terrorist groups?
This is a difficult question to answer. Even though these shifts in the Europe and the
United States preceded a large number of similar shifts in other parts of the world, this
does not mean that processes of diffusion are responsible for them.

In-depth case

analyses may be required in order to understand whether diffusion has played a role in
individual shifts. And, while it may not be possible to prove whether or not processes of
diffusion were at work in these innovations, it is possible to gather evidence that is either
supportive or unsupportive of these processes.
Looking at the three regions with the largest number of shifts to and from
terrorism serves as a useful point of departure. This includes the West and Japan, the
MENA region, and Latin America and the Caribbean. Disaggregating the data into fiveyear time periods also provides some additional insight into the variations in the
frequencies of shifts over time. Comparing the frequencies of shifts across these three
regions a trend is apparent. Increases and subsequent decreases in frequencies of shifts to
terrorism in the MENA and Latin American regions follow similar increases and
decreases in the West and Japan. On the other hand, the numbers of cases in the West
and Japan are considerably smaller than the numbers of cases elsewhere, and many of
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these cases do not seem to be particularly likely to be internationally influential—the
extreme right-wing National Socialist Action Front in Germany and the relatively shortlived Black Panther Party, for instance, are unlikely to have had a significant influence on
groups operating elsewhere. Based on the shape of the curves, it is also unlikely either
that terrorist groups in Latin America or in the MENA region learn from each other on a
large-scale basis. Increases in the frequencies of shifts from terrorism to party politics in
Latin America both follow and precede increases in the MENA region. The only uniform
relation is that increases and decreases in the frequency curves for both Latin America
and the MENA region follow increases and decreases in shifts to party politics in the
West.
Looking outside of the Western context, it may make sense to consider the more
direct impact a terrorist group can have on operations elsewhere. For instance, terrorists
have been known to train each other. IRA operatives have been credited with training
foreign terrorists in foreign countries, such as in Latin America.

Although their

organizations are more closely interconnected, terrorists in the MENA region have been
credited with training each other. This type of behavior is less a matter of diffusion,
whereby groups learn by observing other groups, than it is a matter of direct instruction.
On the other hand, this would qualify as diffusion to the extent that foreign terrorists seek
out this type of training because they are aware of the tactical benefits associated with the
use of terrorist tactics. This example must be tempered, however, by the observation that
these examples of training are specific to training groups to use violent tactics. They
have no direct impact on the ability of groups to learn or observe and copy nonviolent
tactics, such as participation in party politics.

So, while this may contribute to

explanations of the adoption of terrorism, it does not contribute to explanations of the
shift from party politics to terrorism or from terrorism to party politics.
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Figure 28: Variations across time and space: From terrorism to party politics

Despite this preliminary analysis, the findings are not robust. Looking at changes
over time in frequencies of shifts from terrorism to party politics does not provide strong
evidence of diffusion. Many of the groups are not influential enough to have an impact
on the behavior of others, especially those operating a continent away.

The only

exceptions are the groups operating in Northern Ireland, whose activities were wellpublicized, whose shifts preceded most other shifts around the world, and whose tactics,
in many cases, were ultimately successful, even if these successes depended on
compromise. Moreover, there is so much diversity in the types of groups that undertake
shifts from terrorism to party politics. It is unlikely that all groups will be in the same
position and have the same goals as the Northern Irish groups. It is even more unlikely
that all groups, or even most groups, will have comparable political conditions and be
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subject to comparable government policies, factors that are relevant for explaining shifts
in these cases.
In many ways, diffusion may be best analyzed on a case-by-case basis rather than
through a large-n study. Perhaps waves of shifts are better explained by international
factors or other triggers that are related to the timing of shifts, giving the illusion of
diffusion109 without the reality of diffusion. Furthermore, because local conditions can
make a difference with regard to the utility of innovations in the forms of shifts to and
from terrorism, it is likely that domestic conditions hold much of the explanatory power
when it comes to explaining these shifts. Terrorist groups will not turn to party politics
without opportunities to function as parties and have an influence on politics. Based on
these suggestions, it is worth looking into the relative explanatory power of other
theories.
Turning for a moment to the opposite type of shift, cases in which political parties
turn to terrorism, there is even less evidence of diffusion. Peaks in frequencies of shifts
to terrorism correspond across regions. The frequencies of shifts peaked in most regions
during the ten years centered on 1970 and then stopped occurring by the late 1990s. The
evidence in this case points to an external trigger that affected political groups in a
number of states at approximately the same time.

Intergroup competition
Shifting the focus from diffusion to theories of intergroup competition leads to a
new interpretation of the same information. Theories of intergroup competition tie in
nicely with theories of diffusion to the extent that groups adapt in response to
109

This phrasing is a play on the wording used in the title of an article in Comparative Political Studies,
“Diffusion is no Illusion” (Brinks and Coppedge 2006).
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observations of the activities of others. The key difference is the focus on interactions
within a single state rather than across regions. That being said, we can expect to find
more cases of intergroup competition leading to innovation in regions in which there are
larger numbers of terrorist groups.
The theories suggest that innovation is more likely among terrorist groups that are
trying to “outbid” each other and among political parties that are trying to differentiate
themselves from their competition through extremism (Bloom 2005, Weinberg,
Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008). Based on this understanding, we might expect to have
higher incidents of shifts to and from terrorism in countries with higher numbers of
terrorist groups that are competing with each other. In fact, in nearly two-thirds of the
countries with terrorist groups (64%), there are no shifts to party politics. In close to 60
percent of these cases, there is only one terrorist group operating in the country. These
solo terrorist groups have no domestic competition.
What about the remaining countries with more than one terrorist group and few
shifts to party politics? In sharp contrast to the countries with only one terrorist group,
the remaining countries that lack party-terror linkages are not simultaneously lacking in
terrorist groups. Italy has twenty-four terrorist groups, but no shifts to party politics.
Argentina has eleven terrorist groups and Iran has nine; none of these has shifted to party
politics.110 Out of ten terrorist groups in the Philippines, only one has engaged in party
politics.

In the United States, only one out of twenty-two terrorist groups has

experimented with party politics. In contrast, Northern Ireland has had fifteen terrorist
groups, four of which have engaged in party politics (27%). Lebanon has had twentythree terrorist groups and four shifts to party politics (17%). In the Palestinian territories,
110

It is important to note that while Argentina and Iran may not have terrorist groups that turn to party
politics, they may have political parties that turn to terrorism.
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seven out of thirteen terrorist groups have engaged in party politics (54%). In Angola,
four out of five terrorist groups have engaged in party politics (80%). This evidence does
not provide universal support for the theories that intergroup competition contributes to
shifts from terrorism to party politics.
Disaggregating the data across time, an unexpected finding arises. Multiple cases
of terrorist groups turning to party politics only rarely take place during the same ten-year
time periods.

Northern Ireland, Lebanon, and the Palestinian territories are three

locations where more than one terrorist group turns to party politics during a given time
period. Colombia and Algeria are the only remaining examples. In all other countries,
only one terrorist group undertakes a shift to party politics during any given period of
time. This finding is not supportive of the relevance of intergroup competition across
countries; though, it also does not discount that intergroup competition matters in some
locations, including the Palestinian territories, from which the outbidding thesis was
formulated. First, innovations require an innovator. If there is no innovator, there may
not be any innovations. Perhaps in countries with few or no shifts to party politics, the
explanation is not that intergroup competition could not be at work, but rather that
competition is not at work or that it is taking a form other than transitions to party
politics. In other words, there may be innovations, but they may not involve shifting to
party politics. Second, perhaps the conditions in the country are not conducive to shifts
to party politics. It is possible that there are both permissive conditions and triggers in
the places where innovation is taking place and innovative groups are clustered. Third,
perhaps the groups that are in competition are not equally capable of undertaking these
shifts. Drawing from Horowitz’s (2010) discussion of capabilities, it may be that the
groups that do not shift to party politics are not able to make these shifts. It is possible
that some countries are home to political groups that are better able to compete with each
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other and better able to adapt in reaction to each other. This coincidence of groups and
capabilities may be a function of the nature of a domestic conflict, including the structure
of domestic support and the presence of external support.
If intergroup competition helps to explain shifts to and from terrorism, we would
expect to find clusters of political groups shifting tactics within the same countries and at
approximately the same times. In fact, there is some evidence of the effects of intergroup
competition. Many countries are home to more than one political group that shifts
tactics, turning either to or from terrorism. While regional variations are evident in the
numbers of shifts to party politics undertaken in each region, something that is not
evident from a regional perspective is the driving forces behind these differences.
Although twenty-eight percent of terrorist groups in Sub-Saharan African countries shift
to party politics, this percentage is driven almost entirely by groups in Angola. Although
twenty percent of terrorist groups in Asia turn to party politics, the groups that are active
in these transitions are overwhelmingly located in India, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh. The
drivers of shifts to party politics in the MENA region are Lebanon and the Palestinian
territories, along with Algeria and, to a lesser extent, Turkey.

In the Western

democracies and Japan, where only six percent of terrorist groups turn to party politics,
the groups that undertake these shifts are overwhelmingly located in Northern Ireland and
Japan. The countries in which multiple groups shift tactics are more likely to be home to
some form of intergroup competition.
Of course, these findings are entirely from the perspective of terrorist groups
turning to party politics. Looking at the cases of political parties that turn to terrorism,
one trend is particularly relevant to the discussion of intergroup competition.
Disaggregating the numbers of shifts based on time, location, and frequency, it becomes
clear that there are many instances in which more than one political party turns to
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terrorism in the same country and during the same period of time. Thirty-seven percent
of countries with political parties that have turned to terrorism have had multiple political
parties undertaking these shifts during the same ten-year period of time. These cases may
be examples of intergroup competition, by which political parties become increasingly
extreme in order to remain competitive. At the same time, as was observed in the
analysis of terrorist groups turning to party politics, there are many countries that have
only one political party that has turned to terrorism (nearly 50%). As with terrorist
groups that turn to party politics, it is likely that intergroup competition goes part of the
way toward explaining shifts between terrorism and party politics; though, this effect is
most likely conditioned on a number of other factors that influence the nature of political
group competition.

Culture versus institutions
Turning the analysis of variations across time and space to a consideration of
theories espousing the impact of culture on political outcomes, it is not immediately
apparent that culture matters. If culture matters when it comes to explaining shifts to and
from terrorism, then we should see variations between regions classified on the basis of
cultural differences. This is not what the evidence shows. The frequencies of shifts
between terrorism and party politics do not vary significantly on the basis of regional
classifications. Shifts to and from terrorism are observed in most parts of the world.
These shifts occur in countries with strong Islamic traditions. They take place in Latin
America and in Asia. Sub-Saharan Africa has fewer shifts and the Western democracies
and Japan have fewer and earlier shifts, but the explanations for these differences are not
obviously cultural. This is not to say that culture does not matter, but rather that culture
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does not necessarily provide the best explanation for variations in the numbers of shifts
that are observed in different parts of the world. It is likely that other explanations, such
as differences in political regime type, provide more traction in explanations for these
shifts.
Differences between regions can be explained by a combination of regime type
and historical experience rather than culture. Consider, for instance, the countries in
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. This region has the smallest number of
shifts; however, the lack of shifts may be explained more as a product of political history
than as a product of culture. The former totalitarian states in this region are unlikely to
have housed many terrorist groups or groups with party-terror linkages.

The most

obvious explanation for this is not culture, but rather effective totalitarian control that left
little room for either type of political expression. The regional classification that includes
countries in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union is a classification with
considerable cultural diversity, including diverse religious traditions. Some of the culture
groups are more European (Czech Republic); others are more Asian (parts of Russia).
Some share similarities with countries bordering on the Middle East (Armenia); many are
culturally divided (Ukraine, Kazakhstan, former Yugoslavia). On the other hand, there
are not variations with regard to shifts to or from terrorism within this region. The more
European states do not have experiences with earlier shifts and the states with larger
Muslim populations do not have shifts corresponding with those occurring in the rest of
the Muslim world. What these countries share, in addition to the lack of party-terror
linkages in the post-World War II era, is their totalitarian and predominantly communist
past. Communism can be described as more of a political experience than a cultural
influence; although, it is a political experience that can both reflect previous political
cultures and shape current and future political cultures. Under repressive communist
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regimes, independent political groups had very little freedom to organize and very few
opportunities to participate in politics. For these reasons, culture considered in the
absence of institutions does not provide much traction in explaining the absence of shifts
to or from terrorism.
Looking deeper into trends in linkages between political parties and terrorist
groups, there are not many differences between regions of the world, which are expected
to have different cultures.

The MENA region and Latin America show similar trends

with regard to party-terror linkages, both in terms of the numbers of terrorist groups and
the frequencies of linkages. These similarities are apparent despite differences with
regard to culture.
In all regions, incidents of party-terror linkages are concentrated in a few states
and not necessarily in the states with the largest number of terrorist groups.

The

differences between the West and the rest of the world can also be explained by political
institutions and development. Culture, while useful for understanding some political
outcomes, should be reserved for comparing differences across cases after accounting for
other explanations (Elkins and Simeon 1979). Stated differently, it appears that political
regimes, both past and present, provide a better explanation for variations in shifts to and
from terrorism.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The assertion that states within a region share common characteristics is not
intended to discount the internal heterogeneity that exists within each region or even
within states within each region. The task of any project purporting to examine the
relevance of regional designations is to explore whether the differences between regions
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matter more than the differences within regions and whether these differences have
explanatory significance. Because regions, per se, are not expected to have a direct
impact on shifts to or from terrorism, the analysis of regional variations in terms of
variations across time and space is much more an exercise in identifying the types of
factors that may be clustered at the level of the region. Each of the four areas of theory
considered above—diffusion, competition, culture, and institutions—offer insights into
possible explanations for variations in the incidence of shifts to and from terrorism across
space and time. Despite the insights offered by each of these theoretical perspectives into
explanations for observed variations, one of the most convincing of the insights, and the
one that is most generalizeable across cases, points to the relevance of institutions and, in
particular, regime type. It is to the analysis of these institutions that this study now turns.
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Chapter Five
Regime Types and Trajectories

This discussion of party-terror linkages begins with a question: Under what
conditions do political groups shift tactics, turning either to or from terrorism? Two of
the most obvious conditions to consider in answering a question of this sort are the
political system within which these groups operate and the ways in which this system
changes over time. After all, political parties and terrorist groups are two types of
political groups, each maintaining political objectives and pursuing these objectives
through a chosen repertoire of tactics. The preferred tactics of each of these groups are
more often divergent than similar. On the other hand, as has been shown, political groups
may engage in party politics and terrorism. They may do so consecutively, alternating
from one tactic to another over time, or concurrently, using both tactics simultaneously.
Political regimes of different types and trajectories can be expected to offer different
opportunities for political expression and engagement, factors having an influence on the
tactical options available to political groups and, ultimately, the tactics that these political
groups use.

The conventional wisdom on terrorist-initiated party-terror linkages
Conventional wisdom suggests that terrorist groups will be more likely to turn to
party politics in countries with democratic institutions. The reasoning is that political
groups will be more likely to engage in party politics in political systems with democratic
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regimes, where opportunities to do so are available.111 The underlying idea is one of
political opportunities and, in particular, the opportunity to pursue political objectives
through nonviolent means. Taking this reasoning one step further, as opportunities for
nonviolent political participation increase, one might expect that the number of terrorist
groups that take advantage of these opportunities will also increase, leading to an increase
in terrorist-initiated shifts to party politics.
In fact, the conventional wisdom is on target with regard to the type of regime
under which the highest number of terrorist groups turns to party politics. Weinberg,
Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) suggest that terrorist groups will be more likely to turn to
party politics in political systems with democratic regimes that fall short of full
democracy.112 The propensity for terrorist groups to turn to party politics in democratic
regimes—including in “partial,” “formal,” or full democracies—is supported by
empirical evidence. An unexpected empirical finding is that the largest number of cases
of shifts from terrorism to party politics has taken place under conditions of full
democracy rather than under conditions of “partial” or “formal” democracy. Explaining
this unexpected finding is one objective of this chapter.
Another objective of this chapter is to deal with the issue of democratization. It is
sometimes difficult to tie a cause to an effect when the cause does not change. One area
of inquiry that ties into the explanation presented by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger is
the influence of processes of democratization on the propensity of terrorist groups to turn
111 While the decision to engage in party politics is also a function of whether or not this activity will be
beneficial to the group, this would be a function of group-level characteristics. Understanding this, the
expectation is not that regime type or trajectory will explain everything, but rather that it can explain
something.
112 See, for instance, Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008: 35-36). Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger
designate regimes with democratic institutions as “partial democracies,” “formal democracies,” and “strong
democracies.” They describe partial democracies as more autocratic and formal democracies as more
democratic. Neither of these is described as fully authoritarian or strongly democratic.
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to party politics. On the one hand, there are the expectation and observation that the
majority of terrorist-initiated party-terror linkages occur within democratic regimes. On
the other hand, there is a problem inherent in conflating the regime type at the time of a
shift with the regime trajectory.
The expectation that party-terror linkages will be most common within “partial”
and “formal” democracies is applied to both terrorist-initiated and party-initiated partyterror linkages (Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008: 36).113 This expectation gives an
impression that the regimes that are not strongly democratic or autocratic are the regimes
that could be experiencing democratization or authoritarian regression.114

In fact,

regimes in this mid-range between full democracy and full autocracy are often changing.
Their Polity scores frequently vary over time, as do their positions along the autocracydemocracy continuum.115 At the same time, these movements are not always in one
direction or another. In this sense, it is as important to avoid a democratization bias
among the regimes identified as “partial” or “formal” democracies as it is to avoid a
transition bias. Moreover, while these regimes could be transitioning either to more
democratic or more autocratic forms, or transitioning erratically over time, they could
also be relatively static.

Nondemocratic regimes are not necessarily in a state of

transition, either in the direction of deeper democracy or more entrenched
authoritarianism (Diamond 2002). They may simply be nondemocratic.

113

Here the authors discuss the likelihood that the mid-range regime types—the “partial” and “formal”
democracies”—will be home to both types of party-terror linkages, including cases in which terrorist
groups turn to party politics and political parties turn to terrorism.
114 Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) explore explanations for shifts to and from terrorism through
in-depth country analyses and case analyses. One contribution of this project is exploring these
understandings on a cross-national basis with large-n analysis.
115 The notion of a continuum between autocracy and democracy is not intended to discount the possibility
that a line can be drawn distinguishing between regimes that are autocratic and those that are democratic.
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Figure 29: Average Polity scores at the time of a shift to party politics

More to the point, apart from the typically small-scale efforts at process-tracing
and comparative case analyses, the pictures taken of these regimes are often static,
providing little information regarding the trajectory of the regimes within which terrorist
groups and political parties operate or the conditions of these regimes at the time in
which a party-terror linkage is formed. Investigating regime trajectories contributes to an
understanding of the conditions under which terrorist groups turn to party politics. It also
provides insight relevant to explaining the observation that the largest number of terrorist
groups that turn to party politics is found in strongly democratic regimes rather than in
regimes with diminished democratic forms or functions.116
116 If the weaker authoritarian or partially democratic regimes, roughly equivalent to Weinberg, Pedahzur,
and Perliger’s “partial” and “formal” democracies,” were the locations of the largest numbers of shifts from
terrorism to party politics, then we would expect for the frequencies in this figure to resemble an inverted
U-shape rather than the positively increasing relationship shown in the figure.
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The conventional wisdom on party-initiated party-terror linkages
Conventional wisdom also suggests that political parties will be less likely to turn
to terrorism in democratic regimes, especially in established democratic regimes. In the
most democratic regimes, political parties have opportunities to participate in nonviolent
party politics. This participation is institutionalized both in terms of political practices
and in terms of popular expectations.
A different type of reasoning is used to explain an expected absence of political
parties turning to terrorism in highly authoritarian regimes.

In the most highly

authoritarian regimes, political parties either do not exist or are repressed. Moreover, in
such contexts, it is not that political parties cannot turn to terrorism; rather, it is expected
that there are not political parties to turn to terrorism. Furthermore, organized political
groups that are independent of the government, including political parties and terrorist
groups, are less likely to be found operating under highly repressive regimes.
Instead, we might expect for political parties to be more likely to turn to terrorism
in weak democratic regimes or weak authoritarian regimes. In these regimes the rules of
the game may be subject to contestation; the regimes may not be as stable; and they are
typically not as strong as their highly democratic or solidly authoritarian counterparts.
Weaker forms of democracy and autocracy are more likely to be subject to democratic
transitions or authoritarian regressions than the established democracies and autocracies.
Transitions of these sorts may upset a status quo, leading political groups to reconsider
their tactics. On the other hand, they may be relatively durable, surviving for many years
without undergoing a transition either toward a deepening of democracy or an increase in
authoritarian repression (Diamond 2002: 23). Even in cases in which weaker regimes are
durable, they remain weaker. Their states are typically weaker; their populations may or
may not support the dominant government. In countries with institutions that are neither
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strongly democratic nor strongly authoritarian, political groups may find that they have
the flexibility to employ either violent or nonviolent tactics.
Despite the expectation that political parties will be more likely to turn to
terrorism in weaker regimes, what is most apparent—and counterintuitive—with regard
to the distribution of shifts from party politics to terrorism is the higher frequencies of
shifts at the extreme ends of the autocracy-democracy spectrum. Political parties turn to
terrorism in higher numbers at points along the continuum designating the more strongly
democratic or more strongly authoritarian regimes than in weaker versions of these
regimes.

Figure 30: Average Polity scores at the time of a shift to terrorism
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As with the picture of terrorist groups turning to party politics, this is a static
perspective, which can benefit from an analysis of regime trajectories rather than just
regime types. For instance, distinguishing among “full” democracies on the basis of
whether or not they have recently democratized will provide insight into whether shifts to
terrorism coincide with changes in regime, even when they occur under fully democratic
conditions.

THE PLAN
In the pages that follow, I investigate the conditions under which terrorist groups
turn to party politics and the conditions under which political parties turn to terrorism
with a focus on regime type and regime trajectory. In the process, I highlight and offer
explanations for two counterintuitive findings. First, terrorist groups are found to shift in
higher numbers to party politics in democratic regimes, and especially in the most
democratic regimes, but not in democratizing regimes. Second, political parties are
found to turn to terrorism in higher numbers in regimes classified as more democratic or
more authoritarian rather than in weakly democratic or weakly authoritarian regimes.

PARTY-TERROR LINKAGES AND THEIR EXPLANATIONS
The dependent variable in this analysis is the formation of linkages between
terrorist groups and political parties. Two types of party-terror linkages receive attention.
Terrorist groups form party-terror linkages when they turn to party politics, either by
supporting or creating a political party. Political parties create party-terror linkages when
they or one of their factions turn to terrorism, either by supporting, creating, or becoming
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terrorist groups.117 Both types of linkages have occurred over a period of time in all parts
of the world.118
The explanatory variables of highest interest in this analysis are regime type and
regime trajectory. This study draws data primarily from the Polity IV Project, which
provides measures for autocracy and democracy in the form of a combined Polity score.
Regime characteristics are calculated for the periods of time within which partyterror linkages are formed. Recognizing that the shift in tactics is identified by the year
of the formation of a party-terror linkage, rather than a particular point in time within that
year, a single-year Polity score is not expected to capture the regime characteristics that
may have contributed to the decision to shift tactics, nor is a single-year Polity score
expected to take into account the broader political atmosphere, which may include the
expectation of a pending regime change and which may not be observable until after a
decision to shift tactics has been made and implemented. Furthermore, tactical shifts are
symptoms of changes that take place prior to the acts. In other words, there may be
inconsistencies inherent in identifying the year of a shift to terrorism and supposing that
this was also the year in which the decision was made to undertake this shift. Regime
types and trajectories in the years immediately preceding a shift in tactics and in the years
following a shift in tactics can provide insights into the way politics were perceived on
the ground by the actors contemplating a shift to or from terrorism.
In order to account for the conditions under which political groups shift tactics,
three five-year averages of Polity scores are calculated for each instance in which a
political party has turned to terrorism or a terrorist group has turned to party politics. The
“before” average takes account of the regime characteristics during the four years
117
118

This definition of party-terror linkages is explored in more detail in Chapter Three.
The discussion of regional variations was the topic of Chapter Four.
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preceding a shift in tactics and the year of the shift.

The “during” average takes into

account the regime characteristics during the two years before and after a shift and during
the year of the shift. The “after” average takes into account the regime characteristics
during the year of the shift and the four years following the shift.
As discussed in Chapter Three, the literature on linkages between political parties
and terrorist groups is largely undeveloped. To date, the most significant work offering
insights into the conditions underlying the formation of party-terror linkages is offered by
Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008). Most interesting with regard to the discussion
of regime type is the breakdown of the types of regimes within which party-terror
linkages are formed. According to their analysis, just over half of party-terror linkages
are found within autocratic regimes (16%) and partial democracies (35%).

These

regimes are situated on the more authoritarian end of the autocracy-democracy spectrum.
The remaining linkages are found on the more democratic end of the spectrum, within
formal democracies (28%) and strong democracies (21%).119 Based on these figures, a
minority of party-terror linkages is formed in either autocratic regimes or strong
democratic regimes (37%). The remaining party-terror linkages are identified as being
formed within regimes designated as having features of democracy, but as being
relatively weak (63%). The designations for regime type used by Weinberg, Pedahzur,
and Perliger (2008) are shown below.

119

Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) present this information in a pie chart (Figure 2.3, p. 35).
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Table 5: Designations for regime type used in Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger
(2008)120

While the Dataset Users’ Manual for the Polity IV Project’s “Regime Authority
Characteristics and Transitions Datasets” leaves open the interpretation the designations
of the Polity scores in terms of levels of autocracy and democracy,121 the manual suggests
the following regime type designations for Polity scores: autocracy (-10 to 0), partial
democracy (1 to 6), and full democracy (7 to 10).122 Again, recognizing the openness to
interpretation of the additive measures for autocracy and democracy for each regime, it is
important to note the ways in which the differences between the designations offered in
the Dataset Users’ Manual and the designations offered by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and
Perliger (2008). More importantly, for the purposes of this analysis, it is necessary to
take into account the ways in which different designations of Polity scores and different
Polity score calculations can influence interpretations of the data.

TURNING TO PARTY POLITICS
The conventional wisdom is called into question with regard to the conditions
under which terrorist groups turn to party politics. Contrary to expectations, the highest
120

Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) use measures for democracy and autocracy in the Polity IV
Project. The breakdown of labels for regime types is provided in the endnotes for Chapter Two: “When
Opposites Attract” (Endnote 73, p. 153).
121 The Dataset Users’ Manual discusses the openness to interpretation of the combined Polity scores (see,
for instance, p. 21), <http://www.systemicpeace.org/inscr/p4manualv2009.pdf>.
122 Regarding the identification of partial forms, the Dataset Users’ Manual offers some insight in the
discussion of regime transition (p. 35), <http://www.systemicpeace.org/inscr/p4manualv2009.pdf>.
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number of terrorist groups turns to party politics in countries with regimes that are fully
democratic rather than partially democratic or weakly authoritarian.
The dependent variable is the shift to party politics. By focusing first on the
subset of cases of terrorist groups turning to party politics,123 I draw attention to the
factors specific to this type of shift.

I do this for the purpose of highlighting the

conditions specific to terrorist groups turning to party politics.124

The independent

variables include classifications of regime type and regime trajectories.

For these

variables, I use Polity scores from the Polity IV Project. I use a classification for regime
type that is consistent with the designation provided in the Polity IV Project’s Dataset
Users’ Manual. Five-year averages of Polity scores are used in order to take into account
changes in Polity scores over short periods of time. The figure below shows the average
Polity scores at the time of the shift.125

123

This is different from the approach taken by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008). Whereas they
offered a description of party-terror linkages disaggregated according to regime type, I examine one type of
party-terror linkage at a time. In this section, I focus on terrorist-initiated party-terror linkages.
124 This classification includes identifying full democracies as having Polity scores ranging from 7 to 10
and partial democracies as having polity scores ranging from 1 to 6. Because I am using an average, I
designate the cut-off point as 7. Partial democracies have average Polity scores as high as 6.99. I
distinguish between authoritarian regimes with lower and higher scores, drawing the line at the same point,
though negative, as that drawn for partial and full democracies. In this way, autocracies are identified as
having scores ranging from -10 to -7 and weaker autocracies are identified as having scores ranging from -6
to 0. Because the actual cut-off point is -7, weaker authoritarian regimes are identified as regimes with
average Polity scores between -6.99 to 0.99.
125 Groups operating internationally or in areas without Polity scores are omitted from this analysis.
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Figure 31: Regime type at time of shift126

Something that is quite noticeable and unexpected is the comparatively large
proportion of terrorist groups turning to party politics in regimes that are fully democratic
(67%) and the relatively small proportions of terrorist groups turning to party politics in
weaker democratic regimes (12%) or weaker authoritarian regimes (14%).
It is also important to note a caveat of this distribution of shifts according to
regime type. Polity scores are not available for all countries or all regions. Groups
operating in countries without Polity scores and groups operating in contested or semiautonomous regions without Polity scores are necessarily omitted from this part of the
analysis. This includes a relatively large number of terrorist groups, or approximately
one quarter of the cases, and includes terrorist groups operating in Angola, Bangladesh,
Lebanon, Romania, and the Palestinian territories. It can be assumed that regimes in each
126

This figure is calculated using the average Polity scores at the time of the shift to party politics. This
includes an average for the two years prior to the shift, the year of the shift, and the two years following the
shift.
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of these countries had characteristics that were more authoritarian than democratic at the
time in which terrorist groups turned to party politics. If the unknown cases are included
in the analysis, the appearance of the pie chart changes considerably, revealing that just
fewer than half of the shifts occur in full democracies. The “unknown” cases may be best
classified as either authoritarian, weakly authoritarian, or partially democratic.

Figure 32: Regime type at time of shift (including unknown cases)

Although the distribution is quite different in appearance with the cases of
“unknown” regime type included, the story remains interesting. As expected, more
terrorist are turning to party politics in democratic regimes. At the same time, these shifts
are not taking place in the partially democratic regimes or weakly authoritarian regimes.
Rather, they are taking place overwhelmingly in fully democratic regimes. Regardless of
the regime type designation assigned to these “unknown” cases, the larger number of
shifts is still found in countries with fully democratic regimes. This is contrary to the
expectation that terrorist groups will turn to party politics in weakly authoritarian or
weakly democratic regimes (Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008).
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A closer look at the terrorist groups reveals some interesting relationships
between shifts to party politics, regime type, and regime change. The largest number of
terrorist groups that have turned to party politics did so in countries with regimes that
were classified as fully democratic at the time of the transition. Several of these terrorist
groups operated in the advanced democracies of France, Germany, Japan, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. These shifts also took place in non-Western countries
with regimes classified as fully democratic at the time of the shift, including the Latin
American countries of Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Uruguay, and Venezuela, and in
countries situated from the Middle East to the Far East and in the areas between,
including Turkey, Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and the Philippines. Far fewer
of the terrorist groups that turned to party politics have operated in countries with regimes
classified as partially democratic at the time of the shift. This subset of cases includes
terrorist groups turning to party politics in El Salvador, Honduras, and South Africa. The
remaining terrorist groups that turned to party politics did so under varying authoritarian
conditions. These shifts took place in Algeria, Angola, El Salvador, Iraq, and Nicaragua
at times when regimes in these countries could best be classified as authoritarian.
Moreover, three terrorist groups shifted to party politics in Lebanon during the 1990s, a
period of time classified as state failure by the Polity IV Project. Several more shifts to
party politics took place in the Palestinian territories, which do not have an independent
regime classification.
More interesting, a comparison of average Polity scores for the periods before,
during, and after each of these shifts to party politics reveals that only four of the Polity
averages change by more than three points from the “before” average to the “after”
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average.127 Three of these cases of shifts to party politics coincide with democratization.
All three take place in Latin American countries (Honduras in 1982, Brazil in 1985, and
Chile in 1991). One of the shifts coincides with an authoritarian regression in Angola.
What is interesting about Latin America is the widespread democratization that
occurred in this region during the post-World War II era. Weinberg, Pedahzur, and
Perliger (2008: 79) suggest that the prevalence of terrorist groups turning to party politics
in Latin America is not unexpected given the large number of regime changes and
democratization taking place in the region at the time of many of these shifts. Looking
within Latin America provides an interesting picture of the relationship between
democratization and shifts to party politics. Although three cases of shifts to party
politics coincide with democratization in Honduras, Brazil, and Chile, we might ask
about the presence (or absence) of other shifts to party politics among terrorist groups
operating in each of these countries and in other countries during periods of
democratization. That being said, it is interesting to note that of the seventeen terrorist
groups formed in Brazil between 1961 and 1989, only one shifted to party politics. Of
the four terrorist groups formed in Honduras between 1978 and 1988, only one shifted to
party politics. Only one out of the seven terrorist groups that formed in Chile between
1961 and 1987 turned to party politics.
In some countries in Latin America, shifts to party politics follow democratization
by a number of years; in other countries in Latin America, the timing of democratization
with shifts to party politics is less proximate. Democratization in Ecuador in 1979
preceded the purported engagement in party politics in 1989-1990 by the Fuerzas
Armadas Populares Eloy Alfaro (FAP-EL).
127

Democratization in Nicaragua in 1984

With regard to shifts in the direction of higher democracy scores, the Polity IV Project identifies shifts
of three points as indicative of a significant regime change.
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preceded a shift to party politics in 1986 by the Nicaraguan Democratic Union. In
contrast, democratization in Mexico in 2000 preceded a shift to party politics in 2005 by
the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (Ejercito Zapatista de la Liberacion Nacional,
EZLN). Democratization in Venezuela in 1958 preceded a shift to party politics by the
Movement of the Revolutionary Left by thirty years. In fact, the Movement of the
Revolutionary Left was formed in a democratic Venezuela. It was one of five terrorist
groups formed in Venezuela between 1962 and 1981 and the only one to shift to party
politics.128
In several cases, shifts to party politics precede democratization. The timing of
the shift to party politics of the People’s Revolutionary Army in 1978 and the Farabundo
Marti Liberation Front in 1991 preceded democratization in El Salvador, which took
place in 1992. In Guatemala, the National Liberation Movement turned to party politics
in 1982 and the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity shifted to party politics in
1996. Democratization followed in Guatemala in 1998. It is interesting to note that the
shifts to party politics undertaken by these “umbrella organizations” in the 1990s
coincide with, even if they precede by one or two years, the transitions to democracy in
their respective countries. Perhaps in these cases, the shifts to party politics facilitated
democratization as much as they are symptoms of democratization.
Despite these coincidences, other instances of democratization within Latin
American countries do not coincide with shifts to party politics. For instance, Argentina
started a democratic transition in 1983; however, none of the eleven terrorist groups that
were formed in the country between 1967 and 1990 shifted to party politics. Other
128 Much of the case-specific information cited throughout this section, as well as in the preceding and
following sections, is coded in the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset. Much of this
case-specific information is also available in Schmid and Jongman et al. (1988, 2008) and in the “Terrorist
Organization Profiles” available through START.
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countries have similar records, including, most notably, Brazil. In contrast, four of
Colombia’s twelve terrorist groups, formed between 1964 and 1997, shifted to party
politics; though, they did so more than a decade after the country democratized.
Moreover, three of the shifts from terrorism to party politics coincided with an
authoritarian regression in Colombia in 1990.

New questions
It has been shown that terrorist groups turn to party politics in the highest
numbers in countries with political regimes that are categorized as fully democratic at the
time of the shift. Lower numbers of terrorist groups turn to party politics in countries
with regimes categorized as partially democratic or more weakly authoritarian at times
corresponding to these shifts.129 Given this, what can regime type really tell us about the
propensity of a terrorist group to turn to party politics? And, more to the point, why do
most shifts to party politics take place under conditions of full democracy rather than
partial or weak democracy? In what ways do these observations shed light on the
conditions under which terrorist groups turn to party politics?
In order to answer these questions, I take a closer look at the terrorist groups that
turn to party politics, giving particular attention to the contexts within which they
operate. I elaborate a classification of countries on the basis of regime characteristics that
accounts for regime type as well as regime trajectories. This classification captures
changes in regime type over time and groups countries together with other countries with
similar experiences. Next, using these classifications, I explore how the number of

129

This is true even if the groups operating in countries with “unknown” regime types are included within
the categories of partially democratic or weakly authoritarian regimes.
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terrorist groups operating in countries that are fully democratic provides a partial
explanation for the higher frequencies of shifts in these countries. I disaggregate the
terrorist groups on the basis of the types of regimes within which they operate as well as
the regime status at the time of shifts to party politics. I then examine whether there are
differences among terrorist groups operating in countries with different types of regime
trajectories. This analysis lends insight to the question: Under what conditions do
terrorist groups turn to party politics?

The number of terrorist groups
Is there a relationship between the number of terrorist groups operating under
each type of regime and the number of shifts to party politics that have taken place? I
have investigated the frequency of terrorist groups turning to party politics within each
classification of regime type using a measure for regime type based on the timing of the
shift. The resulting analysis provided a snapshot of the regime characteristics at the time
of each shift to party politics. This snapshot showed that most shifts to party politics
occurred under fully democratic conditions. The snapshot did not account for the number
of terrorist groups operating under each type of regime or the trajectories of the regimes
under which these terrorist groups were operating. The snapshot also did not account for
the regime characteristics of terrorist groups that did not shift tactics. Moreover, many
regimes change over time and many terrorist groups operate under these varying regime
types.
Despite this, it has been established that terrorist groups are more likely to operate
in democracies than in non-democracies (Eubank and Weinberg 1994).

While this

terminology does not differentiate between established democracies and later
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democratizers, we can assume that the higher number of terrorist groups that turn to party
politics is, at least to some extent, a function of the higher number of terrorist groups that
operate under these conditions. On the other hand, this begs a question. How do terrorist
groups manage shifts to party politics in democratic regimes, where violent political
behaviors are illegal and oftentimes lacking in the type of broad-based support, which
may be viewed as a prerequisite for a successful shift to party politics? This is a question
to which I will return after a more in-depth analysis of regime trajectories.

Regime trajectories
Variations can be found within regimes that are otherwise similarly categorized.
There is a difference between the experiences of later democratizers and established
democracies. During what has been referred to as the “third wave of democratization,”130
widespread democratization occurred throughout Latin America and in parts of Europe,
as well as elsewhere around the world. Latin America and Europe are among the regions
that are home to the largest numbers of terrorist groups. Many of the terrorist groups that
are shifting tactics are doing so within countries with regimes, which have undergone
shifts of their own. Similarly, many regimes that are best described as authoritarian have
alternated between having more and fewer features consistent with democracy. Some of
these are best described as partially democratic; others are better described as
authoritarian; although, both may be, in actuality, authoritarian regimes. In order to
further unpack the relationship between regime trajectory and shifts to party politics,

130

Although the “third wave” is the terminology used in many references to the democratization that took
place during the latter part of the twentieth century and prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union, the term is
perhaps most closely tied to Huntington (1991).
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countries are labeled on the basis of broad trends in regime trajectories that are
observable over time.

Classifying regimes
An average Polity score calculated for the duration of the study cannot capture
differences between regimes that are changing over time and those that are stable. Such a
measure cannot capture changes in regimes associated with becoming more or less
democratic, nor can it capture differences between regimes that vary a lot versus those
that vary a little. Recognizing that regime characteristics vary over time, I look for
differences in regime trajectories for each country that houses one or more of the terrorist
groups included in this analysis. I have classified each regime on the basis of its postWorld War II regime characteristics and the patterns of change in these characteristics.
These classifications allow for the grouping of countries according to dominant regime
types and changes in regime type over time, as well as with regard to the direction of
these changes. This categorization also allows for the identification of regimes that have
remained relatively stable over time.
The subset of fully democratic regimes is divided into two groups. One group is
identified as established democracies. Democracies that are classified as established have
regimes that are not only fully democratic, but also regimes that have been democratic for
an extended period of time. These are stable regimes where democracy is, in essence,
unchallenged. Given the relative absence of variations in regime type within advanced
democracies over time, all of the terrorist groups that operate in advanced democracies
transitioned to party politics under conditions of full democracy.
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The second group is identified as newer democracies. These are also “full”
democracies; although, their status as such has had a much shorter tenure or has varied
considerably over time. This category is made up primarily of third- and fourth-wave
democratizers; although, some of the regimes have alternated between democracy and
autocracy during this period of time. Their regimes are stable for the most part and
democracy is, generally speaking, “the only game in town.” At the same time, some of
this cohort of recent democratizers has experienced authoritarian regressions. Moreover,
some of the recent democratizers are located in neighborhoods that are less democratic. A
neighborhood effect may apply to the extent that states experience democratic erosion
when their neighbors experience authoritarian regression (Brinks and Coppedge 2006).131
More importantly, these states democratized during the period under study, meaning that
many of the terrorist groups and political parties included in this analysis operated under
conditions that were less than fully democratic. Many, though not all, of the terrorist
groups operating in these countries were formed under authoritarian conditions and
many, though not all, transitioned to party politics during a period corresponding with
democratization.
Another group of countries are identified as strongly authoritarian. These are the
countries with regime scores that correspond to the most negative Polity scores. They are
regimes that have been and continue to be authoritarian. They have withstood pressures
to democratize. Many of these regimes are relatively, though, as recent events disclose,
not absolutely stable.132

131

The same may also apply to neighborhoods experiencing democratic deepening.
While the more recent waves of mass protests and regime challenges throughout Northern Africa and
the Middle East are putting pressure on these regimes, most of these regimes can be described as solidly
authoritarian for the duration of this study.
132
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Whereas it is quite simple to identify fully democratic regimes, democratizing
regimes, and strongly authoritarian regimes, the identification of regimes falling short of
these categorizations is more complicated. Though the line between what is considered
democratic and what is considered authoritarian is a subject of some debate, a distinction
can be made between autocracy and democracy. While it is not a central objective of this
analysis to contribute directly to the democracy-autocracy debate, a couple of points are
worth noting with regard to the categorization of political regimes as weakly authoritarian
or partially democratic. Regime categorizations are drawn from data provided by the
Polity IV Project, which offers regime scores in a manner resembling a continuum
between autocracy and democracy. Fully democratic regimes, whether new or old, are
recognized as the most democratic regimes. Fully authoritarian regimes, as identified by
the lowest Polity scores, are recognized as the most authoritarian regimes. There is
considerable variation among the regimes in the middle—the regimes, which will be
identified here as “weakly authoritarian” and “partially democratic”—as well as a noted
departure from theory with regard to the identification of these regimes.133 That being
said, the regimes with mid-range Polity scores have characteristics that fall short of being
fully democratic or fully authoritarian. In a sense, they have characteristics of both
authoritarian and democratic regimes. They also have tended to vary over time with
regard to autocratic and democratic regime characteristics. To the extent that some of
these regimes are “partially democratic,” they may have some of the minimum
democratic features, though in a compromised form. They may fall short of Dahl’s
description of the institutions unique to modern democracies (Dahl 1982: 10-11).
Moreover, they may fall short of Schmitter and Karl’s more stringent conditions
133

See the Polity IV Project’s Dataset Users’ Manual,
<http://www.systemicpeace.org/inscr/p4manualv2009.pdf>.
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requiring that powers be vested in elected leaders and that a political system be
independently-operating (1991: 81-82).

Drawing from Schedler’s “continuum of

democracy,” we might find that the subset of “partial democracies” is actually
nondemocratic, the reference to democracy being recognized as a type of pseudonym.
These regimes could be a type of “electoral democracy” or “semidemocracy” that falls
short of true democracy (Schedler 1998: 98-99, 92-93).134 These regimes could even
qualify as “pseudodemocracies,” which can be described as the “most hollow form” of
democracy (Diamond 1996: 31). As “diminished subtypes,” they may not be fully
authoritarian or fully democratic (Collier and Levitsky 1997); instead, they may be better
thought of as “a (diminished) form of authoritarianism” (Levitsky and Way 2002: 52).135
On the other hand, for those who see a less blurry line dividing democracies from
autocracies, they might be simply described as authoritarian.136
Drawing form this understanding of regime type and regime trajectory, the final
regime classification captures the subset of regimes that share the gray space between
fully democratic and fully authoritarian regimes. Giving consideration to the variety of
potential mid-range regime designations, it may seem at first glance like something of a
discontinuity to include regimes with such varying features within a single classification.
In fact, this is not the case. Regardless of whether they are considered to be relatively
more democratic or relatively more authoritarian, the subset of regimes identified as
weakly authoritarian or partially democratic share a number of theoretically relevant
features. These regimes lack the stability and strength inherent in the fullest democratic
134

See Zakaria (1997) for a dissenting perspective on this categorization.
Levitsky and Way tie their reasoning in this regard to that of Juan Linz, as elaborated in his Totalitarian
and Authoritarian Regimes (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 2000, p. 34).
136 See, for instance, Alvarez, Cheibub, Limongi, and Przeworski (1996), who assert that “while
democracy may be more or less advanced, one cannot be half-democratic: there is a natural zero point” (p.
21).
135
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regimes or the most solidly authoritarian regimes. The regime trajectories of countries
included in this categorization reveal variations in regime type over time. They have
democratic and authoritarian features. More importantly, they are the weaker regimes to
which Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) refer when they theorize the types of
regimes that are most likely to be associated with shifts to or from terrorism. For the
purposes of generalizing regime types and trajectories, and as a basis for consistency with
the theory proposed by Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008), this is a suitable
category.

Applying classifications for regime trajectory
Fifty-eight of the 445 terrorist groups included in the Terrorist Groups dataset
have turned to party politics. These 58 groups are among the terrorist groups operating in
30 countries. Forty-four other countries also have terrorist groups; though, the groups in
these countries do not initiate shifts to party politics. Variations over time and within
countries in terms of regime characteristics and Polity measures are common.
With regard to changes over time, it is interesting to note that all of the regimes
that have remained relatively stable over time either score among the most highly in
terms of autocratic tendencies or among the most highly in terms of democratic
tendencies. These are the most stable regimes. But, not all of the regimes that have
reached the highest levels of democracy have had consistent Polity scores. Many of the
third- and fourth-wave democratizers scored at the extremes in terms of Polity scores,
being highly authoritarian prior to democratization and achieving a high level of
democracy following democratization.

In contrast to these “full” democracies, the

regimes scoring lower in terms of democracy or higher in terms of autocracy at the
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present time are also regimes that have varied considerably over time. These are the less
stable regimes.
Based on this examination of regime types and trajectories, I categorize countries
among the four regime trajectories identified above: strongly authoritarian regimes,
weakly authoritarian or partially-democratic regimes, newer democracies, and established
democracies. The table below shows the classifications of countries according to these
regime labels.

Table 6: Regime classifications that take into account changes over time137
Authoritarian

Sometimes
authoritarian
or partially
democratic

Newer democracies

Afghanistan
Bahrain
Cuba
Egypt
Haiti
Iran
Iraq
Jordan
Libya
Saudi Arabia
South Yemen
Syria
Tunisia
Uzbekistan
Zimbabwe

Algeria
Angola
Bangladesh
Central African
Republic
Congo
Djibouti
Ethiopia
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Pakistan
Russia
Thailand
Venezuela

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Cambodia
Chile
Colombia
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Greece
Guatemala
Honduras
Indonesia
Kenya
Lebanon
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Established
democracies
Macedonia
Mexico
Nepal
Nicaragua
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Romania
South
Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Suriname
Turkey
Uruguay

Australia
Belgium
Canada
Costa Rica
Cyprus
France
Switzerland
Germany
India
Israel
Italy
Japan
Norway
United Kingdom
United States

Some political areas are not included in this analysis because they lack Polity scores. These include the
Palestinian National Authority and Palestine (thirteen terrorist groups, seven of which turn to party
politics), Polynesia (one terrorist group), and New Caledonia (one terrorist group).
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Analyzing classifications for regime trajectories
Using labels describing regime trajectories paints a different picture of the
conditions under which terrorist groups shift to party politics.

Because labels for

countries based on regime trajectories can be applied both to terrorist groups that shift
tactics and those that do not, it allows for a comparison among the groups that do and do
not shift tactics. In this way, this analysis takes into account more than the number of
terrorist groups turning to party politics, dealing instead with the proportions of terrorist
groups that turn to party politics out of the total number of terrorist groups that could turn
to party politics under a variety of regime conditions. At the same time, because Polity
scores are available at the times of shifts for the majority of terrorist groups, the regime
trajectories can be compared with the regime types under which terrorist groups
undertake their transitions to party politics.
Allowing for a more holistic interpretation of regime conditions, distinguishing
“full democracies” on the basis of whether they are established and stable or new and
varying contributes a different perspective on the question of the relevance of a
democratic regime type. In other words, this analysis differentiates between regime type
and regime trajectory, distinguishing between the type of regime in place at the time of
each terrorist group’s shift to party politics and the trajectory that this regime has
undertaken during the past half century.
This analysis offers a significant contribution to our understanding of the
interaction between regime type and shifts from terrorism to party politics. First of all, it
becomes clear that the number of terrorist groups that have operated in states that are
either stable democracies or new democracies (n = 328) is considerably higher than the
number of terrorist groups that have operated in states that have a history dominated by
nondemocratic or partially-democratic regimes (n = 83). This comparison is particularly
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informative with regard to the proportion of terrorist groups that turn to party politics
within each type of regime. For instance, there are 150 terrorist groups operating in
regimes classified in this analysis as established democracies. Of these, thirteen have
turned to party politics. This is only nine percent of the pool of terrorist groups operating
in countries with established democratic regimes that could have turned to party politics.
An interesting comparison to this figure is the 178 terrorist groups operating in states
with relatively young democracies.138

Of these, twenty-six have engaged in party

politics. This is approximately fifteen percent of the subset of terrorist groups operating
in these countries that could have turned to party politics. This figure is also 167%
higher than that observed in established democracies.
If the two categories of democracies—the stable democracies and the new
democracies—are combined, we see that thirty-nine out of 328 terrorist groups engage in
party politics. These thirty-nine terrorist groups make up 66% of the terrorist groups that
turn to party politics, but only twelve percent of the pool of terrorist groups that could
have turned to party politics under these regime conditions.
These numbers can be further contrasted with the ten out of forty-two terrorist
groups (24%) that shift to party politics in states with regimes categorized as weakly
authoritarian or partially democratic. Interestingly, this figure is a comparable 160%
higher than was found among the democratizing states and is twice the proportion of
terrorist groups that turn to party politics in the combined set of established and new
democracies. In short, although the number of terrorist groups turning to party politics in
weakly authoritarian and partially democratic regimes is much smaller, the number of
138 While these regimes may not be less democratic, they are generally younger and have different regime
histories. Many of the third-wave democracies were authoritarian until the time of their transitions, most of
which occurred in the 1970s and 1980s. Some of these regimes have relatively recent experiences with
democratic breakdowns or authoritarian regressions. See, for instance, Hagopian and Mainwaring (2005:
Table 1.3, p. 3).
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terrorist groups that shift to party politics is a much higher proportion of the total number
of potential shifters in these regimes. Not surprisingly, very few shifts of this type have
taken place in regimes categorized as highly authoritarian.

Figure 33: Regime classifications and proportions of terrorist groups that turn to party
politics

I turn to a Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence in order to test further the
relationship between regime classifications and shifts from terrorism to party politics.
This test shows that this relationship is significant (p < .01).139

As expected, the

relationship is being driven by the higher than expected proportion of shifts from
terrorism to party politics in countries characterized by weakly authoritarian and partially
139

All of the conditions for this test are met, including the independence of categories and with regard to
the size of the expected count for each cell being greater than five (100%).
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democratic regimes.140 The lower than expected count of terrorist groups turning to party
politics within authoritarian regimes is approaching significance.141
Although these findings are consistent with the expectation that terrorist groups
operating in countries with weakly authoritarian or partially democratic regimes will be
more likely to shift to party politics, this is only one part of the story. The categorization
of countries according to regime trajectories does not fully account for the impact of
changes in regime types over time.

These classifications highlight general regime

trajectories over time in the countries in which these shifts took place; however, they do
not capture the type of regime in place at the point in time in which a terrorist group
shifted to party politics. Many of the countries included in this classification have
experienced multiple changes in terms of regime type; many have experienced periods of
democratization and authoritarian regression. In order to understand the conditions under
which terrorist groups turn to party politics, it is important to account simultaneously for
the impact of the regime trajectories of countries within which terrorist groups operate
and the regime type in place at the time of shifts to party politics.
In fact, the evidence with regard to regime type and trajectory is varied, revealing
a variety of conditions under which terrorist groups turn to party politics.

Shifts in

tactics have taken place in failed states, as occurred in Lebanon.142 They have preceded
democratization, as in El Salvador and Guatemala, or followed democratization, as
occurred in Mexico.

Still, the highest numbers of shifts have taken place under

conditions of full democracy. Most of these have occurred within countries categorized
as new democracies and established democracies, including many Western democracies.
140

The standardized residual is greater than two (2.1).
The standardized residual for this comparison is slightly less than two (-1.8).
142 See for instance, “Authority Trends 1946-2009: Lebanon,” in the Polity IV Project
<http://systemicpeace.org/polity/leb2.htm>.
141
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Figure 34: Matching regime types and regime trajectories as they relate to shifts

More to the point, even though a higher proportion of terrorist groups turn to
party politics in regimes that may be categorized as weakly authoritarian or partially
democratic, very few of these terrorist groups make their transitions under weakly
authoritarian or partially democratic conditions.

Even among the terrorist groups

operating in countries categorized as weakly authoritarian or partially democratic, at least
forty percent of the groups that shifted tactics did so under conditions consistent either
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with full democracy or strong authoritarianism.

Only three of the terrorist groups

operating in countries with regimes characterized as weakly authoritarian or partly
democratic actually shifted to party politics under these regime conditions.143
In the section that follows, I investigate whether there are different trends in shifts
to party politics between terrorist groups operating under different types of regimes. This
investigation provides insight into whether, for analytical purposes, the terrorist groups
operating under different regime conditions should be treated similarly or differently with
regard to explaining the causes of their shifts to party politics. The evidence shows that
there are numerous differences among terrorist groups operating under different regime
types, both in terms of the timing of shifts to party politics and in terms of the types of
groups that shift to party politics.

Examining terrorist groups
Although the higher number of terrorist groups shifting to party politics under
conditions of full democracy can be explained in part by the higher number of terrorist
groups operating under these conditions, there is likely much more to the story. Given
the large number of terrorist groups turning to party politics under conditions of full
democracy and the inherent differences between fully democratic, partially democratic,
and authoritarian conditions, it is important to ask whether the reasons for these shifts are
the same as those for terrorist groups operating under other types of regimes. Moreover,
terrorist groups that turn to party politics in established democracies are doing so under a
set of conditions, which are largely unchanging in terms of regime type. This observation

143

The remaining three terrorist groups operated in a region and at a time for which Polity data was not
available.
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lends relevance to a different question: If democracy is not changing, then how far does
the presence of democracy go toward explaining changes in political tactics? The same
question can be asked for the few shifts from terrorism to party politics undertaken under
durable authoritarian regimes.

Regime types, trajectories, and tactics
Regime types and trajectories influence the conditions under which terrorist
groups operate.

Different implications regarding regime types and trajectories are

expected for terrorist groups operating in fully democratic and newly democratic regimes,
as well as for terrorist groups operating in the weaker and stronger authoritarian regimes.
Because opportunities to engage in party politics are present in fully democratic
regimes, a terrorist group that is formed under these conditions has chosen a violent path
despite the availability of a nonviolent alternative. Options for nonviolent politics are
available, but they are eschewed in favor of violence. In other words, these groups have
chosen violence even though violence is not the only option for political expression and
engagement.

Democracies have political parties and political party systems, the

institutionalization of which will depend on local conditions. Regardless of the nature of
the ideological spectrum represented within a particular party system, terrorist groups
operating in democratic states are typically located at the extremes of any ideological
spectrum. They may be extreme in terms of leftist, rightist, religious, or nationalist
ideologies, to name a few examples.

Within democratic regimes, these groups are

typically relatively small, in part because their radical views do not appeal to a large
audience. They cannot find a sizeable support base within regimes that enjoy widespread
support.
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Moreover, democratic regimes are typically intolerant of violent political groups.
Even though the democratic regimes under which these groups operate offer the freedom
for members of political groups to organize, associate, and express themselves, these
activities become illegal when violence is added. Most of the established democracies
within which so many terrorist groups operate have the capacity to punish members of
groups that use violent tactics. Groups that shift from below-ground activities to aboveground activities can expect to experience severe censure.

What is more, fully

democratic regimes are fully democratic because they have completed their transitions to
democracy. Democracy is the only game in these towns. Shifts in tactics that are spurred
on by changes in regime characteristics are unlikely to occur in these most stable of
regimes. In sum, terrorist groups operating in advanced democracies choose to engage in
violent tactics rather than to pursue political goals through the available nonviolent
channels. Furthermore, their incentives for turning to party politics are limited by their
general lack of appeal to large audiences.
The story is different for terrorist groups operating in the subset of fully
democratic regimes that have more recently democratized. Differences between the
established and new democracies may persist even after democratization has been
completed. Some differences may be consequences of late democratization; others may
be related to differences in the factors associated with later democratization.

For

instance, democratization may take place as a result of demands for democratization and
pressures to democratize from within and without. There are pressures to assimilate or
conform to an international norm. There are demands for political rights and civil
liberties. These may exist despite divergent histories or political cultures. Pressures and
demands for democracy may be in place even when the prerequisite structures and
institutions are not in place to support democracy. Newly democratizing states often
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have social structures and levels of economic development that distinguish them from
their established democratic counterparts. Many have more recent histories of revolution
and experiences with coups d’états. Many have divided societies, both in terms of
divisions among identity groups and in terms of the relationship between these divisions
and the distribution of economic and political resources. These differences may translate
into different types of democracy among earlier and later democratizers (Rose and Shin
2001). Differences in types of democracy between the new and established democracies
will give way to differences in the conditions under which terrorist groups operating in
these regimes consider their tactical options and undertake tactical shifts.
For terrorist groups, newer democratic regimes offer a different set of
experiences, challenges, and incentives than established democratic, partially-democratic,
or nondemocratic regimes. Regimes categorized as newer democracies are democratic,
oftentimes fully democratic; however, they often have authoritarian pasts. In many cases,
these pasts are not too distant. This subset of democracies also differs from the other
regime classifications in terms of regime trajectory. Each of the new democracies has
been less than fully democratic and each has made the transition to full democracy.
Some have had wide-ranging variations in regime type over the past fifty years. A
regime’s past is particularly important to the extent that it has an influence on the
formation of terrorist groups. The prospect of regime change may be considered one of
the most important challenges faced by terrorist groups, as well as one of the most
important incentives. Processes of democratization and the resulting democratic regime
are particularly important with regard to the incentives they can offer to domestic
political groups. These incentives may be especially relevant with regard to a terrorist
group’s decision to engage in party politics.
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Many of the terrorist groups operating in these newer democracies were formed
under a nondemocratic or partially democratic regime. The democratic deficit of these
earlier regimes may correspond with a deficit in terms of a “monopoly on the legitimate
use of force” or even a monopoly on the claim to form a legitimate government.
Terrorist groups may find room to operate under these conditions due to the instability or
weakness of the political regimes. Although the opportunity to participate in politics
through nonviolent means may have been closed to these groups at the time in which they
were formed, a political space may have been available for these violent political groups
to fill. At the same time, the idea of participating in nonviolent politics may have been
unpalatable for some groups due to the extent to which this type of activity may have
been viewed as legitimating an illegitimate government.
Terrorist groups are not necessarily the passive recipients of regime change.
Many of the terrorist groups operating in these environments pushed for the
representation of particular interests, which were excluded under the prior regimes.
Some pushed for a different type of political system—not necessarily a democratic
system, but rather a system in which they would have a voice. Terrorist groups in these
countries have used terrorism as a tactic to promote a change in regime, though not
necessarily a democratic transition.
More importantly, many of the terrorist groups operating in newer democracies
transitioned to party politics under fully democratic conditions.

This means that

democratization was complete; the countries within which these groups operated were
already fully democratic at the time of their shifts. In these cases, democratization may
be understood as opening doors for nonviolent political participation, even in cases in
which the nonviolent political participation followed democratization by several years.
More relevant is the understanding that many of these terrorist groups were formed under
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authoritarian conditions, yet transitioned to party politics under democratic conditions. In
summary, terrorist groups operating in countries undergoing democratization have on
their horizon the possibility of future participation in party politics. Engagement in party
politics may not follow immediately, but it may enter into the decision-making calculus.
As Bennet and Bennet (2004) state:

“Organizations learn to increase their

adaptability and efficiency during times of change” (p. 264).

Under conditions of

democratization, shifting to party politics may represent a defensible end for a terrorist
group that no longer requires the use of violent tactics in order to achieve its goals. This
transition makes even more sense from the perspective of organizational survival.
Despite the opportunity to engage in party politics, most terrorist groups refrain
from such participation. The extent to which groups may be able to gain this access or
wish to share access to political power varies across groups.
Of course, the experiences of terrorist groups operating within weakly
authoritarian and partially democratic regimes can be expected to differ considerably
from those of groups operating in democratizing states, newer democracies, and
established democracies. Weakly authoritarian and partially democratic regimes take up
the largest space along the autocracy-democracy continuum.144 These are also among the
regimes identified as most likely to see shifts from terrorism to party politics (Weinberg,
Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008). Regimes with these classifications do not have the highest
numbers of terrorist groups or the highest numbers of terrorist groups shifting to party
politics; however, these are the regimes with the highest proportion of terrorist groups
turning to party politics.

144

This designation corresponds with regimes that maintain Polity scores ranging from -6 to 6 that do not
democratize.
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Terrorist groups operating in these weaker versions of authoritarian and
democratic regimes are likely to be exposed to some forms of democratic institutions.
These institutions will most likely include elections; though, they may not be free, fair,
and inclusive. Political parties likely exist in most of these regimes during the periods of
time in which they are partially democratic, regardless of the nature of political
competition.

Moreover, states with these weaker regimes are less likely than their

stronger authoritarian or fully democratic counterparts to have the capacity to repress
violent political groups. Still, the incentives for these shifts are confounding. Why do
terrorist groups turn to party politics under conditions that are not fully democratic? Why
engage in party politics under conditions in which access to political power is
questionable? Perhaps they turn to party politics under conditions that appear to be
democratic even when in actuality they are not. Perhaps these groups turn to party
politics in order to promote democracy. Perhaps the shift to party politics is partial, only
an additional tactic by which groups may petition for popular support while continuing to
engage in terrorism. Gaining leverage on this empirical puzzle is the project to which the
analysis now turns.

Examining the terrorist groups that turn to party politics
Identifying similarities and differences among terrorist groups that shift to party
politics under different regime conditions provides insight into whether explanations for
shifts between party politics and terrorism are similar or different across these contexts.
Similarities and differences are readily identifiable through descriptive analysis.
Findings from this analysis will be examined in the context of areas for further research.
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This examination of terrorist groups that turn to party politics begins with a look
at the timing of shifts. This examination of the timing of shifts to party politics reveals
different trends between the terrorist groups operating under different regime conditions.
With regard to timing, the distribution of shifts is relatively constant across regimes types
for groups operating in authoritarian, weakly authoritarian, partially democratic, and fully
democratic regimes. Under each of these types of regimes, there are slight increases and
decreases in the frequencies of terrorist groups turning to party politics. In contrast, the
timing of shifts from terrorism to party politics peaks among the terrorist groups
operating in the subset of states that have recently democratized and are currently
democratic. In fact, rather than revealing similarities among terrorist groups operating in
newer and established democracies, differences in the timing of shifts reveal an opposite
pattern. As the number of shifts in newer democracies increases between 1985 and 1994,
the number of shifts in established democracies decreases. Similarly, as the numbers of
shifts in newer democracies decreases during the subsequent ten years (1995-2004), the
number of shifts in established democracies increases again.
Among the newer democracies, most of the shifts to party politics take place
during the ten year time period centered on 1990, corresponding roughly with the period
during which many of the recent democratizers transitioned to democracy. This is the
regime classification with the largest number of shifts from terrorism to party politics.
This is the only regime classification exhibiting an increase in the number of shifts from
terrorism to party politics between 1985 and 1994 and the only regime classification
exhibiting a marked increase in shifts from terrorism to party politics. In summary, states
transitioning to democracy during the third wave of democratization reveal a different
dynamic with regard to the timing of shifts from terrorism to party politics. This finding
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differentiates the groups operating in democratizing states from those operating in
established democracies, partial democracies, and nondemocracies.
Several questions can be derived from this finding.

First, is this increase

something that we can expect to see again with future waves of democratization? Should
we expect for the violent political parties operating in the Palestinian territories, Lebanon,
and Iraq, for instance, to be a precursor for the deepening of democracy in their
respective political systems? Furthermore, as noted earlier, many of the terrorist groups
that shifted to party politics in countries identified within this category did so under
conditions of democracy, after the transition to democracy had taken place. Others
transitioned prior to democratization. Future research should take into account a new
question: Do terrorist groups turning to party politics facilitate democratization or are
these shifts merely a symptom of democratization, either recent or pending?

Figure 35: The timing of shifts to party politics
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This examination of the terrorist groups that turn to party politics continues with a
look at the ideologies of terrorist groups undertaking shifts to party politics. Differences
are apparent with regard to the ideology of terrorist groups operating within each regime
classification as well as with regard to the subset of terrorist groups that turn to party
politics under each regime classification. A few observations are worth noting. First,
terrorist groups with religiously-based ideologies make up a larger proportion of the
terrorist groups operating in the least democratic regimes. Using a Pearson’s Chi-square
test of independence, I find that the relationship between regime classification and the
presence of terrorist groups with religious ideologies is statistically significant (p < .001).
This significance is driven mostly by the high number of religious terrorist groups
operating in authoritarian regimes.145

This significance also is driven by the high

proportion of religious groups in the weakly authoritarian and partially democratic
regimes and the lower proportion of religious groups operating in the fully democratic
regimes.

145

All assumptions are met for this Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence. The standardized residual
for authoritarian regimes is 4.7, which is highly significant.
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Figure 36: Religious terrorist groups disaggregated on the basis of regime classification

On the other hand, with regard to the propensity of religiously-based groups to
shift to party politics, all five of the religious groups that have shifted to party politics did
so in the subset of newer democracies. This number represents 38% (five out of thirteen)
of the religious groups operating under this subset of democracies. The shifts took place
in Lebanon, Turkey, Indonesia, and the Philippines. These same countries are also home
to the remaining eight non-transitioning religious terrorist groups. Although the number
of religious terrorist groups that turn to party politics is small, there are some interesting
implications of this finding. First, once violent, religious terrorist groups tend to remain
violent. The few terrorist groups with religious ideologies that manage shifts to party
politics operate in countries that have democratized. Each has experienced considerable
variations in levels of democracy over the last fifty years. Second, there is no evidence to
support the likelihood of shifts to party politics among religious terrorist groups operating
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under stable or nondemocratizing authoritarian regimes. Similarly, although religious
terrorist groups are present in established democracies, these groups do not have a history
of shifting to party politics. As with other terrorist groups in established democracies,
these groups have formed as violent groups under stable democratic conditions. While
there are some variations in the regime trajectories of these new democracies, there is a
common theme of democratization, whether it takes place in the aftermath of an
authoritarian regression as in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Turkey, or following a
gradual democratization and a period of state failure, as in Lebanon. There is also a
second common theme with regard to ideology. In addition to being religious, all five of
the religiously-based groups that shift to party politics are also nationalist groups.
Historically-speaking, the types of religiously-based terrorist groups that turn to party
politics is narrowly defined, as are the conditions under which these shifts take place.

Figure 37: Religious terrorist groups within the subset of terrorist groups that turn to
party politics
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A separate set of insights can be gained by looking at the subset of terrorist
groups that are ideologically at the far right or far left. Right-wing groups are found
primarily in democratic regimes, both the older established democracies and the newer
democracies.

A Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence shows a statistically

significant relationship between regime classifications and the presence of right-wing
terrorist groups (p < .001). The significance of this relationship is driven by the presence
of these groups in countries with fully democratic regimes and their absence in
authoritarian regimes.146

Figure 38: Rightist terrorist groups disaggregated on the basis of regime classification

146 All assumptions are met for this test. The standardized residuals are positive and significant for the
presence of right-wing groups in countries with fully democratic regimes (2.7) and negative and significant
for the absence of right-wing groups in countries with authoritarian regimes (-2.1) or weakly authoritarian
or partially democratic regimes (-2.2).
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Very few right-wing groups shift to party politics. Right-wing groups make up
the smallest portion of the subset of terrorist groups that turn to party politics (n = 3).
These shifts have taken place in countries during periods of democratization (Guatemala),
civil conflict (Lebanon), and established democracy (Germany).

Figure 39: Rightist terrorist groups within the subset of terrorist groups that turn to party
politics
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In contrast, left-wing terrorist groups are found in countries with political systems
classified as falling within each of the four regime classifications; though, they make up a
larger proportion of the terrorist groups operating in the newer democracies than in
countries with other regime trajectories. A Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence
shows that the relationship between regime classifications and the presence of leftist
terrorist groups is significant (p < .05). This significance is driven by the higher than
expected number of left-wing groups in the countries that have democratized.

Figure 40: Leftist terrorist groups disaggregated on the basis of regime classification
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With regard to the subset of left-wing terrorist groups that shift tactics, the highest
frequencies are found in the subset of countries that have had nondemocratic regimes
during the period under study. These include the classifications represented by the newer
democracies and the partial democracies and weaker authoritarian regimes. The number
of left-wing groups that turn to party politics in countries with established democratic
regimes is much smaller in comparison.

Figure 41: Leftist terrorist groups within the subset of groups that turn to party politics
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In contrast, groups with nationalistic ideologies are approximately equally
represented in each of the various regime classifications. In the absence of a difference
between groups, there is no statistically significant relationship between nationalist
terrorist groups and regime classifications. Where they differ is with regard to their
propensity to shift to party politics. Interestingly, nationalist groups make up a smaller
proportion of terrorist groups turning to party politics in the new democracies than in
either the established democracies or the weakly authoritarian and partially democratic
regimes.

Figure 42: Nationalistic terrorist groups disaggregated on the basis of regime
classifications
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Figure 43: Nationalist terrorist groups as a subset of groups that turn to party politics

Because terrorist groups may have multiple ideologies, the ideological categories
are not mutually exclusive. Many religious groups are simultaneously nationalist. Many
nationalist groups are simultaneously left-wing. Despite the overlapping categories, there
are notable differences both in the types of terrorist groups operating under each regime
classification, as well as in the types of terrorist groups that turn to party politics under
each classification.

Religious terrorist groups shift to party politics exclusively in

countries with newer democratic regimes. Right-wing terrorist groups turn to party
politics under democratic conditions. Left-wing terrorist groups are historically less
likely to turn to party politics in countries with established democracies. These groups
are more likely to turn to party politics under regimes with weaker democratic
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institutions. Many nationalist terrorist groups turn to party politics, regardless of the
regime type in place.147
Based on this analysis, it becomes apparent that terrorist groups with a variety of
ideologies have managed shifts to party politics in countries that have recently
democratized and are currently democratic. Looking more closely at the proportion of
each ideological group that turns to party politics provides an interesting picture. Not
only do terrorist groups with religious, nationalistic, right-wing, and left-wing ideologies
manage to undertake shifts in countries with these regimes, but they also manage to do so
in relatively close proportions, ranging from just over 20% to just fewer than 40% of the
number of terrorist groups having each ideology.

Figure 44: Terrorist groups in the newer democracies

147

While nationalist terrorist groups appear to have a similar effect in the strongest authoritarian regimes,
it is important to keep in mind that only one terrorist group has turned to party politics in a country that has
been classified as fully authoritarian.
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This type of distribution is not apparent in other regime types. In the established
democracies, nationalistic regimes shift in higher proportions than right-wing or left-wing
groups, while religious groups do not make the transition to party politics. In weakly
authoritarian and partially democratic regimes, half of nationalistic groups and just fewer
than half of left-wing groups manage shifts to party politics; groups with religious
ideologies do not shift under these conditions and groups with right-wing ideologies are
absent.
Understanding the relationship between regime types and trajectories is important
for understanding the conditions under which terrorist groups turn to party politics. The
observation that most of the shifts from terrorism to party politics occur in newer
democracies is not surprising given that the highest number of terrorist groups operate
under this type of regime. On the other hand, the observation that terrorist groups of
diverse ideological types have turned to party politics in the states with newer democratic
institutions suggests that these conditions are generally conducive to shifts to party
politics, regardless of group ideology. The coincidence of the timing of the majority of
these shifts with democratization in many of these countries suggests that regime change
provides a partial explanation.
Another observation is worth noting. Although terrorist groups of all types shift
to party politics in the subset of countries with newer democratic regimes, it is apparent
that different ideological groups behave differently under different conditions. Most
importantly, nationalist terrorist groups differ from other terrorist groups. They exist in
all types of regimes and they shift to party politics in countries with varying regime
trajectories. In contrast, religious, right-wing, and leftist groups shift to party politics
predominantly under democratic conditions and in regimes categorized as newer
democracies.
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TURNING TO TERRORISM
In the analysis of the relationship between regime type and party-terror linkages,
the second and more counterintuitive finding is the observation that political parties are
more likely to turn to terrorism under the most authoritarianism or democratic conditions,
rather than under conditions of weak authoritarianism or partial democracy.

The

comparison of the frequencies of shifts to terrorism along a continuum of measures of
regime types produced a U-shaped curve.

This finding does not contradict the

expectation that political parties will be more likely to engage in political violence in
regimes that are less stable or less democratic (Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008).
The reason for this is simple: the range of scores that make up the categorizations of
weaker authoritarianism and partial democracy take a much larger length of the
autocracy-democracy spectrum. Moreover, the majority of countries that are home to
terrorist groups have been classified as weakly authoritarian or partially democratic at
some point in the post-World War II period.

The finding that runs counter to

expectations is that the modal Polity scores at which political parties engage in terrorism
are found in the small spaces at the extremes of the continuum. In other words, the
expected shape of this curve should have resembled an inverted U-shape, with the modal
Polity scores occurring in the center of the spectrum, at locations more representative of
weak authoritarianism and partial democracy, where regimes are relatively less stable.
The differences between the regimes are relevant for understanding the roles
played by political parties in domestic politics. In advanced democracies, political parties
are typically thought of as political groups that have organized for the purpose of
competing for political influence through nonviolent means. Political parties typically
run candidates in elections in order to achieve this goal. In contrast, the role played by
political parties in nondemocratic regimes lacking in free, fair, and inclusive competition
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may be quite different. Under these regimes, political parties may not have access to
political office and their efforts at nonviolent political participation may be stifled. As
they are with other political groups, strong authoritarian regimes are expected to be
superior at repressing the formation and activities of political parties, especially if they
are a threat to the government.

Considering the relevance of regime types
One starting point for the analysis of this counterintuitive finding is a
consideration of the influence of regime type. Advanced democracies offer opportunities
for political parties to engage in nonviolent party politics. The institutions in place in
democracies allow for nonviolent competition.

In established democracies, the

democratic “rules of the game” are not subject to renegotiation. These rules are known to
political actors, their potential supporters, and the general population. At the same time,
just because a regime is democratic does not mean that political groups operating under
the regime will work within the democratic system. As Eubank and Weinberg (2001)
note, “Most observers believe that the ‘democratic rules of the game’ provide a peaceful
means for resolving political conflicts. This may be true but not all groups or even single
individuals in democratic societies need play by these rules” (p. 155). In fact, some
political parties do turn to terrorism and they do so in some of the most advanced
democracies.
Given the U-shape of the curve that is the focus of this analysis, another point of
departure is a consideration of strong authoritarian regimes.

As in established

democracies, the institutions in place in strong authoritarian regimes are not typically
open to negotiation. The reason for this is not that the political actors or the population
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do not desire a negotiation; rather, the government is either capable of engaging its
repressive powers to hinder such negotiation or the population has not organized to
demand this negotiation en masse. One would expect that political parties have a limited
role in such regimes, given the absence of democratic institutions. One would also
expect that terrorist groups have a limited role in these regimes, given the repressive
powers of the strong authoritarian state. Nevertheless, political parties have managed to
turn to terrorism in the most authoritarian of regimes.
A series of figures help to illustrate this phenomenon. The first figure below
shows the average Polity scores at the times in which political parties have undertaken
shifts to terrorism.148 The U-shape of the distribution is apparent, highlighting the modal
Polity scores. Whereas a higher number of shifts take place within the wide spaces
between the extreme values for autocracy and democracy, the spikes in frequencies are
apparent among political parties operating under regimes with Polity scores at each of the
extremes. The modal Polity average corresponds to strongly authoritarian (-9, n = 11).149
The second most frequent five-year Polity average corresponds to the fullest democratic
regimes (10, n = 9). In fact, just under half of the political parties that turn to terrorism
do so under conditions of strong authoritarianism (Polity scores ranging from -10 to -7)
or full democracy (Polity scores ranging from 7 to 10). More than one quarter of the
shifts to terrorism take place at the extremes of the autocracy-democracy spectrum,
including regimes with Polity scores corresponding to the most extreme authoritarianism
148 This figure differs from the figure shown in the introduction in terms of the level of detail that is
offered.
149 As with the analysis above, the Polity score average takes into account the Polity scores for two years
prior to a shift, the year of the shift, and two years following the shift. Although some changes in
frequencies are apparent with different calculations using Polity scores, the U-shape of the distribution of
Polity averages is consistent with different calculations of five-year averages, including a five-year average
calculated using the four years before a shift and the shift year, as well as a five-year average calculated
using the four years following a shift and the shift year.
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(-10 to -9) and in regimes with Polity scores corresponding to the fullest contemporary
forms of democracy (9 to 10). In short, the expected modal categories for shifts from
party politics to terrorism—the weakly authoritarian regimes and partially democratic
regimes—account for just over half of the cases.

Figure 45: Political parties turning to terrorism

The pie chart below shows a distribution of shifts to terrorism according to regime
classifications. The regime classifications used below correspond to those introduced
above in the analysis of terrorist groups that turn to party politics. It is important to note
that the regime classifications do not correspond to Polity measures at the time of shifts.
Rather, these classifications allow for the disaggregation of political parties in terms of
the regime trajectories and the regime types of the countries within which they operate.
Regime trajectories group countries on the basis of the type of change that a political
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party’s base of operation is experiencing. For some countries, classifications of regime
trajectory group countries that are not undergoing regime change, including the strongest
autocracies and fullest democracies. Other classifications group countries together that
have undergone similar regime changes, such as democratization.

Because these

classifications are distinct from the Polity scores at the times of shifts to terrorism, they
tell a different story.
Figure 46: Regime classifications and instances of political parties turning to terrorism

As the pie chart illustrates, the highest number of political parties turning to
terrorism are found in the newer democracies. Consistent with the regime classifications
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elaborated above,150 these are democracies; though, they are younger democracies and, in
some cases, they may be considered to be less stable than the established democratic
regimes. Countries with established democracies and the strongest authoritarian regimes
are home to more than one-fifth (21%) of shifts. This is fewer than the forty percent of
shifts that take place under these regime conditions, at times when a regime is classified
as fully democratic or strongly authoritarian.
This distribution of regime classifications is not surprising for two reasons. First,
and most important, regime classifications based on regime trajectories are distinct from
regime types at the time of a shift to terrorism. Political parties have turned to terrorism
in the highest frequencies under the most authoritarian and most democratic conditions.
At the same time, these conditions may exist at various times within countries that are
newly democratic, partially democratic, or weakly authoritarian. Second, the number of
countries classified as new democracies is higher than the number classified as
established democracies, partial democracies, and non-democracies.

Many of these

countries were strongly authoritarian in the past and are currently fully democratic. They
are also home to higher numbers of terrorist groups.151 Third, one can expect to find
political parties operating in democracies, new and old. It is in countries with these types
of regimes that the pool of potential shifters should be found. On the other hand, to the
extent that the pool of political parties that could shift to terrorism is determined by the
number of political parties within a political system, it is important to note that the
number of political parties varies considerably across democracies. We might expect to
find fewer political parties operating in established democratic regimes, where the
political party systems are more likely to be institutionalized, where the voters have
150
151

Refer to the figure entitled “Regime classifications that take into account changes over time.”
This is a finding introduced and discussed earlier in this chapter.
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sufficient information to make decisions between competing political parties, and where
the parties have sufficient information to recognize their relative electoral
competitiveness.152 We may expect to find higher numbers of political parties operating
in countries with regimes that are less institutionalized and, perhaps as a coincidence, less
democratic. In other words, higher levels of democracy do not equate to higher numbers
of political parties.
While the pie chart above shows that the most established democracies and
strongest authoritarian regimes—those typically maintaining the highest and lowest
Polity scores—are not home to the highest number of political parties turning to
terrorism, this does not discount the observation that the modal regime categorizations for
political parties at the times of their shifts to terrorism are the strongest authoritarian
regimes and fullest democracies. In order to gain some leverage on explaining the
phenomenon of shifts from party politics to terrorism, this analysis will now turn to the
timing of shifts and the types of groups undertaking these shifts. The purpose of this
analysis is to identify trends among the political parties that turn to terrorism under the
most authoritarian and most democratic regimes.

Timing and types
Political parties turn to terrorism under conditions of strong authoritarianism and
full democracy, as well as under the mid-range conditions corresponding to weak
authoritarianism and partial democracy. Although these shifts have taken place over a
wide span of time, there is a spike in frequencies during the ten years centered on 1970.
This spike is the result of the large number of left-wing political parties turning to
152

See, for instance, Moser and Scheiner (2004).
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terrorism at this time. A less dramatic spike in the frequency of shifts to terrorism among
nationalist groups occurred during the same ten year period. The frequencies of rightwing parties and religiously-based parties turning to terrorism have also seen smaller
spikes. As with the nationalist parties, these spikes in frequencies are considerably less
dramatic than is apparent among left-wing groups. They also occur at later times, with
shifts among right-wing groups reaching their highest frequencies during 1975-1984 and
shifts among religious groups reaching their highest frequencies during 1985-1994.

Figure 47: Timing of party-initiated shifts to terrorism
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Shifting attention to the ideologies of the political parties that turn to terrorism, it
is apparent that the largest number of these parties has a left-wing ideology.
Approximately half of the political parties that turn to terrorism are leftist, an observation
that is consistent with the representation of left-wing groups within the general sample of
terrorist groups.

Among political parties, the number of leftist parties that turn to

terrorism is more than double the numbers of nationalist, right-wing, and religious
political parties that undertake similar shifts.

Figure 48: Ideologies of political parties that turn to terrorism

Beyond the divergent natures of their shifts, political parties that turn to terrorism
differ from terrorist groups that turn to party politics in observable ways. For instance,
comparing the frequencies of terrorist groups that turn to party politics and political
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parties that turn to terrorism on the basis of ideology reveals more differences than
similarities. Whereas left-wing and nationalist terrorist groups turn from terrorism to
party politics in approximately the same numbers, this is not the case among political
parties turning to terrorism. Left-wing parties turn to terrorism in considerably higher
numbers than nationalist parties.

In contrast to the frequencies observed among

religiously-based terrorist groups that turn to party politics, a relatively large number of
religious political parties turn to terrorism. Among religiously-based groups, the number
of political parties that turn to terrorism is approximately twice that of terrorist groups
that turn to party politics. One difference is that the religiously-based terrorist groups
that turn to party politics are also nationalist; whereas, only a small number of the
religiously-based political parties that turn to terrorism is also nationalist (n = 2 of 11
political parties). In this sense, the coincidence of religious and nationalist ideologies
among terrorist groups turning to party politics may help explain these transitions, while
the absence of this coincidence does not contribute to an explanation of the opposite type
of shift. An even more dramatic difference is observable among political groups with
right-wing ideologies. The number of right-wing terrorist groups that turn to party
politics is considerably lower than the number of right-wing political parties that turn to
terrorism. The reason for this difference may be the exclusivity inherent in groups with
right-wing ideologies and their relative lack of interest in compromise. This can be
contrasted with left-wing groups, which oftentimes tend to view their objectives as
benefiting a larger segment of the populations in the states within which they operate,
even when these segments of the population do not support the party.
It is particularly important to take ideology into account when considering the
relevance of regime type for explaining tactical shifts. First of all, different ideological
groups may operate differently under different regime conditions. This is especially true
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to the extent that regime types correspond to dominant ideologies. For instance, in
established democracies, we might expect that relatively centrist politics prevail. In
countries with weaker democratic regimes, we may expect to find more competition
among rival political groups espousing divergent ideologies. Alternatively, under these
conditions we may expect to find a society that is less cohesive in terms of identity,
lending fuel to the fires of ideological conflict.

Nationalist movements and right-wing

movements may be especially common in divided societies.

The differences in

frequencies of shifts disaggregated on the basis of ideology are shown in the figure
below.

Figure 49: Comparing shifts to and from terrorism on the basis of ideology
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In order to gain further leverage on the relationship between regime
characteristics and shifts to terrorism, the analysis will now turn to an investigation of the
timing of these shifts and the types of parties turning to terrorism under varying regime
conditions. This analysis focuses on shifts undertaken under the most authoritarian and
most democratic regimes.

Turning to terrorism under authoritarian regimes
There are many similarities in the timing and types of political parties that have
turned to terrorism in states with authoritarian regimes. The period of time for shifts to
terrorism in authoritarian regimes ranges from the 1960s to the early 1970s. These shifts
have taken place under authoritarian regimes in relatively large numbers in the Latin
American countries of Argentina and Brazil, as well as in Portugal, Iran, Jordan, and
Cambodia.

Although only Iran and Jordan maintain their status as authoritarian, all of

these countries were authoritarian at the time that these political parties shifted to
terrorism. Six political parties in Brazil turned to terrorism. All six were leftist and all
six shifted to terrorism during a very short window of time between 1967 and 1970. The
regime in Brazil was authoritarian in the years prior to 1967 and was becoming more
authoritarian at the time that the six political parties turned to terrorism. The two political
parties that turned to terrorism in Argentina shifted under similar conditions; although,
the authoritarian conditions began to reverse in the aftermath of these shifts. Unlike the
regime in Brazil, which experienced a more gradual democratization, the regimes in
Argentina alternated between authoritarianism and democracy before the country
eventually democratized in the 1980s.153 Portugal was solidly authoritarian in 1971 when
153

Polity IV Project, “Polity IV Individual Country Regime Trends,”
<http://systemicpeace.org/polity/polity4.htm>.
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the Portuguese Communist Party engaged in terrorism. The state democratized several
years later. Cambodia’s Communist Party of Kampuchea also operated under a solidly
authoritarian regime when it turned to terrorism in 1967, prior to an erratic period of
regime change, conflict, and foreign intervention, largely brought on by the party’s own
acts of mass terror. All four of these states experienced coup d’état during the periods
surrounding their shifts. In fact, in all four of the currently democratic countries, the
transition to terrorism is chronologically tied to coups d’état. In Argentina, Brazil, and
Cambodia, coups d’état preceded transitions to terrorism. In Portugal and again in
Argentina, these coups d’état occurred within a few years following transitions to
terrorism. In the subset of former authoritarian regimes that are now democratic, all of
the parties that turned to terrorism have been leftist.
The two remaining authoritarian regimes with cases of political parties turning to
terrorism are still classified as authoritarian. Jordan’s nationalistic al-Fatah was tied to
the Palestinian cause. Less is known about the inner-workings of the two Iranian parties
that engaged in terrorism in the 1960s and early 1970s.
Several observations regarding the shifts from party politics to terrorism that
occurred among authoritarian regimes are relevant for understanding this phenomenon.
First, this is not a phenomenon that has occurred over a long span of time. The period of
time in which these shifts took place was relatively short, lasting only a few years.
Second, the groups involved in these shifts were primarily leftist, most notably among the
subset of regimes that eventually transitioned to democracy. Third, the majority of these
regimes have transitioned into democracies; however, the shifts to terrorism took place
under authoritarian conditions. Finally, and perhaps most relevant for understanding the
interaction between regime trajectory and tactical shifts, in many cases shifts from party
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politics to terrorism occurred at times when the regimes were becoming more
authoritarian, entering into periods of civil unrest, or around the time of military coups.
The relationship between the turn to terrorism and the relative violence
experienced within these political systems is worthy of consideration, as are the reasons
for this coincidence. Shifts to terrorism coincided with increases in political violence. At
the same time, keeping in mind that these parties turned to terrorism, it is not unlikely
that the parties contributed to the instability and violence experienced within their home
countries as much so, if not more so, than they responded to it. This is perhaps most
obvious with regard to the Communist Party of Kampuchea, better known as the Khmer
Rouge.

Turning to terrorism under democratic regimes
A different set of dynamics is evident when attention is turned to the subset of
political parties that engage in terrorism under conditions of full democracy. Political
parties have turned to terrorism in Australia, India, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and
the United States—all of which are also classified as established democracies in terms of
their regime trajectories during the post-World War II period.154 It is in these countries
where the majority of shifts from party politics to terrorism under conditions of the fullest
democracy have taken place (n = 10). These shifts have also taken place in Spain and
Turkey, each of which has been identified as a newer democracy, or as a regime that
underwent a transition to democracy after a relatively recent period of authoritarianism.
The timing of shifts to terrorism among political parties operating under these
conditions spans a much longer period of time than the relatively concentrated
154
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occurrences of shifts to terrorism among political parties operating under the most
authoritarian conditions. For parties shifting to terrorism under democratic conditions,
the shifts range from 1956 until 1990. The time period with the highest number of shifts
to terrorism coincides with the time period under which all of the political parties
operating under authoritarian conditions turned to terrorism. This period of time is also
roughly equivalent to that of the sample of political parties that turn to terrorism under
weakly authoritarian or partially democratic regime types, almost all of which are
concentrated in the span of time between 1955 and 1994.

Figure 50: Timing of shifts to terrorism taking place under the most democratic
conditions

With regard to ideology, there is also evidence that the subset of political parties
turning to terrorism under the most democratic conditions is not considerably different
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from the sample of political parties turning to terrorism. This is true for the duration of
the period under investigation (1945-2004). A comparison of the figures showing the
ideologies of the subset of political parties that turn to terrorism under conditions of full
democracy and the ideologies and timing of shifts to terrorism for the sample of political
parties that turn to terrorism illustrates striking similarities between these two groups.155
First of all, there is an obvious coincidence both with regard to the ideologies of groups
undertaking shifts to terrorism and the timing of these shifts. The spike in shifts among
left-wing parties during 1965-1974 is mirrored in the analyses of the complete sample of
parties turning to terrorism and in the subset of parties that do so under conditions of full
democracy. For the larger sample of political parties, the higher frequencies of shifts
among religiously-based political parties are seen in the period from 1985 to 1994. This
corresponds with the turn to terrorism undertaken by Aum Shinrikyo under democratic
conditions in Japan in 1990. The spike in shifts by nationalist political parties is apparent
during the ten years centered on 1970 (1965-1974). This also corresponds with the
timing of shifts to terrorism among nationalist political parties in the full sample as well
as among those operating under fully authoritarian conditions.

There is also a

coincidence in the spike in the frequency of right-wing political parties turning to
terrorism between 1975 and 1984, which is apparent both for the larger sample of
political parties and the subset of parties operating under fully democratic conditions.
These findings lend support to the notion that political parties turning to terrorism under
fully democratic conditions are not very different from the sample of political parties
turning to terrorism.

155

Refer to the figure above entitled “Timing of party-initiated shifts to terrorism.”
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Figure 51: Ideology of political parties turning to terrorism under the most democratic
conditions

As the analyses of timing and types suggest, there is considerable diversity among
the political parties that undertake shifts to terrorism under the most democratic
conditions. A few examples are illustrative. The sole religious political party is Aum
Shinrikyo. The group began as a cult prior to engaging in party politics. The party’s
shift to terrorism seems to be directly tied to the group’s lack of success as a political
party.

Because of its unique religious affiliation, this group can be considered as

something of an outlier. Other religious groups included in the sample of political parties
that turn to terrorism maintain more mainstream religious affiliations—all are Islamic.
Although, with the exception of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party, which turned to terrorism
under a Turkish regime with a Polity score coinciding with full democracy, religious
parties do not shift to terrorism under fully democratic regimes.156

156

This analysis has focused on the regimes with the most extreme Polity scores of 9 and 10 and -9 and 10; however, full democracy is considered to be reached at a Polity score of 7.
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Not unlike communist parties elsewhere, communist parties in India, Italy, and
Japan are among the left-wing parties that turned to terrorism.

Communist parties

operating during the Cold War were subject to influences from outside as much so, if not
more so, than they were to influences within domestic borders. In the United States, the
Students for a Democratic Society created and were then usurped by the Weather
Underground Organization, a terrorist group with stronger leftist tendencies than the
original political group.157
Whereas left-wing parties may react to a combination of domestic conditions and
international influences, nationalist groups may be more likely to react to domestic
political conditions. Nationalist groups benefit from a built-in base of support and can
garner broader appeal for supporting the interests of a particular identity group. They
tend to be present in countries with divided societies, regardless of the type of political
system in place. The Ulster Defence Association (UDA) is credited with turning to
terrorism in Northern Ireland in 1971.

This move was likely something of a

counterweight to the republican movements operating in the same country at the same
time. The republican movement underwent a significant overhaul in 1969-1970, when
the Irish Republican Army split over a disagreement regarding the relative importance of
participating in party politics. In India, the Tripura Tribal Youth Organization (TUJS)
formed Tripura Sena to act as the group’s armed wing. The TUJS has served as a
political party representing the interests of the people of the Tripura region, even going so
far as to support autonomy.158

In contrast to the UDA’s apparent position as a

counterweight to the IRA in Northern Ireland, the TUJS’s position appears to be one of
157

See, for instance, “Terrorist Organization Profiles,” available through START
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158 See “Chronology for Tripuras in India” at the Minorities at Risk (MAR) Data site
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challenging the state government’s treatment of local people. With regard to these
nationalist groups, it seems that it is not the presence of democratic institutions as much
as the structure of domestic political contention and the policies in place pertaining to
national representation that matter most.
That being said, the above examples of nationalist parties-turned-terrorists can be
differentiated from the Croatian party operating in Australia. The Croatian Revolutionary
Brotherhood is said to have ties to the Croatian Ustasha.159 This group has operated
outside of former Yugoslavia; however, the objective was to influence politics in
Yugoslavia. The post-World War II activities and objectives of this group take on the
appearance of more nationalist than right-wing, despite the fascist origins of the political
group; though, it is easier to see where this line could be blurred when nationalist
objectives interact with exclusionary preferences.
There is also considerable variation among right-wing political parties turning to
terrorism under fully democratic conditions.

Like the Croatian Revolutionary

Brotherhood, the neo-fascist Grey Wolves in Turkey are part of an international network
of political groups. The Grey Wolves is tied to the National Action Party (NAP) and, in
particular, the party’s youth wing.160 In Italy, a faction of the right-wing Italian Social
Movement (Movimento Sociale Italiano) broke away from the party for the purpose of
engaging in terrorist activities under the guise of the New Order (Ordine Nuovo) in 1956.
A generation later, the right-wing Third Position (Terza Posizione) is said to have
supported the terrorist activities of the Armed Revolutionary Nuclei (Nuclei Armati
Rivoluzionari).

159
160

See, for instance, Hocking (2003: 124).
See Schmid and Jongman (2008: 674).
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In sum, and in contrast to the findings among groups operating under the most
authoritarian regimes, there are more differences than similarities among the political
parties that turn to terrorism under the most democratic conditions. Perhaps democratic
conditions provide these political parties with sufficient freedom to organize and operate.
Lacking in adverse regime changes, democratic conditions also provide stability. As the
Croatian party in Australia and the Turkish party with branches throughout Europe
illustrate, democracies may provide safe havens for groups to operate, even when a
group’s political grievances are elsewhere. At the same time, this stability cannot be seen
as a trigger for the shift to terrorism.

PULLING THE PIECES TOGETHER
This analysis began with an investigation of two counterintuitive findings. First,
terrorist groups turn to party politics in the largest numbers under fully democratic
regimes. This finding was contradictory to the expectation that terrorist groups would
turn to party politics under weaker regime conditions, including under weaker
authoritarian conditions or under regimes that were partially democratic. Furthermore,
the identification of shifts to party politics as occurring in countries with fully democratic
regimes was a static observation.

This analysis captured regime change by

disaggregating the countries that have achieved full democracy on the basis of recent
regime histories and trajectories, finding that large numbers of the groups that shifted
under fully democratic regime conditions did so in countries with recent nondemocratic
histories. In this way, this analysis has contributed to the understanding of the conditions
under which terrorist groups change tactics. This analysis also identified the smaller
number of shifts from terrorism to party politics taking place under weakly authoritarian
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and partially democratic regimes as representing a considerably higher proportion of the
pool of possible tactical shifters. A higher number of terrorist groups turn to party
politics under fully democratic regimes; however, a much higher number of terrorist
groups operate under these regimes conditions.
The second counterintuitive finding identified in this analysis is that political
parties turn to terrorism in large numbers under the most authoritarian and most
democratic conditions. Although the modes do not represent the majority, the numbers
of political parties turning to terrorism under fully democratic and strongly authoritarian
conditions come close to half of the total number of political parties that turn to terrorism.
In order to understand the reasons for shifts at these extremes, this analysis included an
examination of the timing of shifts and types of groups that undertook shifts under each
of these extreme conditions. Given the divergent regime conditions under which these
groups engaged in shifts to terrorism, the purpose of this analysis was to examine
whether the trends in shifts to terrorism and the political parties engaging in these shifts
are similar or different, an important step in the process of theorizing the causes of these
shifts. Evidence suggests that political parties turning to terrorism under authoritarian
regimes may be a thing of the past. These parties were primarily leftist and the majority
of the regimes under which these shifts took place have transitioned to democracy. On
the other hand, evidence suggests that the political parties turning to terrorism under
strongly authoritarian regimes are much like the political parties turning to terrorism
under the less democratic and weaker authoritarian regimes. These cases can be treated
much like the others analytically. The fact that these parties turned to terrorism under
fully democratic regimes is not as much a product of the regimes under which they
operated as it is a product of the groups.

The nationalist groups are particularly

informative in this regard. For nationalist groups it is a matter of group representation
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and the protection of group interests that is at the heart of political grievances. These
grievances may exist under fully democratic regimes, as in Northern Ireland, or under
authoritarian conditions, as in an authoritarian Spain. More to the point, political parties
that turn to terrorism are most likely groups that have been unsuccessful as parties. In
order to understand why a political party that has formed for the purpose of engaging in
nonviolent political participation chooses to abandon this position and turn to terrorism,
there must be some accounting of the group and its grievances.
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Chapter Six
Organizational Structures and Shifts to Party Politics161

Theories addressing organizational structures and their implications suggest that
some organizational structures are better suited for adaptation than others.162

This

analysis draws on the measures for organizational structure used in the original Political
Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset.163 In this dataset, some terrorist groups were
designated as having hierarchical organizational structures.

These structures were

defined in part by the centralization of decision-making and the ability of the group to act
cohesively as a single unit. Within hierarchical organizations, decision-making is made
at the top of the organization and information flows in a top-down direction. Other
terrorist groups in the dataset were designated as having horizontal organizational
structures. These groups were described as lacking in centralized decision-making and
group unity. Horizontal organizations may be made up of more than one independently
operating unit; decision-making may take place within these units and activities may
differ between units.
Comparing hierarchical and horizontal organizational structures, Weinberg,
Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) classify horizontal organizations as more loosely
connected than hierarchical organizations. The more relevant distinction may be the
location within the organizations where tactical decision-making takes place—whether
161
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this decision-making is decentralized, being undertaken in more than one location within
the organizational structure, or is centralized, taking place at the top of the organization’s
hierarchy.
In Chapter Three, I present and test an organizational theory for explaining
political group adaptation. Theory suggests that terrorist groups lacking in organizational
unity and centralized leadership may be less able to orchestrate shifts in tactics between
terrorism and party politics.164 This expectation applies to terrorist groups and political
parties. In Chapter Three, I used new data to retest hypotheses related to this theory.
With descriptive analysis, the findings were supportive of the earlier work; with more
sophisticated statistical analysis, the findings were inconsistent with this earlier work and
with theorized expectations. These inconsistencies warrant further research.
In this chapter, I give particular attention to a finding that is both counterintuitive
and unexpected. It has been previously theorized that organizational structure matters
with regard to explaining shifts to and from terrorism. In particular, it has been theorized
that political groups that are hierarchically-organized will be more likely to shift
tactics.165 Despite the theory behind this hypothesis, supporting evidence is scarce.
Although most of the groups that shift to party politics are hierarchically-organized, the
relationship does not find support through statistical analysis.166 Among the terrorist
groups that turn to party politics, the number of terrorist groups that are identified as
hierarchical is considerably higher than the number of terrorist groups that are identified
as horizontal. This finding appears to support the notion that hierarchically-structured
164
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terrorist groups are more likely to turn to party politics; however, there is also a higher
number of terrorist groups that are identified as hierarchical in the sample. Although
there is a smaller number of terrorist groups identified as horizontal among those that
shift to party politics, there is also a smaller number overall. Although horizontal groups
make up a smaller proportion of the subset of terrorist groups that shift to party politics
(approximately 20%) than they do of the subset of terrorist groups that do not shift to
party politics (approximately 30%), this difference is not statistically significant.167

Figure 52: Organizational structure and shifts between terrorism and party politics
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Given the theorized relationship between organizational structure and shifts in
tactics, what is even more surprising is the finding that several terrorist groups with
horizontal organizational structures manage to make the transition to party politics. This
outcome is inconsistent with the theorized implications of organizational structure on
strategic decision-making. In theory, a terrorist group with a horizontal organizational
structure lacks the centralized leadership necessary to manage the group in a unified
manner, much less to orchestrate large-scale shifts in tactics.168 Despite this, the majority
of the horizontally-organized terrorist groups that turn to party politics not only makes
this shift, but also completes the transition, eventually abandoning terrorism altogether.
Sixty percent of the horizontal terrorist groups that turn to party politics have been
identified as abandoning violent tactics. Only about 40% of the hierarchical terrorist
groups making the same transition manage to abandon terrorism. In short, these numbers
suggest that horizontally-organized groups may be better able to orchestrate change than
hierarchical groups.
These findings open the door for a new inquiry. The absence of statistical support
for a relationship between organizational structure and shifts from terrorism to party
politics raises the question of whether or not organizational structure matters, or whether
or not organizational structure matters in the hypothesized ways. What are possible
explanations for the findings and what can they tell us about the theory?

THE PLAN
The remainder of the chapter is organized around answering these questions. I
first address the advantages of focusing the analysis on political groups and political
168
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group adaptation and I specify the explanatory and outcome variables in the context of
group-level analysis. I next examine possible explanations for the discrepancy between
theory and findings.

In particular, I address whether or not the measures for

organizational structure are misleading in terms of their applicability to the established
theory and whether or not the measures are correctly assigned. I draw from the literatures
on political parties and terrorism in order to assess the horizontal and hierarchical
categorizations. I look to the subset of terrorist groups that are identified as horizontal
and that shift to party politics in order to address the question of whether or not the
horizontal and hierarchical designations are properly assigned. I then turn to the theory,
examining potential flaws in the theory in light of the preceding analysis.

In

combination, each of these inquiries provides insights relevant to the bigger question:
Does organizational structure matter? In the final section, I discuss the implications of
this analysis for future research into shifts between terrorism and party politics and for
the construction of a theory of political group adaptation.

THE LEVEL AND OBJECT OF ANALYSIS
Understand the relationship between organizational structure and shifts from
terrorism to party politics requires a focus on the political group. Analysis at the level of
political groups serves a particular purpose, bringing attention to the groups that are
responsible for orchestrating shifts between terrorism and party politics. Political groups
have political goals and plans for how to achieve these goals. Strategic decision-making
takes place within groups. Moreover, it is political groups that are or are not engaging in
shifts between terrorism and party politics. Drawing attention to political groups allows
the investigator to establish whether or not there is a connection between features of the
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political group organization and its operations. The ways in which political groups differ
and the ways in which these differences correspond to shifts in tactics can provide
insights into the ways in which group characteristics condition strategic decision-making
and operations, as well as to the ways in which organizational characteristics might help
or hinder shifts in tactics.
In addition to focusing the analysis at the level of political groups, I also focus on
a variety of political groups. This is an analysis of linkages between political parties and
terrorist groups (party-terror linkages). Rather than focusing only on terrorist groups or
political parties, I examine political groups, more generally defined. This allows for an
abstraction from the more value-laden concepts of political parties and terrorist groups
and facilitates a focus on those groups that blur the lines between political parties and
terrorist groups by engaging in the activities typical of both types of groups. This is not
to say that political parties and terrorist groups do not exist as distinct entities; they do.
Rather, the objective is to deal with the subset of groups that are, in fact, both political
parties and terrorist groups, as well as those political groups that form linkages with other
groups so as to engage in both party politics and terrorism.
In summary, the approach taken in this analysis draws attention to the groups
undertaking shifts from terrorism to party politics rather than to the conditions under
which these groups operate or the environmental triggers that may precipitate these shifts
in tactics. This study is devoted to exploring the explanatory power of one key dependent
variable, organizational structure, on one type of tactical shift, the shift from terrorism to
party politics.169
169 Explanations for both the independent and dependent variables can be found in the appendix. With
regard to the definition of organizational structure, Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) refer the
reader to a typology of networks offered by Arguilla and Ronfeldt (2001). Measures for organizational
structure are taken from an existing dataset, the Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset, which was
used in the analysis in Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008).
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THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THEORY AND EVIDENCE
There are several possible reasons for a discrepancy between the theory and the
evidence.

One possible explanation is a mistake in the operationalization of

organizational structure. Another possible explanation relates to the assignment of labels
to terrorist groups. If the operationalization of organizational structure is inconsistent
with the theory, then analyses using this variable would not be testing the theory and
conclusions drawn from such analyses would not be reliable.

Furthermore, if the

categorization of cases is inconsistent with the measurement of organizational structure
then the analysis may be testing the theory, but it would be doing so with erroneous data.
Either of these scenarios could result in mistakenly discrediting the hypothesis that
terrorist groups with hierarchical organizational structures are more likely to turn to party
politics than those with horizontal structures.

Another possible explanation for the

discrepancy is theoretical. Perhaps the hypothesis is disproven because it is misguided.
Perhaps the theory behind the hypothesis is incorrect. There is a sufficient number of
terrorist groups in this analysis to find support for or discredit the theory. If the variable
is correctly defined and correctly labeled, yet the theory is not supported, then the next
step is to reevaluate the theory. These three possible explanations for the discrepancy
between theory and evidence are considered in turn.

Explanation One: Difficulties operationalizing organizational structure
It is possible that measures for organizational structure are misleading. Are
terrorist groups and political parties really organized hierarchically or horizontally, or is
there a mixture of hierarchical and horizontal organizational features within each of these
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groups? Does the horizontal-hierarchical dichotomy capture the relevant features of
organizations as they apply to the theory—centralization of command, control over the
group, and the type and density of connectivity among units within the organization?
Insights are drawn from the largely separate literatures on political parties and terrorist
groups in order to gain leverage on these questions and on the relevance of organizational
structure for explanations of shifts between terrorism and party politics.

The literature on political parties
Given the attention devoted to classifying types of political parties, the literature
on political parties provides a useful starting point for answering questions related to
organizational structure. In fact, it is one thing to observe the organizational structure of
a political party (or terrorist group); it is quite another to apply a classification system in
order to identify and classify types of organizational structures. Ware (1987) describes
the process of classifying the organizational structures of political parties as “a very
difficult exercise” (p. 5). Duverger (1954) suggests the limits of efforts at classifying
political parties: “Each party has its own structure which bears little resemblance to that
of other parties” (p. 17). Despite this difficulty and the inherent limitations of the
exercise, the project of classifying political parties has been undertaken in great detail
within the literature on political parties.
Duverger’s (1954) work on political parties provides perhaps the most in-depth
examination of political party organization. This work is foundational to any discussion
of political party organization. In his work, Duverger addresses the question of vertical
versus horizontal organizational structures:
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“In order to make it more precise, we must determine the direction of the system
of articulation. This leads us to establish, firstly the distinction between vertical
and horizontal links, secondly that between centralization and decentralization”
(1954: 47).
In his discussion of organizational structure, Duverger (1954) points out the
usefulness of vertical links for “maintaining the unity and homogeneity of the party” and
identifies these links as valuable in cases in which a political party becomes “a secret
movement” (p. 49).

A coincidence can be noted between the idea that vertical

organizational structures are useful for creating secret movements, the notion that
terrorist groups are, at least in some sense, “secret movements,” and the numerous
observations of linkages between hierarchically-organized terrorist groups and political
parties; however, this does not mean that vertical organizational structures lead to the
creation of party-terror linkages. In other words, the notion that vertical organizational
structures are useful for the creation of secret movements does not mean that political
groups with vertical organizational structures will have secret movements or that vertical
organizational structures are a prerequisite for the formation of such movements. Based
on this, vertical organizational structures are neither necessary nor sufficient for the
creation of “secret movements” or for the formation party-terror linkages. Moreover,
Duverger observes that vertical links are common to most political parties (p. 50),
meaning that there is little variation among political parties in terms of vertical versus
horizontal organizational structure. Most are vertically-organized. In contrast to this
observation, there is considerable variation among political parties in terms of the
formation of party-terror linkages.
What is more, Duverger (1954) distinguishes between vertical and horizontal
links and centralization and decentralization, pointing out the difference between the
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organization of units within the party (vertical versus horizontal) and the distribution of
power within the party (centralized versus decentralized):

“There is frequent confusion between vertical linkage and centralization, and
between horizontal linkage and decentralization. Although these notional
categories overlap at many points, they are none the less based upon entirely
different foundations. Vertical links and horizontal links define ways of coordinating the basic elements of which the party is made up; centralization and
decentralization define the way in which power is distributed amongst the
different levels of leadership” (p. 52).

Understanding the difference between the vertical-horizontal dichotomy and the
centralization-decentralization dichotomy is central to understanding one of the problems
inherent within the description of hierarchical and horizontal structures as they have been
introduced in the literature on linkages between political parties and terrorist groups. In
the literature addressing linkages between political parties and terrorist groups, vertical
organization and centralized decision-making have been treated to some extent as though
they belong together, with hierarchical organizations being defined as both vertical and
centralized. Similarly, horizontal organizations have been treated as synonymous with
horizontal links between constituent units and decentralized decision-making.
Duverger’s work, which precedes the parties and terrorism literature by decades, points
out some of the discrepancies in this reasoning.
Focusing on the centralization-decentralization dichotomy, Duverger (1954)
distinguishes centralized parties from decentralized parties on the basis of where
decision-making takes place. In centralized parties, decision-making power is situated at
the top of the organization; for decentralized parties, decision-making powers exist at the
local-level (p. 52-53).

In addition to decentralization at the local-level, Duverger
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distinguishes three additional types of decentralization.

These include ideological

decentralization wherein representatives from different ideological perspectives within
the party have decision-making powers; social decentralization wherein the party is
divided into social sub-groups, each of which has some decision-making powers; and
federal decentralization wherein the party is organized along geopolitical lines, with
decision-making units operating in different geopolitical districts as designated by the
distribution of power within the political system, which may be either a federal system or
a confederation (p. 53-55).
The discussion of the organization of the constituent parts and the distribution of
decision-making powers corresponds with the identification of the “basic elements” of
political parties and to the designation of different types of political parties.

An

elaboration of the “basic elements” of political parties, including the caucus, branch, cell,
and militia (Duverger 1954), corresponds nicely with the discussion of different types of
political parties.170
The caucus and branch elements are particularly relevant to the types of political
parties discussed by Ware. Ware (1987: 5-6) echoes Duverger’s classification of political
parties as centralized or decentralized and also addresses the issue of connectivity:
“Cadre parties correspond to the caucus parties, decentralized and weakly knit; mass
parties to parties based on branches, more centralized and more firmly knit” (Duverger
1954: 67). What is quite interesting about these basic elements is their relation to the
hierarchical-horizontal and centralized-decentralized categorizations.

Caucuses are

managed by elites at the local level, lending to their decentralization and horizontal
organization; branches are created and managed by central decision-makers, lending to
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See, for instance, Duverger (1954) and Ware (1987, 1996).
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their centralization and hierarchical organization (Ware 1996: 95).

Parties are also

identified according to the roles of elites and masses within the parties. The notion that
political parties have evolved over time is central to this discussion. The cadre party is an
older version of political party organization that is composed primarily of elites, whereas
the mass party represents a more modern type of political party organization, which has a
mass membership that provides income and services for the party (Ware 1996: 65-66,
95).
An idea inherent in this discussion is that political parties have changed over time.
Political parties in the United States and the United Kingdom are described as hybrid
parties with some elements common to both cadre and mass parties (Ware 1996: 65-67).
Like cadre parties, these hybrid parties have few members; unlike in cadre parties, there
are opportunities for new political elites to enter into party competition (Ware 1996: 67).
Although political parties change over time and take on mixed or hybrid forms, attention
has not been devoted equally to political parties operating in all parts of the world or to
political parties operating under all types of regimes. Rather, it is apparent in much of the
literature that the most of the focus has not been on a subset of political parties operating
primarily in Western states with advanced democratic regimes.171
Two other basic elements—cells and militias—are also common features of some
political parties. Duverger describes cells as unique to communist parties; they are
described as decentralized, like caucuses, with local level membership based on
employment associations (1954: 27, 31). Duverger describes militias as “a kind of
private army” (1954: 36). The militia form of organization is military-like and based on a
hierarchy (Ware 1996: 96). Although militias are associated with parties of the extreme
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See, for instance, Ware 1996.
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right, including fascist parties, Duverger (1954) argues that all parties have some element
of militia organization. Of course, this does not mean that all parties have private
militaries or militant wings, such as are found among political parties with ties to terrorist
groups; rather, it means that all parties have some form of hierarchy that is used to
“maintain order” (p. 37). Adding to the complexity associated with applying Duverger’s
basic elements to real political parties, Duverger suggests that most political parties
include more than one of these basic elements in their organizational structure (1954: 37).
Krouwel (2006) adds to the discussion by drawing attention to differences
between hierarchical and horizontal organizational types in his analysis of political party
types. One of the ways by which he distinguishes well-known party types, including the
cartel, catch-all, elite, and mass parties, is on the basis of whether decision-making is
centralized or decentralized (p. 266-267). Krouwel identifies cartel and elite parties as
more hierarchical and catch-all and mass parties as more horizontal. In his description,
party organizations with centralized control correspond to hierarchical organizational
structures, whereas party organizations with more democratic forms of decision-making
correspond to horizontal organizational structures.172

Democratic decision-making

implies a level of coordination and consensus among entities within an organization.
This is quite different from the identification of horizontal organizational structures as
having separate entities, which act independently. In this sense, some of the ideas
regarding horizontal organizational structures applied in the terrorism literature are
distinct from those applied in the literature on political parties.
On the other hand, Samuels (2004) makes the argument that “one also needs to
explore parties’ internal dynamics to obtain a complete explanation of party strategy
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See Figure 21.4 in Krouwel (2006: 267).
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change” (p. 1001).

He credits the unexpected “strategic flexibility” of the “mass

bureaucratic” Workers’ Party (PT) in Brazil with the party’s “internally democratic
institutions” (Samuels 2004: 1001-1002). Samuels makes three contributions that are
central to the discussion of organizational structure and tactical shifts.

First, an

autonomous leadership is not necessary for an organization to be strategically flexible.
Second, a “bureaucratic mass” party, which is not hierarchically-organized, is capable of
strategic adaptation.173 Third, it is necessary to look into parties in order to understand
tactical adaptation.174
The picture painted in the literature on political parties is one of varied and unique
party organizations, many with elements of both hierarchical and horizontal structures.
Due to the competition between the organizational elements that are sometimes and
sometimes horizontal and the presence of both centralized and decentralized decisionmaking, we might expect that some political parties do not act in a unified manner.175
Moreover, it is important to observe the distinction between the structure of an
organization and the location of decision-making in order to understand how political
parties with varying combinations of these features operate and in order to make the
connection between these operations and tactical decision-making.
Moreover, the process of identifying a political party’s organization is further
complicated by the need to observe how an organization operates. The apparent structure
of an organization may not capture the way the organization operates on the inside. The
stated mode of decision-making may not coincide with the actual way in which decisions
173

Samuels (2004) distinguishes between “mass populist” parties and “mass bureaucratic” parties, with
mass populist parties being “formed from the top down” (p. 1001).
174 See, for instance, Samuels (2004: 1005): “In sum, interparty politics provide the context but do not
explain the PT’s particular path. To do so, one needs to better understand changes in the party’s base of
support as well as its own internal politics.”
175 See, for instance, Mair (1994: 4).
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are made.

Internal democracy may appear to empower lower-level members of an

organization; however, the influence of these lower-level members is dependent on the
cooperation of the organization’s leadership.

Duverger warns against identifying a

political party on the same basis by which the party identifies itself: “Many parties which
claim to be decentralized are in fact centralized” (1954: 56). While this type of internal
organizational observation is difficult to accomplish for any type of political group, it is
easier accomplished with political parties than with terrorist groups.

The literature on terrorist groups
The terrorism literature provides additional references for understanding the
organizational structures of political groups and the implications of these structures for
group operations. Much of the focus in the terrorism literature has been directed toward
the study of terrorist networks. Some of this research looks at differences among terrorist
networks, their varying structures, and the implications of these structures.176
In the developing literature on linkages between political parties and terrorist
groups, insights relevant to organizational structure have been used to gauge a terrorist
group’s capacity to shift tactics.177 As in the literature on political parties, the study of
organizational structure has been focused on the presence or absence of centralized
command and control over an organization and the connectedness of units within an
organization. Unlike in the literature on political parties, which does not address linkages
between political parties and terrorist groups, the study of organizational structure has
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See, for instance, Perliger and Pedahzur (2011), Piazza (2009), Asal and Rethemeyer (2008), Enders
and Su (2007), Koschade (2006); and Pedahzur and Perliger (2006).
177 Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) address organizational structure in this way.
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been applied toward understanding how this feature of groups may condition a group’s
ability to orchestrate a shift between terrorism and party politics.

Defining networks and hierarchies
One way to understand terrorist networks is in contrast to social networks. When
an individual thinks of his or her own social network, the image that may come to mind is
of a web of relationships among the individual and his or her family, friends, and
acquaintances. Family and friends typically take up places within this web that are closer
to the individual. Acquaintances are at the peripheries of the social network. This
network may also include the family, friends, and acquaintances of friends and
acquaintances, some of whom will also be members of the individual’s network, others of
whom will be less well known or even unknown to the individual. In addition to
connections between the individual and his or her family, friends, and acquaintances,
there will also likely be connections among the family members, friends, and
acquaintances. This conceptualization of a social network is similar to how Sageman
(2004) describes terror networks. According to Sageman, terrorist networks are made up
of nodes and hubs.

“A group of people can be viewed as a network, a collection of nodes connected
through links. Some nodes are more popular and are more attached to more links,
connecting them to other more isolated nodes. These more connected nodes,
called hubs, are important components of a terrorist network. A few highly
connected hubs dominate the architecture of the global Salafi jihad” (Sageman
2004: 137).
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Hierarchical organizational structures can be differentiated from network
structures. Hierarchical organizations have centralized leadership that issues commands
and controls the activities of those at lower-levels of the organization. Sageman (2004)
describes hierarchies as being “excellent at exerting control” (p. 165). Pedahzur and
Perliger (2006) describe hierarchically-structured organizations as having “a clear and
established leadership” (p. 2).
Sageman (2004) compares networks and hierarchies on the basis of the
implications of differences between these organizational structures. These comparisons
are highlighted in the table below.

Table 7: Comparing Networks and Hierarchies178

Networks

Hierarchies

More flexible

More rigid

Bottom-up decision-making

Top-down decision-making and oversight

Units are more connected.

Units are less connected; the structure is
more layered.
More vulnerable – Organization can be
decapitated

Less vulnerable – Organization cannot be
decapitated
More adaptable

Less adaptable – slower and less efficient
communication

More innovative

Less innovative

No central leadership

Central leadership

178

These descriptions are adapted from Sageman (2004).
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What is apparent from Sageman’s comparison of networks and hierarchies is his
assessment of the ways in which network structures may be considered to be superior to
hierarchical structures. This superiority is put forward in descriptions of networks as
more flexible, more adaptable, less vulnerable, and more innovative than hierarchies.
These advantages are derived from the ways in which units within a network structure are
connected and the opportunities for decision-making by independently-operating cells
within these networks.
With regard to vulnerability and flexibility, the presence of top-down decisionmaking makes an organization more vulnerable to leadership decapitation, which would
threaten the survival of the organization. For instance, Sageman (2004) describes the
Jemaah Islamiyah terrorist network as more hierarchically-organized and as vulnerable to
this type of “decapitation” (p. 177). Networks benefit from the presence of multiple
decision-makers, as well as high levels of intra-group connectivity.

In theory, a

networked organization could survive the elimination of one or a few decision-makers
and the organization could remain intact despite the elimination of some of the nodes or
hubs within the organizational structure. Despite these apparent advantages, EilstrupSangiovanni and Jones (2008) question the ability of networked organizations to function
as a unit.179 Networks may be less vulnerable to decapitation and they may be more
flexible with regard to the structure of the organization; however, they may also be more
accurately described as networks of separate groups rather than a single group. This
raises a different question: Is a network a terrorist group or is it made up of separate
terrorist groups? The answer may vary depending on the network under consideration.
179 They also point out that the drawing of comparisons between the organizational structures of terrorist
groups and business firms may be insufficient to capture the differences between operating openly and
operating clandestinely. By differentiating between above-ground and underground organizations, the
authors suggest that some of the supposed benefits of network structures that are apparent among aboveground organizations do not actually apply to clandestine groups.
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With regard to adaptability and innovation, cells within terrorist networks are
thought to be better able to adapt to changes and more capable of innovating than entire
terrorist networks. Cells are smaller and more directly managed. They are more closely
associated with terrorist group operations, in large part because members of terrorist cells
are the operatives. It is clear how cells can be adaptable and innovative; it is unclear how
this adaptability and innovation applies to the organization as a whole. For some types of
adaptation and innovation, such as adding suicide terrorism or changing targets, then the
benefits of network structures can be more readily seen. Some cells may adapt or
innovate; others may even specialize in different types of tactics without compromising
the overall objective of an organization. When the objective is a shift from terrorism to
party politics, however, it may be necessary for the units within an organization to reach
a consensus. The ability of the terrorist network to act in a united manner with regard to
shifts of this type may be called into question.

The Network-Hierarchy Debate
In the terrorism literature, it is possible to differentiate among terrorist groups on
the basis of whether they are terrorist organizations or terrorist networks. Terrorist
networks are recognized by some as having horizontal organizational structures with
decentralized decision-making and loosely-connected units, often referred to as cells.180
Terrorist groups that are not networks may be classified as hierarchical. Certainly, their
organizational structures may be less web-like than terrorist networks; however, they may
not be hierarchical in the strict sense of centralized decision-making, one-way
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See, for instance, Sageman (2008).
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communication, and top-down command and control. As with political parties, expecting
this type of organizational structure would be an oversimplification of the reality.
Much of the attention in the discussion of organizational structure has been
directed toward understanding terrorist networks. Al Qaeda has figured prominently in
these discussions, in no small part because the group seems to represent a different kind
of terrorist threat and seems capable of carrying out these threats on a much larger scale
than other, more domestically-based terrorist groups. But, this is not the only reason al
Qaeda has been the topic of conversation in discussions of organizational structure. Over
time, the al Qaeda organization has appeared to take on an increasingly horizontal
structure.181
Despite the attention given to al Qaeda and changes over time in the group’s
organization, in terms terrorist groups, it might be more accurately described as an
exception rather than the rule. Al Qaeda’s organizational structure purportedly includes
cells operating all over the world. Furthermore, al Qaeda may be better described as one
part of a larger Salafi Jihad movement (Sageman 2004). While al Qaeda’s objectives
may be supported by independent cells within the network, there is a question as to
whether the group’s operations are determined at the level of the cell or by the terrorist
group’s leadership.

Marc Sageman and Bruce Hoffman debate this point in their

exchange in the pages of Foreign Affairs.
In fact, the structure of al Qaeda has been the subject of what may be the most
notable debate regarding organizational structure in the terrorism literature. Sageman
contributed to the debate through his publication of Understanding Terror Networks in
2004 and, more directly, through his publication of Leaderless Jihad in 2008. With
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See, for instance, Sageman (2004, 2008).
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regard to al Qaeda, Sageman (2008) makes a case that the main terrorist threats today
come from grassroots groups.

He argues that terrorist group operations, including

planning, are no longer the result of centralized decision-making. This was followed by
Bruce Hoffman’s critique of Sageman’s argument in his review of Leaderless Jihad in
Foreign Affairs, also in 2008. Hoffman makes an opposite claim, arguing that a terrorist
group’s operations are planned at the top of the organization and that what appears to be
grassroots terrorism is actually orchestrated from within the higher echelons of terrorist
group organizations. Each of the authors took the opportunity to respond to the others’
remarks in the following issue of Foreign Affairs.
Both Sageman’s and Hoffman’s views on terrorist groups’ organizational
structures are echoed by others. Backing Hoffman’s point of view, Gunaratna and Oreg
(2010) describe al Qaeda as an organization that is hierarchical at its core. In fact, few,
including Sageman (2004), question that al Qaeda has had a senior leadership. After all,
the search for this senior leadership has played a part in the War on Terrorism. The
question raised in the debate is whether or not this senior leadership maintains control
over the organization. Sageman argues that it does not (Sageman 2004, 2008). Hoffman
suggests that the group has had control and that the apparently independent cells in
Europe were put in place by the upper echelons of the al Qaeda organization (Hoffman
2008). Consistent with this argument, Reinares (2010) ties the Madrid train bombings to
centralized decision-makers within al Qaeda rather than to a form of local-level leaderless
resistance.
Despite the recognition of a historical hierarchy within the al Qaeda organization,
the view of the group as a terrorist network with a horizontal structure resonates
throughout the literature.

Drawing from Sageman (2004), Iannaccone and Berman

(2006) admit to the presence of hierarchies within networks while emphasizing the more
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horizontal nature of networks when considered more holistically.182 Enders and Jindapon
(2010) add to the discussion by distinguishing between two types of networks:
“centralized networks,” which resemble hierarchical organizational structures in terms of
control and connectivity, and “loosely connected networks,” which are decentralized,
disconnected, and uncoordinated. If terrorist groups that are organized as networks may
have centralized decision-making and the ability to act as a single unit, then these groups
will have the organizational advantages often ascribed to hierarchical organizations,
while preserving the benefits associated with being organized as a network.

Unorganized terrorists
While it is difficult to imagine a political party without an organizational
structure, it is not difficult to imagine terrorists without an organization. Although the
majority of terrorist groups are likely to have some type of organization, there are two
likely exceptions. These include “lone wolf terrorists,” or individual terrorists who act
independently, and very small terrorist groups. “Lone wolf terrorists” operate without an
organization. Organizations are structured so as to facilitate the participation of multiple
individuals. Independent terrorists are not included in studies of terrorist groups or of
organizational structures because they are not groups and they lack organizational
structures.

Similarly, very small terrorist groups may lack either a hierarchical or

horizontal structure, especially in cases in which they operate as a single unit.
Furthermore, if they have few resources and are not successful at engaging in terroristic
activities, they may not even be recognized as terrorist groups.
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Iannaccone and Berman (2006) note that “[a]lthough some subunits are hierarchical, the overall
structure is informal and decentralized, with multiple alliances among separate organizations” (See footnote
10, p. 121).
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Organizational structure and adaptation
Only a few studies look at the ways in which the organizational structure of
terrorist groups may facilitate tactical adaptation and, in particular, shifts from terrorism
to party politics. One perspective is that terrorist groups with hierarchical organizational
structures are more capable of shifting from terrorism to party politics. This reasoning
has also been applied to terrorist groups with horizontal organizational structures. These
groups are thought to lack the capacity to bring about changes that affect the entire
organization. Typically lacking in centralized decision-making, they are expected to
have a difficult time orchestrating shifts. Being made up of multiple independent units,
they are expected to encounter difficulties with acting as a unified organization.183 On
the other hand, Toros (2008) argues, somewhat counter-intuitively, that terrorist groups
with network structures offer more potential points for engagement, which, if engaged,
could increase the likelihood of a transition from violent to nonviolent tactics.

Horizontal, Hierarchical, or Hybrid
As the discussion of connectivity and centralization suggests, designating groups
as either hierarchical or horizontal is something of a false dichotomy. Where does one
draw the line in order to establish which groups should be deemed to be more
hierarchical and which should be deemed to be more horizontal?

With only two

categories, there is an expectation of variation within each. Some of the terrorist groups
identified as “hierarchical” may be more hierarchical than others. Similarly, some of the
terrorist groups identified as “horizontal” may be more horizontal than others. How does
183
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one decipher what each of these categorizations really means in terms of theory when
there is as much, if not more, variation within the categories as between them?
The literature on organizational structure paints a picture of terrorist groups as
having elements of both hierarchical and horizontal organizational structures. In this
sense, hierarchical organizations and horizontal organizations represent ideal types that
may not exist in the real world. Although Pedahzur and Perliger (2006) suggest that
maintaining hierarchical organizational structures and centralized control over operations
is particularly difficult for terrorist groups operating internationally (p. 2-3), we can
expect to find elements of hierarchy even within international terrorist networks.
Regardless of where one stands on the Sageman-Hoffman debate, al Qaeda has provided
a useful example of hierarchy within a largely horizontal organizational structure. The
reality is that terrorist groups, regardless of other factors, assume a variety of
organizational forms and exhibit considerable variation both in these forms. Variation in
terms of centralization and connectedness among units is common among terrorist
groups.
The variety of centralization and connectedness that is possible among
organizational forms is as varied as the number of terrorist groups under consideration.
Given a dichotomous differentiation, the location at which the line is drawn between
hierarchical and horizontal forms becomes especially important. This is even more
important when consideration is given to the distinction established in the literature on
political parties between the structure of an organization and the location within the
organization at which power is concentrated and decision-making takes place. These two
organizational features are conflated in the terrorism literature.

More importantly,

according to the definition of hierarchical and horizontal organizational structures applied
in the categorization of terrorist groups in the original Political Parties and Terrorist
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Groups dataset,184 these two features are conflated in the designation of which terrorist
groups have been labeled hierarchical and which have been labeled horizontal.
In reality, decision-making may flow from a central location to the peripheries
regardless of whether a political group is organized horizontally or hierarchically.
Despite the web-like organizational structure of a terrorist network, there may be one hub
that dominates decision-making. What is more, the level of centralization of decisionmaking may vary over time within both types of organization.
Alternatively, an organization may appear to be hierarchical—with the leadership
at the top and subordinate members at the bottom of an organizational pyramid—yet
tactical decision-making may take place at locations at the bottom or middle of the
organizational structure. Even when their activities are orchestrated from above, what is
considered to be “above” within a hierarchical organization depends on one’s location
within the hierarchy. “Above” includes middle management when one is at the bottom of
an organization. Decision-making at the middle-management level or by branches within
a hierarchical organization may be described as decentralized, whether decision-makers
at this level are connected (as in a horizontal organization) or disconnected (as in a
hierarchical organization). Decentralized decision-making may also occur in cases in
which there is some form of organizational democracy, meaning that decisions are made
through consensus or majority-rule rather than through delegation. This type of decisionmaking may actually be easier to orchestrate in a hierarchical organization. Though the
interactions among units may depend on the size and geographical spread of the
organization, it is not unlikely that members at the bottom of a hierarchical organization
will also interact with each other.
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This definition is also elaborated in the appendix.
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organization may act on their own prerogative. The centralization of decision-making
may vary within as well as among hierarchical organizations. Furthermore, the apparent
structure of an organization may not be the way the organization actually operates.
Adding to the complexity of identifying the organizational structures of
clandestine political groups is the notion that these structures change over time (Reinares
2010; Zelinsky and Shubrik 2009; Oak 2010). Some of these changes may be less
concrete, such as changes over time in perceptions of organizational structures or
organizational dynamics (Reinares 2010). Zelinsky and Shubrik (2009) note changes
over time in al Qaeda’s organizational structure, suggesting a type of fluidity that is likely
to be present in the organizational structures of other terrorist groups. Focusing on
Jemaah Islamiya (JI), Oak (2010) finds a link between organizational flexibility, strategic
adaptation, and group survival.
What is more, the organizational structure of terrorist groups may not tell us much
about group activities and outcomes. Centralized command and control cannot perfectly
predict group activities just like tactics do not necessarily produce anticipated outcomes.
Even in cases in which a terrorist group has a hierarchical organizational structure, with a
centralized leadership that has the authority to direct an organization, decisions made at
the top of the organization may be interpreted or acted upon in an unexpected way at
lower levels of the organization. Taking this into consideration, it may be particularly
unwise to equate the physical structure of connections within an organization and
command over an organization with group activities, operations, or outcomes.
With regard to understanding shifts to and from terrorism, it may be more relevant
to consider the features of organizations that facilitate these types of shifts or that
contribute to the capacity of a group to undertake these types of shifts. A dichotomous
distinction between vaguely discernible and potentially fluid organizational features may
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be less useful for understanding the ways in which groups orchestrate shifts between
terrorism and party politics than identifying the prerequisite organizational features that
facilitate these shifts and examining how these features influence activities and outcomes
and whether or not they vary across cases. The likelihood that there is considerable
variety in the internal operations of terrorist group organizations is reminiscent of
Duverger’s warning about the diversity inherent in the organizational structures of
political parties (1954: 17); however, the challenge of deciphering the inherent diversity
of terrorist group operations and categorizing the meaningful organizational elements is
further complicated by the clandestine nature of the subjects.
In summary, it is unlikely that there are terrorist groups that are purely horizontal
or purely hierarchical. The same can be said for political parties. It is likely that political
groups, more generally defined, will have elements of both hierarchical and horizontal
structures. The combination of these structures may lead groups to be either more
hierarchical or more horizontal. The more likely outcome is that these groups will have
elements that are characteristic of hierarchical and horizontal organizational structures.
The terrorism literature can learn from the differentiation between organizational
structure and decision-making presented in the literature on political parties.

This

differentiation may provide leverage toward explaining the subset of cases of
horizontally-organized groups that manage to shift between terrorism and party politics.

Combining insights
For the most part, the literatures on political parties and terrorist groups have
developed in isolation of each other. This is no less true with regard to discussions of
organizational structure and the implications of these structures.
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The discussion of organizational structure in the terrorism literature seems to
conflate connectivity within groups and the centralization of decision-making, two
descriptions of organizational structure that are treated separately in the foundational
literature on political parties.

When connectivity and centralization are treated

separately, it is quite interesting to note that bottom-up decision-making is not necessarily
exclusive to horizontal organizational structures. References to “bottom-up” decisionmaking imply the presence of an “up.” In other words, this type of decision-making
could take place within a hierarchical organization. Similarly, decentralized decisionmaking can occur within a hierarchical or a horizontal organizational structure. Within
hierarchical organizations, this means that units within the organization that are
positioned somewhere other than the “top” may make decisions. This would resemble
decision-making power being placed within branches of political parties. Moreover, like
hierarchical organizations, networks may have multiple levels, roughly corresponding to
nodes and hubs. Finally, both hierarchical and horizontal organizations may experience
higher or lower levels of connectivity among units.
As the discussion above illustrates, political groups—either political parties or
terrorist groups—are unlikely to be purely hierarchical or purely horizontal. Hierarchical
and horizontal classifications are ideal types, which are used for the purpose of
distinguishing between the political groups that are more hierarchical than horizontal and
those that are more horizontal than hierarchical. These classifications are simplifications
of reality, which apply better in some cases than in others.
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Explanation 2: Difficulties assigning an organizational structure label
There is another possible explanation for the absence of a statistically significant
relationship between organizational structure and shifts from terrorism to party politics:
It is possible that mistakes have been made in the classifications of terrorist groups.
Mistakes could result from the difficulties associated with assigning organizational labels
to terrorist groups, especially given the dichotomous organizational categories, or from
difficulties associated with recognizing relevant organizational features among
clandestine groups.
Because terrorist groups are clandestine organizations, what is published about
them is oftentimes conjecture. At other times what is published may be propaganda. In
addition, while it is difficult to ascertain the organizational structures of some aboveground groups, it can be much more difficult to ascertain the organizational structures of
underground groups.
In addition, there are difficulties inherent in placing political groups into two
categories on the basis of two or three identifying criteria. Recall that the horizontal
classification in the Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset includes groups that
are identified as being made up of loosely connected units and as having decentralized
leadership.

Similarly, hierarchical organizations have been identified as having

centralized leadership, which has control over the organization. If actual terrorist groups
fit neatly within these two categories, then we would expect for “horizontal” groups to
have multiple decision-makers who may act independently and “hierarchical”
organizations to have one or a few decision-makers who act in concert. As discussed
above, however, the link between the structure of an organization and the location of
decision-making may be called into question. Cases of centralized decision-making
within an organizational structure resembling a loosely-connected web of units and
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decentralized decision-making within organizational structures resembling a hierarchy do
not clearly belong within either the horizontal or hierarchical categories.

More

importantly, the two criteria listed above (levels of centralization and types of intraorganizational connections) can be combined to make four categories rather than two.
Moreover, this number is dependent on treating the categories as dichotomous. The
possible number of categories increases when the criteria being judged are not treated
dichotomously.
Given the complications associated with the clandestine nature of the
organizations and the simplicity of the horizontal-hierarchical categorization, it is
possible that some of the terrorist groups have been assigned a label that does not fully
capture the group’s organizational features or that does not capture the relevant features.
The table below lists the groups that are categorized as horizontal and as having
formed ties with political parties. A few characteristics of these groups are worth noting
in the context of the differentiation between hierarchical and horizontal organizational
structures. Attention is given to evidence regarding the connectivity among units and the
centralization of decision-making.
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Table 8: Terrorist groups that are “horizontal” and shift to party politics
Terrorist
group

Base of
operation

Description of group and
type of shift

Farabundo Marti
National
Liberation Front
(FMLN)
Guatemalan
National
Revolutionary
Unity (URNG)
Revolutionary
Movement of
October 8 (MR8)
Hezbollah

El Salvador

Umbrella organization; Became
political party following peace
accord

Leftist
(MarxistLeninist)

Overthrow
military
dictatorship

Guatemala

Umbrella organization; became
political party following peace
accords

Leftist

Overthrow
military
dictatorship

Brazil

Became party at time of
democratic transition

Leftist
(Communist
-socialist)

Overthrow
military
dictatorship

Lebanon

Free Aceh
Movement
(GAM)
Moro National
Liberation Front
(MNLF)
Kurdish
Democratic
Party (KDP)

Indonesia

Nationalistseparatist,
religious
Nationalistseparatist,
religious
Nationalistseparatist,
religious
Nationalistseparatist

Islamic state,
destruction of
Israel
National
autonomy,
Islamic state
National
autonomy,
Islamic state
National
autonomy

Scottish
National
Liberation Army
(SNLA)
Tripura National
Volunteers
(TNV)
National
Socialist Action
Front (ANS)

United
Kingdom
(Scotland)

Umbrella organization;
minority member in
government
Transitioned into political party
following signing of peace
accord
Signed peace accord and
participated in government, but
returned to terrorism
Formed alliance and shares
government with former rival,
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan
(PUK)
Very small group; purported to
have ties with the Scottish
Separatist Group

Nationalistseparatist

National
autonomy

Transitioned to party politics
and formed ties with other
parties
Members joined political party

Nationalistseparatist

National
autonomy

Right-wing

Neo-Nazi

Philippines
Iraq

India
Germany
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Ideology

Objective

Overview of the horizontal terrorist groups that turn to party politics
Of the terrorist groups that are categorized as horizontal, ten manage shifts to
party politics. These ten groups operate in ten different countries and in four regions: the
advanced democracies of the West, the Middle East and North Africa, Asia, and Latin
America.185
Of the horizontal terrorist groups that shift tactics, three have leftist ideologies, six
have nationalist or nationalist-religious ideologies, and one has a right-wing ideology.
All three of the leftist groups operate in Latin America. Each of these groups was aiming
to overthrow a military dictatorship. In each of these three cases, this objective was
reached and the terrorist groups subsequently transitioned to party politics.
Of the six nationalist groups that turn to party politics, five have worked toward
national autonomy. Three of the nationalist terrorist groups espouse a religious ideology;
in each case the religion is Islamic. All three of these groups have worked toward the
creation of an Islamic state. All three transitioned to party politics following a peace
settlement. Two of the religious groups transitioned to party politics following the
signing of a peace accord. For Hezbollah, the transition to party politics followed the end
of civil war in Lebanon. Several of the former terrorist groups participated in regional or
national governance following their transitions to party politics. Some have done this by
transitioning into political parties.

Some have formed alliances with other political

parties. Half of the nationalist groups continue to use violent tactics. Each of the
nationalist and nationalist-religious groups managed to maintain a support base before,
during, and after their transitions. It would not be surprising if this feat is achieved more
185

The regional classifications draw from the MAR dataset (see Chapter Four). There are no documented
cases of this type in Sub-Saharan Africa or in the former Soviet Union or Eastern Europe.
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easily by groups espousing ideologies associated with promoting the interests of an
identity groups. Political groups promoting the interests of an identity group often have
built-in support bases, which can provide support to the terrorist group so long as it is
working toward promoting the interests of its constituents. Nationalist groups also often
have territorial bases of power or influence.
Only one of the ten terrorist groups is a right-wing group. The transition of the
right-wing National Socialist Action Front (ANS) to party politics is different from the
transitions of other groups. For the ANS, the linkage to party politics took the form of
ANS members joining another political party. This move was followed by the outlawing
of the party.186

Unlike leftist groups in Latin America, which were purporting to

represent the interests of subsections of the population, and even more unlike nationalist
and religious groups with their built-in support bases and territorial ties, the right-wing
ANS lacked a support base that was stable or sizeable (Thiel 2009: 122).
Despite similarities and differences among the groups in terms of location,
ideology, and goals, there are also similarities and differences with regard to
organizational structure. Horizontal organizations come in many forms, some of which
are more obviously horizontal than others.

Some are “umbrella organizations”
Three of the groups that are identified as horizontally-organized are “umbrella
organizations.” This means that these groups are made up of multiple organizations, each
of which has a separate internal organizational structure and leadership.

The three

“umbrella organizations” include the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN)
186

As noted above, this political party was deemed to be less than a political party in terms of organization
and membership (Thiel 2009).
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in El Salvador, the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity (URNG), and Hezbollah in
Lebanon.187
The FMLN was made up of five armed leftist groups: the Farabundo Marti
Popular Liberation Forces (FPL), the Armed Forces of National Resistance (FARN), the
Communist Party of the Armed Forces of Liberation (FAL), the People’s Revolutionary
Army (ERP), and the Central American Workers’ Revolutionary Party (PRTC).188 The
group is described as having “a great deal of organizational flexibility,” a flexibility that
was exemplified when the group “reorganized into smaller units more conducive to
guerrilla warfare.”189 Like the FMLN, the UNRG was a leftist umbrella group. Four
groups joined to form the UNRG: The Guatemalan Labor Party, the Rebel Armed
Forces, the Revolutionary Organization of Armed People, and the Guatemalan Labor
Party.190 While the FMLN worked to “pool the limited resources of these groups and
coordinate the strategies and tactics of the Communist insurgency in El Salvador,”191 the
leftist groups that made up the UNRG continued to act independently as well as in a
unified manner. Although both groups have elements of hierarchical and horizontal
organization, there is variation between the ways in which these two groups organized
and operated. Hezbollah is also identified as an umbrella organization. Unlike its
Central American counterparts, which were umbrella organizations for leftist guerrilla
187

“Terrorist Organization Profiles.” START. Accessed March 27, 2011
<http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/>.
188 The list of organizations belonging to the FMLN is available through in the “Terrorist Organization
Profiles” managed by START. Accessed March 27, 2011
<http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=228>.
189 The list of organizations belonging to the FMLN is available through in the “Terrorist Organization
Profiles” managed by START. Accessed March 27, 2011
<http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=228>.
190 The list of organizations belonging to the URNG is available through in the “Terrorist Organization
Profiles” managed by START. Accessed March 27, 2011
<http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=3709>.
191 This information is available through in the “Terrorist Organization Profiles” managed by START.
Accessed March 27, 2011.
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and insurgent groups, Hezbollah is the umbrella organization for “various radical Islamic
Shi’ite groups.”192
Regardless of the appropriateness of labeling the FMLN, URNG, and Hezbollah
as horizontal, the classification of a group as an umbrella organization may be
insufficient to warrant the horizontal label. First of all, umbrella organizations have
elements that are hierarchical and horizontal. The UNRG and the FMLN are illustrative.
These groups share many similarities. The groups are similar ideologically; both operate
in the same geographic neighborhood; both incorporate several leftist organizations; and
both are working to overthrow a military dictatorship. Most of these similarities are
unrelated to organizational structure.

In the URNG, the member groups act both

collectively and independently. While this is true of the FMLN with regard to its
guerrilla activity, the member organizations are also said to have taken advantage of
collective strategizing.193 Both umbrella organizations have member groups that act
independently as well as collectively. The FMLN divided its responsibilities between a
political wing and a military wing.194 The URNG acted more like a “committee of the
leaders of its factions.”195 Acting collectively, such as through a single military wing and
shared political wing, infers a type of hierarchical organizational structure that is not
necessary when groups act independently. In fact, many hierarchical groups manage
separate political and military wings. The Irish Republican Army and Sinn Fein provide

192

This information is available through in the “Terrorist Organization Profiles” managed by START.
Accessed March 27, 2011.
193 These similarities and differences are taken from the descriptions of the terrorist groups in the “Terrorist
Organization Profiles” provided by START. Accessed March 27, 2011
<http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/>.
194 This information is available through in the “Terrorist Organization Profiles” managed by START.
Accessed April 4, 2011 <http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/>.
195 This information is available through in the “Terrorist Organization Profiles” managed by START.
Accessed April 4, 2011 <http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/>.
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the most obvious example; Hezbollah is another example.

Decentralized decision-

making also may have been the norm for groups that were part of the URNG and may be
the norm for the groups that are part of Hezbollah. Due to the noted flexibility of the
organization, decentralized decision-making may also have been the norm for the
guerrilla groups that were a part of the FMLN during the times in which the group was
involved in guerrilla warfare. At the same time, the presence of decentralized decisionmaking does not mean that there is not also centralized decision-making, nor does it
mean that decentralized decision-making was more relevant to the organizations’
operations or decision-making. Rather, it is more likely that there is communication that
flows in both a top-down direction from the leadership to the constituent units, as well as
in a more horizontal direction, between “hubs” and “nodes,” to borrow from Sageman
(2004), at the lower level of the organization.
It may be tempting to designate an umbrella organization as horizontal because of
its multiple centers of power; however, if the constituent groups within an umbrella
organization are organized hierarchically, these multiple centers of power will be at the
top of each of the organizational hierarchies. The hierarchy is more apparent to the
extent that the leadership of the umbrella group is the same as the leadership of each of
the constituent groups. This leadership may maintain a monopoly on decision-making, as
well as communication, for the entire organization. In some ways, an umbrella group
may be the purest form of hierarchy, with lower-level members unconnected to each
other and a leadership that ties the organization together at the top. For these reasons,
“umbrella organizations” are neither inherently horizontal nor hierarchical.
This does not mean that the umbrella organizations are not appropriately labeled
as horizontal.

Although they have hierarchical features, the FMLN, URNG, and

Hezbollah are most likely more horizontal than many other terrorist groups. Rather, the
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point is that these groups should not be labeled as “horizontal” groups just because they
are also labeled as “umbrella organizations.”196

Some are small in size
Moreover, some of the terrorist groups identified as “horizontal” are quite small
in size. The National Socialist Action Front (ANS) was a right-wing, neo-fascist group
operating in Germany.

Although the group has been described as small, with an

estimated membership of fewer than 300, it is said to have had 32 units operating in nine
out of eleven West German states.197 The small size of the units and the geographic
spread lend support to the “horizontal” label, as does the description of the group as
lacking in centralized leadership and cohesion.198 Consistent with this assessment, the
Free German Workers’ Party (FAP), the political party that has been tied to the ANS, has
been discredited as a political party due to its small membership and its lack of an
organizational structure (Thiel 2009: 122).
Like the ANS, the Scottish National Liberation Army (SNLA) is described as a
very small, extremist organization made up of terrorists who operate independently of
any central leadership.199 The SNLA also has been described as “tiny” or as a “small
cadre of extremists.”200 They have been described elsewhere as “a ragtag bunch of
196

None of the other “umbrella organizations” as identified in the “Terrorist Organization Profiles” in
START are categorized as hierarchical in the Political Parties or Terrorist Groups datasets.
197 “German police raid 3 neo-Nazi groups.” The Globe and Mail (Canada). December 8, 1983.
LexisNexis, Accessed March 28, 2011
<http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/>.
198 Getler, Michael. 1979. “Hitler’s Grandchildren.” The Washington Post. April 22, 1979. LexisNexis,
Accessed March 28, 2011 <http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/>.
199 Schmid and Jongman (2008: 682); “Who are the ‘tartan terrorists’?” BBC News March 2, 2002,
Accessed March 22, 2011 <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/1850234.stm>.
200 Mark McGivern (2002) quotes the former director of the Centre for the Study of Terrorism and Political
Violence at St. Andrews University, Dr. David Claridge, in his description of the SNLA as “tiny.”
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fanatical nuts.”201 Despite claims to the contrary by the group’s leadership, others have
gone so far as to claim that the group is “little more than a ‘one man and his dog
operation’.”202 Andrew Scott, coauthor of Britain’s Secret War: Tartan Terrorism and
the Anglo-American State, was interviewed in 1993 regarding his impressions of the
SNLA. He was quoted as saying that the SNLA “effectively finished in 1984 as an
organization and now it is only one or two people.”203 Following from this, more recent
attacks, such as an anthrax threat directed at St. Andrews University, have been described
as likely being the work of an individual rather than an organized group.204 Also like the
ANS, which is one of many neo-Nazi groups in Germany, the SNLA has been described
as “[o]ne of a number of small organizations engaged in so-called ‘tartan terrorism’” in
the United Kingdom.205
Though both the ANS and the SNLA are small in size, the SNLA appears to be
much smaller than the ANS. Unlike with the ANS, which is large enough to support a
horizontal organizational structure, the SNLA may be too small to support an
organizational form resembling either a hierarchy or a network. In fact, it is difficult to
imagine a small group having sufficient membership to organize hierarchically or
Fracassini, Camillo and Liam Mcdougall. 2002. “Small But Deadly: A Forgotten Terror Cell Flexes its
Muscles.” Scotland on Sunday. March 3, 2002. LexisNexis, Accessed March 28, 2011
<http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/ >.
201 McGivern, Mark. 2002. “SNLA: A Portrait of Futility.” Daily Record, March 4, 2002. LexisNexis,
Accessed March 28, 2011 <http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/>.
202 Macdonald, George and Graeme Smith. 1993. “SNLA terrorist gets 12 years for conspiracy.” The
Herald (Glasgow). LexisNexis, Accessed March 29, 2011
<http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/>.
203 Macdonald, George and Graeme Smith. 1993. “SNLA terrorist gets 12 years for conspiracy.” The
Herald (Glasgow). LexisNexis, Accessed March 29, 2011
<http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/>.
204 Macdonald, George and Graeme Smith. 1993. “SNLA terrorist gets 12 years for conspiracy.” The
Herald (Glasgow). LexisNexis, Accessed March 29, 2011
<http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/>.
205 Price, Richard. 2001. “‘Tartan terrorists’ linked to anthrax hoax at university.” Daily Mail (London).
LexisNexis, Accessed March 28, 2011
<http://www.lexisnexis.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/hottopics/lnacademic/>.
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horizontally. As a group grows, a hierarchy may form with the original members of the
group becoming the leaders of a hierarchically-structured organization.

A small

organization also may grow into a horizontally-structured network; though, it may be
easier for a small group to organize horizontally in cases in which there are several
influential members working independently of each other and having separate spheres of
influence within the organization. More likely, it could be that a small group lacks the
human resources to form either a clear horizontal or hierarchical organizational structure.
This may be especially true of a shrinking group and is most certainly true of a one-man
operation.
Although small size may complicate organizational structure, it does not
determine it. Although it is difficult to ascertain the actual number of members of many
terrorist groups—small or large—there are some terrorist groups with very large
memberships among the horizontal groups that shift to party politics. For instance,
Hezbollah may have a combined active and reserve membership of around 11,000.206
The Farabundo Marti National Liberation Movement is said to have had more than
12,000 members at its height.207 Large groups may be as likely, or even more likely, to
be organized horizontally as small groups.

Some are lacking stability
Several of the groups that have been categorized as “horizontal” appear to lack
organizational stability.

The Free Aceh Movement (GAM) and the Moro National

206

“Terrorist Organization Profiles.” START
<http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=3101 >.
207“Terrorist Organization Profiles.” START
<http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=228>.
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Liberation Front (MNFL) have histories of splits in their organization, suggesting more
than one independent source of power and influence within each of the organizations.
The Revolutionary Movement of October 8 (MR-8) disbanded and then resurfaced.208 In
other cases, the activity levels of terrorist groups have varied over time. Variations in
activity levels, or the seeming appearance, disappearance, and reappearance of a terrorist
group, may be a symptom of an organization that lacks stability. The SNLA has shown
these types of variation.
Based on these observations, what is the relationship between organizational
stability and organizational structure? The formation of factions is not unusual for
terrorist groups, regardless of their organizational structures. Many terrorist groups split.
The Irish Republican Army and Euskadi ta’ Askatasuna are two well-known examples of
terrorist groups with hierarchical organizational structures that have experienced several
episodes of factioning. Nor are variations in activity levels unusual for terrorist groups,
regardless of organizational structure. Variations in activity levels can be explained by
external factors, including the arrest of leaders, changes in counter-terror policies,
changes in group tactics and strategies, and changes in the context within which the
group operates, to name a few. Of these causes of variation, one would affect horizontal
organizations differently than hierarchical organizations: the arrest of leaders. In fact,
the arrest of a leader or key member should not have the same catastrophic effect on the
activities of a terrorist group that is organized horizontally as it should on the activities of
a terrorist group that is organized hierarchically. Horizontal groups are not vulnerable to
organizational decapitation in the same way that hierarchical groups are. Given this, it is
quite interesting that variations in the activities of the “horizontally-organized” SNLA
208

“Terrorist Organization Profiles,” National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to
Terrorism (START) <http://www.start.umd.edu/start/>.
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coincided, at times, with the investigation or detention of its leader. It is also interesting
that this small terrorist group that is identified as horizontal had a recognized leader.

Several have a religious ideology
The most obvious question that may arise with a consideration of ideology is how
this feature of a political group can explain the group’s organizational structure. There
are some ways in which a group’s ideology may interact with organizational structure.
First, some types of groups may be more prone to organize horizontally rather than
hierarchically. Iannaccone and Berman (2006) credit sectarian groups with having the
benefits of networks, including social service networks, trading networks, etc. These
networks may be more or less peripheral to the organization. Regardless, they create
multiple centers for decision-making and multiple sources of leadership within an
organization. According to Iannaccone and Berman, networks give sectarian groups an
advantage in terms of popular support, overcoming collective action problems, and,
perhaps most importantly for this research, managing shifts between violent and
nonviolent tactics.

The comparison between Hezbollah and Hamas, both sectarian

groups with social and religious networks, and Fatah, a secular group lacking in these
networks, is illustrative (p. 120). What is quite interesting about this comparison is the
categorization of Hamas as more hierarchical than horizontal in the Political Parties and
Terrorist Groups dataset.
Taking the discussion a step further, I investigate further whether there is a
relationship between religious ideology and organizational structure. Using a Chi-square
test for independence, I find evidence that there is a relationship between religious
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ideology and organizational structure (p < .001).209 Religious terrorist groups make up
approximately one third (twenty-four of 75) of the terrorist groups with horizontal
organizational structures. In contrast, they make up fewer than ten percent (thirteen of
150) of the terrorist groups with hierarchical organizational structures. The relationship
between religious ideology and organizational structure is being driven primarily by the
higher than expected number of terrorist groups that are both horizontal and religious.210
In fact, nearly twice as many religious groups are categorized as horizontal as compared
to those that are categorized as hierarchical.
Looking to the subset of religious terrorist groups that turn to party politics, I find
that the relationship between religious ideology and organizational structure holds for the
religious terrorist groups that are horizontal and shift to party politics.211

While the

number of horizontal religious terrorist groups that do not turn to party politics is higher
than anticipated were there no relationship between religious ideology and organizational
structure, the number of hierarchical religious groups that do not shift to party politics is
lower than would be expected.212 Horizontal religious groups seem to have an advantage
when it comes to shifting from terrorism to party politics, a finding that supports
Iannaccone and Berman’s (2006) argument.

209 The assumptions for a Chi-square test of independence are met. The categories are independent and the
all of the minimum expected counts exceed five.
210 The standardized residual is 4.0, twice the standardized residual of 2.0, which is required to establish a
significant relationship.
211 In this subset, 50% of the cells have an expected count of less than five. This does not meet the Pearson
Chi-square assumptions. Because this two-by-two comparison of religious ideology and organizational
structure among groups that shift, I look to the Fisher’s Exact. The value of the Fisher’s Exact shows that
the relationship is significant (p < .05).
212 The standardized residual for hierarchical religious groups that do not shift to party politics is -2,
indicating the significance of this relationship and the lower-than expected frequency. The actual
frequency of hierarchical religious groups that do not shift to party politics is eleven. The Pearson Chisquare test suggests that there would be closer to 20.2 hierarchical religious terrorist groups that do not turn
to party politics if there were no relationship.
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Making sense of diversity among horizontally-organized terrorist groups
Considerable diversity is apparent among the terrorist groups that shift to party
politics. It is apparent that some have more horizontal organizational structures than
others. It is apparent that they vary in size and by ideology. Most importantly, it is
apparent that some of these groups are more hierarchical than others; though, even these
classifications vary across time.
The specifics of organizational structures are difficult to ascertain under the best
of circumstances. They are even more difficult to identify in an analysis that seeks to
identify general trends, oftentimes at the expense of in-depth case analysis. This is no
less true in a large-n analysis of terrorist groups, about which information is severely
restricted.
It is also important to note another limit of this analysis regarding the labeling of
organizational structures. The analysis of groups that shift to party politics says very
little about the terrorist groups that do not shift to party politics or about the subset of
hierarchical terrorist groups. For instance, what about Hamas, which is identified as a
religious group with a broad network by Iannaccone and Berman (2006), yet is
categorized as hierarchical in the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset?
How does this compare to Hezbollah, which is similarly identified by Iannaccone and
Berman, yet is classified as horizontal?

Explanation 3: The theory is incorrect or incomplete
The theory that is tested in Chapter Three is that terrorist groups with hierarchical
organizational structures will be more likely to shift between terrorism and party politics.
Terrorist groups with top-down communication, command, and control over an
organization were expected to be better able to orchestrate shifts in tactics. In addition,
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terrorist groups with centralized decision-making were thought to be better able to act in
a unified manner. The shift to party politics was expected to require more organizational
unity than other types of shifts in tactics, such as the addition of new attack techniques,
which can be pursued independently by units at lower levels within the organizational
structure.

Terrorist groups that are organized horizontally are thought to lack the

prerequisite organizational features that are useful for orchestrating and managing group
adaptation in a manner approximating unitary action.
Another type of reasoning also applies to the advantages of hierarchical
organizational structures. Hierarchical structures are expected to be advantageous for
terrorist groups transitioning into a political party because this type of organization is
thought to mirror the organization of political parties. Most political parties are expected
to have hierarchical organizational structures with identifiable and recognized
leaderships. Political parties need leaders who are recognized by potential supporters
both for the purposes of getting elected and for the purpose of managing the promotion of
the group’s goals in government. Similarities in organizational structures are thought to
be useful for completing this transition. Terrorist groups with hierarchical organizational
structures have the benefits of a leadership, which may become the leadership of a
political party.213 They may also have a leadership which can pull the organization
together for the purpose of promoting policy positions and aggregating resources. A
terrorist group with a horizontal organizational structure may find this transition more
challenging to the extent that it lacks in an identifiable or recognized leadership, which
can unify the organization for the purposes of carrying out operations associated with
political parties.

213

This was developed in Martin, Perliger, Pedahzur, and Weinberg (2008).
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Perhaps

this

reasoning

underlying

the

theorized

relationship

between

organizational structure and shifts between terrorism and party politics is incorrect.
Perhaps a centralized leadership is not necessary. Perhaps a hierarchical organizational
structure is not necessary to orchestrate all types of shifts to party politics. There is
diversity with regard to types of shifts to party politics, including cases of terrorist groups
transitioning into political parties, as well as cases in which terrorist groups create
political parties. In some cases, the party-terror linkage is as simple as members of the
terrorist group supporting or joining an existing political party. Perhaps also the fact that
many political party organizations are not strictly hierarchical cancels out the need for
terrorist groups to be hierarchical in order to assimilate as political parties. Alternatively,
it is possible that the theory is incomplete. In other words, organizational structure may
matter, but only in combination with other factors.

The theory is incorrect
The theorized relationship between organizational structure and shifts between
terrorism and party politics has three key elements:

(1) centralization of decision-

making, (2) the group’s ability to act in a united manner, and (3) hierarchical structures
resembling those of political parties. Each is considered in turn.

Centralization
Must a terrorist group have centralized decision-making in order to orchestrate a
shift between terrorism and party politics? Two of the ideas inherent in the centralization
argument are that decision-making is concentrated and that centralized decision-making
serves a unifying function. An alternative to centralized decision-making is decentralized
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decision-making. An extreme version of decentralized decision-making occurs when
units within an organization make tactical decisions and act independently of each other,
such as when cells within a terrorist network plan and carry out attacks independently.
Forms of organizational democracy represent another, less extreme version of
decentralized decision-making. When an organization works like a democracy, members
of a group who are not a part of the group’s leadership contribute to decision-making, at
least through the institutionalized voicing of opinions.

It is not inconceivable that

members of a group may support a turn to party politics collectively.

It is less

conceivable that members of a network of independent actors will have the forum to
discuss or orchestrate such a transition.
On the other hand, it may be that some parts of an organization are more relevant
to tactical decision-making than others. This may be especially true when it comes to
shifting to party politics. Perhaps such a transition necessitates centralized decisionmaking within the wing of an organization rather that will later become responsible for
political activities. Perhaps consensus on this shift is not necessary within the elements
of an organization that will remain militant.
Moreover, it may be that the centralization of leadership is fluid. Centralization
may be less relevant for the decision to shift to party politics than for putting this decision
into action. Even though members of a horizontal organization may have a voice when it
comes to tactical decision-making, this is not the same as suggesting that the members
orchestrate shifts in tactics. Making the shift from terrorism to party politics may require
a centralized leadership, which has the authority to command an organization and control
its component parts. An organization with decentralized decision-making may have a
centralized leadership, or at least a group of individuals capable of taking on this role.
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The URNG and FMLN are examples of groups with both centralized leadership and
decentralized decision-making.
On the other hand, the presence of centralized decision-makers is distinct from the
power of these decision-makers. The influence of leadership can be expected to vary
across organizations. An organization may have a central leadership, but this leadership
may lack control over the organization. For instance, it may be unable to prevent the
formation of factions, which are so often observed among terrorist groups. Similarly, an
organization may have decentralized decision-making, but the decision-makers may have
more influence within the organization. Alternatively, support within an organization for
an organization’s objectives or tactics may vary regardless of variations in the level of
centralization or decentralization.
In sum, level of centralization of decision-making may not be necessary in order
to decide on and orchestrate a shift to party politics. There is more than one reason why
an organization acts in a unified manner and is able to orchestrate shifts.

Unity
Must a terrorist group be able to act as in a unified manner in order to make the
transition from terrorism to party politics? Purely hierarchical organizations are singular
in the sense that there is one source of authority at the top of the organization. Purely
horizontal organizations might be also be singular in some ways, such as with regard to
organizational objectives or group ideologies.

On the other hand, horizontal

organizations may have multiple decision-makers and multiple centers of power, each
acting independently so that the activities of one unit differ from those of others.

Can

organizations with multiple decision-makers and independent units manage shifts in
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tactics?

As the “umbrella organizations” and other horizontally-organized terrorist

groups show, this appears to be a possibility.
Perhaps one problem with the reasoning regarding the necessity of organizational
connectivity for shifts to party politics is related to the blending of factors associated with
the presence of multiple units and questions about the likelihood that these units will be
able to come to a consensus on tactical decisions and then follow through on these
decisions. How different is this than organizational democracy? More to the point, how
necessary is it for lower-level leaders or operatives within a terrorist group to support
tactical decisions? Can these decisions be made by a consensus among the multiple
leaderships within an organization? Or, is a consensus necessary? To the extent that an
organization is international and a political party is not, might agreement among the
respective leaderships of the domestic elements of an international network be sufficient
to orchestrate such a transition?

Certainly, there is a possibility that an entire

organization will not support a shift to party politics, regardless of its organizational
structure. Such disagreement may result in a shift to party politics by one part of the
organization and the formation of a dissenting faction representing those that disagree on
the move, as was the case of the Irish Republican Army of the late 1960s.

Hierarchy
The question of organizational structure as it pertains to similarities between
hierarchical terrorist groups and political parties goes beyond the reasoning derived from
decision-making and centralized command and control. The question is whether groups
that are organized like political parties are more likely to make a shift to party politics?
Will these groups have the prerequisite features that will lend success to them as they
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make the transition to party politics? There is more than one type of political party
organization. Some are more hierarchical than others. A horizontally-organized terrorist
group with units that are distributed across a geographic space may resemble a political
party with branches. The branches may maintain relative autonomy, especially if the
group organizes so as to act like a political party at both the local and national levels.
Hierarchical terrorist organizations do not have a monopoly on organizational features
resembling political parties. Moreover, the relevance of organizational structure may
differ depending on whether a terrorist group is transitioning into a political party,
creating a political party, or supporting a political party.

The theory is incomplete
It is also possible that the theory is incomplete. There are two points to consider
in this regard. First of all, the theory may not address all aspects of organizational
structure.

Issues related to the fluidity of organizational structure, a centralized

leadership, and organizational unity within horizontal organizational structures and their
potential absence within hierarchical organizational structures have been addressed.
Issues unrelated to organizational structure have not.
More to the point, the theory may be incomplete because organizational structure
does not fully explain variations among terrorist groups with regard to shifts to party
politics. It is difficult to imagine one factor fully explaining a phenomenon; however, in
the case of organizational structure, the relationship lacks statistical significance. In other
words, organizational structure may matter, but it may not matter independently of other
factors. Terrorist groups may be more likely to shift to party politics in some contexts
than in others. Perhaps these contexts matter in addition to, or even more than, the
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features of the organization. The signing of a peace settlement could lead to a shift to
party politics, as it did for the FMLN, the URNG, the Free Aceh Movement (GAM), and
the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF). An end to armed conflict could have the
same effect, especially among groups such as Hezbollah, which desire not only to
influence the government, but also impose a new form of government. When militant
action is no longer necessary, an organization has a choice of either becoming obsolete or
transforming into a new type of organization. An organization’s instinct to survive may
outweigh its commitment to a particular tactic or even a particular objective.
Taking a different perspective on context, perhaps shifts to party politics are best
explained as a byproduct of intergroup competition.

In order to compete or be

competitive, it may be necessary for groups to either be more innovative than their
competition or, at the least, to match the tactics of their competition. It may be necessary
for groups to adapt in situations in which more than one terrorist group is competing for
the attention and support of a population. In these cases, as in others, group adaptation
may facilitate group survival.
In addition, the transition to party politics may be eased by the formation of ties
with competing groups. The Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) joined with its local
competition in order to form a united political front. The Tripura National Volunteers
(TNV) also formed ties with other political parties as part of its transition to nonviolent
politics.
Perhaps other organizational features also matter. Perhaps either ideology or the
age of a group has a greater influence on the likelihood that a group will shift tactics than
organizational structure. The age of a group is always increasing, along with a group’s
experience, until the time when a group ceases to exist. Shifts in tactics may be tied to
experiences with alternative tactics that do not achieve goals. Alternatively, shifts in
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tactics may help a group survive changing conditions and intergroup competition.
Ideologies are less likely to change over time; however, ideologies are often tied to a
particular subset of group objectives. In this way, ideology may be tied to contextual or
structural factors. For instance, nationalist groups may be more likely to have built-in
support bases and territorial ambitions than other types of groups.
There are also reasons to believe that ideology might explain shifts to or from
terrorism independent of organizational structure. Some ideological groups may be more
likely to shift tactics, regardless of their organizational structure. Tests for independence
reveal that nationalist terrorist groups shift to party politics in higher numbers than would
be expected if there were no relationship between nationalist ideology and shifts. Rightwing groups shift in lower-than-expected frequencies. Both of these findings are made
independent of organizational structure.214
Furthermore, looking within the groups, we might ask whether ideology and
group age condition organizational forms. Some ideological groups may be more likely
to shift tactics, regardless of their organizational structure. Groups with longer life spans
may also be more likely to shift, either because they must shift in order to survive or
because they have exhausted their efforts with a particular tactic. They may also have
survived because they have shifted tactics and adapted to their environments.215 Ideology
and group age may matter more than organizational structure, regardless of the way
organizational structure is operationalized or measured.

214

A Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence shows a relationship between nationalist ideology and
shifts to party politics (p < .01) and between right-wing ideology and shifts to party politics (p < .05).
These findings are driven by the higher than expected number of nationalist groups that turn to party
politics were there no relationship between these variables and the lower than expected number of rightwing groups that turn to party politics were there no relationship between these variables.
215 This is an argument explored in Martin, Perliger, Pedahzur, and Weinberg (2008).
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
To think that observing the organizational structure of a terrorist group will
provide sufficient information regarding what goes on within an organization is an
oversimplification of reality. Some aspects of the way an organization operates are
observable, others are not. Some aspects may be similar across organizations; though,
they will not be the same. There are as many types of organizations as there are
organizations.
This chapter began with a question: Does organizational structure matter and, if
so, in what ways? Statistical analysis suggests that organizational structure, at least in its
current operationalization, does not explain shifts from terrorism to party politics. This
finding may be the result of problems with the designation of organizational structure, the
labeling of terrorist groups, or the theory. Each of these potential problems leads the
researcher to a different, though complementary, set of conclusions regarding next steps
in the study of organizational structure and shifting tactics.
In order to unpack questions with regard to measuring organizational structure, it
is necessary to take a closer look within the groups that shift tactics in order to understand
the processes by which decisions about participation in party politics have been reached
and the ways in which these decisions are carried out. A comparison of similarlystructured terrorist groups would be an appropriate starting point. It would be necessary
to compare a terrorist group that shifts to party politics with one that does not. Decisionmaking may be similar within these groups; though, the ultimate decision differs.
Alternatively, decision-making may be similar and the follow-through may be similar;
however, the group may encounter problems in its transition.

Furthermore, for the

purposes of controlling for alternate explanations, these political groups should be similar
in other ways, such as in terms of group ideology, objectives, size, resources, location,
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and political context. This analysis will allow the researcher to identify the processes by
which tactical decisions are undertaken—and the ways in which organizational structures
might influence these—while controlling for other possible explanations. This type of
analysis will inform an organizational theory of political group adaptation.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions

The starting point for this dissertation was the recognition that a large number of
political groups alternate between the bullet (or bomb) and the ballot box. Examples of
political parties engaging in terrorism and of terrorist groups participating in party
politics are numerous, with many well-documented instances of shifts between these
political tactics. The factors that are tied to these shifts have been less well-known.
Recognizing the formation of linkages between political parties and terrorist groups as
instances of political group adaptation, I have directed this project toward providing
answers to two questions: Under what conditions do political groups alternate between
terrorism and party politics? And, what types of political groups are most likely to
undertake these types of shifts? Significant progress has been made toward answering
each of these questions.
In the pages that follow, I review the findings presented in this dissertation and
discuss the main contributions of these findings to the broader party-terror research
agenda. I present these contributions in the context of theorizing about political group
adaptation. I conclude with a discussion of some of the implications of the findings
presented in this dissertation and extensions of this project. I describe these in terms of
areas for further research.
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MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
In this dissertation, I make a number of contributions to the growing literature on
linkages between political parties and terrorist groups, in the process also contributing to
the largely separate literatures on political parties and terrorist groups as well as to the
broader political science literature. I have constructed two of the most comprehensive
and sophisticated datasets on terrorist groups and party-terror linkages.216 I develop each
of the empirical chapters in this dissertation for the purpose of making a unique
contribution to the study of these linkages.

In Chapter Three, I drew from the

foundational literature on linkages between political parties and terrorist groups in order
to retest existing hypotheses regarding the formation of party-terror linkages and identify
and explore possible explanations for findings that were not only unexpected, but also
counterintuitive. In Chapter Four, I used the new datasets in order to evaluate the
applicability of several prominent theories in the political science literature to
explanations for the formation of linkages between political parties and terrorist groups.
In Chapter Five, I examined counterintuitive findings regarding the high numbers of
shifts to party politics that took place under conditions of full democracy and the high
numbers of shifts to terrorism that took place under fully authoritarian and fully
democratic conditions. In Chapter Six, I examined the counterintuitive finding that
organizational structure may not contribute to explanations for shifts in tactics. The
findings explored in each of these chapters seem to cast doubt on understandings of the
conditions under which political groups shift between terrorism and party politics and the
types of groups that shift between these tactics. By identifying and exploring these

216 In fact, these datasets may be the most comprehensive and sophisticated given the span of time covered
in the datasets and the number of cases. I have also initiated the construction of a third, more
comprehensive and unique dataset on political parties. The construction of this dataset benefited from
funding provided to the TIGER Lab and from the research assistance of TIGER team members.
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counterintuitive findings, I am able to provide a better understanding of the conditions
under which political groups adapt and the types of political groups that are more likely
to engage in these types of adaptation. I accomplish these tasks through a combination of
statistical analyses of a large number of terrorist groups and political parties and analyses
of specific cases. In combination, these contributions speak to broader questions in the
political science literature. I review each of these contributions in turn.

New Datasets
One main contribution of this dissertation is the construction of two of the most, if
not the most, sophisticated and inclusive datasets covering cases of terrorist groups,
including those with ties to political parties and those without ties to political parties.
Two datasets have been created from a single original dataset. The division of the
original dataset into two datasets allows for the separate treatment of these two different
types of party-terror linkages. All of the terrorist groups that were identified in the
original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset are also included in the Terrorist
Groups dataset. This includes terrorist groups with ties to both terrorism and party
politics, regardless of whether these ties are terrorist-initiated or party-initiated, as well as
terrorist groups with no ties to political parties. The Political Parties dataset includes
only those terrorist groups that are linked to political parties through party-initiated partyterror linkages. Most importantly, each of the terrorist groups and political parties that
are included in the datasets has been subject to considerable scrutiny. This scrutiny lends
confidence to the cases that are included and, as an extension, the conclusions that can be
drawn from analyses of these cases. For both datasets, each of the political groups with a
party-terror linkage has been examined and the names of the political parties with which
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terrorist groups have formed ties have been documented, as have the years of shifts to or
from terrorism. Whether or not the political group continued to use violent tactics
following a shift from terrorism to party politics has also been documented. In addition,
new information on regime conditions has been incorporated.

In some cases, the

inclusion of political groups with purported ties to terrorism or party politics was
reevaluated due to an absence of evidence regarding such ties.217

Exploring Variations and Evaluating Theories
A second key contribution of this dissertation is the explorative research
undertaken into variations across time and space and the use of this analysis to evaluate
approaches to understanding political group adaptation and the resort to terrorism. In
Chapter Four, I explore the presence of variations across time and space in the incidence
of shifts to and from terrorism. This chapter differs from the other empirical chapters in
its approach to understanding party-terror linkages. First, I examine whether there are
differences in the occurrences of shifts to and from terrorism in different regions and at
different times. I identify differences between the timing of shifts to terrorism and shifts
from terrorism. In the process of this analysis, I note that shifts from party politics to
terrorism appear to have occurred exclusively in the past, whereas shifts from terrorism to
party politics, while concentrated in an earlier time period, continue to occur today and
may be on the rise again. I also survey variations in shifts to and from terrorism across
space. I find variations in the proportions of terrorist groups that turn to party politics in

217 The construction of a third dataset including information on a sample of 500 political parties from a
larger sample of nearly 500,000 instances in which a political party has participated in elections has also
been initiated. This dataset is limited in terms of geographic spread and time frame, as well as in terms of
details of the inner-workings of the political parties. The source for this dataset is the Constituency-Level
Elections Archive (CLEA) <http://www.electiondataarchive.org/>.
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each region and variations in the frequencies of political parties turning to terrorism. I
then evaluate the fit of existing theories to these findings. In particular, I evaluate
whether theories related to diffusion, intergroup competition, culture, and institutions are
useful for understanding the formation of party-terror linkages. In the process, I find
stronger support for the influence of institutions on the presence of shifts to and from
terrorism across space and time. This is an interesting finding given the counterintuitive
findings explored elsewhere in the dissertation regarding the relationship between regime
types and shifts to and from terrorism.

New Findings
Another key contribution of this dissertation is the reevaluation of existing
hypotheses. Taking the work of Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) as a point of
departure, I retest several hypotheses regarding the formation of linkages between
political parties and terrorist groups. In Chapter Three, I address questions regarding the
conditions under which political groups shift between terrorism and party politics and the
types of groups that are more likely to undertake these shifts. Although many of the
original hypotheses found support when retested with new data, this was not universally
the case. In some cases the evidence casted doubt on the original hypotheses. In other
cases the findings were unexpected and counterintuitive.
Questions were raised with regard to the conditions under which political groups
shift tactics. Whereas the earlier work suggested that terrorist groups and political parties
would shift tactics under conditions of partial democracy or weak authoritarianism,
evidence suggests that this may not be the case. In particular, a look at the regime
classification at the time of these shifts offers a very different point of departure for
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understanding the conditions under which political groups shift to and from terrorism.
Analyzing the relationship between regime type and shifts to and from terrorism with
Polity scores, I discovered that terrorist groups turned to party politics in the highest
numbers under conditions of full democracy. In most cases, these conditions were not
changing at the time of the shift. Moreover, the highest frequencies of political parties
turning to terrorism were found at the extremes of the autocracy-democracy continuum,
at points along this continuum where Polity scores correspond to the most authoritarian
and most democratic regime conditions.

These findings are contradictory to the

expectations laid out in Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) and are in many ways
counterintuitive.
In Chapter Five, I explored these findings further.

I studied the number of

terrorist groups turning to party politics as a proportion of the number of terrorist groups
operating under each type of regime. This revealed that the high numbers of terrorist
groups shifting to party politics under fully democratic conditions can be explained in
part by the higher numbers of terrorist groups operating under these regime conditions. I
also devised a new way of categorizing regime types that accounts for regime trajectories.
Grouping countries on the basis of this categorization of regime trajectories facilitated the
study of the propensities of groups operating under different regime conditions to shift to
or from terrorism. Most of the shifts that appeared to take place under fully democratic
conditions were disaggregated into two categories of regime trajectories—new
democracies and established democracies. A much smaller number of the shifts that took
place under fully democratic conditions took place in countries with weakly authoritarian
or partially democratic regimes. The majority of these shifts took place in the subset of
newer democracies.
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I then turned to an analysis of the types of terrorist groups that shifted to party
politics under these diverse regime conditions. This allowed for the identification of
considerable diversity in the types of terrorist groups that have turned to party politics
within the subsets of newer democracies and weakly authoritarian and partially
democratic regimes, which is not apparent under other regime classifications.

In

addition, considerable diversity is also observed among the subset of terrorist groups that
turn to party politics in the newer democracies. In particular, terrorist groups of all
ideological types have shifted to party politics in comparable proportions in regimes
classified as newer democracies. Interestingly, religious terrorist groups have only turned
to party politics in countries with newer democratic regimes that are currently fully
democratic.
With regard to the subset of political parties that have turned to terrorism,
analyses reveal differences among the political parties that turn to terrorism under
conditions of full democracy and those that turn to terrorism under conditions of strong
authoritarianism. Moreover, despite having shifted to terrorism under conditions that
were strongly authoritarian or fully democratic at the time of the shift, the highest number
of political parties that turn to terrorism operates in regimes that are newly democratic.
This finding echoes the finding that terrorist groups turn to party politics in the highest
frequencies in newly democratic regimes. This relationship between regime type and
regime trajectory is a useful starting point for further research. In the consideration of
these regime characteristics, particular attention should be given to political groups
operating in countries undergoing democratization.
In Chapter Six, I switched the focus to explanatory factors at the level of the
political group. Questions with regard to organizational structure were dealt with in this
chapter. A retesting of the original hypotheses presented in Weinberg, Pedahzur, and
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Perliger (2008) and explored in Martin, Perliger, Pedahzur, and Weinberg (2008)
regarding organizational structure also led to the identification of counterintuitive
findings, raising a new set of questions. With regard to the types of political groups that
are likely to shift between terrorism and party politics, it was hypothesized that groups
with hierarchical organizational structures would be more likely to undertake shifts
between terrorism and party politics. These groups would be better able to orchestrate
and manage shifts in tactics due to centralized command and control. A hierarchicallyorganized terrorist group would have a leader ship that could communicate and
coordinate with the leadership of political parties in order to organize collaboration.
Terrorist groups with hierarchical structures would be more similar to hierarchicallyorganized political parties, easing transitions between these types of political groups and
their associated political activities. Moreover, hierarchically-organized political groups
would be more capable of unitary action than horizontally-organized political groups.
Regarding organizational structure, preliminary evidence based on descriptive analysis
was supportive of the hypothesis that organizational structure matters, as well as the
hypothesis that political groups with hierarchical organizational structures are more
capable of adapting than those with horizontal organizational structures.
In fact, this appears not to be the case. The relationship between hierarchical and
horizontal organizational structures and shifts to party politics is not statistically
significant. There are not significant differences in the proportions of political groups
identified as hierarchical and those identified as horizontal that shift tactics between
terrorism and party politics. The problem may be two-fold. Foremost, the designation of
political groups as hierarchical or horizontal is inherently problematic. In addition to
oversimplifying differences in the organizational structures of political groups, this
dichotomous designation also conflates the location of decision-making with the
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relationship of units within the structure of an organization. This can be problematic,
especially to the extent that complex interactions within an organization limit the
applicability of oversimplified understandings of the relationship between group
decision-making and outcomes. In a related sense, and perhaps more importantly, the
organizational structure of a political group may not matter as much as has been
hypothesized. Political groups frequently split into factions. A faction of a political
group may shift tactics, making it unnecessary for centralized decision-making to take
place before a tactical shift can occur. For some political groups, decisions regarding
group activities may be subordinated to the interests and demands of a particular
constituency. Moreover, just as political parties may have branches wherein independent
decision-making takes place, terrorist groups may also have branches—or cells—that
operate independently of centralized command and of each other. Furthermore, in some
cases, the decision to engage in party politics or terrorism may be made at the level of the
individual. There is considerable diversity in the types of party-terror linkages; likewise,
there is considerable diversity in the origins of these linkages within the political group.
As the evidence suggests, this horizontal organizational structure does not necessarily
preclude shifts in tactics. Chapter Six was devoted to an analysis of these issues and of
the terrorist groups that turn to party politics despite their horizontal organizational
structures.

Research Design
Turning to a third key contribution of this dissertation, it is important to note that
this dissertation has been designed so as to add to existing work on party-terror linkages
and contribute new insights to the discussion of political group adaptation. The work by
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Weinberg, Pedahzur, and Perliger (2008) approached the study of party-terror linkages
through a richly qualitative analysis of political systems and political groups, which was
complemented by descriptive statistics. In this dissertation, I have taken the analysis of
party-terror linkages a step further. I separated the statistical analyses of cases of terrorist
groups turning to party politics from the analysis of political parties turning to terrorism.
By identifying the time of the shift to or from terrorism and the political party with which
each terrorist group has formed ties, I am better able to identify the conditions under
which these shifts take place as well as the potential triggers for these shifts.

By

identifying the groups that remain violent after shifting to party politics, I am able to
make the distinction between groups that commit to a new tactic and those that simply
add a tactic to their tactical repertoires. My second main contribution is with regard to
the analysis of this data. I found descriptive statistics to be a particularly useful first test
of hypotheses presented in other works. Descriptive statistics are useful for identifying
trends among the political groups included in the study. I also use cross-tabulations and
Pearson’s Chi-square tests of independence in order to establish whether or not there are
statistically significant relationships between the hypothesized explanatory factors and
the dichotomous dependent variable representing the presence or absence of a shift in
tactics.

This project pushes the research forward through these types of statistical

analyses.
As I will explain, these types of analyses are the most appropriate analyses for
dealing with the dichotomous dependent variable and the limited number of cases of
shifts between terrorism and party politics. Moreover, because I identified significant
differences in the timing, locations, regime conditions, and types of groups undertaking
shifts to terrorism and shifts to party politics, it does not make sense to deal with the two
types of shifts together.
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The Limitations of Regression Analysis
Regression analyses are less useful for a number of reasons. It is one thing to
apply regression equations and find results that are unexpected or contradictory to theory.
It is quite another to use regression equations and be unable to include the range of
explanatory and control variables that are theorized to be relevant for understanding a
phenomenon. For the study of terrorist groups turning to party politics, the applicability
of regression analysis is limited more than in any other way by the small number of cases
of these shifts. The problem is one of degrees of freedom. While there are close to 450
terrorist groups included in this analysis, there are only 59 cases of terrorist groups
turning to party politics. The degrees of freedom are limited by this small number of
terrorist groups that shift tactics. One metric for determining the appropriate number of
independent variables to include in a regression equation is to divide the number of cases
in the smallest category by ten. In this analysis, this is the category of terrorist groups
that turn to party politics (n = 59). Based on this calculation, the most appropriate
number of independent variables to include in a binary logistic regression analysis of
shifts from terrorism to party politics is between five and six.218 A higher number of
independent variables creates a problem with regard to the explanatory power of the
equation. In a regression equation that accounts for categorical variables and multiple
levels of analysis, most of these degrees of freedom can be taken by a single categorical
independent variable, such as regional designation, ideology, or regime type or trajectory.
Regional designations based on the MAR dataset, for instance, can account for as many
as five independent variables. Regime type and regime trajectory, each of which is
218

This number is determined by dividing fifty-nine by ten (Garson 2011).
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disaggregated on the basis of four groupings, can count as three independent variables.
This leaves very little room for accounting for other factors, such as organizational
structure or group ideology, both of which are also categorical variables adding up to
multiple independent variables. In many ways, the use of binary logistic regressions, the
most appropriate option for an analysis with a dichotomous dependent variable, is limited
by the small number of cases of shifts from terrorism to party politics.
This limitation is less defined, though still exists, with regard to the analysis of
cases of political parties turning to terrorism. With fewer than 100 documented cases of
party-initiated party-terror linkages, the appropriate number of independent variables
increases to between nine and ten. Still, this number of independent variables would not
allow for the inclusion of the range of explanatory factors identified in this analysis.
Moreover, any analysis that deals with a subset of the terrorist groups or political
parties that shift tactics is limited to the extent that the smaller number of cases results in
even lower degrees of freedom.

For these reasons, the applicability of regression

equations to the study of the formation of party-terror linkages is severely limited.

IMPLICATIONS
The implications of findings presented in this dissertation are numerous. First of
all, the phenomena of political groups shifting to and from terrorism are widespread.
While instances of political parties turning to terrorism have declined, instances of
terrorist groups turning to party politics are still taking place. Given the increase in the
number of these shifts in 2005, instances of this type of shift may be on the rise. These
are phenomena that have taken place primarily in democratizing states under conditions
of full democracy.

Under these conditions, political groups of diverse ideological
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viewpoints have turned to party politics. At the same time, many of the political groups
that turn to party politics continue to engage in terrorism. Recognizing trends in the
resort to terrorism and engagement in party politics is important for understanding the
causes of the conflicts to which these political groups contribute and the prerequisites for
transitions to peaceful political interactions. This is especially true to the extent that
conflict and peace are perpetuated by the diverse political groups responsible for
engaging in violent and nonviolent political activities. Foreign and domestic policies
aimed at promoting peace through political engagement would be well-served by giving
consideration to the conditions under which political groups engaging in terrorism are
likely to abandon this tactic and the types of political groups that are most likely to do so.

NEXT STEPS
While this dissertation marks the completion of one phase of research into partyterror linkages, in reality, it represents more of a beginning than an end.

Several

questions have been raised that are deserving of further attention. First, the study of
variations across time and space can be expanded with the use of spatial analysis. This
type of analysis is more sophisticated than analyses relying on the designation of
boundaries between regions, especially to the extent that clusters can be identified within
regions and at the intersections of regional designations. Analyses that take space into
account independently of regions also allow for the identification of clusters of shifts to
and from terrorism. Preliminary work with geographic analysis shows that a statistically
significant nonrandom clustering of shifts to and from terrorism is present.219 Second,

219This

finding is based on preliminary analysis for a working paper in which the authors approach the
study of shifts to and from terrorism from the perspective of geographically-based spatial analysis (Martin
and Myers).
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questions regarding the relevance of regime characteristics are deserving of further
attention, as are the ways in which these conditions can influence tactical decisionmaking even when the conditions are not changing at the times in which shifts take place.
Third, the question of organizational structure—how best to understand its relevance and
how best to measure it—remains an area for further research. Fourth, the study of
political parties that do not shift is another area requiring further research. In order to
understand why some political parties turn to terrorism, it is also necessary to understand
why others do not. The research conducted in this dissertation will be a useful starting
point for identifying the political systems and political groups to which attention should
be turned.
Moreover, whereas the large-n analyses conducted in this dissertation research are
useful for acquiring a big-picture perspective of these phenomena, discovering general
trends, and identifying the cases that match expectations and those that do not, there are
many limitations to this type of research. The limitations inherent in large-n analyses can
be dealt with by turning next to in-depth analyses of cases. Many of these questions can
be dealt with best through qualitative analyses that uncover the processes by which
tactical decisions are made and the outcomes of these decisions. These are areas for
further research.
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Appendix: Description of Variables

DEPENDENT VARIABLES
I. Shift from terrorism to party politics
a. Definition: Terrorist groups that engage in party politics are said to have
undertaken a shift to party politics. Two types of shifts are categorized
according to the Weinberg and Eubank (1990) typology of party-terror
linkages: (1) terrorist groups may create a political party, or (2) terrorist
groups may become a political party. Instances in which a terrorist group
undergoes a life-cycle transformation, becoming a political party before
reverting to terrorism are also included in this classification (Weinberg,
Pedahzur, and Perliger 2008). In addition, some terrorist groups shift to
party politics in cases in which they support their own members when they
run for election with a non-affiliated political party. For example, the
Black Panther Party’s support of Eldridge Cleaver in his bid for the U.S.
presidency with the Peace and Freedom Party. A shift to party politics
may also happen when members of a terrorist group join a non-affiliated
political party. For example, members of the National Socialist Action
Front in Germany joined the Free German Workers’ Party (FAP) party.
b. Sources: the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset and
case-by-case investigations of political groups with the use of a variety of
sources deemed to be reliable, including the National Consortium for the
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Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) and Schmid and
Jongman et al. (2008)
c. Measurement: Terrorist groups that shift from terrorism to party politics
are coded as a “1” for this variable. In all of the documented cases of
shifts from terrorism to party politics, the year of the shift is recorded, as is
the name of the political party with which the terrorist group has formed a
linkage.

II. Shift from party politics to terrorism
a. Definition: Political parties that engage in terrorism are said to have
shifted to terrorism. Shifts from party politics to terrorism take several
forms, four of which are identified by Weinberg and Eubank (1990).
These include cases in which (1) a political party supports a terrorist
group, (2) a political party creates a terrorist group, and (3) a faction of a
political party becomes a terrorist group. This also includes cases in
which a political party undergoes a life-cycle transformation. The part of
this transformation in which the political party becomes a terrorist group is
classified as a shift to terrorism.
b. Sources: the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset and
case-by-case investigations of political parties and terrorist groups through
a variety of sources deemed to be reliable, including the National
Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism
(START) and Schmid and Jongman et al. (2008)
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c. Measurement: In all of the documented cases of shifts from party politics
to terrorism, the year of the shift is recorded, as are the names of the
political party and the terrorist group.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
I. Region
a. Definition: Regional classifications are based primarily on a combination
of physical location, cultural similarity, and political characteristics.
These designations are borrowed form an existing dataset. In cases in
which a country was excluded from the existing dataset, factors such as
location, culture, and politics were considered in assigning a regional
designation.
b. Source:

the Minorities at Risk (MAR) Dataset and Codebook

(http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/mar/data/mar_codebook_Feb09.pdf)
c. Measurement: Each political group is given a code corresponding to the
country in which it resides. These codes are borrowed from the AMR
designations and are as follows: Western democracies and Japan (“0”),
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union (“2”), Asia (“3”), North
Africa and the Middle East (“5”), Sub-Saharan Africa (“6”), Latin
America and the Caribbean (“7”).

II. Regime Type Classification
a. Definition: Drawing from the Polity IV Project, countries are classified
classify on the basis of regime types.
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Political groups receive a

designation based on the country in which they are based. Four categories
are identified: (1) authoritarian regimes, (2) weakly authoritarian regimes,
(3) partial democracies, and (4) full democracies.
b. Source:

adapted from Polity data in the Polity IV Dataset and, in

particular, the Polity2 variable in the “Polity IV Annual Time-Series 18002009”
c. Measurement: Regimes classified as authoritarian regimes have Polity
scores ranging between -10 and -7. Weakly authoritarian regimes and
partial democracies are those regimes that have Polity scores ranging
between -6.99 and 6.99.

The cut-point between weak authoritarian

regimes and partial democracies is 1, with the lower range (-6.99 to 0.99)
being identified as weakly authoritarian regimes and the higher range (1 to
6.99) being identified as partially democratic regimes. Many of these
regimes experience authoritarian regressions or democratization that
would categorize them as fully authoritarian or fully democratic at times;
however, these episodes are relatively short-lived. Full democracies have
Polity scores ranging from 7 to 10. Many full democracies have been
democratic for the majority of the period under investigation in this
dissertation; although, a large number have become democratic during the
third and fourth waves of democracy. This variable is used primarily for
identifying the regime type at a point in time, such as at the time of a shift
to or from terrorism.
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III. Regime Trajectory Classification
a. Definition:

This classification draws from the Polity IV Project and

primarily from the “Polity IV Individual Country Regime Trends, 19462009.”

Countries are classified on the basis of regime trajectories.

Understanding regime types as changing over time, I identify four
categories:

(1) stable authoritarian regimes, (2) weakly authoritarian

regimes and partially democratic regimes, (3) newer democracies, and (4)
established democracies.
b. Source:

adapted from Polity data in the Polity IV Dataset and, in

particular, the “Polity IV Individual Country Regime Trends, 1946-2009”
graphs (http://www.systemicpeace.org/polity/polity4.htm)
c. Measurement: Regimes classified as stable authoritarian regimes have
been authoritarian for the majority (or entire) period of time following the
Second World War.

These are among the most authoritarian states,

typically having Polity scores ranging between -10 and -7.

Weak

authoritarian regimes and partial democracies are those regimes that have
Polity scores ranging between -6.99 and 6.99.

Many of the states

classified as weakly authoritarian or partially democratic have experienced
variations over time in terms of regime type.

They may experience

authoritarian regressions or democratization that would categorize them as
fully authoritarian or fully democratic at times; however, these episodes
are relatively short-lived. Stable democracies have been democratic for the
majority of the period under investigation in this dissertation.

This

includes the majority of the post-World War II era. Newer democracies
have become democratic during the period under investigation and are
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most often part of the third or fourth waves of democratic transition.
Some of the newer democracies have had authoritarian regressions during
the period under study. Most of the newer democracies have achieved
high levels of democracy corresponding to the levels of democracy seen
among the established democracies; although, their tenure as democracies
is of a shorter term. This variable captures the regime trajectory over
time.

IV. Organizational structure
a. Definition: This variable takes into account the structure of the political
group’s organization in terms of communication, command, and control.
b. Source: the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset
c. Measurement: This is a dichotomous distinction between hierarchical
(top-down) and horizontal (network) organizational types.

V.

Ideology
a. Definition: The ideology designations allows for the identification of
political groups on the bases of ideas regarding politics and the role of
government, as well as group objectives.
b. Source: the original Political Parties and Terrorist Groups dataset and
START
c. Measurement:

Although the original Political Parties and Terrorist

Groups dataset includes many more ideological designations, emphasis is
placed in this project on the four classifications with the highest number of
political groups.

These include left-wing, right-wing, nationalist, and
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religious groups. Political groups are given designations of “1” or “0,”
with the former representing that the group espouses a particular ideology.
Each ideology is treated as a separate variable. Political groups may have
multiple ideologies.

VI. Regime disruptions
a. Definition: Regime disruptions include cases of state failure and civil
war.
b. Source: data available through the Polity IV Project’s “Polity IV Annual
Time-Series 1800-2009” (state failure) and the Correlates of War’s
(COW) “Intra-State War data” (civil wars)
c. Measurement: Variables are dummy-coded as “1” in cases in which there
is an applicable regime disruption and “0” in cases in which there is not.
For the number of civil wars, a count was made of the number of civil
wars in each country between 1946 and 2009.
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